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MY thanks are due to my friends and coZ!eagues who 
have been good enough to rea<Pthis book in manuscript, 
and have contributed' valuable suggestions, by which 
I have greatly profited ; in particular to Mr. A. J. 
Ayer, Mr. Ian Bowen, Mr. G. E. F. Chilver, Mr. S. N. 
Hampshire and Mr. S. Rachmilewitch ; I am further 
greatly ineebted to Mr. Francis Graham-Harrison for 
compiling the index ; to Mrs. H. A. L. Fisher and Mr. 
David Stephen~ for reading thl proof\; t<;> Messrs. 
Methuen for pe1mission to !nake use of ti1e passage 

.quoted on PP' I7fJ~f; and, most of all, to t~eoWarden 
an~ Fellows of A~ S~ls College for per~itting".me•to 
devote a part of the time during which I held a Fellow
ship of the college to a subject.whGlly outside the~ope 
of my proper studies . 

• LB. 

Oxford, May, 1939· • 
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CHpV'TER I 

• INTRODUCTION 

Things ~nd actions are w~t they a~, and their consequences 
will be ·what they will be ; why then should we seek to be 
deceived ? BISHOP BUTLER. 

No thinker in the nineteenth century has had so direct, 
deliberate and powertul an influence upon mankind as 
Karl Marx. Both during his lifetime and .!fter it he 
exercised an intellectual and moral ascendancy over his 
followers, the «rengtltof •vhich was unfque even in that 
golden age of democratic nationalisp1, !in age which saw 
the ris~ 0f•gr,at popular heroes and ~artyrs, romantic, • 
almost leg~ndary figures, whose ~ives and words dom
ina~ the imagination of the masses and created a 
new revolutionary tr1ditien in Europe. Yet Marx could 
not, at any time, be called a popular figure in the ordi
nary sense : certainly he was in no sense a p~ular 
writer or orator.. He wrote extensively, but his works 
were not, during his lifetime, read widely ; and when, 
in the late seventies, they began to reach the immense 
public which several among them afterwards obtained, 
the desire to read t~em was due not so much to 
a recognition of their intrinsic qualities as to the 
growth of the fame and notoriety of the movement 
with which he was identified. 

Marx totally lacked ~he qualities of a great popular 
leader or agitator, w~s not a publicist of genius like the 
Russian democraf Alexander Herzen, nor did he possess 
Bakunin:s marvellous eloquen;e; the greater part .of 
his working life was spent in comparative obscurity in. 
London, at oo writing-d<;:;k and in !Ae reading-room 
of the British Museum. He was li.le kMwn to th~• 

9 
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get{eral pumic, and while towards the end o' his life he 
became the recognized, and admired, leader of a. power
ful international movement, nothing in •his life or 
-character stirreti the ?magination or evoked the J.oundless 
devo~on, 'he intense, almost. religious, wo1sl1ip, with 
which such men as Kossuth, Mazzini, and !4fen Lassalle 
in his last years, were regarde~ by their fo1lowers. 

His public appearaPlces were neither freq'lJ:nt nor 
notably successful. On the few occasions on which he 
addressed banquets or public meetings, his speeches 
were overloaded with matter, and delivered with a 
combination of monotonousness and brusqueness, 
which co~manded the respect but not the enthusiasm 
of his audience. He was by temperament a theorist 
and an intellectJal, and in~in<lively tPvoided direct 
contact with the ~a~es, to the study of whose interests 

"his entire life• wa~.devoted. To many of.hi; tollowers • • he•appeared in the role of a dogmatic and sentehtious 
German schoolmaster, prepared to repeat his ~ses 
indefinitely, with rising sharp!less~ until their essence 
became irremovably lodged in his disci pies' minds. The 
great~r part of his economic teaching was given its first 
expression in lectures to working men•: his exposition 
under these circumstances was by all accounts a model 
of lucidity and conciseness. But he wrote slowly and 
painfully, as sometimes happens with rapid and fertile 
thinkers, scarcely able to cope wrth the speed of their 
own ideas, impatient at once to communicate a new 
doctrine, and to forestall every possible objection ; the 
published versions were gene"rally turgid, clumsy, and 
obscure in detail, although the ~ntral doctrine is never 
in serious doubt. He was acutely ~onscious of this, and 

• once compated himself with the ftero of Balzac's 
Urlfmown Masterpiece, who tries to paint the. picture 

.which has formed itself in his mind, touches and re
touches the cam~\ endlessly ,.to produce li last a shape

·~ess mass of•colmfrs, which to his eye seems to express 
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the vision in his imagination. He belongeJ. to a g•n-
eration which cultivated the emotions more intensely 
and deliber<).tely than its predecessors, and was brought 
up amon.7 men to whom ideas Vo4tre often more real 
than facts,oand personal relations meanr far ~more than 
the events of the exterrl'al world ; by whom it!deed 
public lif~ ~as commonly understood and interpreted 
in terms .of the rich an<! elaborate world of their own 
private • experience. Marx was • by nature not intro
spective, and took little interest in persons or states 
of mind or soul ; the failure on the part of so many 
of his contemporaries to assess the importance of the 
revolutionary transformation of the societ:f of their 
day, due to the swift advance of technology with its 
accompanime~ of s<¥lden increase oJi,wealth, ansJ., at 
the same time, of social• and cultural dislocation and 
confusioo,•merely excited his anger jnd•contempt. • 

He.\vas. e~dowed with a po~erfJJ., active, unse~ti
mental mind, an acute sense of injustice, and exception
ally 1'ittle sensibility ,•an~ was repelled as much by the 
rhetoric and emotionalism of the intellectuals as by 
the stupidity and complacency of the bourgeoisie~ the 
first seemed to him aimless chatter, remote from reality 
and, whether sincere or false, equally irritating ; the 
second at once hypocritical and self-deceived, blinded 
to the salient features of its time by absorption in the 
pursuit of wealth anti social status. 

This sense of living in a hostile and vulgar world, 
intensified perhaps by his dislike of the fact that he 
was born a Jew, increased his natural harshness and 
aggressiveness, and PJOduced the formidable figure 
of popular imaginat4on. His greatest admirers would 
find it difficult 1o maintain that he was 61 sensitive or 
tender-hearted man, or in any ~ay concerned about the • 
feelings •of those with whom he came into contatt ; 
the majority ~f the men he met weDft in his opinion, • 
either fools or sycophants, and to,~rds ~uch he be-1 • 
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ha:.ed with. open suspicion or contempt. But if his 
attitude in public was overbearing and' offensive, 
in the intimate circle composed of his fa!Ilily ·and his 
friends, in which ~ felt completely secure_. he was 
considerat• an! gentle ; his married life wasoe~ception
ally Hhppy, he was warmly att~ched to his children, and 
he treated his lifelong friend and collaboni~to~, Engels, 
with uniform loyalty an.d devot!bn. He was a Gharmless 
man, and his behaviour was often boorish, but even 
his enemies were fascinated by the strength and 
vehemence of his personality, the boldness of his views, 
and the breadth and brilliance oP his analyses of the 
contempo1>ary situation. 

He remained all his life an oddly isolated figure 
amogg the revokltionaries of histtime, 'qually- hostile 
to their persons,• their meth~ds and their ends. His 
-isolation was•no~ ~owever, due merely too rempera
mept or to the ac•cideht of time and pla~e .• H&.vever 
widely different the majority of European democrats 
were in character, aims and.historical enviro~ent, 
they resembled each other in one fundamental attribute, 
whidt made co-operation between them possible, at 
least in principle. Whether or not they. believed in vio
lent revolution, the great majority of them were, in the 
last analysis, liberal reformers, and appealed explicitly 
to moral standards common to all mankind. They 
criticized and condemned the existing condition of 
humanity in terms of some preconceived ideal, some 
system, whose desirability at least needed no demon
stration, being self-evident to all men with normal moral 
vision ; their schemes differed jJl the degree to which 
they could be realized in practic~ and could accord
ingly be clas~ified as less or more ut•pian, but broad 

t agreement existed bet~en all schools of democratic 
th<fught about the ultimate ends to be pursuecr. They 

• disagreed about ~ effectiveness of the pr<;Wosed means, 
.about the e~tent eo which c~mpromise with the exist-
• 
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ing powers was morally or practically adv~able, ab~ut 
the ch:ortacter and value of specific social institutions, 
and consequently about the policy to be adopted with re
gard to ~em. But they were es:entiatly reformers in 
the sens'e that they belie.-ed that there was Tittle JVhich 
could not ~e altered by the determined will of indi
viduals ; · th~y believed, •oo, that powerfully held moral 
ends w~re the sole effective sprirfgs of action, themselves 
justified by an appeal not to facts but to some universally 
accepted scale of values. It followed that it was proper 
first to ascertain w~at one wished the world to be : 
next, one had to consider in the light of this .how much 
of the existing social fabric should be retained, how much 
required to be condemned : finally, one was obliged 
to look for t1!e mos~ e~ctive means •of accomplishing . . 
the ne~esiary transformatiOn. • • 

Willi this•attitude, common to ttl~ vast majority ot 
revol~timhries and reformers at all times, Marx came 
to ~wholly out of sympathy. He was convinced that 
human history is govt!rned by laws which, like the 
laws which govern nature, cannot be altered by the 
intervention of individuals actuated by this ~ that 
ideal. He bel~ved, indeed, that the inner experience 
to which men appeal to justify their ends, so far from 
revealing a special kind of truth called moral or religious, 
is merely a faculty which engenders myths and illusions, 
both individual and" collective. Being conditioned by 
the material circumstances in which they come to birth, 
the myths embody in the guise of objective truth what
ever men in their misery wish to believe ; under their 
treacherous influenc~ men misinterpret the nature 
of the world in which they live, misunderstand their 
own position rn it, and t4erefore mrscalculate the. 
range ~f their own and others' power, and the cqpse- ~ 

quences both of their own and their opponents' actio 
In oppositidh to the majocity of the ~mocratic theorists 
of his time, Marx believed that valut!s coutd not be co'i/-
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te~plated 'l.n isolation from facts, but necessarily 
depended upon the manner in which the fa<.!ts were 
viewed. True insight into the nature and 1aws of the 
historical ~roce88 win. of itself, without the aid' of inde
pend~tly known moral stattdards, make clear to a 
rational being what step it is proper for hi!n to adopt, 
that is, what course would mosioaccord with the require
ments of the order to wtJ.ich he belongs. Con;~uently 
Marx had no new ethical or social ideal to press upon 
mankind ; he did not plead for a change of heart ; a 
change of heart was necessarily bu,.t the substitution of 
one set of.illusions for another. He differed from the 
other great ideologists of his generation by making his 
appeal, at least in his own view, solely to reason, to the 
practical intelligqce, denounctng •only i~ellectual vice 
or blindness, insistin! that all that men need., iJJ. order 
to know how to sa~« th~mselves from the clfaos in..vhich 
the)' are involved, is to seek to understand tl:!eir ~ctual 
condition ; believing that a correct.estimate of tht!"'pre
cise balance of forces in the soc~ty to which men belong 
will itself indicate the form of life which it is rational 
to pu~sue. Marx denounces the existing order by 
appealing not to ideals but to history ~ he denounces 
it not as bad, or unfortunate, or due to human wicked
ness or folly, but as being caused by the laws of social 
development, which make it inevit~ble that at a certain 
stage of history one class should dispossess and exploit 
another. The oppressors are threatened not with 
deliberate retribution on the part of their victims, but 
with the inevitable destruction which history has in 
store for them, as a class doome~ shortly to disappear 
from the stage of history. • • 

Yet, designed though i• is to appeal to the intellect, 
his language is that of a herald and a prophet, speaking 
ill the name not. of human beings but of the universal 
law itself, seeking'~ot to resc~ nor to im~rove, but to 
~rn and to condertn, to reveal the truth, and above all 
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to refute falsehood. Destruam et cedificahiJ (" I sllall 
destroy.and I shall build "), which .Proudhon placed .at 
the head of one of his works, far more aptly describes 
Marx's <;Vnception of his own app•inted task. In 1845 
he had @Ot'npleted the first stage of his progl'!lmme, and 
acquainted Jlimself with • the nature, history and' laws 
of the evoloution of the society in which he found 
himself. • He concludecf'that tQe history of society is 
the history of struggles of opposed classes, one of which 
must emerge triumphant, although in a much altered 
form : progress is constituted by the succession of 
victories of one clas~ over the other, and that man alone 
is rational who identifies himself with the r>rogressive 
class in his society, either, if need be, by deliberately 
abandoning ws pas• and allying hi~.self with it, or 
if history has already pl:ced him there, by consciously 
recogni~i~g ,Pis situation and act~ng_.in the light of it. 

Ac~ord.ingly Marx, having i<fentffied the rising class 
in the struggle of his own time with the proletariat, 
devoted the rest of hi!a life to planning a victory for 
those at whose head he had placed himself. This 
victory the process of history would in any case ~cure, 
but human COUjage, determination and ingenuity could 
bring it nearer and make the transition less painful, 
accompanied by less friction and less waste of human 
substance. His position henceforth is that of a com
mander, actually engaged in a campaign, who therefore 
does not continually call upon himself and others to 
show reason for engaging in a war at all, or for being 
on one side of it rather than the other : the state of war 
and one's own positiOil in it are given, they are facts not 
to be questioned but accepted and examined ; one's sole 
busine;;s is to tlefeat the enemy ; all ~her problems 
are academic, based on un!ealized hypothetical con- •, 
ditions~ and so beside the point. Hence the all'rlost 
complete abjence in Marx's later '~ks of discussions 
of ultimate principles, ;f all atte~pts to justify hie> 

..-. l JAN l96S2 5 9 6 5 • 



16 KARL MAiJC • ' 
opr>osition to the bourgeoisie. The merits or demerits 
of the enemy, or what might have been the .. case, if 
there were no enemy and no war, is of no interest during 
the battle. To. intr•duce these irrelevant isSlJ&S during 
the period•of actual fighting is to deflect th~ !lttention 
of on~'s supporters from the crucial issues ~ith which, 
whether or not they recognize them, th~ are faced, 
and so to weaken thei.r powe~ of resistance. • • 

All that is important during the actual war is accurate 
knowledge of one's own resources and of those of the 
adversary, and knowledge of the previous history of 
society, and the laws which govern tt, is indispensable to 
thi3 end. • Das Kapital is an attempt to provide such 
an analysis. The almost complete absence from it of 
expli~it moral a~ument, of apJJeae:; to ccwscience or to 
principle, and the! e~ually striking absence of detailed 
rrediction of "'hat would or should hap~n• after the 
victory, follow fror; the•concentration of attention dn the 
practical problems of action. The conceptiollii. of 
natural rights, and of conscience, aS' belonging to every 
man irrespective of his position in the class struggle, are 
reject.! as liberal illusions : socialism does not appeal, 
it demands ; it speaks not of rights, but ~f the new form 
of life before whose inexorable approach the old social 
structure has visibly begun to disintegrate. Moral, 
political, economic conceptions and ideals alter no less 
than the social conditions from which they spring : to 
regard any one of them as universal and immutable is 
tantamount to believing that the order to which they 
belong-in this case the bomgeois order-is eternal. 
This fallacy underlies the ethical and psychological doc
trines of idealistic humanitarians fttom the eighteenth 
century onwalids. Hence the contem~t and loathing 

.. • poured by Marx upon th'"e common assumption, made 
by lfberals and utilitarians, that since the interests of all 
men are ultimate .. and have .always been .the same, a 
Jileasure of g~odwiil and benevolence on the part of • 
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everyone may yet make it possible to flhanufactT:tre 
some s)lrt of general compromise. If the war is real, 
these interllsts are totally incompatible. A denial of 
this fact ~an be due only to stupid' or ~nical disregard 
of the truth, a peculiarly. vicious form of h~pocrisy or 
self-deceptiin, repeatedly exposed by history. •This 
fundamental- difference of outlook, and no mere dis
similariJ:J' of temperame~t or n:.tural gifts, is the pro
perty which distinguishes Marx sharply from the 
bourgeois radicals and utopian socialists whom, to their 
own bewildered indignation, he fought and abused 
savagely and unremittingly for more than forty years. 

He detested romanticism, emotionalism, an~ humani
tarianism of every kind, and, in his anxiety to avoid any 
appeal to thetlidealis~c f&elings of hi~audience, s;cste
matically removed every trace o~ tht: old democratic 
vocablllarJ' f~m the propagandist litfJ'tture of his move-• 
ment.' H~ neither offered nor "invited concessions at 
any ~me, and did not enter into any dubious political 
alliances, since he l'ieclined all forms of compromise. 
The manuscripts of the numerous manifestoes, pro
fessions of faith and programmes of action to whlth he 
appended his Il4ilme, still bear the strokes of the pen 
and the fierce marginal comments, with which he sought 
to obliterate all references to eternal justice, the equality 
of man, the rights of individuals or nations, the liberty 
of conscience, the fight for civilization, and other such 
phrases which were the stock in trade (and had once 
genuinely embodied the ideals) of the democratic 
movements of his time;· he looked upon these as so 
much worthless cant, •ndicating confusion of thought 
and ineffectiveness fn action. 

The war musf be fought on every froPit, and, since 
contemP.orary society is politic~lly organized, a political • 
party m"ust be formed out of those elements which" in_ 
accordance with the laws ~f historid!'cievelopment are 
destined to emerge as the conqUt"!ing ~lass. Thex.• 

• 
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mJst cease~ssly be taught that what seems so secure 
in existing society is, in reality, doomed to SJVift ex
tinction, a fact which men. may find it difficult to believe 
because of the. imr!tense protective fa<;ade if moral, 
religious, •political and ecopomic assum~ti~ns and 
beliefs, which the moribund class consciceusly or un
consciously creates, blinding it~elf and oth~s to its own 
approaching fate. It requires both intellectuai s;ourage 
and acuteness of vision to penetrate this smoke-screen 
and perceive the real structure of events. The spec
tacle of chaos, arid the imminence of the crisis in which 
it is bound to end, will of itself convince a clear-eyed 
and inter~sted observer-for no one who is not vir
tually dead or dying, can be a disinterested spectator 
of tke fate of tte society w~ *hich lli.s own life is 
bound up-of wt.at.he must be and do in order to 

•survive. Not a ~jective scale of values.re~dled dif
ferently to different ~en, determined by tl:oe light of 
an inner vision, but knowledge of the facts themwves, 
must, according to Marx, detel"l:nin~ rational behaviour. 
The society which is judged to be progressive, and so 
wortlfy of support, is that which is capable of fur
ther expansion in its initial direction without an alter
ation of its entire basis. A society is reactionary 
when it is inevitably moving into an impasse, unable to 
avoid internal chaos and ultimate collapse in spite of 
the most desperate efforts to survive, efforts which 
themselves create irrational faith in its own ulti
mate stability, the anodyne with which all dying insti
tutions necessarily delude themselves. Nevertheless, 
what history-to Marx an alm~t active agency-has 
condemned will be inevitably sweJ:'t away : to say that 

• it ought to 11e saved, e~en when that is not possible, 
is to deny the rational plan of the universe. To criticize 
;:h; facts themselves was for Marx a form of"childish 
subjectivism, du~~o a morbid or shallow. view of life, 
~ some imrtiona, prejudice in favour of this or that 

• 
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virtue or institution ; it revealed attach~ent to ~he 
old wotid and was a symptom of incomplete emanci
pation frorri its values. It seeme~ to him that under 
the guise"~f earnest philanthropic feelil!g t~re throve, 
undetected, seeds of weakness and treachery, du~t to a 
fundamentaf. desire to come to terms with the reaction, 
a secret liorror of revolu1lon based on fear of the truth, 
of the ~ll light of day. With •the truth there could, 
however, be no compromise : and humanitarianism 
was a softened, face-saving form of compromise, due 
to a desire to avoi4 the perils of an open fight and 
even more the risks and responsibilities qj victory. 
Nothing stirred his indignation so much as cowardice : 
hence the furious and often brutal ~me with which 
he refers to it, The beg~nni'ng of that ha~h " materia!ist " 
style w.b.i~ struck .an entirely u!ffa~iliaJ; note in the. 
litera~ue of \evolutionary social~m.• This fashion for 
" naked objectivity " took the form, particularly among 
Russtan writers of ~ later generation, of searching for 
the sharpest, most unadorned, most shocking form of 
statement in which to clothe what were sometim~s not 
very startling propositions. 

He had, by hrs own account, begun to build his new 
instrument from almost casual beginnings : because, in 
the course of a controversy with the Government on 
an economic questiop of purely local importance in 
which he was involved in his capacity as editor of a 
radical newspaper, he became aware of his almost total 
ignorance of the history and principles of economic 
development. This cont~oversy occurred in 1843· By 
1848 his education ~s ~ political and economic thinker 
was complete. ~ith prodigious thoroughness he had 
constructed a complete theol)i of society • and its evo- • 
lution, which indicated with absolute precision w~re 
and how the answers to all such ~1.1estions must bee 
sought and •found. Its eoriginality."'has often been 
questioned : it is original, not indeed in the sense i~• 
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which wor~s of art are original, when they embody 
some hitherto unexpressed individual experienct!; but as 
scientific theories ate said to be original,· when they 
provide a ~ew ~olution to a hitherto unsolve~-rroblem, 
whicil they may do by rrl'bdifying and combining 
existing views to form a new hypothesis. :Marx never 
attempted to deny his debt at> other thinkers : " I am 
performing an act of historical justice, and a~•render
ing to each man his due," he loftily declared. But he 
did claim to have provided for the first time a wholly 
adequate answer to questions whic~ had been previously 
either mi~tunderstood, or answered ;wrongly or insuffi
ciently or obscurely. The characteristic for which 
Marx sought WjS not novelty b~ truth, and when he 
fourid it in the .works of o~ers, he e1l.deavoured, at 

.any rate during lhe•early years in Paris, in. wjlich his 
thought took its final. shape, to incorpo!ate it •in his 
new synthesis. What is original in the result" is not any 
one component element, but the <;entral hypothesis by 
which each is connected with t~e others, so that the parts 
are wade to appear to follow from each other and to 
support each other in a single systematic whole. 

To trace the direct source of anf single doctrine 
advanced by Marx is, therefore, a relatively simple task 
which his numerous critics have been only too anxious 
to perform. It may well be that tjlere is not one among 
his views whose embryo cannot be found in some 
previous or contemporary writer. Thus the doctrine of 
communal ownership founded upon the abolition of 
private property, has probabiy, in one or other form, 
possessed adherents at most perrod¥ during the last two 
thousand years. Consequently the of4en debated ques
tion whether ·Marx deri\ted it directly from the writings 
of•Mably, or from some German account of. French 

•Communism, is ;~o purely academic to be of great im
portance. As for.the more ~ecific doctrittes, historical 

~aterialism ·of a sort is to be found fully developed in 

• 
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• • a treatise by Halbach printed a century b~ore, whiCh 

in its turn owes much to Spinoza ; a modified form 
of it w:s r~stated in Marx's own day by FeJ.!erbach. 
The view of human history as the ~tory of war between 
social cl:s~s is to be found in Saint-~imo~e, and was 
to a large extent adopted 'by such contemporary ~beral 
French hi.st~ians as Thierry and Mignet, and equally by 
the more.conservative G~izot. ]'he scientific theory of 
the inevitability of the regular recurrence of economic 
crises was probably first formulated by Sismondi ; that 
of the rise of the Fourth Estate may be derived from 
Linguet and was certtlinly held by the early communists, 
popularized in Germany in Marx's own d~ by von 
Stein and Hess. The dictatorship of the proletariat 
was adumbr:;~.~d by ~abeuf in the lalt decade of the 
eighteenth century' anrwas explicitly developed in 
the nin~t(JCnth in different fashi~ns.by •Weitling and • • Blanqfli ; • the present and futtrre •position and im-
portance of workers in an industrial state was more 
fully worked out by• Lo~tis Blanc and the French State 
Socialists than Marx is prepared to admit. The labour 
theory of value derives from Locke, Adam Smi~ and 
the classical economists ; the theory of exploitation and 
surplus value, ;nd of its remedy by deliberate State 
control, is found both in Fourier, and in the writings 
of early English socialists, such as Bray, Thompson 
and Hodgskin ; the- list could easily be continued 
further. 

There was no dearth of such doctrines particularly 
in the eighteenth century.. Some died at birth, others, 
when the intellectual. climate was favourable, modi
fied opinion and irefiuenced action. Marx sifted this 
immense mass at chaotic material and qetached from 
it whatever seemed to him • original, true and im- • 
portant~ and in the light of it constructed a ~w 
instrument ~f social analysis, wh~ merit consists• 
not in its beauty or cons~stency, n!¥" in i,ts emotional. 

• 



22 KARL MARX ' • • or"eintellectijal power-the great utopian systems are 
nobler works of the speculative imagination-bu.t in the 

• remarkable combination of simple fundamental prin-
ciples with comprehqpsiveness, detail and re~lism. The 
environme11.t Which it assumed actually COllr~sponded 
to th~ personal, first-hand experience of the public to 
which it was addressed ; its analyses, when ~~t~d in their 
simplest form, seemed.at one! novel and penetrating, 
and the new hypotheses which represent a peculiar 
synthesis of German idealism, French rationalism, 
and English political economy, seemed genuinely to 
co-ordinate and account for a mass of social pheno
mena hithtrto thought of in comparative isolation from 
each other. This provided a concrete meaning for the 
form~la: and p<tpular slogans ofethe n•w communist 
movement. Aboe~e all, it en~led it to do more than 
jjtimulate general ~m~tions of rebellion and .Iiocontent • by attaching to them, a~ Chartism had done, a.col~tion 
of specific but loosely connected political and economic 
ends. It directed these feelingj to ~ystematically inter
connected, immediate, feasible objectives, regarded 
not ~ ultimate ends valid for all men at all times, 
but as the proper objectives of a revolutionary party 
representing a specific stage of social development. 

To have given clear and unified answers in familiar 
empirical terms to those theoretical questions which 
most occupied men's minds at this time, and to have 
deduced from them direct practical consequences with
out creating obviously artificial links between the two, 
was the principal achievement of Marx's theory, and 
endowed it with that singular ~tality which enabled 
it to defeat and survive its rivall\ in the succeeding 
decades. It was composed largely in.Paris during the 

• troubled years between "1843 and 18so, when, under 
thtt stress of a world crisis, economic and political 
tendencies normtllY concealed below th~ surface of 
~ociallife, in~reaseei in scope and in intensity until they 
• 
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broke through the framework which wasesecured ;in 
norma~ 0 times by established institutions, and for a 
brief instan.t revealed their real character during the 
luminou~ interlude which precedalfi th~ final cl~sh of 
forces in ~hich all issues were obscured obce more. 
Marx fully wofited by this rare opportunity for scit!ntific 
observation in the field of social theory ; to him, indeed, 
it appea,red to provide fulrconfir~ation of his hypotheses. 

The system as it finally emerged was a massive 
structure, heavily fortified against attack at every 
strategic point, incapable of being taken by direct 
assault, containing ~ithin its walls elaborate resources 
to meet every conceivable contingency of~ar. Its 
influence has been immense on friends and foes alike, 
and in particwar o!)t social scientists,• historians • and 
critics. It has altered the histor~ of human thought 
in the s~n~ tjlat after it certain things.:oul"d never again• 
be sa·i"d. .No subject loses, at !east in the long run, 
by becoming a field of battle, and the Marxist emphasis 
upon the primacy <1f eoonomic factors in determining 
human behaviour led directly to an intensified study 
of economic history, which, although it had non-been 
entirely neglected in the past, did not attain to its 
present prominent rank, until the rise of Marxism 
gave an impulse to exact historical scholarship in that 
sphere-much as in the previous generation Hegelian 
doctrines acted as :t powerful stimulus to historical 
studies in general. The sociological treatment of his
torical problems which Comte, and after him, Spencer 
and Taine, had discussed and mapped, became a precise 
and concrete study a.~.ly when the attack of militant 
Marxism made its I!Onclusions a burning issue, and so 
made the searcl! for evidence more ze~lous and the 
attention to method more intense. • 

In d49 Marx was forced to leave Paris, and c&e 
to live in En~and. Life i~ that coui«ty hardly affected 
him at all. To him London meart: littl~ more thane • 
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the! library ~f the-British Museum, "the ideal strategic 
vantage point for the student of bourgeois soci*tY," an 
arsenal of ammunition whose importance. its owners 
did not grasp. • He 'l.'emained almost totally lVJ.affected 
by his surtoundings, living encased in his o~n, largely 
Gerrr!an, world, formed by his family qpd a small 
group of intimate friends and political as!fociates. ' He 
met few Englishmen aJ&d neitter understood t'l.~r cared 
for them or their mode of life. He was a man unusually 
impervious to the influence of environment : he saw 
little that was not printed in newspapers or books, and 
remained until his death comparatively unaware of the 
quality or-the life around him or of its social and natural 
background. So far as his intellectual development is 
concerned, he It.ight just as ~elt have •pent his exile 
on Madagascar, provjded that a regular supply of books 

•and journals •cout~ have been secured : ~ettat11ly the 
inhabitants of London could hardly have take:n_ less 
notice of his existence if he had. The formative, 
psychologically most interesti~, y~ars of his life were 
over by 1849 : after this he was emotionally and intel
lectu!lly set and hardly changed at all. He had, while 
still in Paris, conceived the idea of provlding a complete 
account and explanation of the rise and imminent fall of 
the capitalist system. His work upon it was begun 
in the spring of I 8 so, and continued, with interruptions, 
caused by day-to-day tactical neeC!s and the journalism 
by which he tried to support his household, until his 
death in 1883. 

His pamphlets, articles and letters during the next 
thirty yea~ form a coherent cotnmentary on contem
porary political affairs in the light-of his new method 
of analysis. •They are sharp, lucid,• realistic, aston-

• ishingly modern in tone, ·and aimed deliberately against 
;hl prevailing· optimistic temper of his time. • 

As a revoluti~ry he disjpproved of ~onspiratorial 
-.nethods, wfiich fte thought obsolete and ineffective, 
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calculated to irrifate pu.blic opinion withour_altering eits 
founda.tj_ons, and in.stead set himself to ~reate an ~pen 
politicaf party dommated by the new VIew of society. 
His later years are occupied alfllirSL exclusively with 
the task ~~ gathering evidence for, ancr dis~minating, 
the truths which he had discovered, until they filloo the 
entire horiz~~ of his followers, and became consciously 
woven into the texture o~their e_very thought and word 
and act~ For a quarter of a century he concentrated 
his entire being upon the attainment of this purpose, 
and towards the end of his life achieved it. 

The nineteenth c1ntury contains many remarkable 
social critics and revolutionaries no less original, no 
less violent, no less dogmatic than Marx, but not one 
so rigorously 4iingle-jlinded, so abso.,ed in ma!{ing 
every word and every ac' of his life t1. means towards 
a single, ienmediate, practical en a, ~ which nothing. 
was to~ sacn~d to sacrifice. If t~ere ~s a sense in which 
he was bo;n before his time, there is an equally definite 
sense in which he emlolodi:s one of the oldest of European 
traditions. For while his realism, his empiricism, his 
attacks on abstract principles, his demand that •very 
solution must be tested by its applicability to, and 
emergence out or, the actual situation, his contempt for 
compromise or gradualism as modes of escape from the 
necessity of drastic action, his belief that the masses are 
infinitely gullible and. must at all costs be rescued, if 
necessary by force, from the knaves and fools who 
impose upon them, make him the precursor of the 
severer generation of practical revolutionaries of the 
next cent~ry, his rigidJlelief in the necessity of a com
plete break with thte past, in the need for a wholly 
new social systtwn, as alone capable ot saving the 
individual, who, if left to •himself, will lose his • 
way ando perish, places him among the great autho\i
tarian founders of new faiths, ruthl~ subverters and • 
innovators w~o interpret tJ:re world intterm~ of a single, • 

• 
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destroying all that conflicts with it. His faith i14his own 
synoptic vision of an orderly, disciplined world, destined 
to arise out of th11 inevitable self-destruction of the 
chaotic societl of the present, was of that• boundless, 
absolute ~ind which puts an end to all ~uestions and 
dissolves all difficulties ; which brings with . it a sense 
of liberation similar t~ that \fhich in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries men found in the new F'rotestant 
religion, and later in the truths of science, in the prin
ciples of the great Revolution, in the systems of the 
German metaphysicians. If theee earlier rationalists 
are justl:f called fanatical, then in this sense Marx too 
was a fanatic. But his faith in reason was not blind : 
if he appealed ~ reason, he appe*d no J;ss to empirical 
evidence. The !aws of history were indeed eternal and 

• immutable--an~ to • grasp this fact a meta:~thJOSical in
tuition was requTred-but what they w~rt; co\Ild be 
established only by the evidence of empirical facts. His 
intellectual system was a clQi>ed .one, everything that 
entered was made to conform to a pre-established 
pattw-n, but it was grounded on observation and experi
ence. He was obsessed by no fixed ideas. He betrays 
not a trace of the notorious symptoms ;.,hich accompany 
pathological fanaticism, that alternation of moods of 
sudden exaltation with a sense of loneliness and perse
cution, which life in wholly private worlds often en
genders in those who are detached from reality. 

The main ideas of his principal work appear to have 
matured in his mind as early as 1847. Preliminary 
sketches had appeared in 184~ and again ten years 
later, but he was incapable of begijming to write before 
he had sat4;fied himself that he ltad mastered the 

• entire literature of his• subject. This fact, together 
vjth the difficulty of finding a publisher and th.e neces-

• sity of providin~t~r his own and his familY's livelihood, 
• with its ac~omp~iment of•overwork ana frequent ill
• 
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volume •. finally appeared twenty years after its con~ 
ception·, in 1867. It is undoubtedly the crowning 
achievement" of his life. It is an attempt to give 
a single • integrated account of the• process and 
laws of so<jjal development, containing a co~lete 

economic . theory treated historically and, less ex
plicitly, a. theory of his to~ as d~termined by economic 
factors. • It is interrupted by remarkable digressions 
consisting of analyses and historical sketches of the 
condition of the proletariat, in particular during the 
period of transition •from manufacture to large-scale 
industrial capitalism, introduced to illustrate t.lfe general 
thesis, but in fact demonstrating a new and revolu
tionary metho~of his~rical writing : attd in all it ~on
stitutes the most formiJable, sustaint!d and elaborate 
indictmeontee~er delivered against a~ e~tire-social order, • 
against•its rulers, its supporters, its icTeologists, its will
ing slaves, all whose lives are bound up with its sur
vival. His attack upon iourgeois society was made at 
a moment when it had reached the highest point of its 
material prosperity, in the very year in which Gladetone 
in a budget speech congratulated his countrymen on the 
" intoxicating augmentation of their wealth and power " 
which recent years had witnessed, during a mood of 
buoyant optimism an& universal confidence. In this 
world Marx is an isolated and bitterly hostile figure, 
prepared, like the early Christians, or the French revo
lutionaries, to reject boldly everything that it had to 
offer, calling its ideals worthless and its virtues vices, 
condemning its institu~ons, not because they were bad 
but because they weri bourgeois, because they belonged 
to a corrupt an<it tyrannous society which must be 
annihilated totally and for e~er. In an age which 
destroye('i its adversaries by methods not less efficie\t 
because they were dignified and sl<At, which forced • . . . 
Carlyle and 'Schopenhauer to seek e~ape lP a remote • • 

' 

• 
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ci~ilization•or an idealized past, and drove its arch-
enemy, Nietzsche, to hysteria and madness, MlWX alone 
remained secure and formidable. Like an ,ancient pro
phet performi~ a t!lsk imposed on him by he•ven, with 
an inner t'ranquillity based on clear and certain· faith in 
the fational society of the future, he bo~ witness to 
the signs of decay and ruin which he saw ~n every side. 
The older order seemed to hi~ to be patently e~umbling 
before his eyes ; he did more than any man to hasten 
the process, seeking to shorten the final agony which 
precedes the end. 



CHAPTER II • • • • CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENCE • 

~immer kann ich ruhig treiben 
Was die Seele stark befasst, 

• Nimmer still ~ehagliclt bleiben 
• Und ich stlirme ohne Rast. 1 

• 

KARL MARX, Juvenilia. 

KARL HEINRICH MARx, eldest son of Heinrich and 
Henrietta Marx, was born on the 5th May,•r8r8, in 
Trier, in the German Rhineland, where his father prac
tised as a la~er. Cjlce the seat of •· Prince-Arch
bishop, it had, some fiftee'h years befor~, been occupied 
by the :ij'r~ch and was incorpora~d ~y Napoleon in • 
the Cof'l.feder~tion of the Rhine. • Aller his defeat ten 
years later "it was assigned by the Congress of Vienna 
to the rapidly expan~ing. Prussian kingdom. 

The kings and princes of the German states whose 
personal authority had recently been all but destr~yed 
by the successive French invasions of their territories, 
were at this time•busily engaged in repairing the dam
aged fabric of hereditary monarchy, a process which 
demanded the obliteration of every trace of the dan
gerous ideas which had begun to rouse even the placid 
inhabitants of the German provinces from their 
traditional lethargy. Napoleon's defeat and exile 
had finally destroyed the illusions of those German 
radicals who hoped thit the result of Napoleon's cen
tralizing policy woul~ be, if not the liberty, at any rate 
the unity of GeraJ.any. The status quo was re-estab
lished wherever this was possi].,le ; Germany was once 

1 Neve! can I pursue in quiet that which holds my soul~ • 
thrall, never rest at peace contented, and I 'li<t-m Without cease. 

• • 29 
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rr4Jre divided into feudally o~ganizJd kingdoms and • principalities, whose restored rulers, resolved to com-
pensate themselves for the years of defeat and humilia
tion, set about revi~ing the old regime in 'every detail, 
anxious ~ ex~rcise once and for all the. !pectre of 
deqcratic revolution whose memory was sedulously 
kept alive by the more enlightened among ~teir subjects. 
The King of Prussia, Fredellick William III~ was par
ticularly energetic in this respect. Helped by ttJ.e feudal 
squirearchy and such land-owning aristocracy as there 
was in Prussia, and following the example set by 
Metternich in Vienna, he succe~ded in arresting the 
normal development of the majority of his countrymen 
for many years, and induced an atmosphere of pro
found and hfiPeless stagnatio~ beside which even 
France and Engl,md during tff!: reaction~ry years seemed 

• liberal and alive, 'fhis was felt most · actYely .by the 
more progressiv~ eliments in German • society-not 
merely by the intellectuals, but by the bulk of the 
bourgeoisie and of the liberal. ari~ocracy of the towns, 
particularly in the west, which had always preserved 
so~ contact with general European culture. It 
took the form of economic, social and political legis
lation designed to retain, and in soml! cases to restore, 
a multitude of privileges, rights and restrictions, many 
of them dating from the Middle Ages, sordid survivals 
which had long ceased to be even picturesque, which, 
since they were in direct conflict with the needs of the 
new age, needed and obtained an elaborate and ruinous 
structure of tariffs to keep them in being. This led to 
a policy of systematic discouragement of trade and 
industry and, since the obsole~e.structure had to be 
preserved a&ainst popular pressure, J;o the creation of 

• a despotic officialdom, •whose task it was to insulate 
~rman society from the contaminating' influence of 

•liberal ideas af'tl.institutions. 
• The increasedeJlower of ~he policb, th~ introduction . , 
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of· rigid supervisi~n ove; all departments of iJublic attct 
private life, provoked a literature of protest which was 
rigorousfy suppressed by the government censors. 
German writers and poets went i~o voluntary exile, 
and from• ~aris or Switzerland condu~ed }iassionate 
propaganda against the regime. The general situation 
was reflected •_,articularly clearly in the condition of that 
section o\ society which• throu~hout the nineteenth 
century ~nded to act as the most sensitive barometer 
of the direction of social change-the small but widely 
scattered Jewish population. 

The Jews had every reason to feel grateful to Napo
leon ; wherever he appeared he set himself t~ destroy 
the traditional edifice of social rank and privilege, of 
racial, political and r~igious barriers, ~utting in its 
place his newly promulgaa:d legal code, which clai~ed 
as the sQ~m;e of its authority the I'ri~ipl~s of reason • 
and human equality. This act, by opbing to the Jews 
the doors ot trades and professions which had hitherto 
remained rigidly bar"ed .to them, had the effect of 
releasing a mass of imprisoned energy and ambition, 
and led to the enthusiastic-in som.e cases over-enlhu
siastic-acceptance of general European culture by a 
hitherto segregatld community, which from that day 
became a new and important factor in the evolution of 
European society. 

Some of these liberties were later withdrawn by 
Napoleon himself, and what was left of them was for the 
most part revoked by the restored German princes, with 
the result that many Jews who had eagerly broken away 
from the traditional mo~s of life led by their fathers to
wards the prospects of. a wider existence, now found that 
the avenue whichJlad so suddenly been .half-opened 
before them had as suddenly beeome barred again, and 
consequelitly were confronted with a difficult choict\ 
They had either to retrace their steit and painfully 
re-enter the Gt'letto in which•their fam*-es fo\ the most I 

' 
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p~rt still Cintinued to live, or :rse, allering their names 
and religion, to start new lives as German patriots and 
members of the Christian Church. The case' of Her
schel Levi was tyjical of a whole gen~ration. His 
father, :Marx ~evi, and his father before. ~im, were 
Rab.is in the Rhineland, who, like the great majority 
of their fellow Jews, had passed .~heir entire 
existence within the. confiaes of a piou~, inbred, 
passionately self-centred community, which, faced 
with the hostility of their Christian neighbours, 
had taken refuge behind a defensive wall of pride 
and suspicion, which had for c~turies almost wholly 
preserve!! them from contact with the changing· life 
outside. The enlightenment had, nevertheless, begun to 
penetrate eventthis artificial encl.ve of the Middle Ages, 
and Herschel, who had rect!!.ved a se~ular education, 

• became a d;scipJe ~f the French rationali~s and their 
disciples, the Ge~maJJ. illuminati, and wa~ early in life 
converted to the religion of reason and humanity. He 
accepted it with candour ancJ.nai:vete, nor did the long 
years of darkness and reaction succeed in shaking his 
faicla in God and his simple and optimistic humani
tarianism. He detached himself completely from his 
family, changed his name to Heinrich :marx, and acquired 
new friends and new interests. His legal practice was 
moderately successful, and he began to look to a settled 
future as the head of a respect<eble German bourgeois 
family, when the anti-Jewish laws of 1816 suddenly cut 
off his means of livelihood. 

He probably felt no exceptional reverence for the 
established church, but he was ;ven less attached to the 
Synagogue, and, holding vaguelj' deist views, saw no 
moral or SQcial obstacle to compleiie conformity with 
the mildly enlightene~ Lutheranism of his Prussian 

• leighbours. At any rate if he did hesitate, it was not 
for long. He 'wls officially rf\ceived into the Church 

S. early in z§r7, a'ear befor~ the birth of tis eldest son, 
j 
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Karl. The host~ity of the latter to evel)tthing c®
nected with religion, and in particular with Judaism, 
may well be partly due to the peculiar and embarrassed 
situation in which such converts so~etimes found them
selves. gome escaped by becoming d~vout. and even 
fanatical Christians, others by rebelling against all ~tab
lished religitp. They suffered in proportion to their 
sensitiven~ss and intelligedte. ~th Heine and Disraeli 
were all \heir lives obsessed by the personal problem 
of their peculiar status ; they neither renounced nor 
accepted it completely, but alternately mocked at and 
defended the religion 8f their fathers, being incapable of a 
single-minded attitude towards their ambiguous-position, 
perpetually suspicious of latent contempt or condescen
sion concealed Jlenea~ the fiction of -their comP.lete 
acceptance by the society in which tl1t:y lived. 

The el.de!i Marx suffered from nd'ne~f these compli- • 
cations.• He ~as a simple, seriou!>, well-educated man, 
but he was neither conspicuously intelligent nor abnor
mally sensitive. A <iisci~le of Leibnitz :and Voltaire, 
Lessing and Kant, he possessed in addition a gentle, 
timid and accommodating temper, and ultimately•be
came a passionate Prussian patriot and monarchist, a 
position which ht! sought to justify by pointing to the 
figure of Frederick the Great-in his view a tolerant 
and ~nlightened prince who compared favourably with 
Napoleon, with his notvrious contempt for ideologists. 
After his baptism he adopted the Christian name of 
Heinrich, and educated his family as liberal protestants, 
faithful to the existing order and to the reigning King of 
Prussia. Anxious as h~ was to identify that ruler with 
the ideal prince depieied by his favourite philosophers, 
the repulsive figure of Frederick William III defeated 
even his loyal imagination. Inl'l.eed, the only occasion 
on which- this tremulous and retiring man is known t\ ._ 
have behaved with courage, was a publf.*linner at which 
he made a spe~ch on the deSirability oJ mod,at: social ~ 
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am political reforms worthy of a wise and benevolent 
ruler. This swiftly drew upon him the attention of 
the Prussian police. Heinrich Marx at once retracted 
everything, and coovinced everyone of his complete 
harmlessoess. •It is not improbable that this ~light but 
humiliating contretemps, and in particular his father's 
craven and submissive attitude, made a dJinite impres
sion on Karl, then six~&en ye~s old, and left l;>ehind it a 
smouldering sense of resentment which lat~ events 
fanned into a flame. 

His father had early become aware that while his 
other children were in no way r\lmarkable, in Karl he 
had an ~nusual and difficult son ; with a sharp and 
lucid intelligence he combined a stubborn and domi
neering tempeJII a truculent love ~ inde~endence, excep
tional emotiona+ restraint, ar!d over all a colossal, un-

• governable hlteiject'-ral appetite. The tim<¥"oas lawyer, 
whose life was spent ~n social and person:l compromise, 
was puzzled and frightened by his son's intransigeance 
which, in his opinion, was bol.!Jld til antagonize important 
persons, and might, one day, lead him into serious 
trowble. He frequently and anxiously begged him in 
his letters to moderate his enthusiasms, to impose some 
sort of discipline on himself, to cultiv~te polite, civilized 
habits, not to neglect possible benefactors, aboye all 
not to estrange everyone by violently refusing to adapt 
himself, in short to satisfy the elementary requirements 
of the society in which he was to live his life. These 
letters, even at their most disapproving, remained gentle 
and affectionate. In spite of his growing uneasiness 
about his character and careei. Heinrich Marx treated 
his son with an instinctive delicacj', and never attempted 
to oppose Qr bully him on any sellious issue. Conse
quently their relations•continued to be warm, intimate 

., «nd dignified until the death of the older Marx in 1838. 
It seems celttin that the father had a definite influ

~ ence on ys soils intellecttial developm;nt. The elder 
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Marx believed with Condorcet that man is•by natu1e 
both good and rational, and that all that is needed to 
ensure the triumph of these qualities is the removal of 
unnatural.ob~tacles from his path~ T~ey were dis
appearing ah-eady, and disappearing fast, and•the time 
was rapidly .,pproaching when !he last citadel~ of 
reaction, the li:atholic Church and the feudal nobility, 
would melt away before the•irresistible march of reason. 
Social, p~itical, religious, racial barriers were so many 
artificial products of the deliberate obscurantism of 
priests and rulers ; with their disappearance a new day 
would dawn for the hu'hl.an race, when all men would be 
equal, not only politically and legally, in their.formal, 
external relations, but socially and personally, in their 
most intimate deily in1trcourse. • • 

His own history seemed to him ~o <!orroborate this · 
triumpha:l'ttlJ". • Born a Jew, a citizen.~f ir!ferior legal • 
and social status, he had attained •to equality with his 
more enlightened neighbours, had earned their respect 
as a human being, a:l'td ood become assimilated into 
what appeared to him as their more rational and digni
fied mode of life. He believed that a new day ~as 
dawning in the hi~tory of human emancipation, in the 
light of which his children would live their lives as 
free-born citizens in a just and liberal state. Elements 
of this belief are clearly apparent in his son's social 
doctrine. Karl Marx f.'l.id not, indeed, believe in the 
power of rational argument to influence action, but 
there is, nevertheless, a definite sense in which he re
mained both a rationalist and a perfectibilian to the 
end of his life. He believed in the complete intelli
gibility of the process ~f social evolution ; he believed 
that society is ine~itably progressive, tha~ its move
ment from stage to stage is ;_ forward movement, 
that each • successive stage represents development,\..._ 
is nearer th~ rational idpl than t~s precursors. 
He detested, as passionately as any eigtteent\-century .t 
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t~inker, eftlotionalism, belief in supernatural causes, 
visionary fantasy of every kind, and systematically 
under-estimated the influence of such non-rational 
forces as natio~alisftl, and religious and ra~ial.solidarity. 
Althouglf, therefore, it remains true that the Hegelian 
phi~sophy is the greatest single formativ& influence in 
his life, the principles of philosophical rat~nalism which 
were planted in him by his father and his father's friends, 
performed a definite work of inoculation, so that when 
later he encountered the romantic metaphysical systems 
developed by Fichte and Hegel, he was saved from that 
total surrender to their fascination• which undid so many 
of his ~ontemporaries. It was this pronounced taste, 
acquired early in life, for lucid argument and an empiri
cal. approach, ~hat enabled hi~to pr~erve a measure 
of independenc~ in. the face of the prevalent philosophy, 

• and later to alt~ it to his own more po~tfvis1: pattern. 
This may perhaps :kcount for his pronounc~d anti
romantic tendency, so sharply different from the out
look common to such leadiAg r!tdicals of his time as 
Borne, Heine, or Lassalle, whose origins and education 
ar~in many respects closely analogous to his own. 

Little is known of his childhood ~nd early years in 
Trier. His mother played a singularly small part in his 
life; she belonged to a family of Hungarian Jews 
settled in Holland, where her father was a Rabbi, and 
was a solid and uneducated woman entirely absorbed 
in the cares of her large household, who did ·not at any 
time show the slightest understanding of her son's gifts 
or inclinations, was shocked by his radicalism, and in 
later years appears to have lost all interest in his exis
tence. Of the eight children of :Weinrich and Henrietta 
Marx Karl was the second ; apart t?om a mild affection 
as a child for his elde;t sister Sophia, he showed little 

... ~nterest in his brothers and sisters either then or later. 
He was sent to'-.e local High School w~re he obtained 

\ equal prte for~is industry and the high minded and 
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earnest tone of hil essay~ on moral and reli~ous topi.;. 
He was moderately proficient in mathematics and theo
logy, but his main interests were literary and artistic : 
a tendency due principally to the ielfluence of the two 
men fro~ whom he learned most and df wh~m all his 
life he spoke with affection and respect. The firit of 
these was hit father ; the other was Freiherr Ludwig 
von Westphalen who live~ in th~ same street as Hein
rich Ma~ and was on friendly terms with his agreeable 
Jewish neighbour. Westphalen belonged to that edu
cated and liberal section of the German upper class whose 
representatives were til be found in the vanguard of every 
enlightened and progressive movement in thei1t country 
in the first half of the nineteenth century. He was a 
distinguished Prussi~ government ojicial, and an 
attractive and ~ultivated• man. He ltelonged to • the 
generati<in elominated by the great fiiure~ of Goethe, • 
Schillef and 1folderlin, and undir tl!eir influence had 
wandered beyond the ::esthetic frontiers strictly estab
lished by the literar:,1 mindarins in Paris, and shared 
in the growing German passion for the rediscovered 
genius of Dante, Shakespeare, Homer and • the 
Greek tragedians. He was attracted by the striking 
ability and eagtr receptiveness of Heinrich Marx's 
son, encouraged him to read, lent him books, took him 
for walks in the neighbouring woods and talked to 
him about .!Eschylus, .Cervantes, Shakespeare, quoting 
long passages to his enthusiastic listener. Karl, who 
reached maturity at a very early age, became a devoted 
reader of the new romantic literature : the taste he 
acquired during these.impressionable years remained 
unaltered until his ~eath. He was in later life fond 
of recalling his ev.nings with Westphalen,.during what 
seemed to him to have been tlte happiest period of his • 
life. H~ had been treated by a man much older th~ 
himself on terms of equality at a tirrwtwhen he was in 
particular nee•d of sympathy and encoiragement; when 

\ I 
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ope tactle~ or insulting act ~ight ~ave left a lasting 
mark, he was received with rare courtesy and hos
pitality. His doctorate thesis contains a glowing dedi
cation to Westpha!in, full of gratitude ana admiration. 
In 1837 ~arx- asked for the hand of his .i~ughter in 
mafiiage and obtained his consent without difficulty ; an 
act which, owing to the great difference !n their social 
condition, is said to hale disii~ayed her relations. Speak
ing of Westphalen in later life Marx, whose ju~ments of 
men are not noted for their generosity, grew almost senti
mental. Westphalen had humanized and strengthened 
that belief in himself and his owllt powers which was at 
all peri<fds Marx's single most outstanding character
istic. He is one of the rare revolutionaries who were 
neither thwar~d nor persecut~ in .. heir early life. 
Consequently, ilil spite of his !!bnormal sensitiveness, his 

• . amour-prop11t1, ~s '.ranity, his aggressive~ss• and his 
arrogance, it is a•singularly unbroken, po;itive a'hd self
confident figure that faces us during forty years of 
illness, poverty and unceasiqg \\larfare. 

He left the school at Trier at the age of seventeen, 
and. following his father's advice, in the autumn of 1835 
became a student in the faculty of law in the University 
of Bonn. Here he seems to have bee~ entirely happy : 
he announced that he proposed to attend at least seven 
courses of lectures weekly, among them lectures on 
Homer by the celebrated Schlegel, lectures on myth
ology, on Latin poetry, on modern art. He lived 
the gay and dissipated life of the ordinary German 
student, played an active part in university societies, 
wrote Byronic poems, got into ~ebt and on at least one 
occasion was arrested by the a~thorities for riotous 
behaviour .• At the end of the sul!lmer term of 1836 
he left Bonn and in the autumn was transferred to the 

,....TJniversity, of ~~EFn. • 
This event ITAiks a sharp crisis in his life. The con

ditions under wlich he h~d lived hith;rto had been ,. I 
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comparatively pr vincial : Trier was a smal~ and pre•y 
town which had survived from an older order, un
touched by the great social and economic revolution 
which was changing the contour of ,J:he civilized ·world : 
the grow~ng industrial development o! Coll:lgne and 
Dusseldorf seemed infinitely remote ; no urgent wob
lems, social, •jntellectual, or material, had troubled the 
peace of the gentle and clfltivate~ milieu of his father's 
friends, "a placid preserve of the eighteenth century 
which had artificially survived into the nineteenth. By 
comparison with Trier or Bonn, Berlin was an immensely 
large and populous c~ty, modern, ugly, pretentious and 
intensely serious, at once the centre of the .Prussian 
bureaucracy and the meeting-place of the discon
tented radical i~tellecv.rals who formed•he nucleus of 
the growing opposition tcfit. Marx retained all his.life 
a consid.era1lle capacity for enjoymht. an<t a strong if • 

• • rather f>onderous sense of fun, but no one could even 
at that time describe him as superficial or frivolous. 
He was sobered by the t~tnse and tragic atmosphere in 
which he suddenly felt himself, and with his accus
tomed energy began at once to explore and criticiz'- his. 
new environment. 

• 
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• • CHAPTER II I • • 

• THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE SPIRJ:i' 

• Was Ihr den Geist dei Zeiten heisst 
Das ist im Gn!nd des Herren eigner Gej;;t 
In dem die Zeiten sich bespiegeln. 

(What you call the spirit of the age is in reality the spmt 
of the Lord himself, in which the age is mirrored.) 

• GOETHE . 
• 

La raison a toujours raison. 

• • (Reason is alwayset"ight.)e 
• • 

• • I • • • • 
THE dominant !ntelkctual influence in the Un1versity 

of Berli-n, as indeed in every other German university 
at this time, was the Hegeliin ~ilosophy. The soil 
for this had been prepared by gradual revolt from the 
beli.rl! and idiom of the classical period, which had 
begun in the seventeenth, and was consolidated and 
reduced to. a system in the eighteenth century. The 
greatest and most original figure in this movement 
among the Germans was Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz, 
whose ideas were developed P>y his followers and 
interpreters into a coherent and dogmatic metaphysical 
system, which, so their popularizers claimed, was 
logically demonstrable by deductive steps from simple 
premises, in their turn self--vident to those who 
could use that infallible intellectua~ intuition with which 
all thinking. beings were endowel! at birth. This 

• rigid intellectualism w:ts attacked in England, where 
,? form of pure rationalism had ever fount! a con
genial soil, by tlt~most influential philosoyhical writers 

,. of the age./ Loc~, Hume, •and, towards the end of the 
40 

• 
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But here a new obstacle arises : whereas.the origiPJ.al 
cause of human misery, neglect of reason and intellectual 
indolence, was not deliberately brought about, there exists 
in our O'i'n day and has existed for many centuries past, 
a class of "men who, perceiving that tneir <JWn power 
rests on ig~rance which blinds men to its injl»)tice, 
promote it by every invention and means in their power. 
By nature all men are rational, .and all rational beings 
have eqJ'al rights before the natural law of reason. But 
the ruling classes, the princes, the nobility, the priests, 
the generals, realize only too well that the spread of 
reason would soon ~en the eyes of the peoples of the 
world to the colossal fraud by which in the nan!e of such 
hollow figments as the sanctity of the church, the divine 
right of kings, ~e clai~s of national pri~ or posses~ion, 
they are forced to give up their natural ~aims, and labour 
uncompl.ai~~gly for the maintena!·lC~ of !1 small class • 
which 'has no shadow of right t~ ex:ct such privilege. 
It is therefore in the direct personal interest of the 
upper class in the so~ial aierarchy to thwart the growth 
of na.tural knowledge, wherever it threatens to expose 
the arbitrary character of its authority, and in its !'lace 
to substitute a 1ogmatic code, a row of unintelligible 
mysteries expressed in high-sounding phrases with 
which to confuse the feeble intelligences of their un
happy subjects, and keep them in a state of blind 
obedience. Even tho't!gh some among the ruling class 
may be genuinely self-deceived and come themselves 
to believe in their own inventions, some there must 
be who know that only by systematic deception, propped 
up by the occasional wse of violence, could so corrupt 
and unnatural an oeder be preserved. It is the first. 
duty, therefore, ~ an enlightened ruler .to break the 
power of the privileged class~s, and to allow natural • 
reason with which all men are endowed to re-ass~ 
itself ; and s~ce reason ca~ never bel>~ posed to reason, 
all private and public conflict is ultirr!ately ~ue to some1 
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in~tional ela:ment, some simple failure to perceive how 
an harmonious adjustment of apparently opposed 
interests may be made. 

Reason is alwayseright. To every quesi:io11 there is 
only one tfue a;swer which with sufficient a1l'siduity can 
be iafallibly discovered, and this appliei no less to 
questions of ethics or politics, of personttl and social 
life, than to the problems of physics or mathematics. 
Once found, the putting of a solution into pra~tice is a 
matter of mere technical skill ; but the traditional 
enemies of progress must first be removed, and men 
taught the importance of acting irt all questions on the 
advice of disinterested scientific experts, whose know
ledge is founded on reason and experience. Once this 
has reen achie~d, the path is clear to ~e millennium. 

But the infl.ue~ce of environment is no less important 
• than that of•edu~ati~:m. If you would wiji. tcf foretell 

the course of a ~an"s life, you must conside~ such 
factors as the character of the region in which ·he lives, 
its climate, the fertility of its iOil, ".its distance from the 
sea, in addition to his physical characteristics and the 
nat~e of his daily occupation. Man is an object in 
nature, and the human soul, like material substance, is 
swayed by no supernatural influences ~nd possesses no 
occult properties ; its entire behaviour can be adequately 
accounted for by means of ordinary verifiable physical 
hypotheses. The French materi~list, La Mettrie, de
veloped this empiricism to its fullest limits in a cele
brated treatise, L'Homme Machine, which caused an 
immense scandal at the time of its publication. His 
views were shared in various de~rees by the editors of 
·the Encyclopredia, Diderot and d'A~mbert, by Halbach, 
Helvetius and Condillac, who, wh~ever their other 

• differences, were agreed that man's principal difference 
~m the plants and lower animals lies in his po~session 
of self-consciousl!Ts, that is. awareness of -ertain of his 

4\.own proces;es, in flis capacity to use reason and imagin-
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• • veloped state, those very tendencies and forces whose full 

emergence makes the later age that which it ultimately 
comes to be, Hence every age, if it is to be genuinely 
understaod, must be considered in re),j.tion not to the 
past alone ; for it contains within its worn~ seeds of 
the future, ~reshadowing the contour of what is ~et to. 
come ; and fh.is relation, no historian, however scrupu
lous, however anxious to avoid straying beyond the bare 
evidence ·of the facts, can allow himself to ignore. Only 
so can he represent in correct perspective the elements 
which compose the ;eriod with which he is dealing, 
distinguishing the significant from the trivial, th& central, 
determining characteristics of an age from those acci
dental, adventitious elements in it, which might have 
happened anyw}ifere a~d~t any time, a.r~ con~uently 
have no deep roots in its particular r-ast, an<1 no appreci-
able efl~cts • ~n its particular future. : • 

The conception of growth by >~hich the acorn is said 
potentially to contain the oak, and can be adequately 
described only in ter~s of ~uch development, is a doctrine 
as old as Aristotle and indeed older. In the Renais
sance it came to light once more and was develope~ to 
its fullest extent. by Leibnitz, who taught that the 
universe was compounded of a plurality of Independent 
individual substances, each of which is to be conceived 
as composed of its own whole past and its own whole 
future. Nothing was· accidental; no object could be 
described as the empiricists wished to describe it, 
namely as a succession of continuous or discontinuous 
phenomena or states, connected at best only by the ex
ternal relation of mech~nical causation. The only true 
definition of an obj<ictewas in terms which explained why 
it necessarily developed as it did in terms of its individual 
history, ~sa growing entity, each stage of which was, in 
the words of Leibnitz, " charge du ~sse et gros d~ 
l'avenir." Lsoibnitz made n~ detailed\attempt to apply 
this metaphysical doctrine to historical events, and yet I' 
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• that seemeJ to Hegel to be the sphere to which it best 

applied. For unless some relation other than that of 
scientific causation be postulated, it seems impossible 
to account for, ~ven to express, the entirely ifldividual 
character ~fa particular personality or period of history, 

• the &dividual essence of a particular war~ of art or of 
science, each of whose characteristics •may indeed 
closely resemble something which has occurred before • or after it, but whose totality is in some sense unique, 
and exists only once ; and cannot therefore be accounted 
for by a scientific method whose successful application 
depends. upon the occurrence of "the precise opposite, 
namely, that the same phenomenon, the same com
bination of characteristics should repeat itself, regularly 

. • rl . • 
rectPr, agam anlt agam. • • 

The new .metho<i was first triumphantly applied by 
• Herder, who, un~r the influence perhaps ~T the.growth 

of national and racial ~elf-consciousness in Europe, and 
moved by hatred of the levelling cosmopolitanism and 
universalism of the prevailing • French philosophy, 
apRlied the concept of organic development (as it later 
ca~e to be called) to the history of entire cultures and 
nations as well as individuals. Indecad, he represented 
it as more fundamental in the case of the former, since 
individuals can only properly be viewed as occurring 
at a particular stage of the de-;elopment of a society, 
which, in the thought and action of its greatest sons, 
reaches its most typical expression. He immersed 
himself therefore in the study of national German 
culture, its barbarian beginnings, • its philology and 
archreology, its medieval history and institutions, its 
traditional folklore and antiqufti~s. From this he 
attempted to draw a .portrait of the living German 
~irit, as a formative force responsible for !he unity 
of its own pect~liar national development, which can
not be accountel for by t;he crudely emrirical relation 

.. of mere loose before-and-afterness in time, by which 
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the uniform, mo~otonous history of mechan,cally cau;ed 
events, the rotation of the crops or the yearly revolu
tions of the earth, may perhaps be satisfactorily 
explaineg.. · • 

Hegel developed this still more widely and ambitiously. 
He taught .that the explanation offered by FJench. 
materialism !.fforded at best a hypothesis for explain
ing some static but no dynamic ~henomena, differences 
but not <!hange. Given such and such material condi
tions, it may be possible to predict that the men born 
in them will develop certain characteristics, directly 
attributable to physkal causes and to the <iducation 
given to them by previous generations, themselves 
affected by the same conditions. But even if this is so, 
how much doe• it re!ll~ tell us ? TM phys~al con
ditions of Italy, for example, were IJ1Uc1t the same in the 
first as theY"'iVere in the eighth and :fitt:eenth centuries, • 
and yet the ancient Romans differ widely from their 
Italian descendants, and the men of the Renaissance 
showed certain mar~d ~aracteristics, which Italy in 
decline was losing or had totally lost. It cannot there
fore be these relatively invariant conditions, with w!\ich 
alone the natural.scientists are competent to deal, that 
are responsible for the phenomena of historical change, 
for progress and reaction, glory and decline. Some 
dynamic factor must be postulated to account both for 
change as such and fo"r the single, clearly perceptible, 
direction which it has. Such change is plainly not 
repetitive: each age inherits something new from its pre
decessors, in virtue of which it differs from every pre
ceding period; the prtnciple of development excludes 
the principle of unifo1m repetition which is the founda
tion on which Gaftleo and Newton built. If history 
possesses laws, these laws must ~vidently be difl:"erent in • 
kind from what has passed for the only ~ossible patter?t 
of scientific Iiw so far : a~ since e\erything that is, 
persists, and has some history, the laws of history must .• 
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for• that verf reason be identical with the laws of being, 
of everything that exists. 
· Where is this principle of historical motion to be 
found ? It is a •onfession of human failure, "of Ul.e defeat 
of reason, to declare that this dynamic principle is that 

.notoAous object of the empiricist's gibes, 1. mysterious 
and occult power which men cannot expect even to de
tect. It would be str!nge if that which governs our 
normal lives were not more present to us: a more 
familiar experience than any other that . we have. 
For we need only take our own lives as the micro
cosm a~d pattern of the ut\iverse. We speak 
familiarly enough of the character, or of the tem
per, of a man as accounting for his acts and 
thought.io not• as some in~p!nde~ thing totally 
distinct from the~, but as the common pattern 

• which they ~xpr~s : and the better we 'll3'j '-Ae know 
a man, the better we m•ay be said to know his mo~al and 
mental constitution in its relation to the external world. 
Hegel transferred the concept-of the personal character 
of the individual which gradually unfolds itself through
out•a man's life, to the case of entire cultures and 
nations : he referred to it variously. as the Idea or 
Spirit, distinguished stages in its evolution, and pro
nounced it to be the motive, dynamic factor in the 
development of specific peoples and civilizations and 
so of the sentient universe as a whole. Further, he 
taught that the error of all previous thinkers was to 
assume the relative independence of different spheres 
of activity at a given period, of the wars of an age 
from its art, of its philosophy ftorn its daily life. We 
should not naturally make this sel¥1ration in the case of 
individuals ; in the case of those \~ith whom we are 

• best acquainted, we h~lf-unconsciously correlate all 
tfreir acts as diffrent manifestations of a single" nature ; 
we are affected lfy innum~able data draevn from this 

•. or that phase of their activity, which collectively influ-
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ence our mental portrait of them. This, :J&Cording oto 
Hegel, applies no less to our concept of a culture or a 
particular historical period. The historians of the past . 
have tended to write monographs on the history of this 
or that city or campaign, of the acts of t~is Ole that king 
or commancLer, as if they could be representei in 
isolation fro~ the other phenomena of their time. But • 
just as the acts of an individual a,e the\cts of the whole 
individual, so the cultural phenomena of an age, the 
particular pattern of events which constitute it, are 
expressions of the whole age and of its whole personality, 
a fact which we do indeed tacitly recognize in speak
ing of a phenomenon as typical of the anciei'tt rather 
than the modern world, or of an age of chaos rather 
than of one of ~ettle~ peace. • 

This should be rec~nized explicit<ty. In-writing, 
for instoo.ce.~~he history of sevente~ntlJ.-cel'!tury music, • 
and in tonsidering the rise of a partictlar form of poly
phony, it is relevant to ask whether a development of a 
similar pattern may .not. be observed in the history 
of scier!.ce at this time; whether, for example, the 
discovery of the differential calculus simultaneQi!sly 
by Newton and Leibnitz was purely accidental, or 
due to certain •general characteristics of that par
ticular stage of European culture, which produced 
a not dissimilar genius in Bach and Leibnitz, in 
Milton and Poussin. .Obsession with rigoro~s scientific 
method might lead historians, as it does natural 
scientists, to build walls between their fields of 
inquiry and treat each branch of human activity as 
functioning in relative. isolation, like so many parallel 
streams which cross rarely and without effect ; whereas, 
if the historian is i.llfy to realize his task, to rise above 
the chronicler and the antiqua~, he must endeavour to • 
paint a • portrait of an age in movement, to coll~t 
that which is characteristic, distingu,sh between its 
component efements, betwe~n the old' and the new, the 

•• 
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fre.itful an4 the sterile, the dying slirvivals of a pre
vious age and the heralds of the future, born before 
their time. 

This command to look in the particular·for.the most 
vivid exp!iessio~ of the universal, for the concrete, the 
difflientiated, the individual, to emulate t~ art and the 

• realism of the biographer and the paint(il: rather than 
the photographer and.the statistician, is the peculiar 
legacy of Hegel. If history is a science, it m-e.st not be 
beguiled by the false analogy of physics or mathematics, 
which, looking for the widest obtainable, least varying, 
common characteristics, deliberately ignores what speci
fically b~ongs to only one time and one place, seeking to 
be as general, as abstract, as formal, as possible. The 
historian, on ethe contrary, Il*St s'e and. describe 
phe~oiTrena in their fullest c~ntext, against the back-

• ground of the past !tnd the foreground of Pte fe.ture, as 
being organic to• all t:~ther phenomena which "springs 
from the same cultural impulse. 

• 

The effect of this doctrine,.at once a symptom and a 
cause of a change of outlook on the part of an entire 
gettration, and now grown so familiar, is inestimably 
great. Our habit of attaching particular characteristics 
to particular periods and places and ofseeing individuals 
or their acts as typical of nations or of times : of bestow
ing almost a personality of their own, active causal 
properties, upon certain periods•or peoples, or even on 
widely felt social attitudes, in virtue of which acts are 
described as expressions of the spirit of the Renaissance 
or of the French Revolution, of German romanticism 
or of the Victorian Age, springs f*>m this new historicism 
of outlook. Hegel's specifically lo~ical doctrines and his 
view of the method of the natural seiences were barren 
and their effects wen! wholly disastrous. His true 
importance lies in his influence in the field '>f social 
and historical s'udies, in the creation of a new science, 
which consists i~ the history and critici~m of human 
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institutions, viewe'd as great collective quasi-p&rsonaliti•s, 
which possess a life and character of their own, and 
cannot be described purely in terms of .the individuals 
who com1'ose them. It was largely due to his influence 
that there came into existence a new scflool Qf German 
historians whose work made all wr'iters who explained 
events as the•j)utcome of the character or intentions~ the • 
personal defeat or triumph of thi~ or that king or states
man, seem naive and unscientific. 

If history is the development of the impersonal 
Spirit, which Hegel did not identify solely with the 
human spirit, since he denied any essential divorce be
tween mind and matter, it is necessary to rewrit~it as the 
history of the achievement of the Spirit. The horizon 
suddenly seemed im~ensely widened. • Legal history 
ceased to be a r~mote a~d special pres~rve ofTrcna:o
logists ;:ond i~tiquaries and was tr~s{prmoo into His- • 
torical Jurisprudence, wherein co:atemflorary legal insti~ 
tutions were interpreted as an orderly evolution from 
Roman or earlier law,.em~odying the Spirit of the Law 
in itself, of society in its legal aspect, interwoven with ~~ 

political, religious, social aspects of its life. • 
Henceforth the history of art and the history of 

philosophy begarf to be treated as complementary and 
indispensable elements in the general history of culture : 
facts previously thought trivial or sordid were accorded 
sudden importance as being hitherto unexplored 
domains of the activity of the Spirit-the history of 
trade, of dress, of the useful arts were seen to be essential 
elements in the complete, " organic", institutional 
history of mankind. • 

There was one respect, however, in which Hegel 
sharply diverged ft'oih the Leibnitzian conception of 
development as a smooth progression of an essence • 
gradually unfolding itself .from potentiality into actual.
ity. He insisted on the reality and n'cessity of con~ 
flicts and w:rs and revolu,ions, of· the tragic waste 

•• 
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and destru<et;ion in the world. He d~clared that every 
process is one of perpetual tension between two incom
patible forces each straining against the other, and by 
this mutual conflict advancing their own d-evelopment ; 
this duel--.-whieh is sometimes concealed a;d some
time; open, and can be traced in all prov~ces of con-

•scious activity as the struggle between ~ many rival 
physical, moral and i~tellectual forces and influences 
-grows in strength and sharpness until it turns into an 
open conflict, which culminates in a final collision, the 
violence of which destroys both the adversaries. This is 
the point at which the hitherto coatinuous development 
is brokeft, a sudden leap takes place to a new level, where
upon the tension between a new dyad of forces begins 
once more. <eertain among tho~ leaP.s, those, namely, 
which ~cur on~ sufficiently l~rge ant noticeable scale, 

• are termed polit~al•revolutions. But, on~mot"e trivial 
scale, they occur 'tn e11ery sphere of activity, in the arts 
and sciences, in the growth of physical organisms studied 
by biologists and in the ato~ic .processes studied by 
chemists, and finally in ordinary argument between two 
op~nents, when1 after a conflict between two partial 
falsehoods, new truth is discovered, itself only relative, 
itself assaulted by a counter-truth rantithesis to its 
thesis), the destruction of each by the other leading once 
more to a synthesis-a process which continues without 
end. He called the process dialectical. The notion of 
struggle and of tension provides precisely that dynamic 
principle which is required to account for movement 
in history. Thought is but reality conscious of itself, 
and its processes the processes o~nature in their clearest 
form. The principle of perpetual absorption and resolu
tion (Aufhebung) in an ever higher ~aity occurs in nature 

• no less than in discursive thought, and demonstrates that 
i1s processes are not purposeless, like the mechanical 
movements po~ulated by materialism, but lead in the 

• direction of greater ancf greater perfection. Each 
• 
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major transition rs marked by a large-scale a':VOlution~ry 
leap, such as, for example, the destruction of Rome 
by the barbarians, or the great En6').ish or French 
Revolut~ns: In each case the Spirit or universal idea 
advances a step nearer to complete realihtioa, humanity 
is carried a. stage forward, but never strictly i' the 
direction anticipated by either of the two sides engage~ 
in the preliminary conflict, that ~ide being more deeply 
and more irrationally disappointed, which _ believed 
most firmly in its own peculiar ability to force the 
direction of history. 

The new metho<!s of research and interjretation 
which had suddenly been revealed produced a startling, 
and even intoxicating, effect on enlightened German 
society, and to~ les~r extent on its wultunLd~en
dencies, the Universitie~of St. Petersbl!rg and Moscow. 
Hegeliaflism.. became the official ~reOO. of' every man • 
with intellectual pretensions : -the • new ideas were 
applied in every sphere of thought and action with an 
uncontrolled enthusi!lsm .which an age more sceptical 
of ideas may find it difficult to conceive. Academic 
studies were entirely transformed : Hegelian l<tgic, 
Hegelian jurisprudence, Hegelian ethics and :esthetics, 
Hegelian theology, Hegelian philology, Hegelian his
toriography, surrounded the student of the humanities 
wherever he turned. Berlin, in which Hegel's last years 
were spent, was the headquarters of the movement. 
Patriotism and political and social reaction lifted their 
heads again. The advance of the doctrine that all men 
were brothers, that national, racial and social differences 
were the artificial prooocts of defective education, was 
arrested by the Heg;lian counter-thesis according to 
which such differetlces, for all their apparent irration
ality, expressing as they do tl'ie peculiar genius of a • 
given raee or nation, are grounded in1some historic~l 
necessity. T~ey are needed for the development of the 
Idea, of which the nation is •the incarnation, and cannot • 

• 
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be• made tc. vanish overnight by the' mere application 
of reason by individual reformers. Reform must 
spring from tnklitional soil ; otherwise it is doomed to 
failure, condemned in advance by the forc·es ci history 
which mo•e in •their own time and at their own pace. 
To jemand freedom from these forces an4 seek to rise 

-above them, is to wish to escape from one's inevitable 
historical position, from the society of which one is 
an integral part, from the complex of relations, public 
and private, by which every man is made to be what 
he is, which are the man, are what he is ; to wish an 
escape from this is to wish to loseoone's proper nature, 
a self-c~ntradictory demand, which could be made 
only by one who does not understand what he is 
deiiJ,iln~g, o~e whose idea oft perjonal liberty is 
childishly subje"ctive. • 

• True fre;do!I9 c~nsists in the discovelitf of the laws • to which, in the partieular time and place in which one 
lives, one is necessarily subject, and in the attempt to 

· make actual those potentialiti~s o:t' one's rational, that is 
one's law-abiding nature, the realization of which ad
varttes the individual and thereby the society to which 
he " organically " belongs, and which expresses itself in 
him and in others like him. When a ·man in the name 
of some subjective ideal attempts to destroy a tradition 
instead of modifying it, he opposes the laws of history, 
attempts the impossible, and thereby reveals his own 
irrationality. Such behaviour is condemned, not only 
because it is necessarily doomed to failure and there
fore futile : for situations might occur in which it 
might be thought to be noble~ to perish quixotically 
than to survive. It is cond(I/Ilned because it is 
irrational, since. the laws of histol)r which it opposes 
are the laws of the Sptrit, which is the ultimate sub
stance of whiclteverything is composed, and a'te there
fore necessarily rational ; ~ndeed if they 'fere not, they 

• would not be amenable to human exp~anation. The 
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Spirit approache; its perfection by gradu~ly attainPng 
to greater self-consciousness with every generation : and 
the highest point of its development is j:ached in those 
who at illY "time see themselves most clearly in their 
relation to their universe, that is, in ~he jXofoundest 
philosopher~ of every epoch. By philosopher\ are 
meant the anists and the thinkers, the scientists and the
poets, all those sensitive and int}Uiring spirits who are 
more acutely and more profoundly conscious than the 
rest of their society of the stage of development which 
humanity has reached, of what has been gained in 
their time and partly by their effort. 

The history of philosophy is the history of th~ growth 
of this self-awareness, iR which the spirit becomes con
scious of its OW!l.activtty ; and the histo~ of humllnity, 
on this view, is itself Ifothing other t!l.an the-:!ory of 
the pro~res~of the spirit in the pr~C(jSS of its growing • 
self-awareness. All history is •thu; the history of 
thought, that is, the history of philosophy : whicfl is 
identical with the pkilosilphy of history, since that is 
but a name for the awareness of this awareness. The 
celebrated Hegelian epigram, " the philosophy of hisiory 
is the history of ~hilosophy," is, for anyone who accepts 
the Hegelian metaphysic, not an obscure paradox, but a 
platitude, quaintly expressed-with the important and 
peculiar corollary that all true progress is progress of 
the spirit, since that is"the substance of which all else is 
compounded. Hence the sole method by which those 
who have the good of society at heart can improve it, is 
by developing in themselves and in others the power of 
analysing themselves attd their environment, an activity 
later called criticism

111 
the growth of which is identical 

with human progre'ss. From this it follows that changes 
involving physical violence and 'bloodshed are due solely • 
to the r~calcitrance of brute matter, wjich, as Leibni'tz 
had taught, i~ itself but thou$ht, at a lower, unconscious 
level. The revolution instituted by Newton was there- • 

• 
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fo~ far mo.e truly a revolution than ~vents which are 
commonly so called, although it occurred with no blood
shed ; all genuitle conquest, all true victory is literally, 
and not in metafhor, gained always in the rea4n of the 
Spirit. TAus tlie French Revolution was in effect over, 
whe11 the philosophers had completed t~ir systems, 

-tOng before the guillotine began its work. 
This doctrine appeared to . solve at last the great 

problem which vexed men's minds throughout the early 
nineteenth century; the question to which all its leading 
political theories are ·so many different answers. The 
French Revolution had been mad~ in order to secure 
liberty, ~quality and fraternity among men ; it was 
the greatest attempt in modern history to embody a 
wholly new re-.olutionary ideolo~ in J;Oncrete institu
tions bY the vi~ lent and suc~ssful seizure of power 

• on the part tlf th• iJeologues themselves : .-nd tt failed 
utterly to secure it~ end>. It changed the face of l!urope, 
bu\ its purpose, the establishment of human freedom 
and equality, was as remote .from realization as ever. 
What answer was there to those who, bitterly dis
illusi<med, fell into cynical apathy, proclaiming the 
impotence of good over evil, of truth over falsehood, 
affirming the total inability of mankin•d to improve its 
lot by its own efforts. To this problem, with which the 
social thought of the period of political reaction in 
Europe is wholly preoccupied,• Hegel provided an 
impressive solution by his doctrine of the inevitable 
character of the historical process, which involves the 
predestined failure of any attempt to deflect it by 
violence, even when the atteml't is itself hist<;>rically 
necessitated, a view directly oppos;d to the rival hypo
thesis then being advanced 1n Fran~e by Saint-Simon 

• and Fourier. The promem of social freedom, and of 
tlre causes of t11f failure to attain it, is therefote quite 
naturally the central subject. of all Marx's ejrly writings. 

• His approach to the problem and his solution are in 
• 
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spmt purely Hegelian. His early trainit~g and l!is 
natural instincts inclined him towards an extreme 
empiricism : and the modes of thoughf which belong 
to this o~tlook are sometimes visible below the meta
physical accretions beneath which they !re foe the most 
part conceal-d. This emerges most clearly in his 
passion for e~posing irrationalism in every shape ~n~ 
guise ; often in his argument ha uses the methods of 
eighteenth-century materialism: but the form in which 
it is expressed, and the theses it is designed to prove 
are wholly Hegelian. He was converted to the new 
outlook in his youth•and for many years, despite hi~ 
vehement attack on the idealist metaphysic, re~ained a 
convinced, consistent and admiring follower of the 
great philosophe~ • • -

• 

• 

• • • 

• -· 

• 

• 
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• CHAPTER IV • 
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" 

THE YOUNG HEGELIANS e 

They [the Germans] will never rise. The~ would sooner 
die than rebel ... perhaps even a German, when he has 
been driven to absolute despair, will cease to argue, but it 
needs a colossal amount of unspeakable oppression, insult, 
injustice and suffering to reduce him to that state. 

MICHAEL BAKUNIN. 

THE ~ears which Marx spent as a student in the 
University of Berlin were a period of profound depres
sion among tlae radical intellig{Wltsia of Germany. In ...... . . 
I 840 a new krhg from who~nuch was expected had 

• ascended the t4rorte of Prussia. BeforeJ!is ttccession 
he had spoken ~ore •than once of a natural alriance of 
patriotism, democratic principles and the monarchy ; 
he had spoken of granting a.new•constitution ; ecstatic 
references began to appear in the liberal press to Don 
Carlos and The Crowned Romantic. These promist 
came to less than nothing. The new monarch w 

~· 

less reactionary, but astuter and less ~ound by rc 
than his father ; the methods of suppression emp 
by his police were more imaginative and more efl 
than those in use in the days of-Frederick William 
otherwise his accession made little difference. 'I 
was no sign of reform, either political or social 
July Revolution in France, which was greeted 
immense enthusiasm by Germ&n radicals, had n 
caused Metternich to set up a central commissi 
suppress dangerous thought in • all German ~a 
measure zealously w~comed by the Prussian 
owning gentry t whose continued power paral~e 
effort towards freedom. The governin~ class 
that was in its power to obstruct-it cot· u 

64 
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tirely suppress-the growing class of industrialists a~d 
bankers, which, even in backward and docile Prussia, 
began to show unmistakable signs .f restiveness. 
Open ex~ression in the press or at public meetings was 
unthinkable : the official censorship was•far tl!lo efficient 
and too ubi~uitous ; the Diet was packed with,the 
King's supporters ; the gathering feeling of resentme~ 
against the landlords and officials, increased by the 
growing sense of its own strength on the part of the 
middle class, finally poured itself out in the traditional 
form of German self-expression, in a flood of words, 
a philosophy of opp8sition. 

If orthodox Hegelianism was a reactionary movement, 
the answer of wounded German nationalism to the 
French attempt t~ impese its new principie of ~~rsal 
reason upon the world~he secession tf its younger 
memben re~esents an effort to fin~ some •progressive • 
interpretation for the formulae of•natt7ral development, 
to detach the Hegelian philosophy from its preoccupa
tion with past history ~tnd ~ identify it with the future, 
to adapt it to the new social and economic factors which 
were everywhere coming into being. Both camps, the 
right and the left, the old, and as they came to be 
called, the Young~egelians, based themselves on their 
founder's famous dictum, according to which the real is 
the rational and the rational is the real ; and both agreed 
that this was to be inte~reted as meaning that the true 
explanation of any phenomenon was equivalent to the 
demonstration of its necessity, which was tantamount 
to its rational justification. Nothing could be both evil 
and necessary, for whatever is real is justified because 
it is real : Die Weltgeschichte ist das Weltgericht 
(world history is wort! justice). So much was accepted 
by both sides. The schism atose over the relative 
emphasis•to be placed on the crucial tenfs, " rational " 
and "real." 

The conse~atives, procla~ing that only the real was •' 
c 
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r:hional, diclared that the measure 'of rationality was 
actuality, that the stage reached by social or personal 
institutions, at they existed at any given moment, ·was 
the sufficient measure of their excellence - so, for 
example, Gernfan culture as Hegel had in fact declared, 
was a higher and probably ultimate, syt~thesis of its 

--p'rfciecessors, Oriental and Gneco-Roq~an cultures, 
and its own highest. culmination, the most perfect 
political framework yet attained by men, consisted, as 
Hegel had gone on to say, in the Prussian State. To 
wish to alter it or subvert it was morally bad, because 
directed against the rational will ttmbodied in it, and in 
any ca~e futile, because it set itself against a decision 
already made by history. This is a form of argument 
with which Marxism later famel.iariz~d the world. 

~--;.adical~, stressing th~onverse, protested that 
• only the r!ttionMl ~as real. The actual, .they• insisted, 

is often full of ~ncon~istencies, anachronisms ahd blind 
unreason : it cannot therefore be regarded in any 
genuine, that is metaphys\pl, •Sense, as being real. 
Basing themselves on numerous texts from Hegel, they 
p<llinted out that the master recognized that mere occur
rence in space or time was by no means equivalent to 
being real : the existent might well bt! a tissue of chaotic 
institutions, each frustrating the purposes of the other, 
and so from the metaphysical point of view utterly illu
sory : their degree of reality •was measured by their 
tendency to form a rational whole, which may necessi
tate a radical transformation on their part in accordance 
with the dictates of reason. These are best known to 
those who have emancipated. themselves from the 
tyranny of the merely actual, and have revealed its in
adequacy to its historic role as ~educed from a correct 
interpretation of the clotaracter and direction of the past 
and present. I This critical activity against the social 
institutions of his time, directed by the individual who 
lifts himself above them, rs the noblest f~nction of man, 

• 
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and the more enrightened the critic, the neore sear&
ing his criticism, the more rapidly will the actual pro
gress towards the real. For, as Hegel .d indubitably 
said, reality "is spiritual in character and grows more 
perfect in the very growth of critical seTf-cooociousness 
among men• Nor was there any reason to sup~ 
that such pro~ress must be gradual and painless. C1tmg 
again the texts undeniably to b@ found in Hegel, they 
reminded their opponents that progress was the result 
of tension between opposites, which grew to a crisis and 
then burst into open revolution : then and only then did 
the leap into the nextostage occur. These were the laws 
of development found equally in the obscurest p1ocesses 
of brute nature and the affairs of men and societies. 

The plain dut~ of 1ile philosopher wAo carries the 
burdens of civilization ~ his shoulders fs, the;f~, to 
promote•suc~ revolution by the sp~ci~l tec!hnical skill • 
which h•e alone commands, that itl by •intellectual war
fare. It is his task to stir men from their indolence 
and torpor, to sweep away.obstructive and useless insti
tutions with the aid of his critical weapons much as the 
French philosophers had undermined the ancien regime 
by the power of ideas alone. No resort must be had 
either to physical•violence or to the brute force of the 
masses : to appeal to the mob, which represents the 
lowest level of self-consciousness reached by the Spirit 
among men, is to make-use of irrational means, which 
could only produce irrational consequences : a revolu
tion of ideas will of itself bring about a revolution in 
practice : Hinter die Abstraktion stellt sich die Praxis 
von selbst (Behind the :ebstract theory practice appears 
of its own accord). But since open political pam
phleteering was forbiJden, the opposition was driven 
into less direct methods of at~ck : the first battles 
against ol"thodoxy were fought in the fief! of Christian 
theology, who\e professors had hitherto tolerated, if not 
encouraged, a philosophy whrch had shown every dis- .• 
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p~ition to..,upport the existing ordef. In 1835 David 
Strauss published a critical life of Jesus written in ac
cordance with.he new Hegelian method, in which he 
rejected some portions of the Gospels as pnre ipvention, 
regarding .othefs as representing not facts but semi
mythological beliefs entertained in the el\rlY Christian 

~munities, and treating the whole subj~t as an exer
cise in the critical treatment of a historically important 
but unreliable text. His book caused an immediate 
storm not in orthodox circles only, but also among the 
Young Hegelians, whose most prominent representative, 
Bruno..Bauer, then a lecturer in theGlogy in the University 
of Berl!n, published several attacks upon it from the 
point of view of an even extremer Hegelianism, wholly 
denJi!lg the ~torical existence rtf J es~s, and attempting 
to expla1h the ~ospels as wor~of pure imagination, as 

• the literaty' expies!!ion of the " ideology ~ preiialent in 
its time, the hig~est jjOint reached at this periotl by the 
development of the Absolute Idea. The Prussiat,l 
authorities were not in gen;ral .interested in sectarian 
controversies among philosophers, but in this quarrel 
b~h sides appeared to hold views subversive of religious, 
and so, in all likelihood, of political orthodoxy. Hegel
ianism, which had previously been• left in peace as 
a harmless, and even patriotic, philosophical move
ment, was suddenly accused of demagogical tendencies. 
Hegel's greatest opponent, Smelling, then a bitterly 
reactionary old man, was brought to Berlin in order to 
refute these doctrines publicly, but his lectures totally 
failed to produce the desired result. The censorship 
was tightened, and the Young.Hegelians found them
selves driven into a position in which they were given 
the choice of capitulating corJpletely or of moving 
farther to the politicai.left than the majority wished to 
go. The onl.i arena where the issue coulti be still 
raised were tne universities, where a curtailed, but 
nevertheless genuine, academic freedo~ continued to •• 
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survive. The U diversity of Berlin was the e:hief seat•of 
Hegelianism and it was not long befor) Marx became 
immersed in its philosophical politics. 

He be~an .·his academic career as a student of the 
faculty of law by attending Savigny's lehuree on juris
prudence an~ those of Gans on criminal law. Savi~ 
the founder ~nd the greatest theorist of the Histonca!.,. 
School of Jurisprudence, and ~ convinced and rabid 
anti-liberal, was by far the most distinguished defender 
of Prussiart absolutism in the nineteenth century. He 
was not a Hegelian in the strict sense, but agreed with 
the School in rejecting equally the theory of natural 
rights and of utilitarianism, and interpreted law 1\.istoric
ally, as a continuous, orderly, traditional development 
springing from, ind j•stified by, the ideals and~har
acter of a given nation i!rits historical slfrrou;;!ings. 
Marx.atte~ed Savigny's lectures•fo:a two•terms with • 

great re~ularity, and the immens<t eru~ition and power 
of close historical argument for which the latter was 
notable was probably Ma~'s first contact with the new 
method of historical research, which demanded minute 
knowledge of facts as a basis for broad general the•s. 
Savigny's chief professional opponent was the pro
fessor of criminar law, Eduard Gans, whose effect bn 
Marx was more considerable. Gans was one of Hegel's 
favourite disciples: he was by birth a Jew, a friend of 
Heine, and like him a h~manitarian radical who did not 
share his teacher's low opinion of the French enlighten
ment. His lectures, models, it seems, both of erudition 
and of courage, were widely attended ; his free criticism 
of legal institutions aoo methods of legislation in the 
light of reason, with no trace of mysticism about the 
past, affected Marx pr~foundly, and inspired him with 
a conception of the proper p!!rpose and method of 
theoretic:tl criticism which he never. C<f11pletely lost: 

Under the influence of Gans he saw in jurisprudence 
the natural fi~d for the appftcation and verification of •' 
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eJery type eof philosophy of history~ Hegelianism at 
first repelled' his naturally positivist intelligence. 
In a long a d intimate letter to his father he 
described his efforts to construct a rtval. system ; 
after sleepless • nights and disordered days spent in 

.'Yr<;jtling with the adversary, he fell ill a~ left Berlin 
" to recuperate. He returned with a sense ~f failure and 

frustration, equally unable to work or to rest. His 
father wrote him a long paternal letter, begging him not 
to waste his time on barren metaphysical speculation 
when he had his career to think of. His words fell on 
deaf ears. Marx resolutely plunged into an exhaustive 
study ol Hegel's work, read night and day, and after 
three weeks announced his complete conversion. He 
seal~ it,..by ~ecoming a me~er q,f the Doktorklub 
(Graduates' Ctlib ), an associat!en of free-thinking uni-

• versity intt!llect•al;, who met in beer j)Cllans, wrote • mildly seditious verse, professed violent hatrea of the 
King, the church, the bourgeoisie, and above all argued 
endlessly on points of He~elia"- theology. Here he 
met, and was soon on terms of intimacy with the leading 
m8tnbers of this bohemian group, the brothers Bruno, 
Edgar and Egbert Bauer, Koppen, a curious figure, one 
of the earliest students of Tibetan ,_amaism and the 
author of a history of the French Terror, Max Stirner 
who preached an ultra-individualism of his own, and 
one or two more free spirits, aS' they called themselves. 

He abandoned his legal studies, and became entirely 
absorbed in philosophy. No other subject seemed to· 
him to possess sufficient contemporary significance : 
he planned to become a lecturer in philosophy in one 
of the universities, and together with Bauer to launch 
a violent atheistic campaign whrch should put an end 
to the timorous, half-Marted toying with dangerous doc
trines to whiclfthe milder radicals confined tht:mselves. 
It was to take the form ~f an elaborate )10ax, appear-

• ing as an anonymous diatribe against Hegel by a pious 
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Lutheran chargin~ him with atheism and s~bversion 'tlf 
public order and morality, and arme1 with copious 
quotations from the original text. TJis joint work 
actually appeared and caused some stir ; a few reviewers 
were genuinely taken in, but the authors .were dis
covered, and the episode ended by Bauer's removal from 
his. academic: post. As for Marx, he frequented s~ • 
and literary salons, met the q:lebrated Bettina von 
Arnim, the friend of Beethoven and Goethe, who was 
attracted by his audacity and wit ; wrote a conventional 
philosophical dialogue, and composed a fragment of a 
Byronic tragedy and ieveral volumes of bad verse, which 
he dedicated to Jenny von Westphalen, to whon'! he had 
in the meantime become secretly engaged. His father, 
frightened by this inttllectual dissipatio~ wrote letter 
after letter full of rnxiou.e.nd affectionat~dvi~ b~ging 
him to t;hink.of the future and preJ:1ar~ hi~elf to be a • 
lawyer 0'1" a civil servant. His son ~ent ~oothing answers, 
and continued in his previous mode of life. 

He was now twen~y-foyr years of age, an amateur 
philosopher of no fixed occupation, respected in ad
vanced circles for his erudition and for his powers a~m 
ironical and bitter controversialist. He soon began to 
be increasingly i~itated by the prevailing literary and 
philosophical style of his friends and allies, an ex
traordinary compound of pedantry and arrogance, 
full of obscure paradoX&s and laboured epigrams, em
bedded in elaborate, alliterative, punning prose which 
can never have been intended to be understood. Marx 
was to some extent infected by it himself, particularly 
in his early polemical ~ieces ; yet his prose is compact 
and luminous in comparison with the mass of neo
Hegelian patter whiclt at this time was· let loose upon 
the German public. Some yeare later he described the 
conditiol\ of German philosophy at this tijne : " Accord
ing to the reports of our ideologists," he wrote, " Ger
many has, dur!ng the last deca~e, undergone a revolution •• 
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of- unexamQled proportions ... a revolution in com
parison with ~ich the French Revolution was mere 
child's play. ith unbelievable rapidity one empire 
was supplanted y another, one mighty hero was struck 
down by inotl:1er still bolder and more po;,erful in 
the universal chaos. During three years, 1rom 1842 to 

-~, Germany went through a cataclysm.more violent 
in character than anytQ.ing which had happened in any 
previous century. All this, it is true, took place only in 
the region of pure thought. For we are dealing with 
a remarkable phenomenon-the decomposition of the 
Absolute Spirit. • 
"Wh~n the last spark of life disappeared from its 

body, its various constituents disintegrated and entered 
into new coljlbinations and fOjmed new substances. 
Dea~s "rrt plf!losophy, who w.d p~eviously made a 

• living by explo~til1g the Absolute Spiri~ now threw 
themselves avidry o~ the new combination9'. Each 
busily began to dispose of his share of it. Plainly this 
could not be done without. competition. At first it 
possessed a solidly commercial, respectable character ; 
b~ later when the German market became glutted, 
and the world market, in spite of all efforts, proved 
in@apable of assimilating further gl:)ods, the whole 
business-as usual in Germany-was spoilt by mass 
production, lowering of quality, adulteration of raw 
material, forged labels, fictiticws deals, financial chi
canery, and a structure of credit which lacked all 
real basis. Competition turned into an embittered 
struggle, which is now represented to us in glowing 
colours as a revolution of c~mic significance, rich 
in epoch-making achievements and results." 

This was written in 1846 : in ~841 Marx might per-
• haps have continued iDolive in this fantastic world, him

self taking pa~ in the inflation and mass production of 
words and concepts, if his circumstances had not suffered 
a sudden catastrophic cha~ge : his fathe~, on whom he 

•• 
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financially depenged, died, leaving a bar~y suffici~nt 
competence to his widow and youngest !'ldren. At the 
same time, the Prussian Minister of ucation finally 
decided to condemn the Hegelian Left o cially, and ex
pelled Bauer from his post. This effectual!)lltclosed the 
possibility o~an academic career to Marx who was heavily 
compromise~ in the Bauer affair, and forced hifil. to .,. 
look for another occupation. He did not have long 
to wait. Among his warmest admirers was a certain 
Moses Hess, a Jewish publicist from Cologne, a sincere 
and enthusiastic radical, who was even then far in 
advance of even tht~ Hegelian Left. He had visited 
Paris and had there met the leading French •socialist 
and communist writers of the day, to whose views he 
became a passion1te c~vert. Hess, wh~was a curious 
blend of ardent traditiO'!'!!! Judaism with rdeai'rsthu~ani
tarianisu a~ Hegelian ideas, preac!J.eri the•primacy of • 
economk over political factors tmd the impossibility 
of emancipating mankind without previously liberating 
the wage-earning pr8letaeiat. Its continued slavery, 
he declared, made all the efforts of intellectuals to estab
lish a new moral world unavailing, since justice carwot 
exist in a society which tolerates economic inequality. 
The institution oF private property was the source of•all 
evil ; men could be freed only by the abolition of 
both private and national property, which must involve 
the removal of national•frontiers, and the reconstitution 
of a new international society on a rational, collectivist 

. economic basis. His meeting with Marx overwhelmed 
him : in a letter to a fellow radical he declared : " He 
is the greatest, perha~ the one genuine philosopher 
now alive and will soon . . . draw the eyes of all 
Germany ... Dr. 1\,arx-that is my idol's name-
is still very young (about twooty-four at most) and • 
will give medieval religion and politi~ their coup de 
grace. He c~mbines the deerest philosophical serious
ness with the most biting wit. Imagine Rousseau, .• 
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V <'ltaire, ~Ibach, Lessing, Heine ftnd Hegel fused 
into one persotl say fused, not thrown together in a 
heap-and yo have Dr. Marx." 

Marx thoug t Hess's enthusiasm endearing but 
ridiculous,.and !tdopted a patronizing tone which Hess 
was at first too amiable to resent. Hess w;s a middle-

• 1'P!!!!' of ideas, a fervent missionary rat~er than an 
original thinker, and ~onverted more than one of his 
contemporaries to communism, among them a young 
radical named Friedrich Engels who had not at this 
time met Marx. Both learnt from association with 
him far more than either was ready to admit in later 
years, ~hen they tended to treat Hess, who was not 
a man of action, as a harmless but tedious fool. At 
this time h{¥ever, Marx fou~ him a useful ally, 
since•He~ w~ was a tireles~gitat~r, had managed 

• to persuade a irdi.Ip of liberal industrjjlists. in the 
Rhineland to fin/nee the publication of a radica:lojournal 
which should contain articles on political and economic 
subjects directed against the.reaationary policy of the 
Berlin government, and in general sympathy with the 
neids of the rising bourgeois class. It was issued at 
Cologne and was called the Rheinische Zeitung. 

'• 

Marx was invited, and eagerly conseltted, to contribute 
regular articles to this journal ; ten months later he 
became its chief editor. It was his first experience of 
practical politics : he conducted.his paper with immense 
vigour and intolerance : · his dictatorial nature asserted 
itself early in the venture, and. his subordinates were 
only too glad to let him do entirely as he pleased, and 
write as much of the paper aj he wished. From a 
mildly liberal paper it rapidly became a vehemently 
radical one : more violently host!le to the Government 
than any other Germail newspaper. It published long 
and scurrilouif attacks on the Prussian coosorship, 
on the Federal Diet, on the landowning class in 
general : its circulation 1ose, its fame grew through-
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out Germany, ~nd the Government was at fast 
forced to take notice of the surprisirj behaviour of 
the Rhineland bourgeoisie. The shfeholders were, 
indeed, ~carcely less surprised than the authorities, but 
as the number of subscribers was ste~dilytoi.ncreasing, 
and the ec<enomic policy pursued by the paper was 
scru·pulously. liberal, advocating free trade and Te • 
economic unification of Germany, they did not protest. 
The Prussian authorities, anxious not to irritate the 
newly annexed western provinces, also refrained from 
interference. Emboldened by this toleration, Marx 
intensified the attack and added to the discussion of • general political and economic subjects two particular 
issues over which there was much bitter feeling in the 
province : the fiV>t w~ the distressed c~d~n rJi the 
Moselle vine-growing ~asantry ; the se~nd, the harsh 
law puaishi~ thefts by the poor oF cLecaye'a timber in • 
the nei~hbouring forests. Manf used both these as 
texts for a particularly violent indictment of the govern
ment of landlords. The Government, after cautiously 
exploring feeling in the district, decided to apply its 
power of censorship, and did so with increasing severity. 
Marx used all his ingenuity to circumvent the censors 
who were m~stry men of limited intelligence, altd 
managed to publish a quantity of thinly veiled demo
cratic and republican propaganda, which more than once 
led to the reprimand ef the censor and his replace..: 
ment by another and stricter official. The year 1842 
was spent in this elaborate game, which might have 
continued indefinitely if Marx had not inadvertently 
overstepped the limi'A The Russian Government, 
throughout the nineteenth century, served as the 
greatest embodiment ~f obscurantism, barbarism and 
oppression in Europe, theinexhattstiblereservoirwhence • 
the reacrtonaries of other nations wertt able to draw 
strength, and ¥onsequently be.came the bugbear of wes
tern liberals of all shades of opinion. It was at this time •' 
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• th~ dominattt partner in the Russo-Prtf.>sian alliance, and 
as such was %rcely attacked by Marx in successive 
editoria~ articl1 : a war against the Russians seemed to 
him both then and later the best blow that s;ould be 
struck on ebeha!f of European liberty. The ~mperor 
Nicholas I himself happened to come upon i copy of one 

• of these philippics, and expressed angry s~rprise to the 
Prussian Ambassador. • A severe note was sent by the 
Russian Chancellor upbraiding the King of Prussia 
for the inefficiency of his censors. The Prussian 
Government, anxious not to irritate its ·powerful 
neighb~ur, took immediate steps ; the Rheinische 
Zeitung was suppressed without warning in April, IK}J, 

and Marx was free once more. One year had sufficed to 
turnJlim~to~ brilliant politica.jour~alist of notorious 
views, with a ruuy developed ti!!te for baiting reaction-

• 

• ary government~. a taste which his later ~areef was to 
give him full opportanity of satisfying. • 

Meanwhile he had been working with restless energy : 
he had taught himself Freach ey reading the works 
of the Paris socialists, Fourier, Proudhon, Dezami, 
C:tbet and Leroux. He read recent French and Ger
man history and Machiavelli's Prince. For a month 
he was absorbed in the histories of ancient and modern 
art in order to gather evidence to demonstrate the revolu
tionary and disruptive character of Hegel's fundamental 
principles ; like the young Russi-an radicals of this period 
he looked upon them as being, in Herzen's phrase," The 
algebra of revolution." "Too frightened to apply them 
openly," wrote Herzen, "in the storm-tossed ocean of 
politics, the old philosopher S~tt them afloat in the 
tranquil inland lake of resthetic theory." Marx's view 
of their proper interpretation hfd lately been affected, 
however, by a book 1\Thich had appeared during that 
year-the The~s on the Hegelian Philosophy, by Ludwig 
Feuerbach, which Ruge ~ad sent him t<;! be reviewed. 

Feuerbach is one of those authors, not infrequently 
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met with in the l\istory of thought, who, ¥J.ediocritfes 
themselves, nevertheless happen to pfvide men of ' 
genius with the sudden spark which ts on fire the 
long-accl!mulated fuel. His own contn ution to philo
sophy is jejune and uninspired, but he "'as a.materialist 
at a time w~n Marx was reacting violently against the 
subtleties of the decadent idealism in which he had ~ ,. 
imm~rsed during the past fi..e years. Feuerbach's 
simpler style, for all its woodenness and perhaps be
cause of it, seemed suddenly to open a window into the 
real worla. The neo-Hegelian scholasticism of the 
Bauers and their disciples suddenly seemed to him 
like a heavy nightmare which had but lately lifted, 
and the last memories of which he was determined to 
shake off. • • 

Hegel had ass~rte~hat the though~ acts of 
men who belelng to the same period" o~ a g~en culture • 
are dete!mined by the working ia the~ of an identical 
spirit which manifests itself in all the phenomena of 
the period. Feuerb~ch • vehemently rejected this. 
" What," he inquired in effect, " is the spirit of an age 
or a culture other than a compendious name for ~e 
totality of the phenomena which compose it ? " To say, 
therefore, that th•e phenomena were determined to 'be 
what they were by it, was to assert that they \Yere deter
mined by the totality of themselves,-the emptiest and 
silliest of tautologies. Nor was the case improved, he 
went on to point out, by substituting for this totality the 
concept of a pattern, for patterns cannot cause events : 
a pattern was a form, an attribute of events, which could 
themselves be caused OiiJy by other events. The Greek 
genius, the Roman character, the spirit of the Renais~ 
sance, the spirit of th~ French Revolution, what were 
these but abstractions, labels to fiescribe compendiously • 
a given •complex of qualities and hit;orical events, 
general terms invented by men for their own con
venience, but fn no sense real ~bjective inhabitants of the •• 
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w~rld, capable of effecting this or fhat alteration in 
• human affairs. 'The older view according to which it is 

the decision an action of individuals that is responsible 
for change was fundamentally less absurd : for indi
viduals at ~ast t!xist and act in ,a sense in which general 
notions and common names do not. Heg<'4 had rightly 

• s!'msed the inadequacy of this view becauie it failed to 
give an explanation of how the total result emerged from 
the interplay of a colossal number of individual lives and 
acts, and showed genius in looking for some single 
common force responsible for giving a definite direction 
to these wills, some general law in v•rtue of which history 
can be ~ade a systematic account of the progress of 
whole societies ; but in the end he failed to be rational, 
and ended in e.n obscure mystic.,m ; .for the Hegelian 
Idea, if ir;'a~ot a tautologica~-formulation of what 

• it is intendM to.ex~lain, was but a disgW.ed name for 
the personal Gocf of Ghristianity, and so lifted the sub
ject beyond the confines of rational discussion. 

Feuerbach's next step was.to d€clare that the motive 
force of history was not spiritual, but the sum of material 
co»Ciitions at any given time ,which determine the men 
who lived in them to think and act as they did. Their 
m:!terial distress caused them, howevh, to seek solace 
in an immaterial ideal world, where as a reward for 
the unhappine~s of their lives on earth, they would enjoy 
eternal bliss here4fter. If this.illusion was to be ex
posed, it must be analysed in terms of the material 
maladjustments which give rise to it. Like Holbach 
and the author of L'Homme Machine, Feuerbach's 
hatred of transcendentalism oft•n led him to seek for 
the crudest and simplest explanation in purely physical 
terms. Der Mensch ist was er issf'(Man is what he eats) 

• is his own Hegelian ca»icature of his doctrine : human 
history is the h.tory of the decisive influence op physical 
environment on men in society ; therefore knowledge of 
physical laws alone can ·make Man m~ster of these •• 
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them. • 
forces by enablin~ him to adapt his lilcoosciousllto 

His materialism, and in particular is theory that 
all " ide~logies " whether religious or ecular are often 
an attempt to provide ideal compe~satia.J. for real 
miseries, pr<iduced an immense effect both on Marx 
and on En~ls, as it later did on Lenin, who rearr't • 
during his Siberian exile. Fe~erbach's treatise is a 
badly written, unhistorical, naive book, yet after the 
absurdities of the unbridled Hegelianism of the 
thirties, its very terre a terre quality must have seemed 
refreshingly sane. Marx, who was still a liberal and 
an idealist at this period, was roused by it from his 
dogmatism. The Hegelian Idea had turned out to be 
a meaningless ex~res~n : Hegel now ~d to him 
to have built a speci8fts edifice of woras about words 
and on~ whi~ it was the duty of hi!> ~nera'"tion, armed • 
with tht! valuable Hegelian methsd, to replace by sym
bols denoting real objects in time and space, in their 
observable empirical .rela!ions to each other. He still 
believed in the efficacy of the appeal to reason and was 
opposed to violent revolution. He was a dissi~nt 
idealist, but an idealist still : a year previously he had 
obtained a doctor•s degree in the university of J ena, whh 
a highly conventional thesis on the contrast between 
Democritus and Epicurus, both being viewed as pre
cursors of Hegel. In .it he defends a materialism far 
more obscure and nebulous than much of what he 
later himself condemned as typical idealist nonsense. 

In April, 1843, he married Jenny von Westphalen, 
against the strongly exJtressed wishes of the greater part 
of her family. This hostility only served to increase 
the passionate loyaltf of the serious and profoundly 
romantic young woman : her extstence had been trans- ' 
formed ~y the revelation to her of a n* world by her 
husband, and she dedicated her whole being to his life 
and his work. It was an • entirely happy marriage . • 
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S~e loved, allmired, and trusted him, tnd was, emotion-

• ally and intel~tually, entirely dominated by him. 
He leaned on er unhesitatingly in all times of crisis 
and disaster, re ained all his life proud of her beauty, 
her birth and hh intelligence. The poet Heine, who 
knew them well in Paris, paid eloquent t~bute to her 

• c'mm and wit. In later years, when t4ey were re
duced to penury, she• displayed great moral heroism 
in preserving intact the framework of a family and a 
household, which alone enabled her husband to con
tinue his work. 

Together they decided to emig£ate to France. He 
knew t~at he had an original contribution to make to 
the agitating questions of the day, and that in Germany 
it was im~e to speak open!' on lny serious topic. 
Nothing e im back : his fSII!i1er was dead, for his 

• family he <!ared•n<fthing. He had no fi4ftd SQurce of 
income in Germ:ny. • His old associates of Berlin now 
seemed to him to be a collection of intellectual mounte
banks who wished to cover t~ poverty and confusion of 
~heir thought by violent language and scandalous private 
iiws. All his life he detested two phenomena with 
peculiar passion : disorderliness of life, and every form 
Qf"histrionic display. It seemed to hir'h that Bohemian
ism and deliberate flouting of conventions was but 
inverted Philistinism, emphasizing and paying homage 
to the same false values by ex~gerated protest against 
them, and exhibited therefore the same fundamental vul
garity. Koppen he still respected, but lost all personal 
touch with him, and formed a new and tepid friendship 
with Arnold Ruge, a gifted Saxoo journalist who edited 
a radical periodical to which Marx had contributed. 
Ruge was a pompous and irrita~e man, a discontented 

• romantic, who after 18.;8 gradually became transformed 
into a reactiOiflty nationalist. As a writer he had a 
wider outlook and surer taste than many of his fellow 
radicals in Germany, and appreciated the gifts of 

• 
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greater men, sucmas Marx and Bakunintwii:h whom 'he 
came into contact. He saw no possibili of continuing • 
his journal on German soil in the teeth ?._ the censor and 
the Sax<{n police, and decided to estamish it in Paris. 
He invited Marx to assist him in editi!Tg a ~ew journal 
to be calle~ Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbiicher ; Marx 
accepted th~; offer with alacrity. " The atmospme • 
here is really too intolerable (lnd asphyxiating," he 
wrote to Ruge in the summer of 1843. "It is not 
easy to cringe even for the sake of liberty, armed with 
pins instead of a sword : I am tired of this hypocrisy 
and stupidity, of the. boorishness of officials, I am tired 
of having to bow and scrape and invent safe an•d harm
less phrases. In Germany there is nothing I can do ... 
in Germany one can o•ly be false to onesdl." l\!IarxJeft 
Prussian territoryin W!,vember, 1843, an'ti"two days later 
arrived. in P,iiris. His reputation ~a<i to Mme extent • 
preced~ him: at that date he wa• prid'cipally thought of 
as a liberal journalist with a mordant pen, who was 
forced to leave Germany .because he had too violently 
advocated democratic reform. Two years later he was 
known to the police of many lands as an uncompromi~ng 
revolutionary communist, a sworn enemy of reformist 
liberalism, the n~torious leader of a subversive m<JIIle
ment with international ramifications. The years 
1843-5 are the most decisive in his life : in Paris he 
underwent his final intco:llectual transformation. At the 
end of it he had arrived at a clear position personally 
and politically : the remainder of his life was devoted 
to its development and practical realization . 

• 
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• • PARIS 

• 
• ..,.The time will come when the sun will shiree only upon a 

world of free men who. recognize no master except their 
reason, when tyrants and slaves, priests, and their stupid 
or hypocritical tools, will no longer exist except in history 
or on the stage." CoNDORCET. 

I • THE social, political and artistic ferment of Paris in 
the middle of the nineteenth century is a phenomenon 
witt ')Ut Ba~l in European ~stor~. A remarkable 
concourse of poets, painters, :tmtsicians, writers, re-

• formers and'theotoisi's had gathered in the Riench•capital, 
which, under th~ comparatively tolerant monarchy of 
Louis Philippe, provided asylum to exiles and revo
lutionaries of many lands. Petris had long been notable 
for wide intellectual hospitality ; the thirties and forties 
wtwe years of profound political reaction in the rest of 
Europe, and artists and thinkers in growing numbers 
flo~ked to the circle of light from •the surrounding 
darkness, finding that in Paris they were neither, as 
in Berlin, bullied into conformity by the native civiliza
tion, nor yet, as in London, left coldly to themselves, 
clustering in small isolated groups, but were welcomed 
freely and even enthusiastically, and given free entry 
into the artistic and social salons which had survived the 
years of monarchist restoration. •The intellectual atmo
sphere in which these men talked and wrote was excited 
and idealistic. A common moo~ of passionate protest 

• against the old order, a~ainst kings and tyrants, against 
the church ane. the army, above all against •the un
comprehending Philistine masses, slaves and oppressors, • 

• enemies to life and the rights of the free human per-
8z 
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sonality, produceH an exhilarating semi <9f emotio~al • 
solidarity, which bound together this fmultuous and 
widely heterogeneous society. The eiJ>tions were in
tensely cultivated, individual feelings and beliefs were 
expressed in ardent phrases, revolution:ry aitd humani
tarian slogaJeS were repeated with fervour by men who 
were prepar~d to stake their lives upon them; it w~a • 
decade during which a richer -international traffic in 
ideas, theories, personal sentiments, was carried on than 
during any previous period ; there were alive at this 
time, congregated in the same place, attracting, repelling 
and transforming eaeh other, men of gifts mor~ varied, 
more striking and more articulate than at any time since 
the Renaissance. Every year brought new exiles from 
the territories of.the ~mperor and the ~r. Italian, 
Polish, Hungarian, ~ssian, German colonies throve 
in the ~tmo~here of universal sy~pathy lnd admira- • 
tion. Their members formed in~rnat~onal committees, 
wrote pamphlets, addressed assemblies, entered con
spiracies, but above aol.l ta~ed and argued ceaselessly in 
private houses, in the streets, in cafes, at public ban-
quets ; the mood was exalted and optimistic. • 

The revolutionary writers and radical politicians were 
at the height or their hopes and power, their id~als 
not yet killed, nor the revolutionary phrases tarnished 
by the debacle of 1848. Such international solidarity 
for the cause of freedom had never before been 
achieved in any place : the poets and musicians, the 
historians and social theorists felt that they wrote not 
for themselves but for humanity. In r83o a victory had 
been achieved over th« forces of reaction. They con
tinued to live on its fruits; the suppressed Blanquist con
spiracy of 1839 had ~een ignored by the majority of 
romantic liberals as an obscurtt emeute, yet it was no • 
isolated ~utbreak : for this seething an~ervous artistic 
activity took place against • a background of hectic 
financial and industrial progress accompanied by ruth- • 
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les~ corrupti<tn, ln which vast sudden fcA:tunes were made 
• and lost again i\ colossal ban~ruptcies. A government 

of disillusione\ realists was controlled by, the new 
ruling class of !ireat financiers and railway magnates, 
large industrialists who moved in a maze of intrigue 
and bribery, in which shady speculators .and sordid 

• ad~nturers controlled the economic destiny of France; 
the frequent riots of tht! industrial workers in the south 
indicate a state of turbulent unrest due as much to the 
unscrupulous behaviour of particular employers of 
labour, as to the industrial revolution which was trans
forming.the country more rapidly•and more brutally, 
although on a far smaller scale, than in England. Acute 
social discontent, together with the universal recognition 
of the wea~s and dishonest~ of lJle Government, 
added to the general sense of cris.,and transition, which 

• made anyth!ng ~em attainable to one wli.o wa~ suffi-• ciently gifted, unscrupulous and energetic ; it !ed the 
imagination, and produced full-blooded, ambitious 
figures like those which occur in •the pages of Balzac, 
and in Stendhal's unfinished novel, Lucien Leeuwen, 
whtie the laxity of the censorship, and the tolerance 
exercised by the July monarchy, permitted that sharp 
anc! violent form of political journalism: sometimes rising 
to noble eloquence, which, at a time when printed words 
had a greater power to move, stirred the intellect and 
the passions, and served still rurther to intensify the 
already electric atmosphere. The memoirs and letters 
left by poets, painters, novelists, musicians-Musset, 
Heine, Delacroix, Wagner, Berlioz,· Gautier, Herzen, 
Turgenev, Victor Hugo, Georg(!' Sand, Liszt-convey 
something of the enchantment which surrounds those 
years marked by the acute ancf conscious sensibility 

• and heightened vitality of a society full of genius, · 
by a preoccupat.on with self-analysis, morbid• indeed, 
but proud of its novelty .and strength, by a sudden 
freedom from ancient fetters, a new sense of spacious-• 
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ness, room in which to move and to c ate. By 1&-51 
this mood was dead ; but a great lege d was created, • 
which has survived to our own day, and has made 
Paris a symbol of revolutionary progre;f in its own and 
others' eyes. • • 

Marx ha~ not, however, come to Paris m quest of 
novel experi~nce. He was a man of unemotional, eVen • 
frigid nature, upon whom enviwnment produced little 
effect, and who rather imposed his own unvarying form 
on any situation in which he. found himself : he dis
trusted all enthusiasm, and in particular one which fed 
on gallant phrases. • Unlike his compatriot, the poet 
Heine, or the Russian revolutionaries Her:!en and 
Bakunin, he did not experience that sense of emancipa
tion, which in ec~taticeletters they proclaimed that they 
had found in this ceM-,·e of all that was ~t admirable 
in Eumpean•ivilization. He chos~ ~aris -rather than • 
Brussel~ or some town in Swit.eerla!J.d for the more 
practical and specific reason that it seemed to him the 
most convenient plac8 fro~ which to issue the Deutsch
Franzosische Jahrbilcher, which was intended as much for 
the non-German as for the German public. Moreo~r, 
he still wished to find an answer to the question to which 
he had found rfo satisfactory solution either in the 
Encyclopredists, or in Hegel, or in Feuerbach, or in 
the mass of political and historical literature which he 
consumed so rapidly and impatiently in 1843. What 
ultimately was responsible for the failure of the French 
Revolution ? What fault of theory or of practice made 
the Directoire, the· Empire, and finally the return of the 
Bourbons possible ? What errors must be avoided by 
those who half a century later still sought to discover 
the means of foundin\ a free and just society ? Are 
there no laws which govern social change, knowledge • 
of whicrt might have saved the great retolution ? The 
Encyclopredists had doubtless grossly over-simplified • human nature by representing it as capable of being • , 
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• enlightened ed cation. Nor was the problem brought 
nearer solutionjy the Hegelian answer that the revolu
tion had failed' because the Absolute Idea had not 
then reac~d tl!e appropriate stage, since no criterion 
of appropriateness. to this or that event Waj given, save 

• the occurrence of the event itself ; nor dw the substi
tution for the orthodoo: answer of such new formula: 
as human self-realization, or embodied reason, or 
critical criticism, appear .to make it any more concrete, 
or indeed to add anything at all. · 

Faced with the question, Marx acted with character
istic th~roughness : he studied the facts, and read the 
historical records of the revolution itself ; and at the 
same time hetplunged bravely illlo the colossal mass of 
literature w~en in France upon*is ~nd kindred ques-

• tions, and "'ith c~a&cteristic thoroughnes1Wlccomplished 
both tasks withiJ a yoor. His leisure, since hi~school
days, had been mainly spent in reading, but the extent of 
his appetite in Paris surpassed. all limits : as in the days 
of his conversion to Hegelianism, he read for nights and 
d~s in a kind of frenzy, filling endless notebooks with 
extracts, and abstracts, and lengthy comments on which 
he- largely drew in his later writin~s. By the end 
of 1844 he had made himself familiar with the political 
and the economic doctrines of the leading French and 
English thinkers, examined thel:Q. in the light of his own 
still semi-orthodox Hegelianism, and finally established 
his own position by sharply defining his attitude towards 
these two irreconcilable tendencies·. He read prin
cipally the economists, beginnialg with Quesnay and 
Adam Smith, and ending with Sismondi, Ricardo, 
Proudhon and their followers. 'Iitteir lucid, cool, unsen-

• timental style contrast~ favourably with the confused 
emotionalism a•d rhetoric of the Germans ; !he com
bination of practical shrewdness and emphasis on em
pirical investigation, with• bold and ingenious general '. 
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hypotheses, attrac1l:!d Marx and strength ect his natu~al 
tendency to avoid all forms of romantic m and accept 
only such naturalistic explahations of •phenomena as 
could be supported by the evidence of ~cientific obser~ 
vation. The influence of French socia~ist writers and 
English eco~mists had begun to dispel the all-envelop~ 
ing mist of Uegelianism. : 

He compared the general condition of France with 
that of his native land and was impressed by its in
finitely higher level of intelligence and capacity for 
political thought : " in France every class is tinged with 
political idealism," h~ wrote in 1843, " and feels.itself a 
representative of general social needs . . . whereas in 
Germany, where practical life is unintelligent, and in
telligence unprac~cal, ~en are driven t~ orotest only 
_by the material nece~~ty, the actual cha~ themselves 
... but revQlutionary energy and ~elt-con!idence are 
not sufflcient by themselves to eooble •a class to be the 
liberator of society-it must identify another class with 
the principle of op~res~on ... as in France the 
nobility and priesthood were identified. This dramatic 
tension is absent in German society . . . there is o•ly 
one class whose wrongs are not specific but those of the 
whole of society.!_the proletariat." He declares tl!at 
the Germans are the most backward of western peoples. 
The past of England and of France is faithfully mirrored 
in the German present~ the real emancipation of the 
Germans, who stand to more advanced peoples as the 
proletariat to other classes, will necessarily entail the 
emancipation of the whole of European society from 
political and economi~ oppression. 

But if he was impressed by the political realism of 
those writers, he was \o less shocked by their lack of 
historical sense. This alone, it.seemed to him, made 
possible t!heir easy and shallow eclectici~, the remark
able unconcern with which they introduced modifica-

• tions and additions into their systems with no apparent 
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in~ellectual llis omfort. Such toleraoce seemed to him 

' to show a lack "ther of seriousness or of integrity. His 
own view ~vas i-t all times clear cut and violent, and 
was deduced ffom premisses which permitted of no 
vagueness tn the• conclusions ; such intellectual elasticity, 
it seemed to him, could be due only tea insufficient 

• gr~sp of the rigorous framework of the histcerical process. 
The assumption made• by the classical economists that 
the contemporary categories of political economy held 
good of all times and all places struck him as particularly 
absurd. As Engels later put it, " the economists of the 
day sp¥ak as if Richard Creur d~ Lion, had he only 
known a little economics, might have saved six centuries 
of bungling, by setting up free trade, instead of wasting 
his time on~e crusades," as ifltall ~revious economic 
systems were so many blunderi'ftls approximations to 

0 capitalism, 't:Jy .th~ srandards of which they .QlUSt be classi
fied and assessed. Tbis inability to grasp the fact that 
every period can be analysed only in terms of concepts 
and categories peculiar to i~elf,•is responsible for all 
Utopian socialism, all the elaborate schemes which tum 
out to 'be so many idealized versions of bourgeois or 
feudal society with the " bad " aspects left out ; whereas 
thf: question to ask is not what one wouM wish to happen, 
but what historywill permit to happen, which tendencies 
in the present are destined to develop and which to 
perish ; one must build solely •in accordance with the 
results of this strictly empirical method of investigation. 

Nevertheless Marx found their moral taste sympa
thetic. They, too, distrusted innate intuitions and 
appeals to sentiments which tranSt:end logic and empirical 
observation : they, too, saw in this the last defence of 
reaction and irrationalism ; thef, too, were passionately 

• anti-clerical and anti-avthoritarian. Many of them held 
oddly outmodA:i views about the ·natural harmony of 
all human interests, or b;Iieved in the capacity of the 
individual freed from the interference of states and • 
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monarchs to secJire his own and oth sl happine!s. 
Such views his Hegelian education ha made wholly • 
unacceptable ; but in the last resort these men were 
the enemies of his enemies, ranged tn the side of 
progress, fighters for the advance of ~ason. 

• II 
If Marx d;rived from Hegel hi.s view of the structure 

-that is, the formal relations between the elements 
which comprise the process of human history, he ob
tained his knowledge of the elements themselves from 
Saint-Simon and his disciples, notably Thierry and 
Mignet. ~_,gg._t~Sirnon was a thinker of bold and ~riginal 
views : he was the first writer to assert that the develop
ment of economic rela-onship is the dete~ining factor 
in history-and t~ I.ve done this in his-day in itself 
constitutes a s~fficient claim to immof'tality-~nd further • 
to anal~e the historical process .as a •continuous con
flict between economic classes, between those who, at 
any given period, are the ~assessors of the main econ
omic resources of the community, and those who lack 
this advantage and come to depend upon the for~r 
for their subsistence. According to Saint-Simon, the 
ruling class is sel'tl.om sufficiently able or disinteres~d 
to make rational use of its resources, or to institute an 
order in which those most capable of doing so apply 
and increase the resources of the community, and 
seldom flexible enough to adapt itself, and the institu
tions which it controls, to the new social conditions which 
its own activity brings about. It therefore tends to 
pursue a short-sighted ~d egoistic policy, to form a close 
caste, accumulate the available wealth in a few hands, 
and, by means of the ~estige and power thus obtained, 

.. 

to reduce the dispossessed fiVljority to social and • 
economic. slavery. The unwilling su~ects naturally 
grow restive and devote their lives to the overthrow 
of the tyrannical minority ; tflis, when the conjunction .... 
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of circumsttn s favours them, they 'ventually succeed 

• in doing. Bu they grow corrupted by the long years 
of servitude, and become incapable of conceiving ideals 
higher than th6se of their masters, so that when they 
acquire p~wer,• they use it no less irrationally and 
unjustly than their own late oppressor~ ; in their 

• turn they create a new proletariat, and j>O at a new 
level the struggle continues. Human history is the 
history of such conflicts : due ultimately-as Adam 
Smith and the eighteenth-century French philosophers 
would have said-to the blindness of both masters 
and subjects to the coincidence ~f the best interests 
of botT! under a rational distribution of economic 
resources. Instead the ruling classes attempt to arrest 
all social ch<¥.1ge, in order to iead idle and wasteful 
lives, obstructing economic pr~·es; in the form of 

• technical ~ven~of\ which, if only it Jfere properly 
developed, woula by ~;:reating unlimited plenty -and dis
tributing it scientifically, swiftly ensure the eternal happi
ness and prosperity of mapkind. Saint-Simon, who 
was a far better historian than his encyclopredist pre
dte:essors, took a genuinely evolutionary view of human 
society, and estimated past epochs not in terms of their 
remoteness from the civilization of tll.e present, but in 
terms of the adequacy of their institutions to the social 
and economic needs of their own day ; with the result 
that his account of, for example, the Middle Ages is 
far more penetrating and sympathetic than that of the 
majority of his liberal contemporaries. But a social 
order which responded to genuine needs in its own day 
may tend to hamper the movC4P1ents of a later time, 
becoming a straitjacket the nature of which is deli
berately concealed by the cl~ses protected by its 
existence. The army ind the Church, organic ele1p.ents 
in the medirev•l hierarchy, are now obsolete ·survivals, 
whose functions are performed in modern society by 
the banker, the industrial!st, and the scientist ; with the 
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consequence that priests, soldiers, renti s, ~an survi~e 
only as idlers and social parasites, wastin the substance 
and holding up the advance of the new classes, and must 
therefore be eliminated. In their pl!ce industrious 
and skilful experts, chosen for their e~ecutiove ability, 
must be pla~d at the head of society : the financiers, 
engineers, ~ganizers · of large, rigorously centra
lized, industrial and agricultural enterprises, must 
constitute the government. Finally the laws of 
inheritance which lead to undeserved inequalities of 
wealth must be abolished : but on no account must this 
be extended to pri,.ate property in general :. every 
man has a right to the fruit of his own personal labour. 
Like the makers of the Revolution, and Fourier and 
Proudhon after th~m, ~aint-Simon firmlyebelieved that 
the ownership of pr~erty furnished at the same time 
the incentive t/;> energetic labour ancf tl!e foundation of • • private ~nd public morality. Baonkers, company pro-
moters, industrialists, inventors must be adequately 
rewarded by the State•in peoportion to their efficiency : 
once the economic life of the society is rationalized by 
the specialist, the natural virtue of human nature, ~e 
natural harmony of the interests of all, will guarantee 
universal justice, -contentment and equality of opp&
tunity for all men alike. 

Saint-Simon lived at a time when the last relics of 
feudalism in Western Earope were finally disappearing 
before the advance of the bourgeois entrepreneur and 
his new mechanical devices. He had endless faith in 
the immense possibilities of technical invention and 
in its naturally benefic~t effect on human society : he 
saw in the rising middle class able and energetic men 
animated by a sense of J'astice and disinterested altruism, 
hampered by the blind hostilily of the landowning 
aristocracy and of the Church, which tre~bled for their 
own privileges and possession~ and so became enemies 
to all justice and to all scientific and moral progress. ,. 
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This beli~f as not so naive then aa it may now seem 

to be. As Ma x was himself later to repeat, in the actual 
moment of strqggle for social emergence, the vanguard 
of the rising cl!ls naturally identifies its own cause with 
the whole•mass• of oppressed humanity, and feels, and 
to a certain degree is, the disinterested cltampion of a 

• new ideal, fighting at the furthest outpos~ of the pro
gressive front. Saint-Simon was the most eloquent 
prophet of the rising bourgeoisie in its most generous and 
idealistic mood : he naturally set the highest value on 
industry, initiative and capacity for large scale planning: 
but he.also sharply formulated the theory of the class 
struggle, little knowing to what application this portion 
of his doctrine would one day be put. He was himself 
a landed aris~crat of the eighte~th •entury, ruined by 
the Revolution, who had chosen t~dentify himself with 

• the advancing P~JW'er, and so to explain ~nd justify the 

..... 

• supersession of his ~wn class. His most ct!lebrated 
follower, Charles Fourier, was a commercial traveller 
who lived in Paris during thilse first decades of the new 
century, when the financiers and industrialists, upon 
w!\om his master had placed all his hopes, so far from 
effecting social reconciliation, proceeded to sharpen class 
arftagonism by the creation of str'ongly centralized 
monopolist concerns. By obtaining control of credit, 
and employing labour on an unprecedented scale, 
they created the possibility of mass production and mass 
distribution of goods, and so competed on unequal terms 
with the smaller traders and artisans, whom they system
atically drove out of the open market, and whose children 
they absorbed into their factMies and mines. The 
social effect of the Industrial Revolution in France was 
to create a rift and a state rf'! permanent bitterness 
between the grande, a11d the petite bourgeoisie, which 
dominates thefhistory of that country from that date. 
Fourier, a typical repre~entative of the ruined class, 
inveighs bitterly against the illusion that capitalists are 
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the predestined Sit Vi ours of society. lfis folder co~
temporary, the Swiss economist Sismonui, had pointed 
out and defended with an immense mass of historical 
evidence, at a period when it required 'omething akin 
to genius to have perceived it, the vie~ that, whereas 
all previous ~lass struggles occurred as a result of the 
scarcity of IS'lods in the world, the discovery of new 
mechanical means of production which would flood 
the world with excessive plenty, would themselves, 
unless checked, lead to a class war before which previous 
conf1icts would pale into insignificance. The necessity 
of marketing the eveP-growing produce would le~d to a 
continual competition between the rival capitalists, 
who would be forced systematically to lower wages 
and increase the • worlting hours of th~r employees 
in order to secure ~,ren temporary advantage over a 
slower rival, wl.lich in turn would leacft~ ser!es of acute • 
economit crises, ending in social> anl political chaos, 
due to the internecine wars between groups of capitalists. 
Such artificial povel'ty wowing in direct propor
tion with the increase of goods, above all the 
monstrous trampling on those very fundamental hum!ln 
rights, to guarantee which the great revolution was made, 
co\lld only be prhented by State intervention, whi~h 
must curtail the right of accumulating capital and of 
the means of production. Sismondi was a liberal who 
believed in the possibiiity of a centrally organized, 
rationally conducted human society, and confined him
self to general recommendations. Fourier distrusted 
all central authority, and declaring that bureaucratic 
tyranny is bound to ~velop, if the government units 
are too large, proposed,that the earth should be divided 
into small groups whi~ he called phalansteries, each 
self-governing and federated under larger and larger 
units; all machinery,.land, buildings, mftural resources 
should be owned in common .• His vision, an odd blend 
of eccentricity and genius, at its most apocalyptic _,. 
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nioments r~tns elaborate and prec¥;e : a great central 
electric plant will by its power do all the mechanical 
labour of theJ.halanstery : profits should be divided 
between !abo , capital and talent in the strict pro
portion 5.: 3 : 2, and its members, with no more than 
a few hours of daily work, will thus be flee to occupy 
themselves with developing their intellictual, moral 
and artistic faculties to an extent hitherto unprece
dented in history. This is at times interrupted by 
bursts of pure fantasy : such as the prophecy of the 
emergence in the immediate future of a new race of 
beasts-not dissimilar in appearanee to existing species, 
but more powerful and more numerous-anti-lions, anti
bears, anti-tigers, as friendly and attached to man as 
their presen~ancestors are hostfl!.e a~d destructive, and 
doing much of his work with !kill, intelligence and 

• foresight ~antitll~ •to mere machines. J;he thesis is at 
its best at its most d~structive. In the intens~ quality 
of its indignation, its sense of genuine horror at the 
wholesale destruction of t\le life and liberty of the 
individual by the monstrous regime of financiers and 
t~ir hirelings, the judges, the soldiers, the adminis
trators, Fourier's indictment is the prototype of all later 
adacks on the doctrine of the unchec~ed laissez-Jairef' of 
the great denunciations of Marx and Carlyle, no less than 
of the communist, fascist, and Christian protests against 
the substitution of new fonp.s•of privilege for old, and 
the enslavement of the individual by the very machinery 
designed to set him free. 

._ 

The Revolution of r83o, which expelled Charles X 
and brought Louis Philippe t~ the throne of France, 
revived public interest in social questions once more. 
During the decade which follo~d, an endless succession 
of books and pamphlett; poured from the presses, attack
ing the evils o~he existing system, and suggesting every 
kind of remedy from t~e mildly liberal proposals of 
Lamartine or Cremieux to the more radical semi-
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socialist demands ~f Marrast or Ledru 4ol~n and the 
developeq State socialism of Louis Blanc, and ending 
with the drastic programmes of Barbes and Blanqui, 
who in their journal L'Homme Libre, adv,cated a violent 
revolution and the abolition of private property. -ia 
Reforme was j{ominated by the Saint-Simonist tradition, 
and preacheil economic reorganization as being of 
infinitely greater importance than political reform. 
Fourier's disciple Considerant proclaimed the imminent 
collapse of the existing system of property relations ; 
and well-known socialist writers of the time, Pecqueur, 
Louis Blanc, Dezarn!, and the most independe~t and 
original figure among them, Proudhon, published their 
best known attacks on the capitalist order between r 839 
and 1842, and weri in !heir turn followect-by a host of 
minor figures who d!'!uted and popularized their doc
trines. In 18~ the Catholic priest r.~me;nais pub
lished h!s Christian socialist We>rds Of A Believer, 
and in r84o appeared the Bible of Freedom by the Abbe 
Constant, fresh evident:e tbett even in the Church there 
were men unable to resist the great popular appeal of 
the new revolutionary theories. • 

The sensational success of Louis Blanc's Ten Years, 
a orilliant and b!'tter analysis of the years 1830-4;, 
indicated the trend of opinion. Literary and philo
sophical communism began to come into fashion : 
Cabet wrote a highly por'Jular communist utopia called 
Voyage to Icaria. Pierre Leroux preached a mystical 
egalitarianism to the novelist George Sand, Heine 
discussed it with sympathy in his celebrated vignettes 
of social and literary elife in Paris during the July 
monarchy. , 

The subsequent fate ~f these movements is of small 
importance. The Saint-Simonis\S, after some years of 
desultory existence, disappeared as a mo~ement ; some 
of them became highly prosper~us railway magnates and 
rentiers, fulfilling at least one aspect of their master's,, 
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;rophecy. '~e more idealistic F~Jurierists founded 
communist settlements in the United States, some of 
-which, like the Oneida community, prospered and 
attracted leadi~ American thinkers and writers ; in the 
sixties t~y had considerable influence through their 
newspaper, the New York Tribune. • 

Marx familiarized himself with these .theories, and 
verified them as best he could, by acquiring knowledge 
of the details of recent social history from all available 
sources, from books, from newspapers, by meeting 
writers and journalists, and by spending his evenings 
amoni the small revolutionary -groups composed of 
German journeymen which, under the influence of 
communist agitators, met to discuss the affairs of their 
scattered or~nization and mor~ va~ely the possibility 
of a revolution in their native coutfl:ry. Jn conversation 
with these arti~n~ he discovered something of the needs 
and hopes of a cla>?S, of which\ a somewhat" abstract 
portrait had been drawn in the works of Saint-Simon 
and his epigoni. He had gwen little thought to the pre
cise parts which the petite bourgeoisie and the 'proletariat 
_.ere to play in the advance of reason and improvement 
of society. There was in addition the unstable, declasse 
e1ement, composed of marginal fig\tres, members. of 
odd trades, bohemians, unemployed soldiers, actors, 
intellectuals, neither masters nor slaves, independent 
and yet precariously situated•on the very edge of the 
subsistence level, whose existence had hardly been 
recognized by social historians, still less accounted for 
or analysed. His interest in the economic writings of 
the socialists who formed the 9eft wing of the French 
party of reform turned his atte~tion to these questions. 
Ruge had commissioned him !o write an essay for his 
periodical on Hegel'~ Philosophy of Right. He wrote 
it together w~h an essay on the Jewish question, early 
in 1844. The essay ~n the Jews was intended as 
an answer to Bruno Bauer's articles on the Jewish 
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question. Bauer d~clared that the Jews, la giAg historic~ 
ally a stage behina the Christians, must be baptized 
before they could reasonably claim full civil emanci-. 
pation. Marx in his reply declared t&lt Jews were 
no longer a religious or racial entity,. but .a purely 
economic on~ forced into usury and other unattractive 
professions b¥ the treatment they received from their 
neighbours, and could, therefore, be emancipated only 
with the emancipation of the rest of European society; 
to baptize them would be but to substitute one set of 
chains for another ; to give them solely political liber
ties would play into the hands of those liberals wb-o see 
in these all that any human being can hope, and indeed 
ought, to possess. It is an essay of little value, interesting 
merely because it sho\118 him in a typica• mood : he 
was determined th:t t..1.e sarcasms and insults to which 
some of the n.otable Jews of his gt:n•ratio~, Heine, 
Lassalle, •Disraeli, were all their lwes -t target, should, 
so far as he could effect it, never be used to plague him. 
Consequently he decidt;d to jill the problem of Judaism 
and the Jews once and for all, so far as he was concerned, 
declaring it to be a.n umeal subject, invented as a screea 
for other more pressing questions : a problem which 
off~red no special aifficulty but belonged to the gener<!l. 
social chaos which demanded to be put in order. He 
was baptized a Lutheran, and was married to a Gentile : 
he had once been of assist•mce to the Jewish community 
in Cologne : during the greater part of his life he held 
himself aloof from anything remotely connected with 
his race, showing open hostility to all its institutions. 

The critique of Hegel is more important : the doctrine 
which it expounds is unlike anything he had published 
before.1 In it he had b~un, as he himself declared, to 
settle his account with the idealis~ philosophy. It was 
the beginning of a lengthy, laborious, and 'borough pro
cess which, wheri it reached its culminating point four 
years later, proved to have cre~ted the foundation of a 

D 
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~ew movelle t and a new outlook, pnd to have grown 
into a dogmatic faith and a plan of action which domin
ates the political consciousness of Europe until this day . 

• 
• • III 

If what Marx required was a complete jlan of action, 
based on the study of history and obseJ;Vation of the 
contemporary scene, he must have found himself singu
larly out of sympathy with the reformers and prophets 
who gathered in the salons and cafes of Paris at the time 
of his arrival. They were, indeed, more intelligent, 
more.Politically influential and more responsible than 
the cafe philosophers of Berlin, but to him they seemed 
either gifted visionaries like Robert Owen, or reformist 
liberals likee Ledru Rollin, o~ like Mazzini, both in 
one, prepared, in his view, to d8 ~othing in the last 
resort for•the wof'king class ; or else tb.ey were senti
mental petit b~urge~is idealists in disguise, 'Sheep in 
wolves' clothing like Proudhon or Louis Blanc; whose 
ideals might indeed be at J&ast partially attainable, but 
whose gradualist, unrevolutionary tactics showed them 
• be radically mistaken in their estimation of the enemy's 
strength, and who were, consequently, to be fought all 
rtJ.e more assiduously as the intern<!!, often quite pn
conscious, enemies of the Revolution. He learnt much 
from them which he did not acknowledge, notably from 
Louis Blanc, whose book on the organization of labour 
influenced him in his view of the evolution and correct 
analysis of industrial society. 

He was attracted far more strongly to the party, 
which, to distinguish itself flelm the moderates who 
came to be called socialists, adopted the name of 
communists. Neither was a ~rty in the modern sense 
of the word : both copsisted of loosely associated groups 
and individmtts. But whereas the former consisted pre
dominantly of intellectuals, the latter was almost en
tirely composed of fact;ry workers and small artisans, 
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the maJOrity of ~om were simple anc s~lf-educat:d 
men, exasperated by their wrongs and easily converted 
to the necessity of a revolutionary conspiracy to abolish 
privilege and private property, as preac,ed by Babeuf's 
disciples Blanqui and Barbes, who were imfllicated in 
the abortivee rising of 1839. Marx was impressed in 
particular b)i Blanqui's organizing capacity and by the 
boldness and violence of his convictions ; but he 
thought him lacking in ideas, and excessively vague 
as to the steps to be taken after the successful result 
of the coup d'etat. He found a similarly irrespon
sible attitude among the other advocates of v~lence, 
the most notable of whom, the itinerant Ger
man tailor W eitling and the Russian exile Bakunin, 
he knew well a~ thi! time. Only onl! among the 
revolutionaries whodt he met in Paris seemed to him to 
display a gem~e understanding of ttle~ituation. This • 
was a wHl-to-do young German mdical, son of a cott.on 
manufacturer in Barmen, whose name was Friedrich 
Engels. They met in Pacis over the publication of 
economic articles by Engels in Marx's journal. The 
meeting proved decisive for both ; jt was the beginni!ltg 
of a remarkable career of friendship and collaboration 
wliich lasted duritg the remainder of their lives. • 

Engels began life as a radical poet and journalist and 
ended it, after the death of Marx, as the acknowledged 
leader of international socialism, which, in his own life
time, had grown into a world movement. He was a man 
of solid and robust, but hardly creative mind ; a man of 
exceptional integrity and strength of character, of many 
varied gifts, but in paflticular endowed with a remark
able capacity for the iapid assimilation of knowledge. 
He possessed a shrewcft and lucid intellect and a firm 
sense of reality which few, if '11Y, among his radical • 
contemporaries could- claim. Conseq~ently, himself 
little capable ~f original discov~ry, he had an exceptional 
talent for sifting, assessing and perceiving the practical_,. 
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• a~plicabilit~ o the discoveries of ot¥rs. His knack of 
writing rapidly and clearly, his unbounded loyalty and 
patience, made him an ideal ally and collaborator for the 
inhibited and ~ifficult Marx, whose own writing was . . 
often clum.sy, overcharged and obscure. In hts own 
lifetime Engels desired no better fate than 4to live in the 
light of Marx's teaching, perceiving in hiaJ. a spring of 
original genius which gave life and scope to his own 
peculiar gifts ; with him he identified himself and his 
work, to be rewarded by sharing in his master's immor
tality. Before they met he had independently arrived 
at a p~ition not unlike that of M:1'1.'X, and in later years 
understood his friend's new, only half articulated, ideas 
sometimes better than he understood them himself, 
and clothed•them in languag@ m~re attractive and 
intelligible to the masses than Marx's tortuous style. 

• Most impo•rtan~t all he possessed a qua¥ty essential for 
permanent intercourse with a man of Marx's tempera
ment, a total uncompetitiveness in relation to him, 
absence of all desire to resist.the impact of that powerful 
personality, to preserve and retain a protected position 0. his own ; on the. contrary' he was only too eager to 
receive his whole intellectual sustenance from Marx 
u~questioningly, like a devoted pupi1, and repaid him 
by his sanity, his enthusiasm, his vitality, his gaiety and, 
finally, in the most literal sense, by supplying him with 
means of livelihood at moments of desperate poverty. 
Marx, who like many intellectually creative men was 
himself haunted by the feeling of perpetual insecurity, 
and was at once thin-skinned and jealously suspicious 
of the least sign o{ antagonism te his person or his doc
trines, required at least one per~on who understood his 
outlook, in whom he could confft!e completely, on whom 
he could lean as heavijy and as often as he wished. In 
Engels he fou~d a devoted friend and intellectual ally, 
whose very pedestrianis~ restored his sense of perspec
tive and his belief in himself and his purpose. Through-.._ 
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e greater par~ of his life his actions werl performe'd • 
knowledge t~at this massive and dependable man 
lways at hand to support the burden in every 
gency. ·For this he paid him w•h an affection, 
sense of pride in his qualities, \~ich .be gave to 

~ else •eside his wife and children. 
~y met i.n the autumn of I 844 after Engels had sent ... 

publication in his periodical a sketch of a 
of the doctrines of the liberal economists. 
d hitherto vaguely counted Engels among the 
tellectuals, an impression which their only pre
eeting had •failed to dispel. He now. wrote 

at once : the result was a meeting in 
l the course of which the similarity of 

v1ews on the f8ndamental issues tlecame clear 
h. Engels, •"'10 had been travelling in England 
td publi~ed a classical descriptrolltof th~ condition • 
e •English working class, • disliked sentimental 
sm of the school of Sismondi even more acutely 
I.Iarx. H~ provided ihat for which Marx had long 
looking, a rich supply of concrete information 

~about the actual state of affairs in a progressive industllial 
community, to act as the material evidence for the broad 
hioltorical thesis \v1lich was rapidly crystallizing in Mal'k's 
mind. Engels, on the other hand, found that Marx 
gave him what he had been lacking, a solid framework 
within which to fit his {acts, so as to make of them a 
weapon against the prevalent abstractions. upon which,. 
in his opinion, no serious revolutionary philosophy 
could be based. The eflect which the meeting \Yith 
Marx had upon him nmst have resembled that which it 
had made earlier on t~e more impressionable Hess. It 
heightened his vitality, ~larified his hitherto undeveloped 
political ideas, provided h~m ~th a sense of definite • 
orientation, an ordered view of societ' within which 
he could work with the assu~ance of the concrete, at
tainable character of the revolutionary goal. This, after .,. .. 
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• a~mless waAdering in the intricate 1.-aze of the 
Hegelian movement, must have resembled the be 
of a new life, and,. indeed, such for him i~ prove' 
Their immens~ correspondence which lasted f< 
years was,.from •the very beginning, at once fami 
businesslike in tone ; neither was greatly given t 
spection ; both were entirely occupied wiih the: 
ment which they were engaged in creating and wl 
came much the most solid reality of their lives. 
this firm and reliable foundation was built a 
friendship, free from all trace o. f possessiveness] 
age or jealousy. Neither ever ref(lllTed to it w 
certain shyness and embarrassment ; Engels 
scious of receiving far more than he gave, livi 
mental univeJSe created and fur~she~ by Man 
his own inner resources. When Marx died, he 

• upon hims~lf as-it~ appointed guardian,.jealom 
tecting it against all aUempts at reform by the ,._eck~ 
and impatient younger generation of socialists. 

The two years which Mare: passed in Paris were 1 

first and last occasion in his life on which he met, a 
w~ on terms of friendly intercourse with, men v. 
were his equals, if not in intelligence, at any rate 
th~ originality of their personalities • and their liv 
After the debacle of 1848, which broke the spirit of 
but the strongest characters amongst the radicals, de 
mated them by death, imprisonment and transportati~ 
and left the majority listless or disillusioned, he wi 
drew into an attitude of aggressive isolation, preservi 
contact only with men who had proved their perso 
loyalty to the cause with whiah · he was identifi. 
Henceforth Engels was his chie~ of staff; the rest he 
treated openly as subordinates.• 

• The portrait of him 'fhich·emerges from the memoirs 
of those who wire his friends at this time, Ruge, Freili
grath, Heine, Annenkov, ~s that of a bold and energetic 
figure, a vehement, eager, contemptuous controver-..._ 
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sialist, applying t~ everything his cumbroul and heav'y 
Hegelian weapons, but, in spite of the clumsiness of 
the mechanism, revealing an acute and powerful in
tellect, the quality of which even those .._,ho were most 
hostile to him-and there were few pr~mine.nt radicals 
whom he h..! failed to wound and humiliate in some 
fashion-in 'ater years acknowledged freely: 

He met and formed a warm friendship with the poet 
Heine, whose superb intelligence he valued highly, and 
in whom he saw a more genuinely revolutionary poet 
than Herwegh or Freiligrath, both, at this time, idolized 
by the radical youth•of Germany ; and he was OJl good 
terms with the circle of Russian liberals, some among 
them genuine rebels, others cultivated aristocratic 
dilettanti, connois.,eu~ of curious men afld situations. 
One of these, an a~·eeable fianeur called Annenkov for 
whom Marx ~nceived a liking, has !ef• a b~ef descrip
tion of ~im at this time : " Marx i>elonged to the type of 
men who are all energy, force of will and unshakable 
convictiOn. With a tt.tick ~lack mop of hair on his head, 
with hairy hands and a crookedly buttoned frock coat, he 
had the air of a man used to commanding the respec1eof 
others. His movements were clumsy but self-assured. 
His manners de~ed the accepted conventions of so~ial 
intercourse and were haughty and almost contemptuous. 
His voice was disagreeably harsh, and he spoke of men 
and things in the tone •of one who would tolerate no 
contradiction, and which seemed to express his own 
firm conviction in his mission to sway men's minds and 
dictate the laws of their being." Another, and far more 
remarkable member wf this circle, was the celebrated 
Michael Bakunin, upojl whom his meeting with Marx in 
Paris at this time had~ more lasting effect. Bakunin 
had left Russia at approximat~y the same period; as 
Marx had left Germany and for much 1he same reason. 
He was at this time an ardeJlt " critical " Hegelian, a 
passionate enemy of Czarism and all absolutist govern-_,. 
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• ~ent. He' had a generous, extravalant, wildly impul-
• sive character, a rich, chaotic, unbridled imagination, 

a passion for the violent, the immense, the sublime, a 
hatred of all dacipline and institutionalism, total lack of • all sense o'personal property, and, above all, a savage and 
overwhelming desire to annihilate the n<:!."row society 
of his time, in which, like Gulliver in •Lilliput, the 
human individual was suffocating for want of room to 
realize his faculties to their fullest and noblest extent. 
His friend and compatriot Alexander Herzen, who at 
once admired him and was intensely irritated by him, 
said o1 him in his memoirs : • 

" Bakunin was capable of becoming anything-an 
.agitator, a tribune, a preacher, the head of a party, a 
sect, a heres:t. Put him where~ou.Jike, so long as it 
always is the extremest point o~ a movement, and 

• he WOuld rasci~te' the masses and SWaJ the destinies 
of peoples . . . •but m Russia this Columbus ·without 
America and without a ship, having served, greatly 
.against his will, a year or tw" in the artillery, and after 
that another year or so with the Moscow Hegelians, 
lottged desperately to tear himself away from a land 
where every form of thought was prosecuted as evil
mi'hdedness, and independence of jucfgment or speeeh 
was looked upon as an insult to public morality." 

He was a marvellous mob orator, consumed with a 
genuine hatred of injustice and a burning sense of his 
mission to rouse mankind to some act of magnificent col
lective heroism which would set it free for ever ; and 
he exercised a personal fascination over men, blinding 
them to his irresponsibility, his fnendacity, his funda
mental weakness, in the overwiJ.elming revolutionary 
enthuciasm which he communi~ated. He was not an 

• origiri.:.l thinker, and emjly absorbed the views of others ; 
but he was an i~spired teacher, and, although his entire 
creed amounted to no m<tfe than a passionate belief in 
the need for destruction of all authority and the freeing 

--
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of the oppressed, \he built on this alone J movement • 
which lived on long after his death. 

Bakunin differed from Marx as poetry differs from 
prose ; the political connexion betwe~ them rested 
on inadequate foundations and was very !hortlived. 
Their main 4hond was a common hatred of every form 
of reformisi1'1 ; but it sprang from dissimilar roots. 
Gradualism to Marx was always a disguised attempt on 
the part of the ruling class to deflect their enemies' 
energy into ineffective and harmless channels : a policy 
which the clearer heads among them knew to be a 
deliberate stratagem~ while the rest were thellilselves 
deceived by it, as much taken in as the radical reformers, 
whose fear of violence was itself a form of unconscious 
sabotage of their • 2_ro!essed ends. Bak~in detested 
reform because he neld that all frontiers limitin~ per
sonal liberty ~vf'ere intrinsically evil, :.U<3 all destructive • 
violence: when aimed against authority, was good in· 
itself, inasmuch as it was a fundamental form of creative 
self-expression. On fhis ~round he was passionately 
opposed to the aim accepted by both Marx and the 
reformists, namely the replacement of the status quo byea 
centralized state socialism, since, according to him, this 
W<PS a new form ~f tyranny at once meaner and mo~e 
absolute than the personal and class despotism it was 
intended to supplant. This attitude had as its emotional 
basis a temperamental di~like of ordered forms of life in 
normal civilized society, a discipline taken for granted 
in the ideas of western democrats, but which to a man 
of his luxuriant imagination, chaotic habits and hatred of 
all restraints and barfiers, seemed colourless, petty, 
oppressive and vulgar. • An alliance built on an almost 
complete absence of co~on aims c~uld not last long : 
the orderly, rigid, unimpressio,able Marx regarded 
Bakunin as half charlatan, half madman,•and his views 
as absurd and barbarian. He &aw in Bakunin's doctrine 
a development of the wild individualism for which ~ 
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• he had already c~ndemned ~timer.: jut whereas S~irner 

was an obscure mstructor m a H1gli' School for g1rls, a 
politically ineffective intellectual, neither capable nor 
ambitious of st\'ring the masses, Bakunin was a resolute 
man of adtion, an adroit and fearless agitator, a magni
ficent orator, a dangerous megalomaniac eonsumed by 
a fanatical desire for power fully equal oo that which 
possessed Marx himself. 

Bakunin recorded his view of Marx many years later 
in one of his political tracts. " ~Marx " he writes, 
" is by origin a Jew. He unites in himself all the 
qualities and defects of that git'ted race. Nervous, 
some say, to the point of cowardice, he is immensely 
malicious, vain, quarrelsome, as intolerant and auto
cratic as Jeh~vah, the god of hi~ fatj,ers, and like him, 
insan,!y vjndictiv~." • 

• "1 here is n<tlie, no calumny, which he is not capable 
of using against any~ne who has incurred his•jealousy 
or his hatred ; he will not stop at the basest intrigue if, 
in his opinion, it will serve to inerease his position, his 
influence and his power." 
• " Such are his vices, but he also has many virtues. He 
is. very intelligent, and widely learned. In about 1840 
he was the life and soul of a very re•markable circl() of 
radical Hegelians-Germans whose consistent cynicism 
left far behind even the most rabid Russian nihilists. 
Very few men have read so mftch and, it may be added, 
have read so intelligently, as M. Marx . . . " 

" Like M. Louis Blanc, he is a fanatical state
worshipper-triply so, as a Jew, a German and a Hege
lian-but where the former, in ~lace of argument, uses 
declamatory rhetoric, the latte•, as behoves a learned 
and ponderous German, has e~bellished this principle 
with all the tricks an~ fancies of the Hegelian dialectic, 
and with all the wealth of his many-sided learning." 

Their mutual hatred klecame more and more evident 
.,. as time went on: outwardly friendly relations continued 
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uneasily for some years, saved from complete ruptu;e • 
by the reluctant aXd apprehensive respect which each • 
had for the formidable qualities of the other. When 
the conflict ultimately did break out it '<f but destroyed 
the work of both, and did incalculable harm t• the cause 
of Europeaa socialism. 

If Marx tra:ated Bakunin as an equal, he did not con
ceal his contempt for the other famous agitator, Wilhelm 
Weitling, whom he met at this time. A tailor by pro
fession, a wandering preacher by calling, this earnest 
and fearless German visionary was the last and most 
eloquent descendan~ of the men who raised ~asant 
revolts in the late Middle Ages, and whose modern 
representatives, for the most part artisans and journey
men, congregated jn s!cret societies deditated to the 
cause of revolution~ there were branches in many 
industrial towgs in Germany and • al1road7 scattered • • centres •of political disaffection • round which there , 
accumulated many victims and casualties of the social 
process, men violentlyoem\jttered by their wrongs and 
confused as to their cause and remedy, but united by a 
common sense of grievance and a common desire ~ 
eradicate the system which had destroyed their lives. 
In .his books, A ?oor Sinner's Gospel and Guarantees 'tj 
Harmony and Freedom, Weitling advocated a class war 
of the poor against the rich, with open terrorism as its 
chief weapon ; and, in particular, the formation of shock 
troops out of the most deeply wronged and, therefore, 
the most abandoned and fearless elements in society-the 
outlaws and criminals-who would fight desperately to 
avenge themselves on lbe class which had dispossessed 
them, for a new and unt:ompetitive world in which they 
would begin new lives. •Weitling's belief in the solid
arity of the workers of all lands, fis personal stoicism, 
the years which he spent in various pris&s and, above 
all, the fervent) evangelical zeal ~f his writings, attracted 
to him many devoted followers among his fellow- ~ 
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• a'rtisans, aJd made him, for a brief period a figure of 
• European magnitude. Marx, wholcared nothing for 

sincerity when it was misdirected and parti}\.Ilarly 
disliked itinet~t prophets and the vague emotiod-l.ism 
with whi~h tl:iey inevitably infected serious revolu
tionary work, nevertheless conceded Weitlmg's import
ance. His conception of an open decla~tion of war 
against the ruling class by desperate men who had 
nothing to lose and everything to gain, the personal 
experience which lay behind his denunciations and 
moved his audiences, his emphasis on the economic 
realiti,s, and attempt to penetrate othe deceptive fa9ade 
of political parties and their official programmes, above 
all his practical achievement in creating the nucleus of 
an internat~nal communist ~rty impressed Marx 
profoundly. Weitling's detailed ~ctrines, however, 

• he treated•with~p~n contempt, and, justJ.y believing him 
to be muddled,.hyst~rical and a source of confusion in 
the party, set himself to expose his ignorance publicly 
and lower his prestige in ~very•possible fashion. An 
account has been preserved of a meeting in Brussels 
itt 1846 in the course of which Marx demanded to 
be told Weitling's concrete proposals to the working 
c!!tss. When the latter faltered, and•murmured sorpe
thing about the uselessness of criticism carried on in 
the study, far from the suffering world, Marx struck 
the table, shouted " Ignorance has never yet helped 
anyone," and stormily left the room. They never 
met again. 

~ 

His relation to Proudhon was altogether more com
plicated. While still in Cologu. he had read the book 
which first made Proudhon's iJ.ame famous, What is 
Property? , and praised the• brilliance of its style 
and the courage of jts author. In 1843 everything 
appealed to hfm whiCh revealed. a revolutionary spark, 
anything which soundecf. clear and resolute and openly 
advocated the overthrow of the existing system. Soon, 
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however, he became convinced that ~roudhon:s • 
approach to social ~roblems, for all his declared admira
tion for Hegel, was ultimately not historical but moral, 
that his praise and condemnation waf directly based 
on his own absolute ethical standards, aoo ignored 
altogether t1'te historical importance of institutions and 
systems. FPom this moment he conceived him as 
merely another French bourgeois moralist, and lost all 
respect for his person and his doctrines. 

At the time of Marx's arrival in Paris, Proudhon was 
at the height of his reputation. By origin a peasant 
from Besans;on, by•profession a typesetter, htlowas a 
man of narrow, obstinate, fearless, puritanical char
acter, a typical representative of the French lower 
middle class whi~. a~er playing an acti~ part in the 
final overthrow of the Bourbons, found it had merely 
succeeded in clotanging masters, and tha~~he ;ew govern- • 
ment ol bankers and large indll!>trialists, from w'1om 
Saint-Simon had taught them to expect so much,. had 
merely increased the"temtJo of their destruction. ' 

The two forces which Proudhon conceived as fatal 
to social justice and the brotherhood of man were ~e 
tendency towards the accumulation of capital which led 
t<1 the continual ~ncrease of inequalities of wealth, a~d 
the tendency directly connected with it, which openly 
united political authority with economic control, and 
so was designed to secm'e a growth of a despotic pluto
cracy under the guise of free liberal institutions. The 
state became, according to him, an instrument designed 
to dispossess the majority for the benefit of a small 
minority, a legalized ftlrm of robbery, which systemati
cally deprived the intiividual of his natural right to 
property by giving to 'he rich alone control of social 
legislation and financial credit,, while the petite bour
geoisie was helplessly expropriated. I'!:oudhon's best 
known book, which opens with the statement that all 
property is theft, has misled many as to his mature 

•"' 
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• views. Early in life he held that all property was mis-
• appropriation; later, however, he !aught that a mini

mum of property was required by every man in order 
to maintain hi.personal independence, his moral and 
social digl!tity : a system, under which this minimum 
was lost, under whose laws a man could, by:! commercial 
transaction, barter it away, and so, in effec~ sell himself 
into economic slavery to others, was a system which 
legalized and encouraged theft, theft of the individual's 
elementary rights without which he had no means of 
pursuing his proper ends. The principal cause of this 
proceS<O Proudhon perceived in the ~nchecked economic 
struggle between individuals, groups, social orders, 
'Yhich necessarily leads to the domination of the ablest 
and best org:lnized, and of thost le~t restrained by a 
sense of moral or social duty, over tte mass of the com-

• muljity. fhis tfpresents the triumph oP unscrupulous 
force allied to tactical ~kill over reason and justice ; but 
for'Proudhon, who was not a determinist, there was no 
historical reason why this .,ituation should continue 
indefinitely. Competition, the· favourite panacea of 
e~ightened thinkers of the previous century, which 
apfeared to nineteenth-century liberals and rationalists 
in an almost sacred light, as the fullest and rich~t 
expression of the individual's strenuous idealism, his 
triumph over the blind forces of nature and over his 
own undisciplined appetites, w<fs to Proudhon the great
est of all evils, the perversion of all the faculties towards 
the unnatural promotion of an acquisitive and, therefore, 
unjust society, in which the advantage of each depended 
on, even consisted in, his abilitf to outwit, defeat, or 
exterminate the others. The evi!twas identical with that 
attacked earlier by Fourier an~ Sismondi, but it was 

• differently expressed jlnd differently accounted for. 
Fourier was he1l- to both the thought and the style of the 
eighteenth century, and i~terpreted the calamities of his 
time as the results of the suppression of reason by the ... 
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~
liberate policy of those who feared its appfication, the • 

-iests, the well b~n, the rich. Proudhon was to some 
tent affected by the historicism of his age : he knew 

o German, but had had Hegelianism iJOured into him 
>y Bakunin and later by German exiles. ~roudhon's 
.ttempt to adapt the. new theory to his own doctrine 

with its streiS on justice and human rights, led to results 
which to Marx seemed a crude caricature of Hegelianism. 

The method, indeed, by which everything was 
described in the form of two antithetical conceptions, 
which made every statement seem at once realistic and 
paradoxical, suited Proudhon's talent for coininlt sharp 
and arresting phrases, his love of epigram, his desire 
to move, to startle and to provoke. Everything is con
tradictory ; property ~ theft ; to be a c~izen is to be 
deprived of right:~ capitalism is at once the despotism 
of the stronge,r over the weaker, an~ oi. the• lesser over • 
the gre1tter ; to accumulate wealth is t<! rob ; to abolish 
it is to undermine the foundations of morality. Proud
bon's remedy for thi~ is t~e suppression of competition 
and the introduction in its place of a " mutualist " 
co-operative sy~tem under which limited private prop~y 
should be permitted, and indeed enforced, but not the 
a,.cumulation of•capital. Whereas competition evGt.es 
the worst and most brutal qualities in men, co-operation, 
besides promoting greater efficiency, moralizes and 
civilizes them by revealing the true end of communal 
life. The state may be endowed with certain cen
tralizing functions, but its activity must be severely 
controlled by the associations according to trades, pro
fessions, occupations,.and again of consumers and pro
ducers, under whiclt society would be organized. 
Organize society into aesingle economic whole on non
competitive " mutualist " lines, and the antinomies will • 
be resolved, the good remain, e~il disawear. Poverty, 
unemployment, the frustrati~n of men forced into 
uncongenial tasks as a result of the class maladjust-.• 
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• ~ents of an,unplanned society, will disappear and mer 
• better natures will find it possible tokssert themselve 

for there is no lack of idealism in human nature, b 
under the exis¥g economic order it is rendered i 
effectual Oi else, through misdirection, dangerous. Bu~ 
it is useless to preach to the rich ; their gene~us instincts ., 
have become atrophied long ago. The .enlightened 
prince dreamt of by the encyclop:rdists will not be born, 
being himself a social contradiction. Only the real victims 
of the system, the small farmers, the small bourgeoisie 
and the urban proletariat can be appealed to. They 
alone <;illl alter their own condition,•since being at once 
the most numerous and the most indispensable members 
of society, they alone have the power to transform it. 
To them co,sequently Proudh~ addressed himself. 
He warned the workers against or~:nizing themselves 

• politically, ~inc~b.1 imitating the ruling _flass they will 
inevitably place 'them10elves at its mercy. The-enemy, 
being more experienced in political tactics, will by 
bullying, or by financial or • social bribes, succeed in 
luring over the weaker or less astute among the revolu
tiWJ.ary leaders, and so render the movement impotent. 
In any case, even if they were victorious, they would, 
by• acquiring control over, and so• preserving t~e 
political forms of authoritarian government, give a new 
lease of life to the very contradiction from which they 
seek to escape. The workers. and small bourgeoisie 
must therefore seek, by purely economic pressure, to 
impose their own pattern on the rest of society ; this 
process should be gradual and peaceful. Again and 
again Proudhon declared that th~workers must' on no 
account have recourse to coercion 1 not even strikes were 
to be permitted, since this woulcltinfringe upon the indi-

• vidual worker's right to the free disposal of his labour. 
Proudhon ha~ the u!wisdom to submit his hook, La 

Philosophie de [a Misere (~he Philosophy of Poverty) to 
Marx for criticism. Marx read it in two days and 

•• 
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pronounced it fallacious and superficial, ~ut written • 
attractively and w\th sufficient eloquence and sincerity • 
to mislead the masses. "To leave error unrefuted," he 
declared in a similar situation many yprs later, " is to 
encourage intellectual immorality." For tin workers 
who might ~o further, ninety may stop with Proudhon 
and remain.in darkness. He, therefore, determined to 
destroy it, and with it Proudhon's reputation as a 
serious thinker, once and for all. In 1847 in answer 
to La Philos'ophie de la Misere there appeared Marx's 
book entitled, La Mi'sere de Ia Philosophie, containing 
the bitterest attaclt delivered by one thinkejj upon 
another since the celebrated polemics of the Renais
sance. Marx took immense trouble to demonstrate 
that Proudhon was to~lly incapable of ab!!!;ract thought, 
a fact which he v~~ly attempted to conceal by a use of 
pseudo-Hegelijn terminology. • • • 

Mane accused Proudhon of. radi~ally misunder
standing the Hegelian categories by nai:vely interpreting 
the dialectical conflio:t as. a simple struggle between 
good and evil, which leads to the fallacy that all that is 
needed is to remove the evil, and the good will rematu. 
This is the very height of superficiality : to call this or 
thpt side of the c+ialectical conflict good or bad is a s'gn 
of unhistorical subjectivism out of place in serious social 
analysis. Both aspects are equally indispensable for 
the development of human society. Genuine progress 
is constituted not by the triumph of one side and the 
defeat of the other, but by the duel itself which 
necessarily involves the destruction of both. In so far 
as Proudhon contimwlly expresses his sympathy for 
this or that element i~t the social struggle, he remains, 
however sincerely he IJtay think himself convinced of 
the metaphysical necessity of the struggle itself, hope
lessly id~alist, that is, committ~ to vi~wing objective 
reality, in terms of his own SlJbjective desires and pre
ferences, without referencetothe stage of evolution which 

•• 
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• it has reached. This is followed by a laborious refuta-
• tion of Proudhon's economic theorf, which Marx de

clared to rest on a fallacious conception of the mechanism 
of exchange : ~udhon had misunderstood Ricardo no 
less profou.1dly than he had misunderstood Hegel, and 
confused the proposition that human !about' determines 
economic value, with the proposition that• it ought to 
do so. This leads in its turn to a total misrepresentation 
of the relation of money to other commodities, which 
vitiates his entire account of the contemporary economic 
organization of capitalist society. The fiercest attack is 
directeal against Proudhon's crypto-individualism, 
against his obvious hatred of any tendency to collective 
organization, his faith in the sturdy yeoman farmer and 
his morality, ~is belief in the ind@strtt.ctible value of the 
institution of private property, in tte sanctity of mar
riage and cl the-Ja1nily, in the absolute ~oral and legal 
authority of its head <!ver his wife and children•, which 
was the basis of his own life and was responsible for his 
deep-seated fear of any fora of ~iolent revolution, of 
anything likely to destroy the fundamental forms of life 
o!P a small farm, in which his ancestors were born and 
bred, and to which, in spite of his brave revolutionary 
ph~ases, he remained immovably loyal~ In effect Man 
accused Proudhon of wishing to remedy the immediate 
wrongs of the existing system without destroying the 
system itself, because, like all•Frenchmen of his class, 
he was emotionally attached to it ; of believing, _in 
spite of his veneer of Hegelianism, that the historical 
process is neither inevitable nor irreversible, nor that it 
,advances by revolutionary leaps, r!tlr yet that the present 
evils are themselves as strictly ntcessitated by the laws 
of history as the stage which -.vill one day supersede 
them. For it is only on the assumption that such 
evils are accid~ntal bl~mishes that is plausible to urge 
their removal by courag~us legislation which need not 

• involve the destruction of the social forms of which 
• 
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they are the historical product. In a rhetorical pas- • 
sage Marx exclai~s : " It is not enough to desire the 
collapse of these forms, one must know in obedience 
to what laws they came into being, it order to know 
how to act within the framework of these ~aws, since 
to act agaitst them, whether deliberately or not, in 
blind igno~nce of the causes and character, would 
be a futile and suicidal act and would, by creating 
chaos, defeat and demoralize the revolutionary class, 
and so prolong the existing agony." This is the 
criticism which he used against all Utopians who claimed 
to have a new message for the working class .• 

Marx was convinced that Proudhon was constitu
tionally incapable of grasping the truth; t~at, despite an 
undoubted gift foe;elfing phrases, he was-a fundament
ally stupid man; the fact that he WjS brav~ and fanat
ically honest, ~nd attracted a growing~ody of devoted 
followe;s, only made him more dangerous ; hence 
this attempt to annihilate his doctrine and his influence 
with one tremendous •blovf. His brutality over-reached 
itself, however, and created indignant sympathy for 
its victim. Proudhon's system survived this a~d 
many subsequent Marxist onslaughts and its influ~ce 
in'treased in the rollowing years. 

Proudhon was not primarily an original thinker. He 
had a gift for absorbing and crystallizing the radical 
ideas current in his time: he wrote well, sometimes 
with brilliance, and his. eloquence was felt to be genuine 
by the masses for whom he wrote, springing from 
wants and ambitions which he had in common with 
them. The traditio~ of political non-participation, 
and of decentralized ~ederalism, of which he was the 
most eloquent advocate~ survives powerfully to this day 
among French radicals and soci~ists, a~ finds support 
in the individualist tendency, most pronounced in 
France and other Latin countries, and natural enough 
in a land the vast majority of whose inhabitants are• • 
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: small farmers, artisans, professional men, living at a 

distance from the industrial life of g~at cities. Proud
honism is the direct ancestor of modern syndicalism. 
It was affected,by Bakunin's anarchism, and half a 
century la~r by Sorel's doctrine that, since economic 
categories were the most fundamental, tlferefore the 
units out of which the anti-capitalist fort:e must be 
constituted should contain ,men connected not by 
common convictions,-a mere intellectual superstruc
ture-but by the actual occupations which they pursue, 
since this is the essential factor which determines 
their atts. Wielding as its most Torrnidable weapon 
the threat of disorganizing social life by suspending 
all vital services by a general strike, it became the most 
powerful left~wing doctrine in rta~ parts of France, 

. in Italy a~ in S~ain, wherever indeed, industrialism 
had not gone \Jo far and an agrarial'f individualist 
tradition still surviv~d. Wherever centralization is 
difficult to achieve, and the tradition of political action 
is not strong, it still remain~ the 'most powerful single 
o~osition to political socialism. Marx, who had 
an infallible sense of the general direction and political 
fla"our of movement or a doctrine whatever its 
ostensible appearance, at once recognized the incti
vidualistic, and therefore for him reactionary, substra
tum of this attitude : and consequently attacked it no 
less violently than declared lilleralism. La Misere de 
la Philosophie is now, like the ~pecific views which it 
attacked, largely out of date. But it represents a 
, definite stage in its author's mental development : the 
first attempt to synthesize his tconomic, social and 
political views into the unified b<My of doctrine, capable 

, of application to every aspect •of the social situation, 
which carne to be knfwn as the theory of Historical 
Materialism. • 

• • 
• 



CHAPTER VI f 
HISTORICAL MATERIALISM • 

• 
A certain W:ldividual once took it into his head, that people 

drown in water only because they are obsessed by the notion 
of weight. If only, he thought, they could rid themselves of 
this idea, by calling it, for instance, superstitious or religious, 
they would thereby be saved from all danger of drowning. 
All his life he fought against the illusion of weight, concerning 
whose deleterious co~equences statistics continually ~rrovided 
him with fresh evidence. This figure is the prototype of the 
German revolutionary philosophers of our day. 

KARL MARX, German Ideology. 
• • . -. 

No formal expo\ition of Historical Materialism was 
ever published. by Marx himself. !t .,ccm; in a frag
mental)' form in all his early w~rk ~itten during the 
years 1843-8, and is taken for granted in his later 
thought. He did Mt rer.ard it as a new philosophical 
system so much as a practical method of social and 
historical analysis, and a basis for political strat~y. 
Later in life he often complained of the use made of 
it. by his follo~rs, some of whom appeared to tftink 
that it would save them the labour of historical research, 
by providing ready-made solutions of all historical 
questions. In a letter,.which, towards the end of his 
life, he wrote to a Russian correspondent who had asked 
him for his own view of its proper application, he gave 
as an example of dissimilar development in analogous 
social conditions th~ history of the Roman plebs and 
of the European inck1strial proletariat. " When one 
studies these forms of-evolution separately," he wrote 
" and then compares them, one can easily find the clue • 
to this phenomenon'; but one \vill nefer get there by 
the universal passe partout. of particular historico-

• # 
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• ph1losoph1ca1 theory wh1ch explams everythmg because 
• it explains nothing, the supreme viriue of which con

sists in being super-histor~cal." 
The most exifnded statement of the theory occurs 

in a work tvhich he composed together with Engels in 
1846, entitled the German Ideology, of .,-hich only 
portions were published before the preswt century. 
It is a bizarre compilation, over six hundred pages in 
length, an amalgam of polemical outbursts against the 
" critical " philosophers and exposition of the authors' 
own views, and contains, among other oddities, an elabor
ate enq,v.iry into the social significance of Eugene Sue's 
novel, Les Mysteres de Paris, a popular thriller of the 
day which displayed a great deal of specious sympathy 
with the in~lted and the opt>ressed. It contains 
some effective satire, and passag!: of considerable 
critical po~er, ltu~ on the whole it is ~ verbose and 
tedious book, dealing with authors and views lo~g dead 
and justly forgotten. 

The framework of the nety th@ory is undeviatingly 
Hegelian. It recognizes that the history of humanity 
is• single, non-repetitive process, which obeys discover
able laws. These laws are different from the laws of 
ph:fsics or of chemistry, which being un+tistorical, reco~ 
unvarying conjunctions and successions of intercon
nected phenomena, whenever or wherever these may 
repeat themselves ; they are similar rather to those of 
geology or botany, which embody the principles in 
accordance with which a process of continuous change 
takes place. Each moment of this process is new in the 
sense that it possesses new ch.-acteristics, or new 
combinations of known characterjstics ; bHt unique and 
unrepeatable though it is, it newertheless follows from 

• the immediately preceding state as a result of the same 
causes, and in tbedierl:e to the same natural laws, as 
this last state from its o~ predecessor. But whereas 
according to Hegel the single substance in the succes-• .. 
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sion of whose states history consists, is the eternal • 
universal Spirit, tl\e internal conflict of whose elements • 
is made concrete in the wars of national states, each being 
the embodiment of a developing Idea f'lhich it requires 
a supersensible intuition to perceive, Mant, following 
Feuerbach,•denounces this as a mystical conception on. 
which no k110wledge could be founded. For if the world 
were a metaphysical substance of this type, its behaviour 
could not be verified by the only reliable method in our 
power, namely, empirical observation; and an account 
of it could not, therefore, be verified by the methods 
of any science. The Hegelian can, of course, without 
fear of refutation, attribute anything he wishes to the 
unobservable activity of an impalpable world-sub
stance, much as ~he telieving Christian !lt>r deist attri
butes it to the acttvity of God, but only at the price 
of explaining ~othing, of declaring lh~nswer to be an 
empiri<!ally 'impenetrable mystePy. It is such trans
lation of ordinary questions into less intelligible lan
guage which makes the resultant obscurity look like a 
genuine answer. To explain the knowable in terms of 
the unknowable is to take away with one hand wi!at 
one affects to give with the other. Whatever value such 
poocedure may lTave, it cannot be regarded as equiva!ent 
to a scientific explanation, that is to the classification 
under a comparatively small number of interrelated laws 
of the great variety of d~stinct, prima facie unconnected 
phenomena. 

But the solutions of the " critical " schools of Bauer, 
Ruge, Stirner, even Feuerbach, are in principle no 
better. After having~ mercilessly unmasked the defects 
of their master, they•thereupon themselves proceeded 
to fall into far worse <!llusions : for Bauer's spirit of 
self-criticizing criticism, Ruge's progressive human • 
spirit, the individual self and its,inalien!ble possessions 
apostrophized by Stirner, an.I even the notion of the 
human being whose evolution Feuerbach traces, ar: • 
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• all generalized abstractions no less empty, no more 

capable of being appealed to af! something over 
and above the phenomena, as that which causes them, 
than the equallytinsubstantial but far more magnificent 
and imagi~ative edifice of orthodox Hegelianism. 

The only possible region in which to l~ok for this 
principle of historical motion must be o~e which is 
open to scientific, that is empirical, 'inspection : and 
since the phenomena to be explained are those of social 
life, the explanation must in some sense reside in the 
nature of the social environment which forms the 
context' in which men spend their. lives, in that net
work of private and public relationships, of which the 
individuals form the terms, of which they are, as it were, 
the focal p()~nts, the meeting-~la~iS of the diverse 
strands w~se totality Hegel called civil society. Hegel 
had shown his ~n!us in perceiving that •ts growth was 
not a smooth progre~ion, arrested by occasional set
backs, as Saint-Simon and his disciple Comte had taught, 
but the product of continual•tensfon between opposing 
forces which guarantee its unceasing forward move
~nt : that the appearance of action and reaction is an 
illl},sion caused by the fact that now the first, now the 
second, of the conflicting tendencies t!takes itself moot 
violently felt. The progress is discontinuous, for the 
tension, when it reaches the critical point, precipitates 
a cataclysm ; the increase i!l. quantity of intensity 
becomes a change of quality ; rival forces working 
below the surface grow and accumulate and burst 
into the open ; the violence of their encounter trans
forms the medium in which it ~ccurs ; ice becomes 
water and water steam ; slaves ~ecome serfs and serfs 
free men ; all evolution ends• in creative revolution, 
in nature and societY. alike. In nature these forces 
are physical, ctemical~ biological : in society they are 
specifically social. • 

What are the social forces between which the con-
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fiict arises ? Hegel had declared that they were em- • 
bodied in nations, ~ach of which represents the develop
ment of a specific culture or Idea. Marx, following 
Saint-Simon and Fourier, and not untffected perhaps 
by Sismondi's theory of crises, replied that ttese forces 
were predortinantly economiC. " I was led," he wrote 
twelve year~ later, " to the conclusion that legal rela
tions, as well as forms of state, could neither be under
stood by themselves, nor explained by the so-called 
general progress of the human mind, but that they are 
rooted in the material conditions of life which Hegel 
calls . . . civil society. The anatomy of civil society 
is to be sought in political economy." The conflict 
is always a clash b~ween economicall~ determined 
classes, a class b~g defined as a group of persons 
in a society, whose lives are determ~e~ by-their pos
session l,Jf a c11mmon economic status-in that society. 
The status of an individual is determined by the part 
which he plays in the _process of social production, and 
this in its turn directfy de~ends upon the character of 
the productive forces and their degree of developmen., 
at any given stage. All individuals act as they do in 
virtue of the eco~omic relationships in which they .in 
fact stand to the other members of their society, whether 
they are aware of them or not. The most powerful of 
these relationships based, as Saint-Simon has taught, 
on ownership of the means of subsistence : the most 
pressing of all needs is the need for survival. 

Feuerbach for all his crudeness correctly saw that 
men eat before they reason. The satisfaction of this 

• need can be fully gl}aranteed only by the control of 
the means of material• ~reduction,. that is of human 
strength and skill, of natural resources, of land and 
water, tools, machines, slaves. 'There eis a· natural 
scarcity of these in the beginning, and they are therefore 
the objects of violent competitimf, all the more so because 
those who secure them are able to control the lives • 
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, and actions of those who lack them : until they in their 
turn lose possession of them to tfJ.eir subjects who, 
grown powerful and cunning in their service, oust them 
and enslave the~, only to be ousted and expropriated by 
others in their turn. Immense institutions have been 
created to conserve their possessions in tte hands of 
their present owners, not indeed by delilJerate policy, 
but arising unconsciously out of the general attitude to 
life of a given society. But whereas Hegel had declared 
that what gave its specific character to any given society 
was its national character, the nation being for him the 
embodiment of a given stage in the• development of the 
world Spirit, for Marx it was the system of economic 
relations whifh governed the soiiety in question. In a 
celebrated p"assage he summarized ~s view as follows : 

" In thjl soc~al ~roduction which men carry on, they 
enter into defil!ite relations that are in~ispensable and 
independent of their will ; these relations of pr~duction 
correspond to a definite stage of development of their 
material powers of produhion: The sum total of 
~ese productive relations constitutes the economic 
structure of society-the real foundation on which rise 
lt"~gal and political superstructures, and to which corre
spond definite forms of social co~sciousness. The 
mode of production in material life determines the 
general character of the social, political and spiritual 
processes of life. It is not the consciousness of men 
that determines their existence, but on the contrary 
their social existence determines their consciousness. 
At a certain stage of their development, the material 
forces of production in society !orne into conflict with 
the existing relations of produ~ti~n, or-what is but a 
legal expression for the same •thing-with the property 
relations witkin whifh they had been at work before. 
From forms of dev~lopment of the productive forces 
these relations turn if\to their fetters. Then comes 
the period of social revolution. With the change of 
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I economic foundation the whole vast superstruc- • 
~e is sooner or hter entirely transformed. But in 
:msidering such transformations the distinction should 

P"aiways be made between the materiaf' transformation 
of the economic conditions of production, ~hich can 
be determirfed with the precision of natural science, 
and the leg'!l, political, religious, a:sthetic or philo
sophical-in short the ideological forms in which men 
become conscious of the conflict and fight it out." 

"Just as it would be impossible to arrive at a correct 
judgment about an individual by noting only his own 
view of himself, so it is impossible to judge ·whole 
revolutionary periods by the conscious way in which 
they see themselves, for, on the contra~ such con
sciousness must b•• e:plained as the proeluct of the 
contradictions of material life, of th~ confli~ between 
the forces of so~Mal production and their :ctual relations. 
No social order ever disappears berore all the productive 
fo<i"ces, for which there is room in it, have developed, 
thd the new higher relation~ of production never: appear 
l:cfore the conditions of their existence have matures!. 

in the womb of the old society . . . the problem itself 
only arises when the material conditions necessary f~r 
its +Jolution already exist or are at least in the process 
Of formation." 1 

Bourgeois society is the last form which these an
tagonisms take. Mter its aisappearance the conflict will 
disappear forever. The pre-historic period will be 
completed, the history of the free human individual 
will at last begin. 

The single operativt cause which makes one people 
different from another~ one set of institutions and 
beliefs opposed to anoth~r is, so Marx now came to 
believe, the economic environment in wWch it is set, 
the relationship of the ruling class !f possessors to those 
whom they exploit, arising fn1m the specific quality 
1 Critique of Political Economy, trans. by N. I. Stone, p. II ff. 
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• of the tension which persists between them. ~ 

fundamental Sj)ring of action in !he life of a m: 
he believed, all t1~e more powerful for not being rec< 
nized by him, •is his relationship to the alignmc 
of classes 'n the economic struggle : the factor, kno 
ledge of which would enable anyone to pre!lict succe 
fully a given individual's behaviour, is •that indi 
dual's actual social position-whether he is outside 
or inside the ruling class, whether his personal wel
fare depends on its success or failure, whether he 
is placed in a position to which the preservation of 
the existing order is or is not essential. . Once this 
is known, his particular personal motives and emotions 
become co~aratively irrelevant to the investigation : 
he may be" egoistic or altruistfc, .ienerous or mean, 
clever or .stupid,. ambitious or modest. His natural 
qualities will \e harnessed by the ci.-cumstances to 
operate in a similar '.vay whatever their natural tend
ency. Indeed, it is misleading to speak of " a natural 
tendency" or an unalterab~" numan nature." Ten
dencies may be classified either in accordance with the 
:ubjective feeling which they engender, and this is, for 
plolrposes of scientific prediction, unimportant, or in 
accordance with their actual aims, which are socially 
conditioned. One behaves before one starts to reflect 
on the reasons for, or the justification of, one's 
behaviour : and the majority of the members of a 
community will act in a similar fashion, whatever the 
subjective motive for which they will.appear to them
selves to be acting as they do. This is obscured by 
the fact that in the attempt t1't convince themselves 
that their acts are determined ~y reason or by moral 
or religious beliefs, men h~ve tended to construct 
elaborate rat~nalizations of their behaviour. Nor are 
these rationalizationl wholly powerless to affect action, 
for, growing into great -institutions like moral codes or 
religious institutions, they often linger on long after 
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the needs, to explain away which they were created, have , 
disappeared. Thu\! they themselves become part of the 
objective social situation, part of the external world 
which modifies the behaviour of indiv~uals, function
ing in the same way as the invariant facto~, climate, 
soil, the ph~sical organism, function in their interplay 
with social tnstitutions. 

In the German Ideology the claims of the neo-Hegelians 
are examined one by one and awarded their exact due. 
The brothers Bruno, Edgar and Egbert Bauer are dealt 
with briefly and savagely in a section entitled " The 
Holy Family." Th•ey are represented as three sordid 
peddlers of inferior metaphysical wares, who believe 
that the mere existence of a fastidious ~ritical elite, 
raised by their i~lle~tual gifts above tlie philistine 
mob, will itself effect the emancipatio~ of suc.h sections 
of humanity a~ are worthy of it. Th~ belief in the 
power ot a frigid detachment from•the social and econo
mic struggle to effect a transformation of society is re
garded as academicism •run fnad, an ostrich-like attitude 
which will be swept away like the rest of the world to 
which it belongs by the real revolution which coul~ 
not, by all evidences, now be long in coming. Stirner.is 
treated at greater •length. Under the title of St. Max 

·'' .he is pursued through five hundred pages of heavy-
'-'handed mockery and insult. Stirner believed that all 

programmes, ideals, theories, are so many artificially 
built prisons for the mind and the spirit, means of 
curbing the will, of concealing from the individual the 
e:::istence of his own' infinite creative powers, and that 
:> 11 systems must ther!fore be destroyed, not because 
they are evil, but because they are systems ; only 
when this has been ac~ieved, would man, released 
from his unnatural fetters, become tru~ master of 
himself and attain to his full statu~ as a human being. 
This view, which had a great infh!ence on both Nietzsche 
and Bakunin, is treated as a pathological phenomenon, 
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• the agonized cry of a persecuted neurotic, belonging 
to the province of medicine rath~r than to that of 
political theorY.. 

Feuerbach i;,t.more gently treated. He wrote more 
soberly, atd had made an honest, if crude, attempt to 
expose the mystifications of idealism. I~ the Eleven 
Theses on Feuerbach which he compose<! during the 
same period, Marx declared that while Feuerbach had 
correctly perceived that men are largely the product 
of circumstances and education, he had not gone on to 
see that circumstances are themselves altered by the 
activity of men, and that the educators themselves are 
children of their age. His doctrine artificially divides 
society into.two parts : the masses, which being help
lessly exposed to every influence~ mtJit be freed; and the 
teachers,.who C<tUtrive somehow to remain immune 
from the effectof their environment. .But the relation 
of mind and matter~ of men and nature, is re"ciprocal ; 
otherwise history becomes reduced to physics. Feuer
bach is praised for showin~ tha\ religion deludes men 
by inventing an imaginary world to redress the balance 
~f misery in real life, and thus becomes, in a phrase 
t:iade celebrated by Marx, the opium of the people : the 
criticism of religion must therefore te anthropolo~ical 
in character, and take the form of analysing its secular 
ongm. But he is accused of leaving the major task 
untouched : of seeing that religion is the anodyne to 
soften the pain caused by the contradictions of the 
material world, but then failing to see that these contra
dictions, must, in that case, be removed : the revolution 
which alone can do so must o'~cur not in the super
structure-the world of thought-but in its material 
substratum, the real world of~en and things. " Philo
sophers hav~ previously offered various interpretations 
of the world. Ourl business is to change it." 

The so-called " TrtJ.e Socialists," Griin and Hess, 
fare no better. It is true that they wrote about the 
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actual situation ; but, placing ideals before interests in • 
order of importa~e, they were equally far removed 
from a clear view of the facts. They believed indeed 
that the political inequality and the gJneral emotional 
malaise of their generation were both tnfceable to 
economic c~ntradictions which could only be removed 
by the total. abolition of private property. But they 
believed that the technological advance which made 
this possible was not an end but a means; that action 
could be justified only by appeal to moral sentiment ; 
that the use of force, however noble the purpose for 
which it was employed, defeated its own end, since it 
brutalized both parties in the struggle and made 
them both incapable of true freedom after the struggle 
was over. If men wer~to be freed, it must\e by peace
ful and civilized ~ans alone, to be effectedJ-S rapidly 
and painlessly .f!S possible, before in<'tu~'rialization had 
spread s'b widely as to make cla~s warfare inevitable. 
Indeed, unless this was done, violence alone would 
become practicable artd this would in the end defeat 
itself ; for a society set up by the sword, even if justice 
initially were on its side, could not fail to develop int~ 
a tyranny of one class over the rest, which is incompatibJe 
witjl. that human- equality which true socialism seeks 
to create. The " True Socialists " naturally opposed 
the doctrine of the necessity of open class war on the 
ground that it blinded the workers to those rights 
and ideals for the sake of which they fought. Only 
by treating men as equal from the beginning, by dealing 
with them as human beings, that is by renouncing force 
and appealing to ·th~sense of human solidarity, the 
sense of justice, and tlte generous sentiments of man
kind, could a lasting harmony of interests be obtained. 
Above all, the burden of the proletariat must not be 
removed by being shifted on to t~e shou!ders of some 
other class. Marx and his j)@rty, they maintained, 
merely desired to reverse the roles of the existing 
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• classes, to deprive the bourgeoisie of its power only 
to ruin and enslave it. But this, be;ides being morally 
unacceptable, would leave the class-war itself in exist
ence and so wo\ld fail to reconcile the existing contra
diction in•the only way possible, by fusing conflicting 
interests into one common ideal. • 

Marx looked upon all this as so muah worthless 
earnestness. The whole argument, he wearily points 
out, rests on the premiss that men, even capitalists, 
are amenable to a rational argument, and under suitable 
conditions will voluntarily give up the power which they 
have acquired by birth, or wealth, Ot" ability, for the. sake 
of a moral principle, to create a juster world. To Marx 
this was the oldest, most familiar, most outworn of all the 
rationalist fa~acies. He had m~ it in its worst form in 
the belief of his own father and~is contemporaries 
that in th~ en<trlason and moral goodillfSS were bound 
to triumph, a theo»y which had long bec<1me dis
credited by events during the dark aftermath of the 
French Revolution. To preach eit now, as if one were 
still living in the early eighteenth century, was to be 
~uilty either of boundless stupidity, or of cowardly 
escape into mere words, else deliberate Utopianism, 
when what was needed was a scientiftc examinatioll of 
the actual situation. He was careful to point out that he 
did not himself fall into the opposite error : he did not 
simply contradict their thesis·about human nature, and 
say that whereas they assumed man to be fundamentally 
generous and just, he found him rapacious, self-seeking 
and incapable of disinterested action. That would 
have been an- hypothesis as su~ective and irrelevant 
as that of his opponents. Eath was v1tiated by the 
fallacy that men's acts were in the end determined by 
their moral character, which could be described in com
parative isola,ion fr<Jll their environment. Marx, true 
to the method if not to.the conclusions of Hegel, main
tained that a man's purposes were made what they 
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were by the social, that is economic, situation in which • 
he was in fact plaCfd, and were made so, whether he • 
knew it or not. Whatever his opinions, a man's 
actions were inevitably guided by hi~ real interests, 
by the requirements of his material situalion ; · the 
conscious aitns of at any rate the bulk of mankind did 
not clash wi~ their real interests, although they some~ 
times appeared disguised as so many independent, 
objective, disinterested ends, political, moral, .:esthetic, 
emotional, or the like. Most individuals concealed their 
own dependence on their environment and situation, 
particularly the class--affiliation, so effectively even from 
themselves, that they quite sincerely believed that a 
change of heart would· result in a radically different 
mode of life. This \~s much the profo&dest error 
made by modern tt'l.nkers. It arose partly as a result 
of protestant in~ividualism which, ari~nz as t~e " ideo
logical "•counterpart of the growtla of freedom of trade 
and production, taught men to believe that the individual 
held the means for h(s h"\[Jpiness in his own hands, 
that faith and energy were sufficient to secure it, that 
every man had it in his power to attain to spiritual' 
or material well-being, that for his weakness and misery 
he pltimately had-only himself to blame. Marx mai~
tained against this that liberty of action was severely 
curtailed by the precise position which the agent 
occupied in the social structure map. All notions of 
right and wrong, justice ~nd injustice, altruism and 
egoism were beside the point, as referring exclusively 
to the mental states which, while in themselves quite 
genuine, were never nwJre than symptoms of the actual 
condition of their owner. Sometimes when the patient 
was himself acquainted with the .science of pathology 
he could accurately diagnose his own condition ; this 
is indeed what was meant by ge,uine i~sight on the 
part of a social philosopher. E,ut more frequently the 
symptom would pose as the only true reality occupying 

I E 
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in this case were mental states, it 1vas this which bred 
the otherwise inexplicable fallacy that reality was mental 
or spiritual in ~aracter, or that history could be altered 
by the i&alated decisions of unfettered human wills. 
Principles and causes, unless allied to et.pressions of 
real interests, were so many empty phrases ; to lead 
men in their name was to lead them into an impasse, 
into a state in which their very failure to apprehend their 
true situation would involve them in chaos and des
truction. 

To alter the world one must .first understand the 
material with which one deals. The bourgeoisie which 
wishes not to alter it, but to preserve the status quo, 
acts and thlhks in terms of con!epts, which, being pro
ducts of a given stage in its devdopment, themselves 
served in acftjitfon as an instrumenl of temporary 
preservation. The proletariat, in whose intaest it is 
to alLr it, blindly accepts the entire intellectual para
phernalia of middle-class titougkt born of middle-class 
needs and conditions, although there is an utter diver-
~ence of interest between the two classes. Phrases 
about justice or liberty represent something more or less 
d'efinite when they are uttered by the rl'!iddle-class lib~ral, 
namely, his attitude to his own mode of life, his actual or 
sought for relation to members of other social classes. 
But they are empty sounds when repeated by the pro
letarian, since they describe nothing real in his life and 
only betray his muddled state of mind, the result of the 
hypnotic power of phrases which, by confusing issues, 
not only fail to promote, but cinder and sometimes 
paralyse his power to act. Mutualists, True Socialists, 
mystical Anarchists, howeve» pure their motives, are 
thus even more dangerous enemies of the proletariat than 
the bourgeoite : foJt the latter is at least an open enemy 
whose words and delds.the workers can be taught to dis
trust : but these others, who proclaim their solidarity with 

' 
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the workers spread error and delusion in the proletarian 
camp itself and thu~ weaken it for the cG>ming struggle. 
The workers must be made to unde!ftand that the 
modern industrial system, like the feud~ system bt;fore 
it, like ever; other social system, is, so l~g as the 
ruling class requires it for its continuance as a class, an 
iron despotis'm imposed by the events themselves, from 
which no individual, whether he be master or slave, 
can escape. All visionary dreams of human liberty, of a 
time when men will be able to develop their natural gifts 
to their fullest extent, living and creating spontaneously, 
no longer dependent on others for the freedom to 
do or think as they will, remain an unattainable 
utopia so long as the fight for control o~ the means 
of production coniWJ.u~s. It is no longer· a struggle 
strictly for the means of subsistellce, foi, ~ern 
inventions ando discoveries have abJished natural 
scarcity ~ it is now an artificial s<!arcity created by the 
very struggle for securing new instruments itself, 
which necessarily lead's to erhe centralization of power 
by the creation of monopolies at one end of the social 

tle, and the increase of penury and degradation ar 
~ other ; only one remedy-the disappearance of tJte 
.~ struggle-ca~ achieve the abolition of this widen
.. gulf. But the essence of a class is to compete with 
fer classes. Hence this end can be achieved not by 
:ating equality between "classes-a utopian conception 
but by the total abolition of classes themselves. 
For Marx, no less than for earlier rationalists, man is 
tentially wise, creative and free; If his character has 
teriorated beyond r~cognition that is due to the long 
d brutalizing war in ~hich he and his ancestors have 

llved ever since society ce~ed to be that primitive com
munism out of which, according to the cwrent anthro
pology, it has developed. Until 'his state is reached 
again, embodying, however, all•the conquests, techno
logical and spiritual, which mankind has won in the 

I 
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, course of its long wandering in the desert, neither peace 
nor freedom can be obtained. Tht~ French Revolution 
was an attemptlto bring them about by altering political 
forms only-w~ch was no more than the bourgeoisie 
required,~ince it possessed the economic reality : and, 
therefore, all it succeeded in doing (as inaeed was its 
appointed historical task at the stage of de~elopment at 
which it occured) was to establish the bourgeoisie in 
a dominant position by finally destroying the corrupt 
remnant of an obsolete feudal regime. This task was 
inevitably continued by Napoleon, whom no one could 
suspect of wishing consciously to •liberate humanity ; 
whatever his personal motive for acting as he did, the 
influence of. his historical env~onment made him an 
instrumenCof social change, and. bjjthis agency Europe 
adv~ed.yet ano~her step towards the realization of its 
d 

. • 
estmy. • • • . 
The gradual freein~ of mankind has pursued a definite 

irreversible direction : every new epoch is inaugurated 
by the liberation of a hithert'b oppressed class, nor can a 
dass, once it has been destroyed, ever appear again. 
Tlistory does not move backwards or in cyclical mm-
nv:nts : all its conquests are final and irrevocable. Mo 
previous ideal constitutions were wortt.less because ttl 
ignored actual laws of historical development and Sj 
stituted in their place the subjective caprice or ima~ 
ation of the thinker. A knowledge of these laws 
essential to effective political action. The ancient WOJ 

gave way to the media:val, slavery to feudalism, a 
feudalism to the industrial bourgeoisie. These tran 
tions occu'rred not peacefully, but,ere born in wars a 
revolutions, for no established ·order gives way to 
successor without a struggle. • 

And now filly one stratum remains submerged bel• 
the level of the rest/one class alone remains enslavt 
the landless, property~ss proletariat, created by t 

advance of technology, perpetually assisting clas&~~ 

' 
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above itself to shake off the yoke of the common op- • 
pressor, always, after the common cause has been won, • 
condemned to be 'oppressed by its _tn late allies, 
the new victorious class, by masters "'110 were them
selves but lately slaves. The proletariat is ~e 1<1\vest 
possible ru~ of the social scale : there is no class below 
it ; by secu.ring its own emancipation the proletariat 
will therefore emancipate mankind. Its fight is thus 
not a fight for the rights of an oppressed section of 
society : for natural rights are but the ideal aspect of 
bourgeois attitude to the sanctity of private property : 
the only real right.s are those conferred by history, 
the right to act the part which is historically imposed 
upon one's class. The bourgeoisie in this sense 
has a full right to :ftght its final battle•.against the 
masses, but its ta~ is hopeless : it will necessarily 
be defeated, as the feudal nobility ~s .Jefe~e~ts 

• • day. hs for the masses, they ~ht for freedom, not 
because they choose, but because they must, or rather 
they choose, because tliey IVust : to fight is the condition 
of their survival ; the future belongs to them, and in 

tting for it, they, like every rising class, are fighti~ 
inst a foe doomed to decay, and thereby fighting for 
whole of hu11!.anity. But whereas all other victorfes 
~d in power a class itself doomed to ultimate dis
~arance, this conflict will be followed by no other, 
1g destined to end the.condition of all such struggles 
abolishing classes ; to abolish the state itself, by 
olving it, hitherto the instrument of a single class, 
· a free, because classless, society. The proletariat 
;t be made to u~erstand that no real compromise 
1 the enemy is possible : that, while it may conclude 
porary alliances with. him to defeat some common 
ersary, it must ultimately turn against him. In 

backward countries, where the bourgeoi~e is itself still 
fighting for power, the proletarjat\must throw in its lot 
with it, asking itself not what the ideals of the bourgeoisie 

I 
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• may be, but what it is compelled to do in the particular 
• situation : and must adapt its tactics to this. And while 

history is deterinined-and the victtry will, therefore, be 
won by the risi~ class whether any given individual wills 
it or"not-..how rapidly it will occur, how efficiently, how 
far in accordance with the conscious J't>pular will, 
depends on human initiative, on the degree of under
standing of their task by the masses and the courage 
and efficiency of their leaders. 

To make this clear, and to educate the masses for 
their destiny is, therefore, according to Marx, the 
whole duty of a contemporary pliilosopher. But, it 
has often been asked, how can a moral precept, a com
mand to do this or that, be deduced from the truth of a 
theory of hi!tory ? Historical dtaterialism may account 
for what does in fact occur, bJ! cannot, precisely 
be~e 1i is ~oi!Cerned solely with w.hat is, provide 
the answer to moraJ questions, that is tell '-Is what 
ought to be. Marx, like Hegel, flatly rejected this dis
tinction. Judgments of fa'* canoot be sharply distin
guished from those of value: all one's judgments are 
eonditioned by practical activity in a given so · ' 
milieu : one's views as to what one believes to e 
ar!d what one wishes to do with it, n!Odify each otl 
If ethical judgments claim objective validity-...1 
unless they do so, they cannot, according to Ma~ 
either true or false-they must refer to empirical phe 
mena and be verifiable by reference to them. 
rejected any notion of a non-empirical, specifically m< 
intuition or moral reason. The only sense in whicl 
is possible to show that somethin~s good or bad, ri 
or wrong, is by demonstrating th!lt it accords or disco 
with the historical process, •ssists it or thwarts 
will survive or will inevitably perish. All cat 
permanently I!>st are py that fact made bad and wro 
and indeed this is whitt ~onstitutes the meaning of tb 
terms. But this is a dangerous empirical criteri 
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since causes which may appear lost may, in fact, have • 
suffered only a temrorary setback, and will in the end • 
prevail. J 

HISTORIClL MATERIALISM' 

His view of truth in general deriv directly from 
this position. He is sometimes accused of;nain1:ain
ing that, sif!ce a man is wholly determined to think as 
he does by M.is social environment, even if some of his 

atements are objectively true, he cannot know it, 
~ing conditioned to think them true by material 
1ctors, not by their truth. Marx's statements on this 
lbject are vague to a degree ; but in general it may be 
tid that he would .!.ave accepted the normal interpreta
on of what is meant by saying that a theory or a 
roposition of natural science or of ordinary sense experi-
1Ce is true or false. l!ut he was not inter&ted in this, -te most common, type of truth. He was concerned 
·ith the reasoni for which social, mo~l,.ilisto;rc~e
tents are thought true or false, where arguments be
veen opponents can conspicuously not be settled by 

direct appeal to empil'ical ~cts accessible to both. He 
might have agreed that the bare proposition that 
Napoleon died. in exile would have been accepted all 
equally true by a bourgeois and a socialist historian. 
But he would ha•e gone on to say that no historian c\n 
confine himself to a list of events and dates : that the 
plausibility of his account of the past depends upon his 
choice of fundamental cm1cepts, his power of emphasis 
and arrangement, that the very process of selection 
betrays an inclination to stress this or that event as truly 
significant, as adverse or favourable to human progress, 
this or that act as iii~>Portant or trivial, wise or stupid. 
And this tendency the ~cial _origin and environment and 
class affili!ltion of the histj)rian affect only too clearly. 

This attitude underlies his purely Hegelian view of 
freedom as identical with the knowled~ of the laws 
of necessity. If you know in w.hi~ direction the world 
process is working, you can either identify yourself with • 
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• it or not ; if you do not, if you fight it, you thereby 

compass your own certain destructi~n, being necessarily 
defeated by th& forward advance of history. To choose 
to do so delibt\ately is to behave irrationally. Only a 
rational ~ing is truly free to choose between alterna
tives : where one of these leads to his o~ irresistible 
destruction, he cannot choose it freely, b~ause to say 
that an act is free, as Marx employs the term, is to 
deny that it' is contrary to reason. The bourgeoisie 
as a class is .indeed fated to disappear, but individualt .. 
members of 1t may follow reason and save themselves} 
(as Marx might have claimed to •have done himself)· 
by leaving it before it finally founders. They can 
obtain their freedom by discovering the true state 01 

the balancG-~f forces and actin~ accordingly ; freedom 
thus entails knowledge of historicaf necessity. Marx's 
u~ ~rds lfik~ " right " or " free " or " rational " . ' '. ' whenever he does ilot slip insensibly into •ordinary 
usage, owes its eccentric air to the fact that it derives 
from his metaphysical views ; Md therefore diverges 
widely from that of common speech which is largely 

4intended to record and communicate something scarcely 
of interest to him-the subjective experience of indi
vl"duals, their states of mind or of bo~y as revealed. by 
the senses or in self-consciousness. 

Such in outline is the theory of history and society 
which constitutes ·the metaphysical basis of com
munism. It is a wide and comprehensive doctrine 
which derives its structure from Hegel, and its dynamic 
principle from Saint-Simon, its belief in the primacy 
of matter from Feuerbach, and it~iew of the proletariat 
from the French communist tr:tdition. Nevertheless it 
is wholly original ; the combination of elements does 
not in this case lead to syncretism, but forms a bold, 
clear, cohere~t syst~ with the wide range and the 
massive architectonl: 'J_uality which is at once the 

• greatest pride and the fatal defect of all forms of 

\ 
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Hegelian thought. But it is not guilty of Hegel's reck- : 
less and contemfiuous attitude towarjls the results of 
the scientific research of his time ; o1 the contrary, it 
attempts to follow the direction indi~ted by t~ em
pirical sciences, and to incorporate their genftal results. 
Marx's pra'hice has not al·ways conformed to this theo
retical idea!, and that of his followers even less : while 
not actually distorted, the facts are sometimes made 
to undergo peculiar transformations in the process of 

~ being fitted into the intricate dialectical pattern. It is 
, not a wholly empirical theory, since it does not confine 

itself to the des~ription of the phenomena and the 
formulation of hypotheses concerning their structure ; 
the doctrine of movement in dialectical opP.osites is not a 
hypothesis, liable ~ b~ !:lade less or mor~·probable by 
the evidence of facts, but a metaphysicaJ be~n 
to be true by~ special, non-empiric~l,.'tistorical mtui
tion ; t~ deny this would be tantamount, according to 
Marx, to a return to " vulgar " materialism, which 
recognizes only those "con~xions as real for which there 
is the evidence of the physical senses. 

In the sharpness and the clarity with which it fof
mulates its questions, in the rigorism of the method.by 
wi'lich it searches for the answers, in the combination 
of attention to detail and power of wide comprehensive 
generalization, it is without parallel. Even if all its 
specific conclusions were"proved false, its importance in 
creating a wholly new attitude to social and historical 
questions, and so opening new avenues of human 
knowledge, would be unimpaired. The scientific study 
of economic relation"r·and their bearing on other aspects 
of the lives of commu~ities and individuals began with 
the application of Marxist canons of interpretation. 
Previous thinkers, as, for example, Vi~o, Hegel, and 
Saint-Simon, drew up general sc~mata, but their direct 
results, as embodied in the gi15arAic systems of Comte 
or Spencer, are at once too abstract and too vague, and as • 
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• forgotten in our day as they deserve to be. The true 
father of modlrn economic histor1, and, indeed, of 
modern sociololy, in so far as any one man may be 
called that, is ~arl Marx. If to have turned into 
truis;;s· '""-at had pr~vf~U'Sfy-been paradoxes is a mark 
of genius, Marx was richly endowed wfl:h it. His 
achievements in this sphere are necessaril~ unnoticed 
in proportion as their effects have become part of the 
permanent background of civilized thought. 



' CHAPTER VII • 

• 1848 

G~gen Demokraten Helfen nur Soldaten. 
(Against democrats, only soldiers are of use.) 

Prussian Song. 

Liberty, Equality, Fraternity ... when what this republic 
really means is Infantry, Cavalry, Artillery .... 

KARL MARX, EiJhteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte. 

MARX was expelled from Paris in the beginning of 
r845 by the Guizot jovernment, as a re.ult of repre
sentations from ~russia, which had demanded the 
suppression of the socialist Vorw(i"rts in.f"hi~ve 
comments hail appeared concerning• d~e character and 
life of •the reigning Prussian kirTg. The order of ex
pulsion was originally intended to apply to the entire 
group, including Heine, •Bakunin, Ruge and several 
other lesser foreign exiles. Ruge, being a Saxon citizen, 
was left unmolested ; the government itself did n~t 
venture to press the order against Heine, a figur~ of 
Ettropean fame~ then at the height of his powers and 
reputation. Bakunin and Marx were duly expelled in 
spite of vigorous protests in the radical Press. Bakunin 
went to Switzerland; :Marx, with his wife and one
year-old daughter Jenny, to Brussels where shortly 
afterwards he was joined by EngeJs who had returned 
from England for this purpose. In Brussels he lost 
no time in establishl't:t'& contact with the various German 
communist workers' organizations which contained 
members of the dissolvt!d League of the Just, an inter
national society of proletarian revolut~naries with a 
violent,_ ~ut vague, programme, ,':hich ~as influenced 
by Wettlmg and had brandies 'm vanou~ European 
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:cities. He entered into relations with Belgian socialistl 
and radicals, cayied on an active co/respondence wit~ 
members of siif-ilar bodies in other countries, and 
establ~ed regu~r machinery for the exchange of 
politicar"in'!tlrmation, but the chief sphere of his activity . . 
lay among the German workmen in Brussels 1tself. To 
these he attempted by means of lectures, an<1 of articles 
in their organ, the Briisseler Zeitung, to explain their 
proper part in the coming revolution, which he, like 
the majority of European radicals, believed to be 
imminent. 

From the moment that he conclmted that the estab
lishment of communism could only be achieved by an 
armed rising. of the proletariat, his entire existence 
turned into 1m attempt to organi:e aJid discipline it for 
its ~s P(sonal history which up to this point, can 
be regarded as a.se~ies of episodes in the •ife of an indi
vidual, now becomes irl!>eparable from the generalhistory 
of socialism in Europe. An account of one is necessarily 
to some degree an account of the" other. Attempts to 
distinguish the part which Marx played in directing 
t~e movement from the movement itself, obscure the 
his~ory of both. The task of preparing the workers for 
the revolution was for him a scientific• task, a routi11e 
occupation, something to be performed as solidly and 
efficiently as possible, and not a direct means of personal 
self-expression. The external"circumstances of his life 
are therefore as monotonous as. those of any other de
voted expert, as tho~e of Darwin or Pasteur, and offer 
the sharpest possible contrast to the restless, emotionally 
involved, lives of the other revolu'tTonaries of his time. 

The middle decades of the nineteenth century form 
a period in which an enormo~s premium was placed 
on sensibility. • What had begun by being the isolated 
experience of exceptjpnal individJ,i~ls, of B~ron and 
Shelley, Rousseau a~d · Chateaubnand, Schiller and 
Jean Paul, by insensible degrees became part of the 
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general attitude of European society. For the first. 
time. a whole generation became fycinated by the • 
personal experienc'e of men and womr, as opposed to 
the external world composed of su~aces of the lives 
of whole iroups or societies. This tende~y ~tained 
public expression in the lives and doctrines of the 
great deme>cratic revolutionaries, and in the passionate 
adoratiof). with which they were regarded by their 
followers: Mazzini, Kossuth, Garibaldi, Bakunin, 
Lassalle, were admired not only as heroic fighters for 
freedom, but for their romantic, poetical properties as 
individuals. The\r achievements were looked upon as 
the expression of a profound inner experience, the 
intensity of which gave their words and gestures a moving 
personal quality i;hofty different from th~<Rusterely im
personal heroism of the men of 1789,~ which 
constitutes t~ distinguishing chara~eij!tic, ~iar 

• • Hegelian essence of the age. l(arl Marx belonged in 
spirit to an earlier or a later generation ; but certainly 
not to his own time. • HE» was insensitive by nature, and 
poverty and hard work did not increase his emotional 
receptiveness ; he had had a brief sentimental perio~s 
a student in ~erlin : this was now over and done with. 
Me looked u~on moral or emotional suffering, •and 
spiritual crises, as so much bourgeois self-indulgence, 
unpardonable in time of Ylar : like Lenin after him, he 
had nothing but contemr>t for those, who during the heat 
of the battle, while the enemy gained one position after 
another, were preoccupied with the state of their 
souls. 

He set to work ~'create an international revolutionary 
organization. He rlceived the warmest response from 
London, from a soci~y called the German Workers' 
Educational Association, headed by a small group of 
exiled artisans, whose revolutionary te~per was beyond 
suspicion: the type-setter Sch:fpper, the watch-maker 
Moll and the cobbler Bauer were his first reliable , 
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• political allies. They had affiliated their society to a 
• federation callet the Communist League which suc

ceeded the dis lved League of tte Just. He met 
them in the cou e of a journey to England with Engels, 
and f~n~them men after his own heart, determined, 
capable and energetic. They looked on •him with 
considerable suspicion as a journalist and an iPJ.tellectual : 
and their relations for some years preserved a severely 
impersonal and business-like character. It was an 
association for immediate practical· ends, such as he 
approved. Under his guidance, the Communist League 
grew fast and began to embrace -groups of radical 
workers, scattered for the most part in the industrial 
areas in Germany, with a sprinkling of army officers and 
professional ~en. Engels wrote ~lowing reports of the 
increase ~r numbers and their ~evolutionary zeal 
in~ n~e 1-Jrovince. For the fir~t time Marx 
found himself in 'he p~ition which he had long cresired, 
the organizer and leader of an active · and expanding 
revolutionary party. Bakunijl, who had in his turn 
arrived in Brussels, and was on equally good terms 
vtith the foreign radicals and members of the local 
aristocracy, complained that Marx preferred the society 
of :!rtisans and workmen to that of in~lligent peoplt~, 
and was spoiling good and simple men by filling their 
heads with abstract theories and obscure economic 
doctrines, which they did not loegin to understand, and 
which only made them intolerably conceited. He saw 
no point in lecturing to, and organizing small groups 

• of ill-educated and hopelessly limited German artisans, 
who understood little of what wa~so elaborately ex• 
pounded to them, drab, underfed•creatures who could 
not conceivably turn the scale iii. any decisive conflict . 
.O'VIarx's attack on Proudhon still further estranged 
them ; Proudl!>n was an intimate friend, and in 
Hegelian matters, a fisciple of Bakunin ; and the 
attack was aimed no less at Bakunin's own habit of 
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indulging in vague and exuberant eloquence in place • 
of detailed political analysis. • 

The result of 1~48 altered the vie\i of both on the 
technique of the coming revolution, out in precisely 
opposed directions. Bakunin in late~ year~tOl!"!!.ed to 
secret ter~rist groups, Marx to the foundation of an 
open offic~l revolutionary party proceeding by recog
nized political methods. He set himself to destroy the 
tendency to rhetoric and vagueness among the Germans, 
nor was he wholly unsuccessful, as may be seen in the 
efficient and disciplined behaviour of the members of 
his organization UJ_ Germany during the two revolu
tionary years and after. 

In I 84 7 the London centre of the Communist League 
showed its confidenot in him by com~ioning him 
to compose a docJIPnent containing a de~~ement 
of its beliefs and aims. He eagitrl em d~is 

opport~.mity f~r an explicit sum~ary ofthe new doctrine 
which had lately assumed its final shape in his head. 
He delivered it int~ th)ir hands early in 1848. It 
was published a few weeks before the outbreak of the 
Paris revolution under the title of The Mamfesto of tJ;e 
Communist Party . 
• Engels wrota. the first draft in the form of quest;ons 

and answers, but since this was not thought sufficiently 
forcible, Marx completely re-wrote it. According to 
Engels the result was .an original work which owed 
hardly anything to his own hand ; but he was excess
ively modest wherever their collaboration was con
cerned, so that it is virtually impossible to say how great • 
a share he had in "ffi composition. The result is very 
nearly a work of gooius. No other modern political 
movement or cause c~ claim to have produced any· 
thing comparable with it in eloquence or power. It is a 
document of prodigious dramatic force~ in form it is an 
edifice of bold and arresting hiftorical generalizations, 
mounting to a denunciation or the existing order in 
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• the name of the avenging forces of the future, much 
• of it written in

1
nrose which has the lyrical quality of a 

great revolutio ry hymn, whose, effect overwhelming 
even now, was robably greater ninety years ago. It 
open~t\ a metTacing phrase which reveals its tone and 
its intention : " A spectre is wandering ower Europe 
to-day-the spectre of communism. All t~e forces of 
Europe have united to exorcise it : the Pope and the 
Czar, Metternich and Guizot, French radicals and Ger
man policemen . . . it is recognized as a real force by 
all the European powers." It proceeds as a succession 
of interconnected theses which are c\.eveloped and bril
liantly embroidered, and ends with a famous and mag
nificent invocation addressed to the workers of the world. 

The first ~ these theses is comained in the opening 
sentence ~e first section : " 'Jibe history of all 
pr811ii.o~ is. the history of class struggles." At 
all periods withlh rec~rded memory man\ind has been 
divided into exploiter and exploited, master and slave, 
patrician and plebeian, and in ou~ day proletarian and 
capitalist. The immense dev~lopment of discovery and 
~vention has transformed the economic system of 
modern human society : guilds have given way to local 
matmfacture, and this in its turn to .great industr~al 
enterprises. Each stage in this expansion is accom
panied by political and cultural forms peculiar to itself. 
The structure of the modern S!ate reflects the domina
tion of the bourgeoisie-it is in effect a committee for 
managing the affairs of the bourgeois class as a whole. 

• The bourgeoisie fulfilled a highly revolutionary role in 
its day ; it overthrew the feudal or~er and in so doing 
destroyed the old, picturesque, .patriarchal, relations 
which connected a man to ljis " natural masters " 
and left only one real relation between them-the 
cash nexus, nlked self-interest. It has turned per
sonal dignity into a negotiable commodity, to be 
bought and sold ; in ~lace of ancient liberties, secured 
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by writs and charters, it has created freedom of trade ; • 
for exploitation disguised by religiou' and political • 
masks, it has subsl\tuted exploitation, direct, cynical 
and unashamed. It has turned prof~ssions formerly 
thought honourable, as being forms of serv~'f'I"J the 
community~ into mere hired labour : acquisitive in its 
aims, it ha~ degraded every form of life. This was 
achieved by calling immense new natural resources into 
existence : the feudal framework could not contain' the 
new development, and was split asunder. Now the 
process has repeated itself. The frequent economic 
crisis due to over-.production are a symptom of the 
fact that capitalism can in its turn no longer control 
its own resources. When a social order is forced 
to destroy its own ~roducts, to prevdl.t its own 
faculties from extanding too rapidly ~o far, 
that is a certain sign of its approaehiJg ba~rup:~ 

• • and doem. The bourgeois or~r has created the 
proletariat which is at once its heir and its executioner. 
It has succeeded in dt:stro¥ing the power of all other 
rival forms of organization, the aristocracy, the small 
artisans and leaders, but the proletariat it cannot. 
destroy, for it is necessary to its own existence, is an 
or~nic part of oi.ts system, and constitutes the gr~t 
army of the dispossessed, whom in the very act of 
exploiting it inevitably disciplines and organizes. The 
more international capitalism becomes-and as it ex
pands, it inevitably grows more so-the ~ider and more 
international the scale on which it automatically or
ganizes the workers, whose union and solidarity will 
eventually overthrow.it·. The international of capitalism 
breeds inevitably, as its-own necessary complement, the 
,nternational of the wwking class. This dialectical 
process is inexorable, and no power can arrest it or 
~ontrol it. Hence it is futile to attempt 'o restore the 

• 

)ld medireval idyll, to build utlpian schemes on a 
1ostalgic desire to return to the past, for which the 
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• ideologists of peasants, artisans, small traders so ardently 
Ion?. The Ptst is gone,_ :he classes which belonged 
to It have lont been decisively dHeated by the force 
of history ; the~ hostility toward the bourgeoisie, often 
fals~ ijilled socialism, is a reactionary attitude, a 
futile attempt to reverse the advance of hum!n evolution. 
Their only hope of triumph over the e11emy lies in 
abandonment of their independent existence and fusion 
with the proletariat, whose growth corrodes the bour
geoisie from within ; for the increases of crises and of 
unemployment forces the bourgeoisie to exhaust itself 
in feeding its servants instead o£ feeding on them, 
which is its natural function. 

From attack the manifesto passes to defence. The 
enemies o~,ocialism declare tha! the abolition of private 
prope~ destroy liberty and ~ubvert the founda
&ns ~ r_:~ion, morality and culture. This is 
admitted. But the .values which it will thu~ destroy 
will be only those which are bound up with the old 
order-bourgeois liberty a~d boorgeois culture, whose 
appearance of absolute validity for all times and places 

~s an illusion due solely to their function as a weapon 
in class struggle. True personal freedom rests on a 
b\sis of power by independent acti8n, of which.the 
artisan, the small trader, the peasant, has long been 
deprived by capitalism. As for culture, " the culture the 
loss of which is lamented is, .for the enormous majority, 
a mere training to act as a machine." With the total 
abolition of the class struggle these illusory ideals will 
necessarily vanish and be succeeded by the new and 
wider form of life founded upon ~lassless society. To 
mourn their loss is to lament th~ disappearance of an old 
familiar ailment. • 

The revolution must differ in differing circum
stances, but 'ts first measures everywhere must be the 
nationalization of lfd, credit, transport, the abolition 
of rights of inheritance, the increase of taxation, the 

' 
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intensification of production, the destruction of the 
barriers between town and country, thl introduction 
of compulsory wor~ and of free edubtion for all. 
Only then can serious social reconstructien begin. The 
rest of the Manifesto exposes and refutes vari~s~rms 
of pseudo-s~cialism-the attempts of various enemies 
of the bourgeoisie, the aristocracy, or the Church, to 
gain the proletariat to its cause by specious pretence of 
common interest. Into this category enters the ruined 
petite bourgeoisie, whose writers, adept as they are at 
exposing the chaos of capitalist production, the pauper
ization and degradation caused by the introduction of 
machinery, the monstrous inequalities of wealth, offer 
remedies which, being conceived in obsolete terms, are 
utopian. Even thi~ ca!mot be said of t~<!' German 
"True Socialists," who by translating Fr~itudes 
into the langua~ of Hegelianism, protl.ll{e a meaning~ 
less collection of nonsense phrase~ which cannot long 
deceive the world. As for Proudhon, Fourier or Owen, 
their followers draw up·schefnes to save the bourgeoisie, 
as if the proletariat did not exist, or else could be drawn 
upwards into capitalist ranks, leaving only exploiters • 
and no exploited. This endless variety of views repre
sen~ the despera!e plight of the bourgeoisie unable ;r 
unwilling to face its own impending death, concen
trating upon vain efforts to survive under the guise of 
a vague and opportunist Socialism. As for the com
munists, they are not a party or a sect, but the self
conscious vanguard of the proletariat itself, obsessed 
by no mere theoretical ends, but seeking to fulfil their 
historical destiny. 'rliey do not conceal their aims. 
They openly declare that these can be gained only when 
the entire social order is o~rthrown by force of arms, and 
they themselves seize all political and eco~omic power. 
The Manifesto ends with the celebrated words " The 
workers have nothing to lose but ~eir chains. They 
have a world to win. Vlorkers of all lands, unite! " 

• 
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No summaty can convey the quality of its opening 
or its closing ~ages. As an instrument of destructive 
propaganda it has no equal anyw~ere ; its effect upon 
suc~ding ge~rations is unparalleled outside religious 
history;- had its author written nothing else, it would 
have ensured his lasting fame. Its mo~ · immediate 
effe~t, however, was upon his own fohunes. The 
Belgian Government, which behaved with considerable 
tolerance to political exiles, could not overlook this 
formidable publication, and brusquely expelled him 
and his family from its territory. On the next day the 
long expected revolution broke m!t in Paris. Flacon, 
a radical member of the new French Government, in a 
highly flat.ering letter, invited Marx to return to the 
revolutionary city. He immed~at~y set off and arrived 
~day~ 

He found tk city in a state of univerOilal and uncritical 
enthusiasm. The ~arriers had fallen once more, this 
time it seemed for ever. The king had fled, a new 
Government had been appeintea containing representa-

• tives of all the friends of humanity and progress : the 
great physicist Arago and the poet Lamartine received 
~ortfolios, the workers were represented by Louis Blanc 
and Albert. Lamartine composed an eloquent mani
festo which was read, quoted, declaimed everywhere. 
The streets were filled with an immense singing, cheering 
throng of democrats of all hties and nationalities. The 
opposition showed no sign of life. The Church pub
lished a manifesto in which it asserted that Christianity 
was not inimical to individual liberty, that on the 
contrary it was its natural ally ::in'"l:l defender ; its king
dom was not of this world, • and consequently such 
support as it had been acctlsed of giving to the re
action, spra:fig neither from its principles nor from its 
historical position in European society, and could 
be radically modif);d without doing violence to the 
essence of its teaching. These announcements were 

' 
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received with enthusiasm and credulity. The German 
exiles vied with the Poles and the Itfians in their 
predictions of the irhminent and univer.:;al collapse of 
the reaction, and of the immediate ap~earance on its 
ruins of a new moral world. News presentl""~ved 
that Naples •had revolted, then Milan, Rome, Venice 
and other It.tlian cities. Berlin, Vienna, and Budapest 
had risen in arms. Europe was ablaze at last. Excite
ment among the Germans in Paris rose to fever pitch. 
To support the insurgent republicans a German Legion 
was formed, which the poet Georg Herwegh and a 
Prussian communist-and ex-soldier named vVillich were 
to lead. It was to start at once. The French Govern
ment, not unwilling, perhaps, to see so many foreign 
agitators leave its s<jl, ~ncouraged the proje~~- Engels 
was greatly attracted by the scheme and~.J. almost 
certainly have ~nlisted, but was diss'l.l'\ued by MafX7 
who viewed the proceeding with !he greatest mistrust 
and hostility. He saw no sign of any large-scale revolt 
of the German masses : •here-and there autocratic govern
ments were overthrown, and the princes were forced 
to promise constitutions and appoint mildly liberal• 
governments, but the Prussian army was still largely 
loy:rl to the king~ while the democrats were scattered, 
badly led, and unable to reach agreement among them
selves on vital points. The elected popular congress 
which met in Frankfurt to decide the future govern
ment of Germany was a failure from the first, and the 
sudden appearance of a legion of untrained emigre intel
lectuals on German soil appeared to Marx a needless 
waste of revolutiona~ energy, likely to have a ludicrous 
or a pitiful end, and to b•e followed by a paralysing mood 
of shame and disillusio!tment. Consequently, Marx 
opposed the formation of the legion, too.Ji: no interest 
in it after it had left Paris for its inevitable defeat by 
the royal army, !!nd went to Cologie to see what could 
be done by propaganda in his nalive Rhineland. He • 

• 
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was there lar~ely instrumental in persuading a group 
of liberal indtftrialists and communist sympathizers to 
found a new Rheinische Zeitung, 'tn succession to the 
journal of thatename which had been suppressed five 
year~re, and to appoint him its editor. Cologne • was then the scene of an uneasy balance of power 
between the local democrats, who control1.ed the local 
militia, and a garrison under orders from Berlin. Acting 
in the name of the Communist League, Marx sent his 
agents to agitate among the German industrial masses, 
and used their reports as the material for his leading 
articles. There was at this time IfO formal censorship 
in the Rhineland, and his inflammatory words reached 
an ever-widening public. The Neue Rheinische Zeitung 
was well "i~formed, and alone •in .he left wing press 
~ossess~~clear policy of its own. Its circulation 
mcreased rapt~y•and it began to be wid&ly read in other 
German provinces. • • 

Marx had come armed with a complete political and 
economic plan of action fol.19lded"on the solid theoretical 
basis which he had built carefully during the preceding 

•years. He advocated a conditional alliance between the 
workers and the radical bourgeoisie for the immediate 
ptrpose of overthrowing a reactiorfary governlll\':nt, 
declaring that whereas the French had freed themselves 
from the yoke of feudalism in 1789, and were by this 
enabled to take the next step forward in 1848, the 
Germans had achieved their revolutions in the region 
of pure thought alone ; as thinkers they had far out
stripped the French in the radicalism of their senti
ments : politically they still inn<!:Jited the eighteenth 
century. The most backward Of western nations, they 
thus had two stages to achie\l'e before they could hope 
to attain to •that of developed industrialism, thence
forth to march in step with the neighbouring demo
cracies. The diale<fical movement of history permits 
no leaps, and the rlpresentatives of the proletariat did 

• 
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ill to overlook the claims of the bourgeoisie which, 
in working for its own emancipation, Jvas furthering 
the general cause, a~ was economically and politically 
far better organized and capable of iUling than the 
ignorant, scattered, badly organized 'mass~ the 
working cl:ss. The proper step, therefore, for the 
workers to t'ake was to conclude an alliance with their 
fellow victims among the middle and lower middle class 
and then, after the victory, to seek to control, and if 
necessary, ob,struct the work of their new allies, who 
by this time would doubtless be anxious to end their 
compromising assol!iation, by the sheer weight of their 
numbers and economic power. He opposed the Cologne 
democrats, Anneke and Gottschalk, who advocated 
absolute abstentionjro!n such naked oppotfunism, and 
indeed from all political action, as likely t~m_promise 
and weaken th; pure proletarian cau~e.. This seeme~ 
to him ! typically German inabilitr to perceive the true 
balance of forces. He demanded direct intervention 
and the sending of deiegat~s to Frankfurt, as the only 
effective practical course. Political aloofness seemed to 
him the height of tactical folly, since it was likely to• 
leave the workers isolated, and at the mercy of the 
vicl0rious class. • In foreign policy he was a pronounc~d 
pan-German and a rabid Russophobe. Russia had for 
many years occupied the same position in relation to 
the forces of democracy ~nd progress and evoked the 
same emotional reaction as the fascist powers in the 
present day. It was hated and feared by democrats of 
all persuasions as the great champion of reaction, able 
and willing to crush-all attempts at liberty within and 
without its borders. • 

As in 1842, Marx demRnded an immediate war with 
Russia, both because no attempt at demo~ratic revolu
tion could succeed in Germany in view of the certainty of 
Russian intervention, and as a means of welding the 
German principalities into a uniteldemocratic whole in 
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opposition to a power whose entire influence was ranged 
on the side of the dynastic element in European politics ; 
perhaps also in order to aid tMse scattered revolu
tionary forces ~-ithin Russia itself to the existence of 
whi~kunin' used to make constant mysterious refer
ences. Marx was prepared to sacrifice maJiy other con
siderations to the ends of German unity-Lsince in its 
disunion he, no less than Hegel and Bismarck, saw the 
cause at once of its weakness, its inefficiency and its 
political backwardness. He was neither a romantic, nor 
a nationalist, and regarded small nations, and even feder
ations, as so many obsolete surviTals impeding social 
and economic progress. He therefore acted quite con
sistently in publicly approving_ the German invasion 
of the D~sh province of Schl'l!sw~-Holstein; an act, 
the op~,n Ollllipport of which by most of the leading 

l;erman demofdfts, caused considerabl~ embarrassment 
to their allies amon~ the liberals and constitu~ionalists 
of other lands. 

He denounced the successiort of short-lived liberal 
governments which, easily and, it seemed to him, almost 

•with relief, allowed the power to slip through their 
grasp back into that of the king and his party. There 
..:ere furious outbursts against " emtlty chatter " -and 
of" parliamentary cretinism" in Frankfurt, which ended 
in a storm of indignation hardly paralleled in Das 
Kapital itself. He did not either. then or later despair 
of the ultimate outcome of the conflict, but his conception 
of the revolutionary tactics, and his view of the intelligence 
and reliability of the masses and their leaders, changed 
violently : he declared their ow1! incurable stupidity 
to be a greater obstacle to their progress than capitalism 
itself. His o>vn policy, as it turned out, proved as 
impracticabl,. as that of the intransigent radicals whom 
he denouncea. In his subsequent analysis he attributed 
the disastrous resu11j of the revolution to the weakness 
of the bourgeoisie,lthe ineffectiveness of the parlia-

• 
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mentary liberals, but principally to the .Political blind- • 
ness of the infinitely gullible masses, ~stinately loyal 
to the agents of the'k own worst enemy, who deceived 
and flattered them and led them only ~o easily to their 
destruction. If the rest of his life was spen~ much 
over purely• tactical problems, as much in consideration 
of what m~hod it was best for revolutionary leaders 
to adopt in the interests of their uncomprehending 
flock, as in the analysis of its actual condition, this was 
largely due to the lesson of the German revolution. 
In I 849, after the failure of the risings in Vienna and in 
Dresden, he wrote ,-iolent diatribes against liberals of all 
persuasions as being cowards and saboteurs, still hypno
tized by the king and his drill sergeants, f~htened by 
the thought of too jefitite a victory, prepareS. to betray 
the revolution for fear of the dangerous f'Wie'.::s which it 

- -· might release, ~d so virtually defeated"btiore they began. 
He decTared that, even if the bol!Igeoisie succeeded in 
making its corrupt deal with the enemy at the expense of 
its allies among the pet1te boorgeoisie and the workers, at 
best it would not gain more than had been won by 
French liberals under the July monarchy in France;
while at worst the bargain would be repudiated by the 
king and becorf:le the prelude to a new monarc~st 
terror. No other journal in Germany dared to go as 
far in denouncing the government. The uncompromis
ing directness of tl;tese <!nalyses, and the audacity of 
the conclusions which Marx drew from them, fascinated 
his readers against their will, although unmistakable 
signs of panic began to show themselves among the 
shareholders. • ' 

By July, 1848, the ~eroic phase of the Paris revolu
tion had spent itself, an<i the conservative forces began 
to rally their strength. The socialist and,radical mem
bers of the Government, Louis Blanc, Albert, Flacon, 
were forced to resign. The wor.\kers rebelled against 
the right-wing republicans who emained in power, 
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• threw up barricades, and after three days' hand-to
hand fighting l1 the streets, were dispersed and routed 
by the National Guard and troops ~hich remained loyal 
to the G:JVern~nt. The July emeute may be considered 
as th~t purely socialist rising in Europe, consciously 
directed against liberals no less than againsflegitimists. 
Blanqui and Barbes called upon the ped'ple to seize 
power and establish an armed dictatorship: the spectre 
of the Communist Manifesto acquired substance at 
last ; for the first time revolutionary socialism revealed 
itself in that savage and menacing aspect in which it 
has appeared ever since to its oppo!lents in every land. 

Marx reacted at once. Against the frantic protests of 
the owners of his newspaper, who looked upon all forms 
of bloodsiJ.~d and violence wit~ Ij"Ofound horror, he 

.,fublisht;,d ~ng and fiery leading article, taking as his 
subject the fun.er!l accorded by the Stat& to the soldiers 
killed during the ri()ts in Paris : • 

"The fraternity of the two opposing classes (one of 
which exploits the other) which in February was in
scribed in huge letters upon all the fas;ades of Paris, 

•upon all the prisons and all the barracks ... this 
fraternity )asted just so long as the interests of the 
b~urgeoisie could fraternize with the• interests of •the 
proletariat. Pedants of the old revolutionary tradition 
of 1793, socialist systematizers who begged the bour
geoisie to grant favours to th~ people, and were allowed 
to preach long sermons . • • needed to lull the pro
letarian lion to sleep, republicans who wanted the 
whole of the old bourgeois system, minus the crowned 
figurehead, legitimists who did net wish to doff their 
livery but merely to change its <!ut-these had been the 
people's allies in the Februa"Y revolution ! Yet what 
the people ~ated ·was not Louis Philippe, but the 
crowned dommion of a class, capital enthroned. Never
theless, magnanimo~ as ever, it fancied it had destroyed 
its own enemies w en it had merely overthrown the 

• 
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enemy of its enem1es, the common enemy of them 
all. f 

" The clashes tha~spontaneously arise out of the con
ditions of bourgeois society must be fo~ht to tlrre bitter 
end ; they cannot be conjured out of existe~ The 
best form ~f State is the one in which opposed social 
tendencies <!re not slurred over . . . but secure free 
expression, and are thus resolved. But we shall be 
asked : ' Have you then no tears, no sighs, no words of 
sympathy for the victims of popular frenzy ? ' 

" The State will care for the widows and orphans of 
these men. They 4Nill be honoured in decrees : they 
will be given a splendid public funeral ; the official 
press will proclaim their memories immortal . . . but 
the plebeians, torljen,ed by hunger, rev~M in the 
newspapers, abandoned by the surgeons, stigmatized 
by all ' decent~ people as thieves, i'hc.¥ndiaries, con~ 
victs, t~ir wives and their childroo plunged in greater 
misery than ever, the best among the survivors trans
ported-surely the dei1"locra1ic press may claim the right 
to crown with laurel their sad and darkened brow ? " 

This article not unnaturally caused a panic among • 
the subscribers and the paper began to lose monel. 
Pre•ently the Prassian Government, by this time con
vinced it had nothing to fear from popular sentiment, 
ordered the dissolution of the democratic assembly. The 
latter replied by de.claring all taxes imposed by the 
government illegal. Marx vehemently supported this 
decision and called upon the people to resist attempts to 
collect the tax. This time the government acted 
promptly and order811!!. 'the immediate suppression of the 
Neue Rheinische Zeitunf. The last issue was printed in 
a red type, contained an •inflammatory article by Marx 
and a magnificent poem by Freiligrath, an~ was bought 
up as a collector's curiosity. l\1arx was arrested for 
incitement to sedition and tried before a Cologne jury. 
He turned the occa.sion into the opp\rtunity of delivering 
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a speech of great length and erudition in which he 
analysed in dltail the social and political situation in 
Germany and abroad. The result was more than un
expect~ : thejoreman of the jury in announcing the 
acqu~f the accused said that he wished to thank him 
in his own name and that of the jury for at unusually 
instructive and interesting lecture by whicl-P they had all 
greatly profited. The Prussian government, which had 
annulled his Prussian citizenship four years previously, 
unable to reverse the verdict itself, in July 1849 expelled 
him from the Rhineland. He went to Paris, where the 
Bonapartist agitation in favour of -N"apoleon's nephew 
made the political situation even more confused than 
before, and it looked as if something of importance 
might oC£~r at any moment. ~i~ collaborators scat
tered in various directions : Engels, who disliked in-

~ctivity, and de<!lared he had nothing. to lose, joined 
the Paris legron c<rommanded by Willich, ~ single
minded communist and capable commander, whom 
Marx detested as a romantic ativenturer, and Engels 
admired for his sincerity, coolness and personal cour-

• age. The legion was defeated in Baden by the royal 
forces without difficulty, and retired in good order to 
t~e frontier of the Swiss Confederatit~n, where it .dis
persed. The majority of the survivors crossed into 
Switzerlan.d, among them Engels, who preserved the 
pleasantest memories of his experiepces on this occasion, 
and in later life used to enjoy telling the history of 
the campaign, which he represented as a gay and 
agreeable episode of no particular importance. Marx, 
whose capacity for enjoyment w<l~ore limited, found 
Paris a melancholy place. The•revolution had patently 
failed. Legitimist, Orleanisteand Bonapartist intrigue 
were between them undermining whatever remained 
of the democ,atic structure : such socialists and radicals 
as had not fled were either in prison or liable to find 
themselves there atJany moment. The appearance of 
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Marx, who was by this time a figure, of European 
notoriety, was highly unwelcome to the Government. 
Soon after his arrival~e was presented with the alterna
tive of leaving France or retiring to the.Iistant-1!rarshes 
of the Morb~han in Brittany. Of free countrie~gium 
was closed to him ; Switzerland, which had expelled 
Weitling anti showed little friendliness t9 Bakunin, 
was unlikely to permit him to stay : only one European 
country placed no obstacle in his path. Marx arrived 
in Paris from the Rhineland in July ; a month later a 
subscription among his friends, among whom Lassalle's 
name occurs for tht! first time, enabled him to pay his 
fare to England. He arrived in London on the 24th 
August, r849; his fa~ly followed a montiJ.later, and 
Engels, after dallyiaJ.g m Switzerland, ancJ ~naking a 
long and agreeable sea voyage from Genoa, came in th~ 
beginning of Nowember. He found ~rx convinced 
that the revolution might at an:f moment break out 
once more, and engaged on a pamphlet against the 
conservative republic. • • 

• 
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'. • CHAPTER VIII 

~XILE I~ LONDON ; THE FIRST PHaSE 

There is only one antidote to mental sufferi!!g, and that is 
physical pain. 

KARL MARX, Herr Vogt. 

MARX arrived in London in I 849 expecting to stay 
in England for a few weeks, perhaps months : and in 
fact lived there uninterruptedly untTl his death in 1883. 
The isolation of England intellectually and socially 
from the wain currents of Co~inental life had always 
been grent, · and the middle yea$ of the nineteenth 

~entury offered no exception. The issues which shook 
the Continent. t~ok many years to cooss the English 
Channel, and when they did, did so in some -;ew and 
peculiar shape, transformed and anglicized in the pro
cess of transition. Foreign-revoiutionaries were on the 
whole left unmolested, provided they behaved them-

• selves in an orderly and inconspicuous manner, but 
n'ither was any kind of contact established with them. 
Their hosts treated them with correctness and civi\ity, 
mingled with a mild indifference to their affairs, which 
at once irritated and amused them. Revolutionaries 
and men of letters, who for many :years had spent their 
lives in a ferment of intellectual and political acitvity, 
found the London atmosphere inhumanly cold. The 
sense of total isolation and exile was brought home 
to them even more sharply by lh~benevolent, distant, 
often slightly patronizing manner in which they were 
treated by the few Englishml'n with whom they came 
into contac~ and while this tolerant and civiliz'ed 
attitude did indeed create a vacuum, in which it was 
possible to recover physically and morally after the 
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nightmare of r849, the very distance from events which • 
created this feeling of tranquillity, the imfnense stability 
which 'the capitalis\ regime appeared to possess in 
England, the complete absence of a~ symjjliOm of 
revolution, at times tended to induce a sens~hope
less stagna~on which demoralized and embittered all 
but very fe,,_ of the men engaged in it. In the case 
of Marx desperate poverty and squalor were added 
factors in desiccating his never unduly romantic or pliant 
character. While these years of enforced inactivity 
benefited him as a thinker and a revolutionary, they 
caused him to ret~e almost entirely into the narrow 
circle composed of his family, Engels, and a few inti
mate friends, such as Liebknecht, Wolff and Freiligrath. 
As a public perso1'li~ his natural harshnts~, aggres
siveness, and jealousy, his desire to crtfsh all rivals, 
increased with years ; his dislike at the society i~ 
which l!e lived •became more and. more• acute and his 
personal contact with individual members of it more 
and more difficult : he q\.\llrrelled easily and disliked 
reconciliation. While he had Engels to lean on he 
required no other help ; and towards the end of his life • 
when the respect and admiration which he received were 
at t~eir highest, !10 one else dared to approach him t~o 
closely for fear of some particularly ~mmiliating rebuff. 
Like many great men he liked flattery, and even more, 
total submission :in his las~ years he obtained both in full 
measure, and died in greater honour and material comfort 
than he had enjoyed during any previous period of his life. 

These were the years in which romantic patriots, like 
Kossuth or GaribaJ.rij, ·were feted and publicly cheered 
in the streets of Lo~don ; they were regarded as 
picturesque figures from. whom heroic behaviour and 
noble words were to be expected, rather than as interest
ing or distinguished men with whom hu~an relations 
could be established. The majority of their followers 
\Vere looked upo~ as harmless e\centrics, as indeed 
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many of them were. Marx, who did not possess 
sufficient fa~ or charm to attract such attention, 
found himself with few friends, an; practically penniless, 
in a c~ntry w~ich, although he mad visited it less than 
three.,..rs previously, he knew very superficially. He 
remained in this isolated condition all his tife. Living 
as he did in the midst of an immensely v11riegated and 
thriving society, then in the very heyday of the phe
nomenal growth of its economic and political power, 
he remained all his life remarkably insulated from it, 
treating it solely as an object of scientific observation. 
The collapse of militant radicalism. abroad left him no 
choice, at any rate for a time, but that of a life of obser
vation and scholarship. The important consequence 
of this Wjl!! that, since the mate~al ~pon which he drew 
was largely ""'fnglish, being confint!d to what could be 

~ound in the libcary of the British Museum, he relied 
for the evider!ce for.his hypotheses an~ genel'!Plizations 
almost entirely on English authors and experience. 
Those pieces of detailed SQCial iind historical research, 
which form the best and most original chapters in 

• Das Kapital, are chiefly occupied with periods for 
which most of the evidence could be obtained from 
d\e financial columns of the Econ~mist newspiper, 
from economic histories, from statistical material to be 
found in government Blue Books (which he was the 
first scholar to put to serio14s scientific use) and other 
sources to which access could be" had without leaving 
the confines of London. It was done in the midst 
of a life spent in ceaseless agitation and practical organiz
ing activity, but with an air of extr~e aloofness, as if the 
writer were situated many mil~ from the .scene of his 
discussion, a fact which sometimes causes an entirely 
false impression of Marx, as h;1ving grown, during the 
years of exil~, into a remote and detached man of learn
ing who at the age of thirty-two had left the life of action 
behind him to enyge in purely t~eoretical inquiries. 
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The moment at which Marx arrived ii England was 
singularly unfavourable to any prospects of the revolu
tion. The mass ~vement to which Continental 
socialists looked as a model of organ~ed pr~tarian 
action amo~ the most highly industrialized afllf!"'there
fore the most socially advanced European nation
Chartism-11ad lately suffered an overwhelming defeat : 
foreign observers, including Engels, had seriously over
estimated its strength. It was a loose congeries of 
heterogeneous interest:; and persons, and included 
romantic Tories, advanced radicals influenced by 
Continental mode};>, evangelical reformers, philo
sophical radicals, dispossessed farmers and artisans, 
apocalyptic visionaries. They were united by a com
mon horror of th~gr~wing pauperizati~·aw_d social 
degradation of the lower middle class ~ich marked 
every advance ~f the industrial revo~tion ; many of._ 
them retbiled from all thought of \<lolence and belonged 
to the class so contemptuously referred to in the Com
munist Manifesto as• " e€onomists, philanthropists 
humanitarian improvers of the conditions of the work
ing class, organizers of charity, members of societies • 
for the prevention of cruelty to animals, temperance 
fanatics, hole-and-corner reformers of every imaginab,e 
kind." 

The movement was badly organized. Its leaders 
neither agreed among themselves nor possessed indivi
dually, and still less collectively, clear beliefs as to the 
ends to be set before their followers, or the means to be 
adopted for their realization. The most steadfast 
members of the m•einent were those trade unionists 
of the future, who wer~ principally anxious to improve 
the conditions and wages '{)f labour, and were interested 
in wider questions only so far as they COiferned their 
particular cause. It is doubtful whether a serious 
revolutionary movement could under any circumstances 
have been created. out of this pe~liar amalga~. As 
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it was, nothing. happened. It may have been the 
specious reliel afforded by the great Reform Bill, or 
the ~ower of Nonconformity whi~ origi~a_lly st~mmed 
the tH~ At a~ rate by 185o tht!'great cns1s wh1ch had 
begun-.1847 was over. It was succeeded by the first 
consciously recognized economic boom i~ European 
history, which enormously increased the ra~ of develop
ment of industry and commerce and extinguished the 
last embers of the Chartist conflagration. Organizers 
and agitators remained to fight the workers' wrongs, but 
the exasperated years of Peterloo and the Tolpuddle 
martyrs, which, in the grim and moving pamphlets of 
Hodgskin and Bray, and the savage irony of William 
Cobbett, have left a bitter record of stupid oppression 
and wid~~ad social ruin, wel'e ijsensibly giving way 
to the milde~ge of John Stuart ~ill and the English 

.,.positivists with t'heir socialist sympathi~s, the Christian 
Socialism of t~e sixti&:s, and the essentially nort'political 
trade-unionism of such prudent and cautious opportunists 
as Cremer or Lucraft, wh~ disrt-usted the attempts of 
foreign doctrinaires to teach them their own task. 

• Marx naturally began by establishing contact with 
the German exiles. London at this time contained a 
c~nflux of German emigres, member~ of the dissolved 
revolutionary committees, exiled poets and intellectuals, 
vaguely radical German artisans who had settled in 
England long before the r(Woluti_on, and active com
munists lately expelled from France or Switzerland, who 
attempted to reconstitute the Communist League and 
to renew relations with sympathetic English radicals. 
Marx followed his usual tactics ~uw kept rigidly to the 
society of the Germans ; he ~elieved firmly that the 
revolution was not over: itldeed he remained con
vinced of t~s until the coup d'etat which placed Louis 
Napoleon on the throne of France. Meanwhile he 
spent what he regarded as a mere lull during the battle 
in the normal activi,es of life in exile '• attending meetings 
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of refugees, and quarrelling endlessly 'Wth those who 
incurred his suspicion. The cultured and fastidious 
Herzen, who was in "ondon at this time, conceived a 
violent dislike for hrm, and in his 1111emoir~ave a 
malicious ~d brilliant description of the posi• occu
pied by Marx and his followers then and later, among 
the other p~litical emz'gres. The Germans in general 
were notoriously incapable of co-operating with · the 
other exiles, Italians, Russians, Poles, Hungarians, 
whose lack of method and passion for intense personal 
relations shocked and disgusted them. The latter, for 
their part, found '-he Germans equally unattractive ; 
they disliked their woodenness, their coarse manners, 
their colossal vanity, above all their sordid an~ unceasing 
internecine feuds, ~ tte course of whic~oiias usual 
for intimate details of private life to be d6gged into the 
open and brut.Ily caricatured in the •pj.~blic Press. • 

The -c!isasters of 1848 did not -indeed shake Marx's 
theoretical beliefs, but they forced him seriously to 
revise his political prograll'l.me. In the years 1847-8 
he was so far influenced by the propaganda of Weitling 
and Blanqui as to begin to believe, against his natural, • 
Hegelian, inclination, that a successful revolution could 
be !hade only by means of a coup d'etat, carried out by 
a small and resolute body of trained revoluti@naries, who 
having seized power, would hold it, constituting them
selves the executive .com~ittee of the masses in whose 
name they would act. This body would function as 
the spear-head of the proletarian attack. The broad 
masses of the working class after years of bondage and 
darkness cannot b~xi;ected to be ripe either for self
government, or for the control and liquidation of the 
forces they have displace~. A party must therefore be 
formed which shall function as a politica~ intellectual, 
and legislative elite of the people, enjoying its confi
dence in virtue of its disinterestedness, its superior 
training and its ppctical insight i1to the needs of the 
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immediate sit14ation, able to guide the people's uncertmr
steps during the first period of its new freedom. This' 
necessary interlude he termed t~ state of permanent 
revolu~n, during which th~re is the class dictatorship 
of the 1!toletariat over the rest " as a nec~sary inter
mediate step to the abolition of all class distinctions, to 
the abolition of all the existing productive reiations upon 
which these distinctions rest, to the abolition of all 
social relations which correspond to these productive 
relations, and to the complete reversal of all ideas which 
derive from these social relations." But here, although 
the end is clear, the means are left ctlmparatively vague. 
The " permanent revolution " is to be brought about 
by the di~atorship of the prole.ariat : but how is this 
stage to -~cted and what form if it to take ? There 
is no doubt tn<.t by 1848 Marx thought of it in terms of 

"a self-appointe~ 'lite : not indeed work.:ng in secret, or 
headed by a single aictatorial figure, as advocated by 
Bakunin, but as Babeuf had conceived it in 1796, a small 
body of convinced and ruthless "individuals, who were 
to wield dictatorial power and educate the proletariat 

• until it reached a level at which it comprehended its 
p~oper task. It was as a means to this that he advocated 
in Cologne in 1848-9 a temporary ;tliance with'the 
leaders of the radical bourgeoisie. The petite bour
geoisie struggling against the pressure of the classes 
immediately above it is the" workers' natural ally at 
this stage: but being unable to rule by its own strength, 
it will become more and more dependent on the workers' 
support, until the moment arrives at which the workers, 
already economic masters of th~' s!Phation, acquire the 
official forms of political power, whether by a violent 
coup, or by gradual pressure. • This doctrine is familiar 
to the worl~ecause it was adopted by Lenin and was 
put into practice with the most literal fidelity by him 
and by Trotsky in Russia in 1917. Marx himself, 
however, in the liglf of the events of 1848, abandoned 
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it, at any rate in practice, in vital resP.ects. He dis
carded the whole conception of the elite~ which seemed 
to him powerless t(\ effect anything in the face of a 
hostile regular army lnd a supine and eintrain~prole
tariat. The leaders of the workers were devoMP'neither 
of courage • nor 9£ practical sense, yet it would plainly 
have been •quite impossible for them to remain in 
power in r848 against the combined force of the 
royalists, the army and the upper middle class. Un
less the proletariat as a whole is made conscious of its 
historic part, its leaders are helpless. They may pro
voke an armed risil'!.g, but cannot hope to retain its fruits. 
without conscious and intelligent support from the 
majority of the worki~ class. Consequent~, the vital 
lesson which the <t'ents of 1848 contain~ccording 
to Marx, that the first duty of a revo~ionary leader 
is to dissemi~te among the mass~ the conscious-· 
ness or their destiny and their lask. -:rnevitably this 
is a lengthy and laborious process, but unless it is per
formed, nothing will be aclotieved, save the squandering 
of revolutionary energy in sporadic outbursts led by 
adventurers and hot-heads, which, having no real basis• 
in the popular will, must inevitably be defeated after 
a short period tJf triumph, by the recovered forces• of 
reaction, and be followed by brutal repression which 
cripples the proletariat for many years to come. On 
this ground he denol)nced•, on the eve of its occurrence, 
the revolution which resulted in the Paris Commune 
of r87r : although later, and largely for tactical motives, 
he wrote it a •moving and eloquent epitaph. 

The second poi« on which he radically changed his 
views was the possibility of collaboration with the 
bourgeoisie. Theoretic:tlly, he still believed that the 
dialectic of history necessitated a petit bojlgeois regime 
as a prelude to complete communism ; but the strength 
of this class in Germany and' France, and its open 
determination to • protect itself against its proletariaill 

• 
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• ally, convince~ him that a compact with it would mili
tate against the workers as the weaker power : the plan 
to govern from behind the sceneSJCOUld not be realized 
yet. "Nlis ha~ been the chief point of difference 
betwee~im and the Cologne communis~s who had 
opposed alliance with the liberals a,:; being suicidal 
<lpportunism. He now maintained their p"oint of view 
himself, although not for their reasons : not, that is to 
say, because opportunism was morally degrading or 
necessarily self-defeating, but because it was in this 
particular case bound to be unsuccessful, bound to con
fuse issues in a party, not too securely organized, and 
to lead to internal weakness and defeat. Hence his 
continued insistence in later years on preserving the 
purity o~ party, and its fr~edpn from any com
promising e~glements. The policy of gradual ex-

• pansion and th~ s!ow conquest of politicaJ power through 
recognized parliamentary institutions, accompai'iied by 
systematic pressure on an international scale upon 
employers through trade u111ions• and similar organiza
tions, as a means of securing improved economic 

• ·conditions for their workers, which characterizes the 
tactics of socialist parties in the late nineteenth and 
ea~ly twentieth centuries, was the legitimate pro~ct 
of Marx's analysis of the causes of the catastrophe of 
the revolutionary year 1848. 

His main objective-the ereation of conditions in 
which the dictatorship of the proletariat, " the per
manent revolution," might be realized-was left un
affected : the bourgeoisie and all its institutions were 
inevitably doomed to extinction.' "'i'he process might 
take longer than he had originally supposed ; if so, the 
proletariat must be taught ~atience ; not until the 
situation itseJt is ripe for intervention must the leaders 
call for action : in the meanwhile it must devote itself 
to husbanding, organizing and disciplining its forces 
into readiness for the decisive cri.fis. History has 

• 
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offered a curious commentary on this c~nclusion : the • 
makers of the communist revolution in Russia, by acting • 
in accordance with $e earlier view, and striking while 
the popular masses ~re palpably unriJe for t~r task, 
did, at any .ate, succeed in averting the conse~nces of 
1848 and 1871 :. while at this same period, the German 
and Austria\1 social democrats, faithful to the orthodox 
doctrine, by moving carefully and with caution, and 
expending their energy upon the education of the masses 
to a sense of their mission, were overwhelmed by the 
re-organized reactionary class, whose strength the 
march of history,• and constant sapping on the part 
of the proletariat, should long before have finally 
undermined. 

Meanwhile no ~n • of revolution coul~ detected 
anywhere, and the mood of irrationa~ti;;ism was 
succeeded by .one of profound d~ression. " One 
cannot•recollect those days without acute pain," wrote 
Herzen in his memoirs. " •.. France was moving 
with the velocity of a falli~ star towards the inevitable 
coup d'etat. Germany lay prostrate at the feet of Czar 
Nicholas, dragged down by wretched, betrayed Hungary.-· 
. . . the revolutionaries carried on empty agitation. 
Ev~ the most ~erious persons are sometimes overco~e 
by the fascination of mere forms, and manage to convince 
themselves that they are in fact doing something if 
they hold meetings with a•mass of documents and proto
cols, conferences at which facts are recorded, decisions 
are taken, proclamations are printed, and so forth. 
The bureaucracy of the revolution is capable of losing 
itself in this sort -thing just as much as real official
dom : England teems with hundreds of associations 
of this sort : solemn m!etings take place which dukes 
and peers of the realm, clergymen a~ secretaries, 
ceremoniously attend : treasurers collect funds, journ
alists write articles, all are busily engaged in doing 
nothing at all. ~hese philanthropic or religious gather-

t 

• 
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• 1ngs fulfil the double function of serving as a form of 
amusement an•d acting as a sop to the troubled con
sciences of these somewhat wol;ldly Christians . . . 
The ~le thini was a contradict~n in terms : an open 
conspintlllf, a plot concocted behind open doors." 

In the sultry atmosphere of co12tinu~ intrigue, 
suspicion and recrimination which fills the' early years 
of any large political emigration whose members are 
bound to each other by circumstances rather than by 
any clearly conceived common cause, Marx spent his 
first two years in London. He resolutely declined to 
have any dealings with Herzen, Mazzini and their 
associates, but he was not inactive. He edited the 
Neue Rheinische Zeitung as a review, organized com
mittees t~p refugees, publistedll highly successful 
denunciabo~the methods of the police in the Cologne 
trials of his assooiates, tracking down a~d exposing the 
g~oss forgeries • and perjury perpetrated by its lrgents ; 
which, if it did not free his comrades, made trials of the 
same kind more difficult in t~ fut"Ore ; carried on a ven
,detta against Willich within the Communist league, and, 

-believing that an institution which promotes half-truths 
is more dangerous than total inactivity, and is better dead, 
by• remorseless intrigue brought about' its dissolurton. 
Having thus successfully torpedoed his own former asso
,ciates, and feeling nothing but contempt for the rest of 
the emigration as a collection 8f ineffective and harmless 
.chatterers, he constituted himself and Engels as an 
independent centre of propaganda, a personal union 
round which the broken and scattered remnants of 
,German Communism would gradu~ be gathered into 
a force once more. The plan was successful. 

His most important writing!! of this period are con
,cerned with~he recent events in France: his style, 
,often opaque and obscure when dealing with abstract 
issues, is luminous when dealing with facts. The 
.essays on the class struggle in Franc~, and the articles 

• 
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reprinted under the title The Eighte~nth Brumaire • 
of Louis Bonaparte, are models of penetrating and 
cruel pamphleteering. The two pamphlets cover much 
of the same ground\and give a briWant, p~mical 
description of the revolution and the second ~~~Ppublic, 
analysing i~ detail the relations and interplay of the 
political, ecooom.ic and personal factors, in terms of the 
alignment of classes whose needs they embody. In a 
series of sharp, epigrammatic sketches the leading 
representatives of the various parties are classified and 
assigned· to the classes on whose support they depend. 
The evolution of ihe political situation from vague 
liberalism to the conservative republic, and thence to 
the open class-struggle, ending in naked d~otism, is 
represented as a tr\ve:!ty of the events of.A> : then 
every successive pliase was more vi ole~ and- revolu
tionary than the last ; in 1848 the exact reverse 
occurretl. : in june the proletar~t was• deserted and 
betrayed by its petit bourgeois allies ; later those 
were in their turn aeandooed by the middle class ; 
finally they too were outmanreuvred by the great land
owners and financiers and delivered into the hands of • 
the army and Louis Napoleon. Nor could this have 
beew prevented -by a different policy on the part tf 
individual politicians since it was the inescapable result 
of the stage of historical development reached by French 
society at this time. 

Marx's other activities at this period included popular 
lectures on political economy to the German Workers' 
Educational Union, and finally a considerable corre
spondence with ·e· German revolutionaries now 
scattered everywhere, !md notably with Engels, who 
reluctantly and unhappil,., having no other means of 
supporting himself, made his peace with.his parents 
and settled down in Manchester to work· in the office 
of his father's firm of cotton-spinners. The compara
tive security which he obtained by this means he used 

• • 
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to support Marx, materially and intellectually, during 
the remainde; of the latter's long life. Marx's own 
financial position was desperate : he had no regular 
sourc~of incowe, a growing farJily, and a reputation 
which ....-ecluded the possibility of employment by 
any respectable concern. The squalid •poverty in 
which he and his family lived during· the -next twenty 
years, and the unspeakable humiliations which this 
entailed, have often been described : at first the family 
wandered from one hovel to another, from Chelsea 
to Leicester Square and thence to the disease-ridden 
slums of Soho ; often there was .no money to pay 
the tradesmen and the family would literally starve 
until a loan or the arrival of a pound note from Engels 
tempora.til..._eased the situation~ ,metimes the entire 
clothing o~ family was in pawn, and they were 
forced to sit fot" hours without light · or food, inter
rupted only ~y the. visits of dunning• creditO!'S, who 
were met on the doorstep by one or other of the 
children with the unvaryi.ng and automatic answer, 
" Mr. Marx ain't upstairs." 

A lively description of the conditions in which he 
lived during the first seven years ·of exile survives in 
tl!e report of a Prussian spy who SOJinehow contlilved 
to worm his way into the Dean Street establishment : 
" . . . He lives in one of the worst and cheapest neigh
bourhoods in London. He oa:cupies two rooms. There 
is not one clean or decent piece of furniture in either 
room, everything is broken, tattered, and torn, with 
thick dust over everything . . . manuscripts, books and 
newspapers lie beside the children'~ys, bits and pieces 
from his wife's sewing basket, tups with broken rims, 
dirty spoons, knives, forks, lamps, an inkpot,.tumblers, 
pipes, tobaC$0 ash-all piled up on the same table. On 
entering the room smoke and tobacco fumes make your 
eyes water to such an extent that at first you seem to 
be groping about in a cavern-until _YOU get used to it, 

• 
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and manage to make out certain objects in the haze. • 
Sitting down is a dangerous business. · Here is a chair 
with only three leg~ there another which hap~ens to 
be whole, on which the children are pl!ying at cooking. 
That is t~ one that is offered to the visito~but the 
children's cookiilg is not removed, and if you sit down 
you risk a pair of trousers. But all these things do not 
in the least embarrass Marx or his wife. You ate 
received in the most friendly way and are cordially 
offered pipes, tobacco, and whatever else there may 
happen to be. Presently a clever and interesting 
conversation arise~ which repays for all the domes
tic deficiencies and this makes the discomfort bear-
able ... " 1 

• , 

A man of geniu~.forced to live in a ga~ go into 
hiding when his creditors grow importul'ate, or to lie in 
bed b~cause hios clothes are pawned, ~s.a conventional 
subject of gay and sentimental confedy. Marx was not a 
bohemian, and his misfortunes affected him tragically. 
He was proud, excessi;ely t1J.in-skinned, and made great 
demands upon the world : the petty humiliations and • 
insults to which his condition exposed him, the frustra
tion of his desire for the commanding position to wh~h 
he ~thought himself entitled, the repression of his 
colossal natural vitality, made him turn in upon himself 
in paroxysms of hatred and of rage. His bitter feeling 
often found outlet -in his writings and in long and 
savage personal vendettas. He saw plots and con
spiracies everywhere ; the more his victims protested 
their innocence, the Il!Ore convinced he became of their 
duplicity and the~gujlt. 

His mode ·of living consisted of daily visits to 
the British Museum r~ading-room, where he nor
mally remained from nine in the morl!ing until it 
closed at seven ; this was followed by long hours 

1 Quoted from Karl Jli!arx, Man and Fighter, by B. Nicol
aievsky and 0. Maenchen-Helfen. 
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• of work at ni~ht, accompanied by ceaseless smoking, 
which from a luxury had become an indispensable 
anodyne ; his· health was affec)ed permanently and 
he be~ame lia!j(e to frequent attacks of a disease of 
the liv~ sometimes accompanied by boW.s · and an 
inflammation of the eyes, which int~rfered with his 
work, exhausted and irritated him, and \nterrupted 
his never certain means of livelihood. " I am plagued 
like Job, though not so God-fearing," he wrote in 1858. 
"Everything that these gentlemen [the doctors] say 
boils down to the fact that one ought to be a prosperous 
rentier and not a poor devil like me, lts poor as a church 
mouse." Engels, whose annual income during those 
yeai! doe-not appear to have exceeded one hundred 
pounds, ~which, as his father'l representative, he 
had to keep ~ a respectable establishment in Man
chester, could ~O"t, with all his generosity, affor<1 much 
systematic help at firs! : occasionally, friends in Cologne, 
or generous German socialists like Liebknecht or 
Freiligrath, managed to c~lect • small sums for him, 

- which, together with fees for occasional journalism, 
and occasional small legacies from relatives, enabled 
higJ- to continue on the very brink of subsistence. 
It is not therefore difficult to und~rstand tha;a he 
hated poverty, and the vicious slavery and degrada
tion which it entails, more passionately even than 
servility. The descriptions scatteFed in his works of. 

· life in industrial slums, in mining villages or planta
tions, and of the attitude of civilized opinion towards 
them, are given with a combinatipn of violent indigna
tion and frigid, wholly unhysteiica-r-'hitterness, which, 
particularly when his account grows detailed and his tone 
becomes unnaturally quiet and'"flat, possess a frightening 
quality and ~duce a sense of intolerable anger and shame 
in readers left unmoved by the fiery rhetoric of Carlyle, 
by the dignified and humane pleading of J. S. Mill, or by 
the sweeping eloquence of William Morris and the 

• 
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Christian Socialists. During these ye:.vs three of his • 
children, his two sons Guido and Edgar, and his 
daughter Franziska died, largely as a result of the condi
tions in which they .. lived. When F&mziska c1led he 
had no fl\Oney to pay for a coffin, and w~ rescued 
only by the g~;nerosity of a French refugee. The 
incident w~s described in harrowing detail in a letter 
written by Frau Marx to a fellow exile. She was herself 
often ill, and the children were looked after by their 
devoted family servant, Helene Demuth, who remained 
with them until the end. 

"I could not at!d cannot fetch the doctor," he wrote 
to Engels on one of these occasions, " because I have 
no money for the me~icine. For the last e~ht ~ ten 
days I have fed illtJ family on bread and ~toes, and 
to-day it is still doubtful whether I~hall be able to 
obtain even th!ise." • . . . 

He was uncommunicative by llll.ature, and less than 
anyone who has ever lived given to self-pity ; indeed, 
in his letters to Engers he -sometimes satirized his own 
misfortunes with a grim irony which may conceal 
from the casual reader the desperate condition in which .,. 
he frequently found himself. But when in 1856, his 
sotf Edgar, of •whom he was very fond, died at the 
age of six, it broke through even his iron reserve : 
" I have suffered. every kind of misfortune," he wrote 
to his friend, " but I h<.tve only just learnt what real 
unhappiness is . . . in the midst of all the suffering 
which I have gone through in these days the thought • 
of you, and your friendship, and the hope that we 
may still have ~mething reasonable to do in this 
world, has kept me ~pright. . . . 

" Bacon says that re~lly important people have so 
many contacts with nature and the W<¥"ld, have so 
much to interest them, that they easily get over any 
loss. -I am not of those important people. My child's 
death has affecte4 me so greatly that I feel the loss as 

' 
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• bitterly as on t,be first day. My wife is also completely 
broken down." 

The only form of pleasure which the family could 
allow ~tself wae an occasional picnic on Hampstead 
Heath ~ring the summer months. They .set out on 
Sunday morning from the house in Qtan Street, and, 
accompanied by the faithful Lenchen Demuth and one or 
two friends, carrying a basket of food and newspapers 
bought on the way, walked to Hampstead. There 
they would sit under the trees, and while the children 
played or picked flowers, their elders would talk, or 
read or sleep. As the afternoon "ore on, the mood 
grew more and more gay, particularly when the jovial 
Engl'is Wois present. They jojed, sang, ran races, 
Marx r~ poetry, which he '? fond of doing, 
took the chil<\en for rides on his back, entertained 
everyone, and,. :1§ a final turn, would ~¥Jlemnly mount 
and ride a donkey U{' and down in front of the

6 
party, 

a sight which never failed to give general pleasure. 
At nightfall they would -walk• back, often singing 
patriotic German or English songs on their way home 

._ to Soho. These agreeable occasions were, however, 
few and rare, and did little to lighten what Marx himself 
in •one of his letters to Engels called th~ sleepless n'tght 
of exile. 

To this condition some slight relief was brought by 
the sudden invitation to writ<! regular articles on affairs 
in Europe for the New York Daily Tribune. The 
offer was made by Charles Augustus Dana, its foreign 
editor, who had been introduced to Marx by Freiligrath 
in Cologne in 1849, and was gr~~tl1"impressed by his 
political shrewdness. The New York Tribune was a 
radical newspaper, founded by~ group of American fol
lowers of FC*Irier, which had at this pe!'iod a circulation 
of over 2oo,ooo copies, then probably the greatest 
of any newspaper in the world ; its outlook was 
broadly progressive : in internal affairs it pursued an 
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anti-slavery, free trade policy, while in•foreign affairs • 
it attacked the principle of autocracy, and so found 
itself in opposition to virtually every governm.,ent in 
Europe. Marx, who stubbornly refuse~ offers of collab
oration in .Continental journals the tendency'of which 
he thought[eacloionary, accepted this offer with alacrity. 
The new correspondent was to be paid one pound 
sterling per article. For nearly ten years he wrote 
weekly despatches for it, roaming over a wide field of 
subjects, which are of some interest even now. Dana's 
first request to him was to write a series of articles 
on the strategy and tactics of both armies during the 
civil war in Germany and Austria, together with general 
comments on the ar• of modern warfare. • As ~arx 
was entirely igno&lt of the latter subject~ had at 
this period very little English, he foun!lthe request far 
from ~asy to fu!fil : but to refuse anyt~~ which offered 
a steady if meagre source of inc~me was unthinkable. 
In his perplexity he turned to Engels, who, as on so 
many occasions in l;ter 1ife, readily and obligingly 
wrote the articles and signed them with Marx's name. _.. 
Henceforward, whenever the subject was unknown or 
uncongenial to him, or he was prevented from wor~g 
by -"absence or •ill-health, Engels was applied to, and 
performed his task with such efficiency that the Tribune's 
London correspondent soon acquired a considerable 
popularity in America as • an exceptionally versatile and 
well-informed journalist, with a definite public of his 
own. 

Engels's articles oq the German revolution were re
printed as a pa!Wphlet by Marx called The German 
Revolution and Counter Revolution, and end with the 
assurance that the revo!Jtion is about to break out with 
even greater violence in the near future~ Later they 
admitted that they were over-optimistic. Marx formu
lated the celebrated generalization that only an economic 
slump can lead oo a successful revolution ; thus the 

• 
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• revolution of • I 848 was nurtured in the economic 
collapse of I847, and the boom of I8SI removed all 
hope of imminent political conflagration. 

He;"ceforth t4le attention of ~oth is concentrated 
upon d~cting symptoms of a major econamic crisis. 
Engels from his office in Manchester .filled his letters 
with information about the state of worrd markets ; 
gold losses by the Bank of England, the bankruptcy , 
of a flamburg bank, a bad harvest in France or America, 
are noted exultantly as indicating that the great crisis 
cannot be far off. In I 8 57 a genuine slump did at 
last occur on the required scale. It-was not, however, 
except in agricultural Italy, followed by any revolu
tior~ d<li'elopments. After thij there is less mention 
of inevit~ crises, and more discusifbn of the organiza
tion of a revo~tionary party. The acute disappoint-
ment had left jt~ effect. • • 

While Engels dealt with the military intelligence 
required by the American public, Marx published a 
rapid· succession of articles ~n English politics, internal 

- and external, on foreign policy, on Chartism, and the 
character of the various English ministries, which he 
be~ame expert at summing up in a few malicious 
sentences, usually at the expense of Tke Tzines, w~ch 
always remained his bugbear. He wrote a good deal 
about the English rule in India and in Ireland. India 
was, he declared, bound in any case to have been con
quered by a stronger power : 

" The question is not whether the English had any 
right to conquer India, but whe~her we should have 
preferred her to have been col)qu~ed by Turks or 
Persians, or Russians . . . Of course it is impossible 
to compel the English bourgeoi~ie to want the emancipa
tion or imp90vement of the social condition of the 
Indian masses, which depends not only.on the develop
ment of the forces of production, but on the ownership 
of them by the people. But what it •an do is to create 
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the material conditions for the realization-of this double • 
need." 

And again: "However melancholy we may find," 
he wrote in 1853," the spectacle of the fuin and desola
tion of these tens of thousands of industrious,"'peaceful, 
patriarchal, soci.tl groups ... suddenly cut off from 
their ancie;t civilization and their traditional means of 
existence, we must not forget that these idyllic village 
communities . . . always provided a firm basis to 
oriental despotism, confining the human intelligence 
within the narrowest limits, making of it the obedient 
traditional instrul'nent of superstition, stunting its 
growth, robbing it . . . of all capacity of historical 
activity ; let us not jorget the egoism of ~arb~ns 
who, concentrated~n an insignificant porti~ 4ilf earth's 
surface, watched unmoved while iiiJ.nense empires 
crum~led, unsp>eakable cruelties wer! ~;ommitted, the 
populations of entire cities wer~ butchered-observed 
this as if they were events in nature, and so themselves 
became the helpless • vicd'ms of every invader who 
happened to turn his attention to them. . . . In -
causing social revolution in India, England was, it is 
true, guided by the lowest motives, and conducte~ it 
durTy and woodenly. But that is not the point. The 
question is whether humanity can fulfil its purpose 
without a complete social revolution in Asia. If not, 
then England., in spite of"all her crimes, was the uncon
scious instrument of history in bringing about this 
revolution." • 

Of Ireland he said. that the cause of English labour 
was inextricably-bound up with the liberation of 
Ireland, whose cheap labour was a continual threat to 
the English unions, and•whose economic subjection, as 
in the analogous cases of serfdom in Russi«, and slavery 
in the United States, must be abolished before their 
English masters, among whom the English working 
class (who treated. the Irish much as the" poor whites" 
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' of the southe!iil states of America treated the negroes) 
must be included, could hope to emancipate themselves 
and create a free society. In both cases he' consistently 
underestimated •he force of rising ~ationalism : his hatred 
of all se}>l!ratism, as of all institutions founded on some 
purely traditional or emotional basis, bli.lilded him to their 
actual influence. In a similar spirit Engels~ writing of 
the Czechs, observed that the nationalism of the Western 
Slavs was an artificially preserved, unreal phenomenon, 
which could not long resist the advance of the superior 
German culture. Such absorption was a fate inevitably 
in store for all small and local civiliz~tions, in virtue of 
the force of historical gravitation which causes the 
sm•r t~e merged in the gre~r : a tendency which 
all progq>sifve parties should active~encourage. Both 
Marx and Enge~ believed that nationalism, together with 
religion and mlJifarism, were so many aJJachroni\ms, at 
once the by-products ~nd the bulwarks of the capitalist 
order, irrational, counter-revolutionary forces which, 
with the passing of their thaterial foundation, would 
automatically disappear. Marx's own tactical policy 

• with regard to them was to con,.sider whether in a given 
ca~ they operated for or against the proletarian cause, and 
to decide in accordance with this criterion alone, whether 
they were to be supported or attacked. Thus he favoured 
it in India and in Ireland, because it was a weapon in 
the fight against imperialism," and attacked the demo
cratic nationalism of Mazzini or Kossuth because in 
such countries as Italy, Hungary or Poland, it seemed 
to him to work merely for the rep!acement of a foreign 
by a native system of capitalist exf'toitation, and so 
to obstruct the social revolution. Among English 
politicians he attacked Russell \s a pseudo-radical who 
betrayed his•cause at every step, but his bete noire 
was undoubtedly Palmerston, whom he accused of being 
a disguised Russophile, and mocked for his sentimental 
support of small nationalities in Europe. He was, how-
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ever, a connoisseur of political skill in al~ its forms, and • 
confessed to a certain admiration for the elan and • 
adroitness with which that cynical and light-hearted 
3'l'.:tesman carried off•his most unscru~lous strd1\.es. 

His attacks on Palmerston brought him intc contact 
with an exceedi!Jgly odd and remarkable figure. David 
Urquhart !!ad in his youth been in the Diplomatic 
Service, and after becoming a warm Philhellene in 
Athens had been transferred to Constantinople, where 
he conceived a violent and life-long passion for Islam 
and the Turks, the " purity " of whose constitution he 
admired, and for ~he Church of Rome, with which he 
remained on excellent terms, although he was born and 
died a Calvinist, and ~ith this an equally vioJ;nt Wied 
for Whigs, free-tlli\Pe, the Church of Englanj, indus
trialism, and, in particular, the Russia~ Empire, whose 
malevolent an<J omnipotent influenc~ he regarded as 
responsible for all the evils in E~rope. • This eccentric 
figure, a picturesque survival from a more aristocratic age, 
sat in Parliament as art Independent for many years, and 
published a newspaper and numerous tracts devoted 
almost entirely to the sin_gle purpose of exposing Palmer- ... 
ston, whom he accused of being a hired agent of 
th~ Czar, eng:fged in a life-long attempt to sub~ert 
the moral order of \Vestern Europe in his master's 
interest. Even Palmerston's attitude during the Crimean 
War did not shake .him :• he explained it as a cunning 
ruse to cloak the nature of his real activities ; hence his 
deliberate sabotage of the entire campaign, which was de
signed to do Russia as little damage as possible. Marx, • 
who had somehellrl arrived at the same curious conclu
sion, was no less genuinely convinced of Palmerston's 
venality. The two m~n met and formed an alli
ance; Urquhart published anti-Palmerst~ian pamph
lets by Marx while Marx became an official U rquhartite, 
contributed to Urquhart's paper and appeared on the 
platforms of hili meetings. His articles were later · 

• 
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published as pamphlets. The most peculiar are 
• Palmerston, What Has He Done? and The Secret 

Diplomatic History of the Eighteenth Century, both 
of wbich were ~evoted to exposil\g the hidden hand of 
Russia i~ all major European disasters. Each was 
under the impression that he was skjlfully using the 
othet for his own ends : Marx thought -u rquhart a 
harmless monomaniac of whom use might be made ; 
Urquhart, for his part, thought highly of Marx's abilities 
as a propagandist, and on one occasion congratulated 
him on possessing an intelligence worthy of a Turk. 
This bizarre association continued- harmoniously, if 
intermittently, for a number of years. After the deaths 
of ~lmerston and Czar Nicholas, the alliance was 
gradually~dissolved. Marx obt~in•(¥}. a good deal of 
amusement, and as much financial help as he could get, 
from his relatio\ship with his strange p.jltron, of whom 
he soon grew 4\Iite f~d ; indeed, the latter was unique 
among his political allies in that their relation con
tinued to be entirely frien<ily until Urquhart's death. 

He found few sympathizers among the trade union 
• leaders. The ablest of them had either become followers 

of Owen, who by the shining example of his own 
ad\ievements, sought to prove the wiclted baseless!Tess 
of the doctrine of class war: or else, like Harney, were 
busy local labour leaders working for the immediate needs 
of this or that trade or industry, d.ead to wider issues, 
prepared to welcome all radicals equally in a federation 
called "The Fraternal Democrats," the very name of 

• which revolted Marx. The only Englishman who stood 
at all close to him in those days· wa. Ernest Jones, a 
revolutionary Chartist, who made a vain attempt to 
revive that dying movement' Jones was born and 
brought up ~n Germany and resembled more closely 
than anyone else in England the type of continental 
socialist familiar to Marx ; his views were too similar 
to those of the " True Socialists " ijess and Gri.in to 

• 
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please Marx entirely, but he needed allies, the choice • 
was limited, and he accepted Jones as the best and 
most advanced that England had to offer. J one~ who 
conceived a great admiration and affecti•n for Marx and 
his household, supplied him with a great deal_. of infor
mation about E~lish conditions ; it was he who turned 
Marx's att~ntion to the land enclosures which still 
went on in Scotland where many' hundreds of small 
tenants and crofters had been evicted to make room for 
deer parks and· pasture. The result was a vitriolic 
article by Marx in the New York Tribune on the private 
affairs of the Duc111:ss of Sutherland, who had expressed 
sympathy for the cause of the Negro slaves in America. 
The article, which is li sketch for the longer oilas~n 
Kapital, is a m!~erpiece of bitter and· ~bement 
eloquence, directly descended from tjw masterpieces 
of Voltaire and Marat, and a modei- ~or many later 
pieces· of socialist invective. Th<'attack is not so much 
personal as directed at the system under which a 
capricious old woman "no ntore deranged, heartless, and 
vindictive than the majority of her immediate society, .,. 
has it in her absolute power, with the full approval 
of her class and of public opinion, to humiliate, upr~ot 
anff ruin an entire population of honest and indus
trious men and women, rendered destitute overnight 
in a land which was rightfully theirs, since all that 
was man-made in it they <lnd their ancestors had created 
by their labour. 

Such pieces of social analysis and polemic pleased the 
American public no !ess than Marx's dry and ironical 
articles on fore~ affairs. The articles were well
informed, shrewd and detached in tone : they showed 
no particular power of r>rescience, nor was there any 
attempt to give a comprehensive survey of «lntemporary 
affairs as a whole : as a commentary on events they were 
less candid and less interesting than the letters which 
their author wrote to Engels at this period, but as 

• 

• 
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• journalism th~ were far in advance of their time. Marx's 
method was to present his readers with a rapid sketch 
of events or characters, emphasising hidden interests 
and tne activit)' likely to result Hom them, rather than 
the expli•it motiv~s furnished by the actors themselves, 
or the human or social value of this .or that measure 
or policy. This gives his journalism a highfy twentieth
century flavour, and exhibits more vividly than his 
theoretical writings, the genuine difference between 
his naturalistic, empirical, ethically neutral attitude, and 
that employed by the great majority of the more or 
less humanitarian and idealistic so~al historians and 
critics of his time. At the same time he was engaged 
iu.~e~g material for the e~nomic treatise which 
should ~erve as a weapon againsr_the vague idealism 
of the loosely \onnected radical groups, which, in his 
view, led to coi1fusion both of thought. and of action, 
and paralysed• the ~orts of such few clear-headed 
leaders as the workers possessed. He applied himself 
to the task of establishing, il!the place of this, a rigorous 
doctrine, unambiguous in theory and definite in prac-

• tice, adherence to which would. become at once the test, 
the reason and the guarantee of a united, and, above all, 
acnve body of social revolutionaries. "Their stre~th 
would derive from their unity, and their unity from the 
coherence of the practical beliefs which they had m 
common. 

The foundations of his doctrine were embodied in 
his previous writings, notably in the Communist 
Manifesto. In a letter written in 1852 he carefully 
stated what he regarded as original <lllfl1 it : " What I 
did that. was new was to prove ( r) that the existence of 
classes is only bound up with I'articular, historic phases 
in the deve14iipment of production; (2) that the class 
struggle necessarily leads to the dictatorship of the 
proletariat ; (3) that this dictatorship. itself only con
stitutes the transition to the abolition.of all classes and 

• 
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to a classless society." On these foundations the new 
movement was to be built. • 

In a sense he succeeded more rapidly than he could 
have hoped: the rise. and swift growth upon th~ruins 
of 1848 of a new and militant party of ~ocialist workers 
in Germany created for him a sphere of ne.; practical 
activity in which the latter half of his life was spent. 
This party was not indeed created by him, but his ideas, 
and above all a belief in the political programme which 
he had elaborated, inspired its leaders. He was consulted 
and approached at every turn ; everyone knew that he, and 
he alone, had inspi~;ed the movement and created its basis ; 
to him all questions of theory and practice were instinc
tively referred ; he was admired, feared, suspected and 
obeyed. Yet the .Gd!nan workers did not 1~ to ilim 
as their foremost ,_epresentative and champftm : the 
man who had organized them into a 14frty and ruled it 
with -absolute • power was Marx's jmfior by several 
years, born and brought up un~er similar conditions, 
but in temper and iR outJ.ook more unlike and even 
opposed to him than at the time either explicitly 
admitted. .. 

Ferdinand Lassalle, \fho created German Social De
mQI!racy and 100. it during its first heroic years, was <the 
most ardent public personality of the nineteenth century. 
By birth a Silesian Jew, by profession a lawyer, by 
temperament a romantic. revolutionary, he was a man 
whose outstanding characteristics were his intelligence, 
his vanity, his boundless energy and self-confidence. 
Since most of the normal avenues of advancement were • 
barred to him o~ aceount of his race and his religion, 
he threw himself with immense passion into the revolu
tionary movement, wh<;,re his exceptional intelligence, 
his enthusiasm, but most of all his genius as an agitator 
and a popular orator swiftly raised him ro leadership. 
During the German 'revolution he delivered inflamma
tory speeches against the Government, for which he · • 

• 
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was tried and imprisoned. During the years which 
, followed the p~riod of recantations and dishonour, when 

Marx and Engels were in exile, and Liebknecht alone 
amon~ the original leaders who r.emained in Germany 
remained faithfJi to the cause of socialism, Lassalle took 
upon himself the task of creating a new and better 
organized proletarian party upon the rul'ns oP 1848. He 
conceived himself in the part of its sole leader and 
inspirer, its intellectual, moral and political dictator. 
He accomplished this task with brilliant success. His 
beliefs were derived in equal parts from Hegel and 
from Marx : from the latter he deljved the doctrines 
of economic determinism, of the class struggle, of the 
inevitability of exploitation in capitalist society. But, 
toliowmg--Hegel, he rejected th! distinction between 
state an~society, refusing to follow :Proudhon and Marx 
in regarding th~t.former as a mere coercive instrument 
of the ruling dass, and accepting the .A:egelian thesis, 
according to which th~ state, even in its present condi
tion, constitutes the highest.func~ion of a collection of 
human beings assembled to lead a common life. He 

.. strongly believed in centralization and, up to a point, 
in internal national unity : in •later years he began to 
believe in the possibility of an anti-bou.rgeois coalition 
between the king, the aristocracy, and the workers, 
culminating in an authoritarian collectivist state, headed 
by the monarch, and organiz~d in the interests of the 
only truly productive, i.e. the labouring, class. 

His relations with Marx and Engels had never been 
• wholly easy: like Proudhon, he declared that Marx 

was in· theoretical matters his master-and treated him 
with nervous respect. He heralded him everywhere as 

· a man of genius, arranged for ih~ German publication 
of his books, and otherwise strove to be of service to 
him in many ways. Marx grudgingly recognized the 
value of his energy, and his organizing ability, but was 

· repelled by him personally, and was deeply suspicious 
• 

• 
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of him politically. He disliked his o~entation, his 
extravagance, his vanity, his histrionic manners, his 
loud public profession of his tastes, his opinions and 
his ambitions ; he de~ested the. very !¥illiance o"f his 
impressionistic surveys of social and politi~l facts, 
which seemed to. him flimsy, superficial, and fallacious 
by compari~on with his own painful and laborious 
thoroughness : he disliked and distrusted the tempera
mental and capricious control which Lassalle exercised 
over the ~vorkers, and, even more, his absorbed flirtation 
with the enemy. Finally, he felt jealous and possessive 
about a movement ewhich owed to him both its practical 
policy and its intellectual foundations, and now seemed 
to have deserted him._infatuated by a politil,;i~~.~.,..Jf.---
fatale, a specious,• ~littering adventurer, an .avowed 
opportunist both in private life and in public policy, 
guided by no Jixed plan, attached tJ no principle, 
moving towards no clear goal. *verth~less, a certain 
intimacy of relations existed between them, or if not 
intimacy, a mutual a~pre<:fation. Lassalle was born 
and brought up under intellectual influences similar to 
his own, they fought ag~inst the same enemy, and on 
all fundamental issues spoke the same language, which 
Prmfdhon, Bakuflin, and the English trade unionists h;d 
never done, and the former young Hegelians had long 
ceased to do. l\1oreover, he was a man of action, a 
genuine revolutionary, and absolutely fearless. Each 
recognized that with, perhaps, the exception of Engels, 
the other possessed a higher degree of political intelli
gence, penetration, and practical courage than any other 
member of their-rarty. They understood each other 
instinctively, and found communication both easy and 
exhilarating : when Marx ,._,ent to Berlin, he stayed quite 
naturally with Lassalle. When Lassalle cam• to London, 
he stayed with Marx, and maddened his proud and 
sensitive host, then iii the last stage of penury, by the mere 
fact of being a wit:aess of his condition, and even more 

• 
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by his gay .patter and easy extravagance, spending 
more on cigars and buttonholes than Marx and his 
family spent on a week's livelihood. There was some 
difficulty, too,ebout a sum of money which Marx had 
borroweGl from him. Of all this Lassalle, it seems, was 
totally unaware, being exceptionally insensitive to his 
surroundings, as vigorous and flamboyant natures often 
are. Marx never forgot his humiliation, and after 
Lassalle's London visit their relations deterioraLed 
abruptly. 

Lassalle created the new party by a method still novel 
in his day, and employed only sporadically by the 
English Chartists, although familiar enough later : he 

• I rtr:W a series of highly p~licized political tours 
throug~ the industrial areas of G~any, making fiery 
and seditious speeches which overwhelmed his prole
tarian audiencl~ and roused them to i!ilmense enthusi-• . asm. There and th~ he formed them into sectwns of 
the new workers' movement, organized as an official, 
legally constituted party, "thus • breaking openly with 
the old method of small revolutionary cells which 
met in secret and carried • on underground prop
a~anda. His last journey among his followers was 
a triumphal tour over conquered territ~ry : it stre~gth
ened his already unique influence upon German workers 
of all types, ages and professions. 

The theoretical foundatiol\s of .the programme were 
borrowed, largely from Marx, and perhaps to some 
extent from the radical Prussian economist Rodbertus
Jagetzow, but the party had many strongly non-Marxist 
characteristics : it was not spec!fica*j organized for a 
revolution ; it was opportunist, and prepared for alliance 
with other anti-bourgeois parties ; it was nationalistic 
and largely.confined to German conditions and needs. 
One of its foremost ends was the development of a 
workers' co-operative system, not indeed as an alterna
tive to, but as an intrinsic element .in, political action, 

• 
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to be organized or financed by the state, ~t still suffici
ently similar to Proudhon's anti-political mutualism, 
and the politically sluggish English trade unionism, to 
incur open hostility from Marx. More~er, it had.been 
created by means of the personal ascendancy of one 
individual. The_re was a strong emotional element in 
the unquestioned dictatorship which Lassalle exercised 
in his last years, a form of hero-worship which Marx, 
who disliked every form of unreason, and distrusted 
spell-binders in politics, instinctively abhorred. Lassalle 
introduced into German socialism the theory that 
circumstances mig!lt occur in which something like a 
genuine alliance might be formed with the absolutist 
Prussian government ~ainst the industrial bCMWgeeiSl!". 
This was the kindeQf opportunism which Ma.-,x must 
have considered the most ruinous of )ll possible de
fects; the exp~ience of 1848, if it f!ij,lght no other 
lesson~had conclusively demonsuated the fatal conse
quence to a young, and as yet comparatively defenceless, 
party of an alliance with a "ell-established older party, 
fundamentally hostile to its demands, in which each 
attempts to exploit the ot~er, and the better armed force 
inevitably wins. Marx, as was made evident from ~s 
qddfess to the C'entral Communist Committee in r8so, 
considered himself to have erred seriously in supposing 
that an alliance with the radical bourgeoisie was possible 
and even necessary . befote the final victory of the 
proletariat. But even he had never dreamed of an 
alliance with the feudal nobility for the purpose of 
delivering an attack on individualism as such, merely 
for the sake of ~inlng some kind of state control. 
Such a move he regarded as a typical Bakuninist cari
cature of his own policy- and aspirations. 

Both Marx and Engels were fundam~tally solid "' 
German democrats in their attitude to the masses, and 
instinctively reacted against the seeds of romantic 
fascism which ca:a now be so clearly discerned in 

• 
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Lassalle's beijefs and acts, particularly in his expressed 
patriotism, his belief in a state-planned economy 
controlled, at any rate for a time, by the military aristo
cracy, his ad~cacy of intervention by Germany on 
the side. of the French Emperor in the Italian cam
paign (which he defended against Ma~ and Engels on 
the ground that only a war would precipita\e a German 
revolution), his unconcealed sympathy with Mazzini 
and the Polish nationalists, finally his belief, on which 
the National Socialism of our day offers a curious com
mentary, that the existing machinery of the Prussian 
state can be used to aid the petite beurgeoisie as well as 
the proletariat of Germany against the growing encroach
HRt ~merchants, 'industriaij;;ts and bankers. He 
actuall~ went to the length of nego.;.ting with Bismarck 
on these lines, each being under the impression that, 
when the timt;, ~me, he could use the o~her as a cats paw 
for his own ends : "ach recognized and admired the 
other's audacity, intelligence, and freedom from petty 
scruple ; they vied with eoe.ch <fther in the candour of 
their political realism, in their open contempt for their 
mediocre followers, and in their admiration for power and 
s~ccess as such. Bismarck liked vivid personalities, and 
in later years used to refer to these c~nversations'witll 
pleasure, saying that he never hoped to meet so interest
ing a man again. How far Lassalle had in fact gone 
in this direction was subsequently revealed by the 
discovery in 1928 of Bismarck's private record of the 
negotiations. They were cut short by Lassalle's early 
death in a duel, which arose out of a casual love-affair. 
If he had lived, and Bismarck liad ._osen to continue 
to play on his almost megalomaniac vanity, Lassalle would 
in the end almost certainly have lost, and the newly created 
party migh6 have foundered long before it did; indeed, 
as a theorist of state supremacy and as a demagogue, 
Lassalle should be counted among the founders not 
only of European socialism, bvt equally of the 
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~ctrine of personal dictatorship ani fascism, a 
,fact which the reading of his works and in particular 
his speeches in the light of subsequent history, bears 
out to an astonishing "degree. • • 

In the subsequent conflict between the Marxists and 
the Lassalleans, .Marx won a formal victory which 
saved the purity of his own doctrine and political 
method, not, oddly enough, for Germany, for which it 
was primarily intended, but for application in far more 
primitive countries which scarcely entered his thoughts, 
Russia, China, and, up to a point, Spain and Mexico. 
The report of Las~lle's death in a duel in the spring of 
1864 roused little sympathy in either Marx or Engels. 
To both it seemed a ~pically foolish end to .as nal!!ll' 
of absurd self-dra~tization. Lassalle, had h& lived, 
might well have proved an obstacle of the first magni
tude. Yet the Jielief, at least in the cal: of Marx, was • • 
not unmixed with a certain senti.nental regret for the 
passing of so familiar a figure on whom he looked, in 
spite of all his failings," witlf something not wholly un
like affection. He was a German and a Hegelian, inex
tricably connected with t~e events of r848, and his own 
revolutionary past : a man who, in spite of all his , . . 
colossal defects, stood head and shoulders above the 
pygmie~ among whom he moved, creatures into whom 
he had for a brief hour infused his own vitality, and 
who would soon sink exh~usted into their old apathy, 
appearing even smaller, pettier, meaner than before. 

"He was, after all, one of the old stock," he wrote, 
" the enemy of our enemies . . . it is difficult to believe 
that so noisy, stifring; pushing a man is now as dead 
as a mouse, and must hold his tongue altogether . 
the devil knows, the cro~d is getting smaller and no 
new blood is coming forward." • 

The news of Lassalle's death sent him into one of his 
rare moods of personal melancholy, almost of despair, 
very different frorn the cloud of anger and resentment 

• 

• 
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in which he ntlrmally lived. He suddenly became ove:W 
whelmed by the sense of his own total isolation, a~~ .... 
the hopelessness of an individual endeavour in the face 
of tlle triumpl.lnt European reaction, a feeling which 
the tranquillity and monotony of life in England sooner 
or later induced in all the exiled revolutjonaries. Indeed 
the very respect, and even admiration with. which many 
of them spoke of English life and English institutions, 
were an implicit acknowledgment of their own personal 
failure, their loss of faith in the power of man
kind to achieve its own emancipation. They saw 
themselves gradually sinking into -a cautious, almost 
cynical, quietism which they themselves knew to 

~...Cclaration of defeat aad a complete stulti
fication. of a life spent in walitllfe, the final col
lapse of the ideal world in which they had in
vested beyon~ recovery everything 1ll.at they them
selves possessed, an~ much that belonged to others. 
This mood, with which Herzen, Mazzini, Kossuth were 
intimately acquainted, wasewith•Marx uncommon: he 
was genuinely convinced that the process of history was 
both inevitable and progressi-..e, and this intense belief 
excluded all possibility of doubt or disillusionment on 
• . .d ' fundamental Issues ; he had never rehe on reason or 

the idealism of individuals or of the masses, as decisive 
factors in. social evolution, and having staked nothing, 
lost nothing in the great intellectual and moral bank
ruptcy of the sixties and seventies. All his life he strove 
to destroy or diminish the influence of popular leaders 
and demagogues who believed in the power of the 
individual to alter the destinies of mMons. His savage 
attacks on Proudhon and Lassalle, his later duel 
with Bakunin, were not me~ moves in the struggle 

~ for perso1111l supremacy on the part of an am
bitious and despotic man resolved to destroy all 
possible rivals. It is true that he was by nature 
almost insanely jealous : neverthekss, mingled with 

• 
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his personal feelings there was genuin; indignation 
with the gross errors of judgment of which these men 
seemed to him too often guilty : and, even. more 
strongly felt, ironical as it may seem wheiJ. his own posi
tion is remembered, a violent disapproval of the influ
ence of dominant individuals as such, of the element of 
personal po~er, which, by creating a false relation be
tween the leader and his followers, is, sooner or later, 
bound to blind both to the demands of the objective 
situation. 

Yet it remains the case that the unique position of 
authority which h& himself occupied in international 
socialism during the last decade of his life, did far 
more to consolidate and ensure the adoptio~ ~ 
system than either_att,ntion to his works or the con
sideration of history in the light of them cou'Td ever 
have achieved. His writings during t~se years make 
depre~ing readi~g : apart from journali~m in German 
and American papers, and literary hackwork forced on 
him by his poverty, he-confined himself almost entirely 
to polemical tracts, the longest .of which, Herr Vogt, 
written in 186o, was designed to clear his own name 
from the imputation of having brought his friends into 
unn~essary danger during the Cologne trials, and fo 
counter-attack his accuser, a well-known Swiss physicist 
and radical politician, Karl Vogt, by alleging that he 
was in the pay of the Fren~h Emperor. It is of interest 
only for the melancholy light which it throws on ten 
years of frustration, filled with squabbles and intrigues, 
which succeeded the heroic age. In 1859 he finally 
published his Qitique of Political Economy, but it 
\Vas little read : its main theses were much more 
impressively stated eight :¥tars later, in the first volume 
of Das Kapital. • ""' 

His faith in the ultimate victory of his cause remained 
unaffected even during the darkest years of the reaction. 
Speaking in the eirlY fifties at a dinner given to the 

• 
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compositors and staff of The People's Paper, in answer 
to the toast " The proletarians of Europe " he declared : 
" In our days everything seems pregnant with its con
tradtctory. ~chinery gifted •with the wonderful 
power of shortening and fructifying human labour we 
behold starving and overworking it. The victories of 
art seem bought by the loss of character. Even the 
pure light of science seems able to shine only against 
the dark background of ignorance. . . . This antag
onism between modern industry and science on the 
one hand, and modern misery and dissolution on the 
other, this antagonism between th~ productive forces 
and the social relations of our epoch is a fact, palpable 

~~rwhelming. Some ma~ wail over it, others 
may wish to get rid of modern ~s in order to get 
rid of~odern conflicts. Fo! our part we do not 
mistake the sl:ilpe of the shrewd spirit that continues 
to mark the~e cont.{adictions ... w~ recogni~e' our 
old friend, Robin Goodfellow, the old mole that can 
work in the earth so f~t . .• . the revolution." It 
must have seemed a singularly unplausible thesis to the 
majority of his listeners : certainly the events of the 
years which followed did littl~ to bear out his prophecy. 
• In z86o Marx's fame and influence were confi~ to 
a narrow circle : interest in communism had died dow~ 
since the Cologne trials in r8sr ; with the phenomenal 
development of industry and .com~erce, faith in liberal
ism, in science, in peaceful progress, began to mount 
once more. Marx himself was almost beginning to 
acquire the interest of a historical figure, to be regarded 
as the formidable theorist and ag.tor of a former 
generation, now exiled and destitute, and supporting 
himself by casual journalism in an obscure corner of 
London. fifteen years later all this had altered. Still 
comparatively unknown in England, he had grown 
abroad into a figure of vast fame and notoriety, regarded 
by some as the instigator of every ~evolutionary move-
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ment in Europe, the fanatical dictator of <t world move- • 
ment pledged to subvert the moral order, the peace, 
happiness and prosperity of mankind. By these he 
was represented as ~e evil genius oj the wol'king 
class, plotting to sap and destroy the peace and morality 
of civilized society, systematically exploiting the worst 
passions of the !nob, creating grievances where there 
were none before, pouring vinegar in the malcontents' 
wounds, exacerbating their relations with their em
ployers in order to create the universal chaos in which 
everyone would lose, and so finally all would be made 
level at last, the rica and the poor, the bad and the good, 
the industrious and the idle, the just and the unjust. 
Others saw in him the most indefatigable and~t~ 
strategist and tacti~an •of labouring classes ever~where, 
the infallible authod~y on all theoretical question, the 
creator of an ir~esistible movement de.~ned to over
throw -the prevailing rule of inj~stice and inequality 
by persuasion or by violence. To them he appeared 
as an angry and indomiotable.modern Moses, the leader 
and saviour of all the insulted and the oppressed, 
with the milder and more conventional Engels at his 
side, an Aaron ready to ;xpound his words to the be
nigh~d, half-comprehending masses of the proletariat~ 
1he event W'hich more than any other was responsible 
for this transformation was the creation of the first 
Workers' Internation~l in li864, which radically altered 
the character and history of European socialism. 



• CHAPTER IX 

THE INTERNATIONAL 
• • 

The French Revolution is the precursor of another, more 
magnificent revolution which will be the last. 

GRACCHUS BABEUF, Manifeste des Egaux, 1796. 

THE International came into being in the most casual 
possible fashion. In spite of the. efforts of various 
organizations and committees to co-ordinate the activities 

......£ ~orkers of various countries, no genuine ties 
between them had been establi~ecJ. This was due to 
severar causes. Since the gener~ character of such 
bodies was c&lspiratorial, only a small• minority of 
radically .minted, fearless and "adv~nced" workers 
were attracted to the~ ; moreover, it was generally the 
case that before anything lil)ncr@te could be achieved, a 
foreign war, or repressive measures by governments, 
put an end to the existence of the secret committees. 
To this must be added the ,ack of acquaintance and 
tympathy between the workers of <iifferent nl!llions, 
working under totally different cohditions. • And finally, 
the increased economic prosperity which succeeded 
the years of hunger and revolt, by raising the general 
standard of living, automaticaliy made for greater 
individualism, and stimulated the personal ambition of 
the bolder and more politically minded workers towards 
local sel~-improvement and the pu~it of immediate 
ends, and away from the comparatively nebulous ideal of 
an international alliance agaialst the bourgeoisie. The 
developm(Jilt of the German workers, led by Lassalle, is 
a typical example of such a purely internal movement, 
rigorously centralized but confined to a single land, 
spurred on by an optimistic hope ~f gradually forcing 
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the capitalist enemy to terms by the s4eer weight of • 
numbers, without having recourse to a revolutionary • 
upheaval or violent seizure of power. This was en
coura'ged by Bismar~k's anti-bourgeoii policy ~hich 
appeared to weight the scales in favour of the workers. 
In France the fearful defeat of 1848-9 left the city pro
letariat brolren, imd for many years incapable of action 
on a large scale, healing its wounds by forming small 
local associations more or less Proudhonist in inspir
ation. Nor were they entirely discouraged in this by the 
government of Napoleon III. The Emperor himself 
had in his youth. posed as a friend of the peasants, 
artisans and factory workers against capitalist bureau~ 
cracy, and wished t~ represent his monarc~s iilllll 

entirely novel forne of government, an original ~end of 
monarchism, repub~canism and Tory democracy, in 
which politital jbsolutism was temperld by economic 
liberansm ; while the governmen~ altho~gh centralized 
and responsible to the Emperor alone, in theory rested 
ultimately on the confiden.e of the people, and was 
therefore to be an entirely new and thoroughly modern 
institution, infinitely sensitive to new needs, responsive .. 
to every nuance of soCtal change. 
P~ of Nap!Jleon's elaborate policy of social co~

ciliation wa"!' the preservation of a delicate balance of 
power between the classes by playing them off against 
each other. The wqrker~ were therefore permitted to 
form themselves into unions under strict police super
vision, in order to offset the dangerously growing power 
of the financial aristocracy with its suspected Orleanist 
loyalties. The .iiPQrkers, with no alternative choice 
before them, accepted this cautiously outstretched hand, 
and began constituting trades associations, a process 
half encouraged, half hampered, by the authorities. 

When the great Exhibition of Modern Industry \vas 
opened in London in r863, French workers were given 
facilities for visiting it, and a selected deputation duly 

• 
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• came to Eng~nd, half tourists, half representatives of 
the French proletariat, theoretically sent to the Exhibi
tion in order to study the latest industrial developments. 
A ~eting walit arranged betweel\ them and the t·epre
sentative English unions. At this meeting, which 
originally was probably as vague in intention as other 
gatherings of its kind, there naturally •aros~ such ques
tions as comparative hours and wages in France and 
England, and the necessity of preventing employers 
from importing cheap black-leg labour frorri abroad 
with which to break strikes organized by local unions. 
A meeting was called in order to fe>rm an association 
which should be confined not merely to holding dis-

-'lilSS-and comparing notes, but for the purpose of 
beginning active economic and• po~tical co-operation, 
and p~rhaps for the promotion • of an international 
democratic re"'lution. The initiative on this occasion • • came n,ot from Marx but from the English and P'rench 
labour leaders thems~ves. On their fringe were other 
radicals of various kinds. Polish democrats, Italian 
Mazzinists, Proudhonists, Blanquists and neo-Jacobins 
from France and Belgium : anyone, indeed, who 
desired the fall of the existing order was at first freely 
$elcomed. ' 

The first meeting was held in St. Marti1"r's Hali, and 
was presided over by Edward Beesly, a charming and 
benevolent figure, then professor .of ancient history in 
the University of London, a radical and a positivist, 
who belonged to the small but notable group which 
included Frederic Harrison and Compton, and had 
been deeply influenced by Comte ani.,.the early French 
socialists. Its members could be counted on to sup
port every enlightened meas~re, and, for many years 
alone amo~g the educated men of their time defended 
the highly unpopular cause of trade unionism at a period 
when it was being denounced in the House of Commons 
as an instrument deliberately inv~ted to foment ill 

• 
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will between the classes. The meetin~ resolved to 
constitute an international federation of working men, 
pled~d not to reform but to destroy the prevalent 
system of economic relations, and to ~bstitute ~n its 
place one in which the workers would themselves acquire 
the ownership o~ the means of production, which would 
put an end • to their economic exploitation and cause 
the fruit of their labour to be communally shared, an 
end which entailed the ultimate abolition of private 
property in all its forms. Marx, who had previously 
held himself coldly aloof from other gatherings oJ 
democrats, percei~ed the solid character of this latest 
attempt at combination, organized as it was by genuine 
workers' representati~s and advertising defiliiliie ali~ 
concrete purposes i\~vhich his own influence wa~clearly 
traceable. He rarely took part in any movement which 
he had not initiated himself. This wl~ to be the ex-• ception. The German artisans in 'London appointed 
him their representative on the executive committee. 
and by the time the second 11leeting was held to vote th~ 
constitution, he took entire charge of the proceedings 
After the French and r.alian delegates, to whom the 
task of drafting the statutes was entrusted, had fail~( 
w_.P:oduce any.thing but the usual faded democratic 
commonpla~es, Marx drew them up himself, adding ar 
inaugural address which he composed for the occasion 
The constitution which, ~ framed by the Internationa 
Committee, was vague, humanitarian, and tinged witl: 
liberalism, emerged from his hands a tightly drawn. 
militant document constituting a rigorously disciplinec 
body whose me!Wbers were pledged to assist each othe1 
not merely in improving their common condition, bul 
in systematically subver1:ing, and whenever possibl( 
overthrowing, the existing capitalist regil1!e by oper 
political action, and in particular by gaining represen· 
tation in democratic parliaments, as the followers o: 
Lassalle were begionning to attempt to do in Germar 
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o countries. A•formal request was thereupon ·made to 
• include some expressions of respect for " right and duty, 

truth, justice and freedom". The words were inserted, 
but i"n a conte«t in which Mad declared that ,f they 
could do no possible harm." The new constitution was 
passed, and Marx began to work witp his customary 
feverish rapidity, emerging into the limelight of inter
national activity after fifteen years, if not of obscurity, 
of intermittent light and darkness. 

The Inaugural Address of the International is, after 
the Communist Manifesto, the most remarkable docu
ment of the Socialist Movement. 0 It occupies little 
over a dozen pages and opens with the declaration 
,.._. . ..;rhat the emancipation of~e working class must 
be co~uered by the working c\Jl~ themselves . . . 
that the economic subjection of the man of labour to 
the monopoli~ of the means of lab~ur •. . . Ues at 
the bottom of servitu~ in all its forms of social misery, 
mental degradation and political dependence. That the 
economic emancipation of ~he working class is there
fore the great end to which every political movement 
ought to be subordinate as a Jlleans. That all efforts 
aiming at this great end have hitherto failed from want or solidarity between the manifold divisions of l~COI],I. 
in each country, and from the absence ot a fraternal 
bond of union between the working classes of different 
countries . . . for these me~ns the undersigned . . . 
have taken the steps necessary for founding the Inter
national Working Men's A~sociation." 

It contains a survey of the economic and social con
ditions of the working class from r8~, and contrasts 
the rapidly growing prosperity of the propertied classes 
with the depressed condition 'bf the workers. 1848 is 
recognized IPs a crushing defeat for their class, yet even 
so it was not wholly without benefit : as a result of it, 
the feeling of international solidarity among workers 
had awoken. Its existence had mal!e agitation for the 

• 
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legal limitation of the working day not ootirely unsuc- • 
cessful, this being the first definite victory over a policy • 
of e\treme laissez-faire. The co-operative movement 
had proved that high industrial efficienc~as comp!ttible 
with, and even increased by, the elimination of the 
capitalist slave-driver : wage labour had thus been 

• • demonstrated to be not a necessary but a transient and 
eradicable evil. The workers were at last beginning 
to grasp that they had nothing to gain and everything to 
lose by listening to their capitalist advisers who, when
ever they could not use force, sought to play on national 
and religious prejtltlices, on personal or local interests, on 
the profound political ignorance of the masses. Who
ever might gain by n.tional or dynastic wars, i!;oiloias theo 
workers on both• ~des who always lost. Y-"t their 
strength was such that by common action they could 
prevent this' exr-loitation in peace as in ~ar : as indeed, 
their ~uccess in intervening in E~land against the send
ing of help to the Southern states in the American 
civil war had proved. Atainst the formidable and 
in appearance overwhelming power of their enemy 
they had only one w&apon-their numbers, " but 
numbers weigh in the scales only when they are united 
~":organized •and led consciously towards a single 
aim " ; it ~as in the political field that their slavery 
was most manifest. To hold aloof from politics in the 
name of economic organiz<tt:ion, as Proudhon and Bak~nin 
taught, was criminal short-sightedness ; they would 
obtain justice only if they could uphold it, if neces
sary by force, wherever they saw it trampled upon. 
Even if they •mld not intervene with armed force, 
they could at least protest and demonstrate and 
harass their governmen~, until the supreme standards 
of morality and justice, by which relati~s between 
individuals were conventionally judged, became the 
laws governing relations between nations. But this 
could not be don"' without altering the existing econo-

• 
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• mic structure. of society which, in spite of minor im-
• provements, necessarily worked for the degradation 

and enslavement of the working class. There wa1only 
one tlass in ~ose real interest• it was to arresc this 
downward trend and remove the possibility of its occur
rence: that was the class which, possessing nothing, 
was bound by no ties of interest or sentime;t to the old 
world of injustice or misery-the class which was as 
much the invention of the new age as machinery itself. 
The Address ended like the Communist Manifesto with 
the words, " Workers of the world unite ! " 

The tasks of the new organization <1S embodied in this 
document were : to establish close relations between the 

-work~of various countries anc!Jrades ; to collect re
levant statistics ; to inform the worl~eJG of one country of 
the co~ditions, needs and the plans of the workers of 
another ; to di~uss questions of common 'interest ; to 
secure co-ordi~ated si~ultaneous action in all coU'ntries 
in the event of international crises ; to publish regular 
reports on the work of th~ ass<fciations, and the like. 
It was to meet in ·annual congresses and would be 
convened by a democraticallY. elected general council 
in which all affiliated countries would be represented. 
~arx left the constitution as elastic as possible in :f~ 
to be able to include as many active worke'l!S' organiza
tions as possible, however disparate their methods and 
character. At first he resolTed to act cautiously and 
with moderation, to bind and unify, and ,eliminate 
dissidents gradually, as a greater measure of agreement 
was progressively reached. He carried out his policy 
precisely as he had planned it. T• consequences 
were ruinous, although it is difficult to see what other 
tactics Marx could have adopted consistently with his 

• • principles. • 
The International grew rapidly. Union after union 

of workers in the principal countries of Europe was 
converted by the prospect of united warfare for 

• 
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higher wages, shorter hours and politi.:al representa- • 
tion : it was far better organized than either Chartism • 
or t[le earlier communist leagues had ever been, partly 
bec~se tactical lessons had been leanlll:. Indept!ndent 
activity on the part of individuals was suppressed, 
popular oratory was discounted and rigid discipline 
in all departments was introduced, mainly because 
it was led and dominated by a single personality. 
The only man who might have attempted to rival Marx 
n the early years was Lassalle, and he was dead ; 

so, the spell of his legend was strong enough 
,o insulate the £ermans against full support of the 
_,ondon centre. Liebknecht, a man of mediocre 

talent, boundlessly ~voted to Marx, preached..a;,he ne·;.
creed with enthlllliasm and skill, but the continuation 
of Bismarck's anti-socialist policy, and the tradttion of 
nationalism" d~ived from Lassalle, k~~t the German 
workers' activity within the fr~tier of their country, 
preoccupied with problems of internal organization. 
As for Bakunin, that "great- disturber of men's spirits 
had lately returned to Western Europe after a roman-
tic escape from Sib~ria, but while his personal 
prestige, both in the International and outside it, 
~immense, 'he had no organized following : he h~d 

drifted aw"1j from Herzen and the liberal agrarian party 
among the Russian emigres, and no one knew whither 
he was tending, least of• all he himself. In common 
with the great majority of Proudhonists he and his 
followers became members of the International, but since 
it was openly committed to political action, they did so 
in defiance of 4ileir principles. The most enthusiastic 
members at this time were English and French trade 
unionists, who were ten!porarily under the spell of the 
new experiment with its vast promise of pw:>sperity and • 
power ; they were no theorists, nor wished to be, and 
left all such questions to the General Council of the . 
International. Wohile this mood lasted, Marx had no· 

• 
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• serious rivals • in the organization, being altogether 
• superior in intellect, revolutionary experience and 

strength of will, to the odd amalgam of profess~mal 
men, 'factory werkers and stray ideologists who, with 
the addition of one or two dubious adventurers, 
composed the First International \Yorking Men's 
Association. • 

Marx was now forty-six years of age and in appear
ance and habits prematurely old. Of his six children 
three were dead, largely as a result of the material con-t 
ditions of the life led by the family in their rooms in 
Soho : they had contrived to move t<f a more spacious 
house in Kentish Town, although they were still almost 

-Iestitu-. The great economic .~sis, the severest yet 
experie~ed in Europe, which b<tg~ in 1857, was 
warmly welcomed both by him and by Engels as likely 
to breed discoj!ent and rebellion, but it also .cur
tailed Engels: income,,and so struck a blow at Marx 
himself at a moment when he could _least afford it. 
The New York Tribune and•occasional contributions to 
radical German newspapers saved him from literal 
starvation ; but the margin by. which the family sur
vived was for twenty years perilously thin. By 1•86o 
ev~n the American source began to fail ; the editO!' oQf. 
the New York Tribune, Horace Greeley-:"""a fervent 
supporter of democratic nationalism, found himself 
in growing disagreement with •his European correspon
dent's sharply worded views. The economic crisis, and 

• the added effect of the civil war, led to the dismissal of 
many of the Tribune's European correspondents : Dana 
pleaded to be allowed to retain Marx, !.« in vain. He 
was gradually edged out of his post during the begin
ning of r86r ; the association fiflally ceased a year later. 

• As for the international, it added to his duties and 
enlivened his existence, but did not increase his income . 

. In despair he applied for a post of booking clerk in a rail
way office, but his tattered clothes :!nd his menacing 
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appearal'l.ce were unlikely to produce. a favourable , 
impression on a potential employer of clerical labour, • 
and his application was finally rejected on account of his 
illeg\Jle handwriting. • It is difficult to~ee how, -.vith
out the support of Engels, he and his family could 
have survived at all during those fearful years. 

Meanwhl;e bhnches of the International had been 
established in Italy and Spain; by r865 governments 
began to grow frightened ; there was talk of arrests and 
proscriptions1 

; the French Emperor made a half-hearted 
attempt to suppress it. This only served to heighten 
the fame and the. prestige of the new body among the 
workers. For Marx, after the dark tunnel of the fifties, 
this was once more life and activity. The work of the_ 
International con~um'd his nights and days. With the 
customary devoted•help of Engels he took ~rsonal 
possession of the central office, and aited not only as 
its s~i-dictat;rial adviser, but as the t:entral drafting 
office and clearing-house of all c&respondence. Every
thing passed through kis h~ds and moved in the direc
tion which he gave it. The Swiss, Italian and Belgian 
sections, bred on the anti-authoritarianism of Proudhon 
and Bakunin made vague·but unavailing protests. Marx, 
whc! enjoyed complete ascendancy over the Coun~l, 
Tightened~ hold still further : he insisted on rigid 
conformity to every point of the original programme. 
His old energy seemed ~ return. He wrote spirited, 
almost gay letters to. Engels ; even his theoretical works 
bear the imprint of this newly found vigour, and as 
often happens, intense work in one field stimulated 
dormant activiw; in another. A sketch of his economic 

lr theory had appeared in 1859: but his major work, 
which poverty and ill-}eealth had interrupted, now at 
last began to near its end. • • 

Marx made few personal appearances at the meetings 
of the congress of the International : he preferred to 
control its activit~s from London, where he regularly 
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• attended the Ilieetings of the General Council artd issued 
• detailed instructions to his followers on it. As always 

he trusted and relied almost entirely on Germans : he 
foun<i a faithfu~ mouthpiece in art elderly tailor nlmed 
Eccarius, long resident in England, a man not bur
dened with excess of intelligence or imagination, but 
dependable and thorough. Eccarius, ltke t'he majority 
of Marx's underlings, eventually revolted, and joined 
the secessionists, but for eight years, as secretary to the 
Council of the International, he carried out Marx's 
instructions to the letter. Annual congresses were held 
in London, Geneva, Lausanne, Bruss<ils, Bale, at which 
general problems were discussed and definite measures 

_ voted ~on ; common decisions were adopted with 
regard to hours and wages ; such ~u~tions as the posi
tion o,..women and children, the t~rpe of political and 
economic presscv-e most suitable to differing conditions 
in various European countries, the possibility of collltbor
ation with other bodies~ were considered. Marx's chief 
concern was to arrive at a cl<iar foPmulation of a concrete 
international policy in terms of specific demands co
ordinated with each other, and the creation of a rigorous 
discipline which guaranteed undeviating adhesion to this 
p~icy. He therefore successfully resisted all offe~ of 
alliance with such purely humanitarian bees as ttr" 
League of Peace and Freedom, then newly founded 
under the regis of Mazzini, Bakunin and John Stuart 
Mill. This dictatorial policy was bound, sooner or later, 
to lead to discontent and rebellion ; it crystallized round 

• Bakunin whose conception of a loose federation of semi
independent local bodies began to gain ~herents in the 
Swiss and Italian sections of the International, and to a 
lesser extent in France. Finall)l they resolved to consti-

•tute thems~ves, under Bakunin's leadership, into a 
body to be called the Democratic Alliance, affiliated to 
the International, but with an internal organization of 

· its own, pledged to resist centralizatiQn and to support 
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federal autonomy. This was a heresy .which even a • 
more tolerant man than Marx could not afford to over- • 
loo': the International was not intended to be a mere 
corr~pondence society between a loose associat~n of 
radical committees, but a unified political party pressing 
for a single en

0
d in all the centres of its dispersion. 

He believeJ firmly that any connexion with Bakunin-or 
indeed any Russian-was bound to end by badly betray
ing the working class, a view which he had acquired 
after his brief and enjoyable flirtation, and subsequent 
disillusionment, with the aristocratic Russian radicals of 
the forties. As f~r Bakunin, while he professed sincerely 
enough to admire Marx's personal genius, he never 
concealed either his .,ersonal antipathy for him.., or his • 
rooted loathing <Jf .he belief in authoritarian methods, 
expressed both in his theories and in his ~actical 
organization o~ the revolutionary pa~. 

• • "We, revolutionary anarchi~s," he declared, "are 
the enemies of all forms of state and state organization 
. . . we think that "all state rule, all governments, 
being by their very nature placed outside the mass of the 
people, must necessaril~r seek to subject it to customs 
and. purposes entirely foreign to it. We therefore 
~are ourselves to be foes . . . of all state organi~a

tions as ~' and believe that the people can only be 
happy and free, when, organized from below by means 
of its own autonomous and completely free associations, 
without the supervision of any guardians, it will create 
its own life. 

"We believe power corrupts those who wield it as 
much as thos•who are forced to obey it. Under its 

• corrosive influence, some become greedy and ambitious 
tyrants, exploiting socitty in their own interest, or in 
that of their class, while others are turnoo into abject• 
slaves. Intellectuals, positivists, doctrinaires, all those 
who put science before life . . . defend the idea of the 
state and its autl!ority as being the only possible salva- · 

• 

• 
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• tion of societrquite logically, since from th~ir false 
• premiss that thought comes before life, that only abstract 

theory can form the starting-point of social practice f .. 
they 'tlraw the.inevitable conclusion that since such 
theoretical knowledge is at present possessed by very 
few, these few must be put in control oJ so~iallife, not 
only to inspire, but to direct all popular movements, and 
that no sooner is the revolution over than a new social 
organization must at once be set up ; not a free associa
tion of popular bodies . . . working in accordance with 
the needs and instincts of the people, but a centralized 
dictatorial power concentrated in tlfe hands of this 
academic minority, as if they really expressed the popu-

• lar wilL . . . The difference b¥ween such revolu
tionary dictatorship and the moder~r- "tate is only one 
of extefnal trappings. In substance both are a tyranny 
of the minority flver the majority in the n;me of. the 
people-in the ~arne of the stupidity of the many and 
the superior wisdom of the few-and so they are equally 
reactionary, devising to secare political and economic 
privilege to the ruling minority, and the . . . enslave
ment of the masses, to destroy .the present order only 
to erect their own rigid dictatorship on its ruins.'~ 
~akunin's attacks on Marx and Lassalle' could not ~ 

unnoticed, the more so because they were ting;;'d by anti
semitism, for which his friend Herzen more than once 
had occasion to reproach him. • And yet, when in 1869 
Herzen begged him to leave the International, he wrote, 
with a characteristic burst of magnanimity, that he could 

• not join the opponents of a man " who has served [the 
cause of socialism] for twenty-five yea~ with insight, 
energy, and disinterestedness in which he undoubtedly 
excelled us all." • 
• Marx's di,.ike of Bakunin did not blind him to the 
need for· conceding a certain measure of regional inde
pendence for motives of sheer expediency. Thus he 

·successfully foiled the plan to create il'l.ternational trade 
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unions because he believed that this was premature and • 
would lead to an immediate rift wit;: the existing, • 
nationally organized, trade unions from which, at any 
ratt\in England, the. chief support of the International 
was drawn. But if he made this con~ssion, he did so 
not for love of federalism as such, but solely not to 
endanger ..-vha! had already been built up, without 
which he could not create a body, the existence of which 
would make the workers conscious that there were be
hind their demands, not, as in 1848, merely sympathizers 
here and there, prepared to offer moral support or at 
best occasional .contributions-but a well-disciplined, 
militant force pledged to resist, and, when necessary, 
intimidate and coerce their own governments, unless 
justice were do~e ~ their brothers everywhere. 

In order to crea!e the permanent possibility~£ such 
active solidarity in theory and in pract~e, a central body 
in l.tildisputed•authority, a kind of gen~al staff respon
sible for strategy and tactics, s~med to him indispens
able. Bakunin, by his att~mpts to loosen the structure 
of the International and to encourage varieties of opinion 
in the local sections, appeared to him to be deliberately 
aiming to destroy thi~ possibility. If he were suc
ce~ful, it would mean the loss of what had been Wiln, 

~etur~~ utopianism, the disappearance of the new 
sober outlook, of the realization that the sole strength 
of the workers lay in unity, that what delivered them 
into the hands of "their' enemies in 1848 was the fact 
that they were engaged in scattered risings, sporadic 
emotional outbursts of violence, instead of a single • 
carefully concerted revolution, organized to begin at 
a moment crosen for its historical appropriateness, 

~ directed from a common source and to a common end, • by men who had accurately studied the situation anc1 
their own and their enemy's strength. • Bakuninism 
led to the dissipation of the revolutionary impulse, to 
the old romantic, noble, futile heroism, rich in saints·' 

0 
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• and martyrs, but crushed only too easily by the more 
• realistic enemy, and necessarily followed by a period 

of weakness and disillusionment likely to set the move
ment .back for many decades. Marx did not url.er
estimate Bakuni~'s revolutionary energy and power to 
stir men's imaginations : indeed, it was for this reason 
that he regarded him as. a dangero~sly •disruptive 
force likely to breed chaos wherever he went. The 
workers' cause :would rest on volcanic soil if he and his 
followers were allowed to irrupt into the ranks of its 
defenders. Hence after some years of desultory 
skirmishing, he decided upon an open 9ttack. It ended 
with the excommunication of Bakunin and his followers 
from the ranks of the International: • 



CHAPTER X • • 

" THE RED TERRORIST DOCTOR " 
• • 

We are what we are because of him: without him we 
should still be sunk in a slough of confusion. 

FRIEDRICH ENGELS, 1883. 

THE first volume of Das Kapital was finally published 
in r867. The appearance of this book was an epoch
making event in the history of international socialism 
and in Marx's own life. It was conceived as a com
prehensive treati~ o,_ the laws and morphology of 
the economic organfzation of modern society, ~king 
to describe the .Processes of productiolj, exchange and 
distri't>ution as they actually occur, to• explain their 
present state· as a particular stale in the development 
constituted by the mo.vem{1lt of the class struggle, in 
::\'Iarx's own words, " to discover the economic law of 
motion of modern society " by establishing the natural 
laws which govern the history of classes. The result 
was '"a culii,ous amalgam of economic theory, histor:li, 
S'O'Ciolog~~ propaganda which fits none of the 
accepted categories. Marx certainly regarded it as 
primarily a treatise on e<jonomic science. The earlier 
economists, according to Marx, misunderstood the 
nature of economic laws when they compared them 
with the laws of physics and chemistry, and assumed • 
that, although ~ocial conditions may change, the laws 

_which govern them do not; with the result that their 
systems either apply to .imaginary worlds, peopled by 
idealized economic men, modelled upon the writer's • 
own contemporaries, but compounded of c~aracteristics 
which came into prominence only as late as the eight
eenth and ninet~enth centuries ; or else describe · • 
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societies which if they were ever real, have long since 
vanished. Ife therefore conceived it as his task to create 
a new system of concepts and definitions which should 
hav~ definite ai'plication to the COil temporary worl/, and 
be so constructed as to reflect and emphasise the existing 
structure of economic life in relation not only to its 
past, but also to its future. In the fitst \'Olume Marx 
made an attempt at once to provide a systematic exposi
tion of certain basic theorems of economic science, 
and more specifically to describe the rise of the new 
industrial system, as a consequence of the new relations 
between employers and labour creat~d by the effect of 
technological progress on the methods of production. 

The first volume therefore deal~? with the productive 
process ; that is, on the one han~ t~e relation between 
mac~ery and labour, .and on t~ other between the 
actual producers, i.e. the workers and those who em
ploy and direet them. The remaining volumes,•pub
lished after his deat~by his executors, deal with the 
methods in use of market41g tN: finished product, i.e. 
the system of exchange and the financial machinery 
which it involves, and with relations between producers 
and consumers, which deterdl.ine the rate of interest 
<lild profit. • • 

The general thesis which runs throu~~e e~· 
work is that adumbrated in the Communist Manifesto 
and Marx's earlier economic writings. 1 It traces the rise 
of the modern proletariat by correlating it with the 
general development of the technical means of produc-

• tion. When, in the course of their gradual evolution, 
these means become too costly and elab~rate to be 'cap
able of being made by each man for his own use, certain..,. 
individuals, owing to their sllperior skill, power and 

1 For a motte detailed account of Marxist economic doctrine, 
together with the best-known criticisms of it, the reader is 

• referred to the chapter on " Communist Economics " in Pro
fessor H. J. Laski's Communism publishe~ in this series. 
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enterpris~, or to accident of fortune, acqui~e sole control • 
of such instruments and tools, and thus find themselves 
in a ~osition in which they can hire the labour of others 
by offering them more in the form of a 9egular rer1mn
eration than they would receive as independent pro
ducers vainly a1tempting to achieve the same results 
with the old and obsolete tools which alone they have 
in their possession. As a result of selling their labour 
to others, these men themselves become so many com
modities in the economic market, and their labour power 
acquires a definite price which fluctuates precisely like 
that of other con1modities. 

A commodity is any object embodying human labour 
for wJ:1ich there is a s(¥ial demand. It is thus a concept 
which, he is care;uJ.to point out, can be applied only 
at a relatively late stage of social development : ~nd is 
no ~ore eternal than any other eco~~mic category. 
The commercial value of a com~dity is assumed to be 
directly constituted by the numoer of hours of human 
labour which it takes :in av~rage producer to create an 
average specimen of its kind (a view derived from a 
somewhat similar doctrine held by Ricardo and the 
classjcal economists). A day's work by a labourer 
~wel~roduce an object possessing a value great~r 
than tht.: value of the minimum quantity of commodities 
which he needs for his own support ; he thus produces 
something more valuable- than he consumes ; indeed, 
unless he did so, his master would have no economic 
reason for employing him. As a commodity in the • 
market; his labour power may itself be acquired for 
£x, which reJ'l·esents the minimum sum needed to 

""ffiaintain him in sufficient health to enable him to do 
his work efficiently ; the-goods he produces will sell for 
£y ; £y-x represents the extent by whic:t. he has in- • 
creased the total wealth of society, and this is the residue 
which his employer pockets. Even after the reasonable • 
reward of the empioyer's own work in his capacity as the 

• 
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• organizer anct manager of the processes of p;oduction 
and distribution is deducted, a definite residue of the 
social income remains, which in the form of ;ent, 
inte~st on investments, or commercial profit, is s!ared, 
according to Marx, not by society as a whole, but solely 
by those members of it who are called. the .capitalist or 
bourgeois class, distinguished from the rest by the fact 
that they alone in their capacity as sole owners of the 
means of production, obtain and accumulate such un
earned increment. 

Whether Marx's concept of value be interpreted as 
meaning the aCtual market price of commodities or, 
an average norm, round which the actual prices oscillate, 
or an ideal limit towards whi~ they tend, or that 
which in a rationally organized so~~y prices ought to 
be, o"r something more metaphysical and Hegelian, an 
impalpable es~al.ce, infused into bruttlt matter br the 
creativeness of hum~ labour, or, as unsympathetic 
critics have maintainea, a confusion of all these ; and 
again whether the notion ot a uniform entity called un
differentiated human labour (which according to the 
theory constitutes economic vaJue), different manifesta
tions of which can be compared in respect of qua.ntity 
a,one, is, or is not, valid-and it is not eas,-to d~ 
Marx's use of either concept-the theory o"r exploitation 
based on them remains comparatively unaffected. The 
central thesis which made su powerful an appeal to 
workers, who did not for the most part begin to compre
hend the intricacies of Marx's general argument about 
the relation of exchange value and actual prices,· is that 
there is only one social class, their own,~hich produces 
more wealth than it enjoys, and that this residue is-o.l 
appropriated by other men simply by virtue of their 

• strategical !'OSition as the sole possessors of the means 
of production, that is, natural resources, machinery, 

• means of transport, financial credit, and so forth ; for 
without these the workers cannot cr~te ; while control 
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over them gives those who have it the po~er of starving 
the rest of mankind into capitulation on their own terms. 

P~itical, social, religious and legal institutions are 
repre,ented as being•so many moral ~nd intell~tual 
weapons designed to organize the world in the interest 
of the employers. These last employ, over and above the 
producers of co~modities, that is, the proletariat, a whole 
army of ideologists : propagandists, interpreters, and 
apologists, who defend the capitalist system, embellish 
it, and create literary and artistic monuments to it, 
designed to increase the confidence and optimism of 
those who benefit. under it, and make it appear more 
palatable to its victims. But if the development of 
technology, as Saint-Simon correctly discovered, has 
for a period give,p. ttis unique power to landowners, 
industrialists and :tTnanciers-every type of rr1ioddle
man, its um.:ontrollable advance will n~ less inevitably 
destrt>y them. • • 

Already Fourier, and afterl'him Proudhon, had 
declaimed against the. pro(iesses by which the great 
bankers and manufacturers, by means of their superior 
resources, tend to eliminate small traders and craftsmen 
from the economic market, creating a mass of discon
ten~d, dJIJasse individuals, who are automaticali,
•fo~ced iMO -the ranks of the proletariat. Ruthless 
competition between individual capitalists, seeking to 
increase the quantity of ,-.urplus value, and the natural 
necessity arising from this of lowering the cost of pro
duction and finding new markets, is bound to lead to 
greater .and greater fusion of rival firms, that is to a 
ceaseless procei>' of amalgamation, until only the largest 

~nd most powerful groups are left in existence, all 
others being forced int~ a position of dependence or 
semi-dependence, in the new centralize~ industrial • 
hierarchy, which grows, and will continue to grow, 
faster and faster. Centralization is a direct product of , 
rationalization : of increased efficiency in production 
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• and transport. secured by the pooling of resotrrces, of 
• the formation of great monopolistic trusts and com

bines which are capable of planned co-ordin~ion. 
The • workers ~reviously scatteretl among many f;mall 
enterprises, reinforced by continual influx of the sons 
and daughters of the ruined small traders and manu
facturers, automatically become unite~ in'to a single 
self-conscious proletarian army by the very processes 
of integration at work among their masters. Their 
power as a political and economic force grows corre
spondingly greater. Already trade unions, developing 
in the shadow of the factory system, represent a far 
more powerful weapon in the hands of the proletariat 
than any that existed before. The. process of industrial 
expansion will tend to organize s~cie~ more and more 
into 4fte shape of an immense pyramid, with fewer 
and increasing!~ powerful capitalists at jts summit and 
a vast, discon'tented mass of exploited workers• and 
colonial slaves formin~its base. The more machinery 
replaces human labour th~ low(}r the rate of profit is 
bound to fall, since " surplus value " is determined 
solely by the quantity of the latter. The struggle 
between competing capitalists a~d their countries, which 
a.e in effect controlled by them, will grow ~tere~Jlnd 
more deadly, being wedded to a system of'"'tumamperea• 
competition, under which each can only survive by 
overreaching and destroying ,.his rivals. 

Within the framework of capitaiism and unchecked 
private enterprise, these processes cannot be controlled, 

• since the vested interests on which capitalist .society 
rests, depend for their survival on absowte freedom of 
competition. Marx did not, however, clearly forese~ 
the consequences of the corppetition between rival 

• imperialism~ and, in particular, the development of 
political nationalism as a force cutting across and trans-

• forming the development of capitalism itself, and offer
ing a bulwark to the gradually impo)lerished section of 

• 
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the bourg;oisie, which forms an alliance wit!. the reaction 
in its desperate anxiety to avoid its Marxist .destiny of 
falli~ into the proletariat below it. 

His 'classification of social strata into tile obsolestent 
military-feudal aristocracy, the industrial bourgeoisie, 
the petite bourgeoisie, the proletariat, and that casual 
riff-raff on the ~dge of society which he called the 
Lumpenproletariat-a remarkably original classification 
for its time-over-simplifies issues when it is too 
mechanically applied to the twentieth century. A 
more elaborate instrument is required, if only to deal 
with the indepenl"lent behaviour of classes, like the 
semi-ruined petite bourgeoisie, the growing salaried 
lower middle class, a~ above all the vast agricultural 
population, classe~ ~ich Marx regarded as naturally 
reactionary, but forced by their growing pauperiz"lmon 
either to sinK to.the level of the proletal'iat, or to offer • • their services as mercenaries to its protagonist, the 
industrial bourgeoisie. The hist&"y of post-war Europe 
requires to be considet'ably 'tlistorted before it can be 
made to fit this hypothesis. 

Marx prophesied that .the periodic crises due to the 
absen.ce of planned economies, and unchecked indus
t,rial~trife,-would necessarily grow more frequent ancl" 
acute. ~rs; on a hitherto unprecedented scale, would 
ravage the civilized world, until finally the Hegelian 
contradictions of a sy.stemr whose continuance depends 
upon more and more destructive conflicts between its 
constituent parts, would obtain a violent solution. The 
ever-deCreasing group of capitalists in power would be 
overthrown byethe workers whom they themselves 

, ~mld have so efficiently drilled into a compact, dis
ciplined body. With t!.e disappearance of the last 
possessing class, the final end would be reallhed of the 
war between the classes, which is the sole and sufficient 
cause of economic scarcity and social strife. 

In a celebrated pnssage in the twenty-second chapter 

• 
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of the first -.rolume he declared : " While there is a 
progressive diminution in the number of capitalist 
magnates, there is of course a corresponding injrease 
in the mass ~ poverty, enslavement, degenerati'n and 
exploitation, but at the same time there is a steady 
intensification of the role of the working class-a class 
which grows ever more numerous, a~d i; disciplined, 
unified and organized by the very mechanism of the 
capitalist method of production which has flourished 
with it and under it. The centralization of the means 

, of production and the socialization of labour reach a 
point where they prove incompatible-with their capital
ist husk. This bursts asunder. The knell of private 
property sounds. The expropri~rs are expropriated." 
The State, the instrument whereb¥ tlite authority of the 
rulmg class is artificially enforced, having lost its 
function, will.~sappear ; the ideal co~mu"nity, painted 
in colours at once to~ simple and too fantastic by the 
Utopians of the past, ~ill at last be reached-a com
munity in which there wil~ be n~ither master nor slave, 
neither rich nor poor, in which the world's goods, being 
produced in accordance with. social demand unham
~ered by the caprice of individuals, will be distri~uted 
not indeed equally-a notion so lamely h.rowe~ ~Y. 
the workers from the liberal ideologists ~ith their 
utilitarian concept of justice as arithmetical equality
but rationally, that is une<!jually. : for, as a man's 
capacities and needs are unequal, his reward, if it is 
to be just, must, in the formula of the Communist 
Manifesto, accrue ' to every one according to his need, 
from every one according to his ~Ipacity.' Men, 
emancipated at last from the tyranny both of nature an4.. • 
of their own ill-adapted and oi.ll-controlled, and there-
fore oppre~ive institutions, will begin to develop their 
capacities to the fullest extent. True freedom, so 
obscurely adumbrated by Hegel, will be realized. 
Human history in the true sense wilP only then begin . 

• 
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The publication of Das Kapital had at l~t provided a 
definite intellectual foundation for international social
ism~ the place of a scattered mass of vaguely defined 
ap_g_c•nflkting i4~.~~; .. ·The interdepend{lilce of the• his
torical economic and political theses preached by Marx 
and Engels was revealed in this monumental compila
tion. It behme the central objective of attack and 
defence. All subsequent forms of socialism hereafter 
defined themselves in terms of their attitude to the posi
tion taken in it, and were understood and classified by 
their resemblance to it. After a brief period of obscur
ity, its fame began•to grow and reached an extraordinary 
height. It acquired, a symbolic significance beyond 
anything written sin~ the age of faith. It has been 
blindly worshippeel, jnd blindly hated, by millions who 
have not read a line of it, or have read without u1m.er
standing its ·ob~ure and tortuous pros~ In its name 
revolUtions were made ; the counter rev~lutions which 
followed concentrated upon its ~ppression as the most 
potent and insidious of the ~nemy's weapons. A new 
social order has been established which professes its 
principles and sees in it t;lle final and unalterable expres
sion of its faith. It has called into existence an army 

.of ~terp .. ers and casuists, whose unceasing labou& 
for near11 tHI.-ee-quarters of a century have buried it 
beneath a mountain of commentary, which ];,las out
grown in influence .the sacred text itself. 

In .. Marx's own life it marked a decisive moment. 
He intended it to be his greatest contribution to the 
emancipation of humanity, and had sacrificed to it 
fiftee[l years of .his life and much of his public ambition . 

• 

.-.he labour which had gone towards it was truly pro
digious. For its sake ha! endured poverty, illness and 
persecution both public and personal, sufiering these • 
not gladly indeed, but with a single-minded stoicism 
whose strength and harshness both moved and fright- • 
ened those who oome in contact with it. 
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He wishe~to dedicate his book to Darwin, for whom 
he had. a greater intellectual admiratio11Than for any 
other of his contemporaries, regarding him as haaring, 
by fl.is theoryeof evolution and natural selection~! done 
for the morphology of the natural sciences, what he 
himself was striving to do for human history. Darwin 

"<; declined the honour in a polite,cautiou;ly phrased Jetter, 
saying that he was unhappily Ignorant of economic 
science, but offered the author his good wishes in what 
he assumed to be their common end-the advancement 
of human knowledge. It was dedicated to the memory 
of Wilhelm Wolff, a Silesian commuflist, who had been 
his devoted follovver since 1848, and had recently died 
in Manchester. The published vaJ.ume was the first part 
of the projected work, the rest wa~st;.\1 a confused mass 
of rm'tes, references and sketches. He sent copies of 
it to his old as110ciates, to Freiligrath wll.o congratulated 
him on having produs;ed a good work of referenc;, and 
to Feuerbach who sai~ that he found it "rich in un
deniable facts of the most•inter~sting, but at the same 
time most horrible nature." Ruge had given it more 
discriminating praise ; it obt3jned at least one critical 
notice in England, in the Saturday Review, which quaintly 
~bserved that " the presentation of the su~t in'ilests_ 
the driest economic questions with cehain peculiar 
charm." It was more widely noticed in Germany where 
Marx's friends Liebknecht and Kugelmann, a Hanover 
physician who had conceived an immense admiration 
for him, made vigorous propaganda for it. In particular 
Joseph Dietzgen, a· self-taught German cobble!" in St. 
Petersburg, who became one of his most ~dent disciples, 
did much to popularize it with the German masses. - .,. 

Marx's scientific appetite had not diminished since 
• his Paris d•ys. He believed in exact scholarship and 

sternly drove his reluctant followers into the reading
room of the British Museum. Liebknecht, in his 
memoirs, describes how day after itaythe " scum of 
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internatio'nal communism " might be jeen meekly 
seated at the desks in the reading-room, under the eye 
of ~rx himself. Indeed no social or political move
ment !bas laid such emphasis on resea~h and eoodi
tion. The extent of his own reading is to some degree 
indicated by the references in his works alone, which 
explore exceedmgly obscure byways in ancient, 
medi;:eval, and modern literature. The text is liberally 
sprinkled with footnotes, long, mordant and annihilat
ing, which recall Gibbon's classical employment of this 
weapon. The adversaries at whom they are directed 
are for the most part forgotten names to-day, but occa
sionally his shafts are aimed at well-known figures; 
Macaulay, Gladstone.-nd one or two notorious academic 
economists of the <ti~e, are attacked with a savage con
centration which has inaugurated a new epoch i'{!'-the 
technique ofpu~lic vituperation, and crooted the school 
of socialist polemical writing which has ;ntirely altered 
the general character of politictl controversy. There 
is conspicuously little ptaise in it. The warmest tribute 
is earned by the British factory inspectors, whose 
fearless and unbiassed J;eports both of the appalling 
conditions which they witnessed; and of the means 
.ado~ted ~factory owners to circumvent the law, i! 
declared ib b~ a uniquely honourable phenomenon in 
the history of bourgeois society. The technique of 
social research was revoh1tionized by the example set 
by him in the use of Blue Books and official reports : 
the greater part of his detailed indictment of modern 
industrialism is based almost wholly upon them. 

After his de.th, Engels, who edited the second and 
~rd volumes of Das Kapital, found the manuscript 
in a far more chaotic condition than he expected. The 
year in which the first volume appeared QJarks not a • 
turning but a breaking-point in Marx's life. His views 
during the remaining sixteen years of his life altered • 
little ; he added, .-evised, corrected, wrote pamphlets 

• 
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and letters, .but published nothing that was new ; 
he reiterated the old position tirelessly, but the tone 
is milder, a faintc note of querulous self-pity, ttlltally 
absoo.t before• is now discernibfe. And his b~ief in 
the proximity, even in the ultimate inevitability of a 
world revolution, diminished. His prophecies had 
been disappointed too often; he had• confidently pre
dicted a great upheaval in 1842, during a weavers' 
rising in Silesia, and even inspired Heine to write the 
famous poem upon it which he published in his Paris 
journal; and in r8sr, r857 and r872 he expected 
revolutionary outbreaks which failed to materialize. 
His long-term predictions were far more successful, 
not only with regard to the g~eral development of 
capitalism-concerning which he Jla• proved .a singu
larlrrrue prophet, erring only in supposing that central
ization of convol necessarily entailed ~entralization of 
ownership ot economic resources, a hypothesi; not 
borne out by the gro\\th in the number of small in
vestors, and the increasin~tend~ncy to divide the land 
into small holdings-but also more specifically, as when, 
after the annexation of Alsace.Lorraine by Prussia, he 
foretold that this would throw France into the Jlrms 
~ Russia and so bring about the first great-..:>rld ...,-ar .• 
He allowed that the revolution may te 1onger in 
arriving than he and Engels had once estimated, and 
in some countries, notably in England, where in his 
day there was no real army and no real bureaucracy, 
it may actually not occur at all, " although," he 
enigmatically added, " history indicates otherwise." 
He was not fifty when he began to subsi~ into conscious 
old age. The heroic period was over. -

UaE..K..apf!q-Lcrr;;ated a new 1eputation for its author. 
• His previ~s books had been passed over in '"Silence 

even in German-speaking countries : his new work 
was reviewed and discussed as far afield as Russia and 
Spain. In the next ten years it was translated into 

• 
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French, 'English, Russian, Italian: ind~ed, Bakunin 
himself gallantly offered to translate it into Russian. 
But ~his project if it was ever begun, collapsed in cir
cums!:f.nces of sordid· personal and firymcial scapdal 
which were partly responsible for the demise of the 
International five years later. Its sudden rise to fame 
was due to a"'majt>r event which two years earlier altered 
the history of Europe and completely changed the 
direction in which the working class movement had 
hitherto developed. 

If Marx and Engels sometimes predicted events 
which failed to h~pen, they more than once failed to 
foresee events which did. Thus Marx denied that the 
Crimean War would occur, and backed the wrong side 
in the Austro-P~ss,.an War. The Franco-Prussian 
War of 1870 came t~ them as something wholly 191tex
pected .. For y~ars they had underesti~ated Prussian 
stren~h ; the true alliance of cynicism a~d brute force 
was in their eyes represented }j;j the Emperor of the 
French. Bismarck wali an able Junker, who served his 
King and his class ; even his victory over Austria did 
not convince them of his real quality or aims. Marx 
may have been genuinefy deceived to some extent by 
Bis~~rck..;..epresentation of the war as being on his par4 

•purely d~fen8ive, and ·signed the protest which the 
Council of the International immediately published only 
after it had been altered to make this fact clear-a step 
for which many socialists • in Latin countries never for
gave him, insisting in later years that it was inspired 
by pure. German patriotism, to which both he and Engels 
were always co~spicuously prone. The International in 
~era!, and in particular its German members, behaved 
irreproachably througho~t the brief campaign. The 
Council in its proclamation, issued in the• middle of • 
the war, warned the German workers against support
ing the policy of annexation which Bismarck might • 
well pursue ; it exwained in clear terms that the interests 
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of the Fren~h and German proletariat were 'identical, 
being menaced only by the common enemy, the capitalist 
bourgeoisie of both countries, which had brought ~out 
the ~ar for its. own ends, wasting•for their sakes t]ee lives 
and substance of the working class equally of Germany 
and of France. After the surrender of the Emperor it 
exhorted the French workers to supptJrt rtle formation 
of a republic on a broadly democratic basis. During 
the wild wave of war chauvinism which swept over 
Germany, and engulfed even the left wing of the 
Lassallians, only the Marxists, Liebknecht and Bebel, 
preserved their sanity. To the indigilation of the entire 
country they abstained from voting for war credits 
and spoke vigorously in the Rei<istag against the war, 
and in particular against the annexa~on of Alsace-Lor
rail'IP. For this they were char/ed with treason and 
imprisoned. In a celebrated letter to Engels Marx 
pointed out t~at the defeat of Germany, which {!vould 
have strengthened Bon~artism and crippled the German 
workers for many years to.com("), might have been even 
more disastrous than German victory. By transferring 
the centre of gravity from Paris to Berlin, Bismarck was 
doing their work for them, ho;ever unconsciously ; for 
•he German. workers, being better organizeW,nd ~~tter 
disciplined than the French; were c<msequently a 
stronger citadel of social democracy than the French 4 
could have been ; while tqe defeat of Bonapartism 
would remove a nightmare from ·Europe. 

In the autumn the French army was defeated at Sedan, 
the Emperor taken prisoner, and Paris besiege<l. The 
King of Prussia, who had solemnly jWorn that the 
war was defensive and directed not against Fra~ 
but against Napoleon, change~ his tactics, and, armed 

• with an ¥nthusiastic plebiscite from his people, 
demanded the cession of Alsace-Lorraine and the 
payment of an indemnity of five billion francs. The 
tide of English opinion, hithert~ anti-Bonapartist 

• 
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and pro-German, under the influence of continual 
reports of Prussian atrocities in Fr!nce, veered 
round sharply. The International issued a second 
Man!f~sto violently pwtesting against the annexation, 
denouncipg the dynastic ambitions of•the Prus~ian 
King, and calling upon the French workers to unite 
with all def8ndets of democracy against the common 
Prussian foe. " If limits are to be fixed by military 
interests," wrote Marx in 187o, "there will be no end 
of claims, because every military line is necessarily 
faulty and may be improved by annexing some more 
outlying territory i. they can never be fixed fairly or 
finally because they always must be improved by the 
conqueror or the conquered, and consequently carry 
within them the see~s of fresh wars. History will 
measure its retrib.ut~n, not by the extent of s~re 
miles conquered from France, but by the intensity of 
the crrime of reViving, in the second harP of the 'nine
teenth century, the policy of con~est." This time war 
credits were voted agpinst,• rtot by Liebknecht and 
Bebel alone, but also by the Lassallians, shamed out 
of their recent patriotism. Marx jubilantly wrote to 
Engels that for the first time the principles and policy 
of th~ International had obtained public expression i~ 
~ ~~rope~l~islative assembly : the International had 
become a force to be officially reckoned with : the 
dream of a united proletarian party with identical ends 
in all countries was· beginning to be realized. Paris 
was presently starved into submission and capitulated ; 
a national assembly was elected, Thiers was made 
Preside;_t of the new Republic, and appointed a pro
visional govern~ent of conservative views. In April 
the government made an attempt to disarm the Paris 
National Guard, a volunt~er citizen force which showed • 
signs of radical sympathies. It refused to give up its 
arms, declared its autonomy, deposed the officials of the 
provisional govern~ent, and elected a revolutionary com-

• 

• 
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mittee of the people as the true government 6f France. 
The regulart~oops were brought to Versailles and invested 
the rebellious city. It was the first campaign of .what 
both sides immediately recognized. to be an open cl~s war. 

The Com4une, as the new government described 
itself, was neither created nor inspired by the Inter
national : it was not evyn, in a stri!!t s~se, socialist 
in its doctrines, unless a dictatorship of any popularly 
elected committee in itself constitutes a socialist pheno
menon. It consisted _of a_,highly heterogeneous collec
tion of individuals, for the most part followers of 
Blanqui, Proudhon, and Bakunin, w~h an admixture of 
pure rhetoricians, like Felix Pyat, who knew only that 
they were fighting for France, the people, and the revo
lution, and proclaimed death to :f1 tirants, priests and 
PlloliSians. Workmen, soldiers, ~riters, painters like 
Courbet, scholars like the geographer Reclus and the 
critic Valles, ;mbjguous figures like R~chefort, fl1reign 
exiles of mildly liber~ views, bohemians and adven
turers of every descripti~ were. swept up in a common 
revolutionary wave. It rose at a moment of national 
hysteria after the moral and material misery of a siege 
and a capitulation, at a moment when the national 
;evolution which promised to do away fin .. "ii~.W.e 
last relics of Bonapartist and Orleanist rea•tion, betrayecf 
by Thiers and his ministers, abandoned by the middle 
classes, uncertain of support among the peasantry, 
seemed suddenly threatened ~ith "the return of all that 
it most feared and loathed, the generals, the financiers, 

• the priests. By a great effort the people had. shaken 
off the nightmare first of the Empire th•n of the siege ; 
they had hardly awoken yet when the spectres see~ 
to advance upon them once ~ain : terrified, they re-

• volted. This common sense of horror before the 
resurgence • of the past was almost the sole bond which 
united the Communards. Their views on political 
organization were vague to a degre~ : they announced 

• 
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that the state in its old form was abolishoo, and called 
upon the people in arms to govern itself. 

Pflesently, as supplies began to give out, and the • 
condi~on of the besie"ged grew more d~perate, Urror 
developed : proscriptions began, men and women were 
condemned ~nd ~xecuted, many of them certainly guilt
less, and few deserving of death. Among those executed 
was the Archbishop of Paris. who had been held as a 
hostage against the army at Versailles. The rest of 
Europe watched the monstrous events with growing 
indignation and disgust. The Communards seemed even 
to enlightened op!nion, even, to old and tried friends 
of the people like Louis Blanc and Mazzini, to be a band 
of criminal lunatics .iead to the appeal of humanity, 
social incendiarie~ JW:dged to destroy all rdigion and 
all morality, men driven out of their minds by ~eal 
and jmagimiry -.vrongs, scarcely respo~ible for their 
enormities. Practically the entire European Press, 
reactionary and liberal alike~ombined to give the 
same impression. Here arM there a radical journal 
condemned less roundly than the others, and timidly 
pleaded extenuating circlllmstances. The crimes of the 
CoiiW1une did not long remain unavenged. The re
.tribut~ich the vi<:torious army exacted took th~ 
form of mass executions ; the white terror, as is common 
in such cases, far outdid in acts of bestial cruelty the 
worst excesses of th€ reg1me the misdeeds of which it 
had come to end. 

The International vacillated ; composed as it largely 
was of enem1es of the Blanquists and neo-Jacobins who 
formed the m~ority of the Commune, opposed to the 
~mmunard programme, and in particular to acts of 
terrorism, it had, moreo\"er, formally advised against the 
revolt declaring that " any attempt at u~etting the 
new government in the present crisis, ... would be des
perate folly." The English members were particularly • 
anxious not to contpromise themselves by open associa-

H 
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tion with a oody which, in the opinion of the majority 
of their countrymen, was little better than a gang of 

• common murderers. Marx solved their doubts <tly a 
vert character.,tic act. In the na·me of the InternMional 
he published an address in which he proclaimed that 
the moment for analysis and criticism h~d p~ssed. After 
giving a swift and vivid account of the events which 
led to the creation of the Commune, of its rise and 
fall, he acclaimed it as the first open and defiant mani
festation in history of the strength and idealism of the 
working class-the first pitched battle which it had fought 
against its oppressors before the e~es of the whole 
world, and an act forcing all its false friends, the radical 
bourgeoisie, the democrats and larmanitarians to show 
themselves in their true colours• a~ enemies to the 
ultM!ate ends fer which it was prepared to live and 
die. He weJ~ further than this : h~ recognize~ the 
Commune as that transitional form of social structure 
by passing thro~gh wh~ alone the workers could gain 
their ultimate emancipatr<tn. To this extent he once 
more, as in rSso and r852, retracted the doctrine of the 
Communist Manifesto, whichehad asserted, as against 
the French utopians and early anarchists, tha.. the 
fmmediate end of the revolution was no~'l'iest!ey,. 
but to seize the state and make use of it to liquidate 
the enemy. 

The pamphlet, later entitlect The. Civil War in France, 
was not primarily intended as a historical study : it 
was a tactical move, and one of typical audacity and 
intransigeance. Marx was sometimes blamed by-his own 
followers for allowing the Internation:fl. to be linked 
in the popular mind with a band of law-breakers ami 
assassins, an association which ~arned for it an unneces-

• sarily siniseer reputation. This was not the kind of 
consideration which could have influenced him in the 

• slightest degree. He was, all his life, a convinced and 
uncompromising believer in a viotent working class 

• 
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revolutio~. The Commune was the firs~ spontaneous 
rising of the workers in their capacity as workers : the 
ful~emeute of 1848, was, in his view, an attack on, and • 
11ot b,, them. The C~mmune was.not d¥ectly inspired 
by Marx. He regarded it, indeed, as a political blunder : 
b.is adversaries the Blanquists and Proudhonists pre
:iominated rn it "to the end ; and yet its significance in 
bis eyes was immense. Before it there had indeed 
been many scattered streams of socialist thought and 
Ktion ; but this rising, with its world repercussions, 
the great effect which it was bound to have upon the 

ers of all la'tlds, was the first event of the new 
The men who had died in it and for it, were the 

martyrs of intenlitional socialism, their blood would 
~ seed of ~e. new proletarian faith : whatever 
tgic faults and shortcomings of the Communm-ds, 
vere as n~thing before the magniiude of the his-

role which these men had playe~, the position 
they were destined to y-upy in the tradition of 

1rian revolution." • 
coming forward to pay them open homage he 
ed what he intel1Ped to achieve : he helped to 
a heroic legend of socialism. More than thirty 
~reLenin defended the Moscow rising, whidt 
·ed during the abortive Russian revolution of 
against the highly damaging criticisms of Plek-
by quoting the attitude of Marx towards the 

mne : by pointing out that the emotional and 
1lic value of the memory of a great heroic out
~owever ill conceived, however harmful in its • 

____ liate re~lts, is an infinitely greater and more 
~manent asset to a revolutionary movement than the 
realization of its futility -'It a moment when what matters 
most is not to write accurate history, or ej'en to ·learn • 
[ts lessons, but to make it. 

The publication of the address embar~assed and 
shocked many IJlembers of the International and 

.. 
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hastened its .ultimate dissolution. Marx attempted to 

• forestall all reproaches by revealing his name as the sole 
• author of the work. " The Red Terrorist Doctorf'' as 

he was now f'Opularly known, 'became overnigtlt the 
object of public odium : anonymous letters began to 
arrive, his life was several times threatened. Jubilantly 
he wrote to Engels : " It is doing me gaol after twenty 
long and boring years of idyllic isolation like a frog in 
a swamp. The government organ-the Observer-is 
even threatening me with prosecution. Let them try 
it ! I snap my fingers at the canaille ! " The hubbub 
died down, but the damage done t<f the Intern ~L' ~- ~' 

was permanent : it became indissolubly cor 
in the minds both of the police anri of the general 
with the outrages of the Commune .• A blow was 1 

the~lliance of the English trade-union leaders w 
International, which was, in any case, ~cirri thei1 
of view entirery opportunist, based on its useful 
promoting specific uni"""- interests. The union 
at this time being strongr~woot!d by the Libera 
with promises of support upon these very issues 
prospect of a peaceful and ,respectable conql 
power made them less than ever anxious to be ass 
..,ith a notorious revolutionary conspiracy' • 
end was to raise the standard of life a~d the 
and political status of the skilled workers who1 
represented. They did not l~ok upon themselv 
political party, and if they subscribed to the prog 
of the International, this was due partly to the el 

• of its statutes, which skilfully avoided committ 
members to definitely revolutionary ends,•and mo: .. 
to.their haziness on political issues. This fact w 
appreciated by the government-which, in reply tc 

• cular from. the Spanish Government demandi 
suppression of the International, replied in the pe 

• the Foreign Secretary, Lord Granville, that in E 
they felt no danger of armed insurre~tion : the l 
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members' were peaceful men, solely occupied in labour 
negotiations, and gave the Government no ground for 
appt~ehension. Marx himself was bitterly aware of the • 
truth ef this : even Harney and Jones w•e in his ~yes 
preferable to the men he now had to deal with, solid 
trade-union officials like Odger, or Cremer or Apple
garth, who ~istrusted foreigners, cared little for events 
outside their country, and took little interest in ideas. 

No meetings of the International having been held 
in r87o-r, a meeting was convened in London in 1872. 
The most important proposal brought up by this Con
gress, that the working class henceforth cease to rely in 
the political struggle upon the assistance of bourgeois 
parties, and form a II(Jarty of their own, was, after a 
stormy debate, ca•ri~ by the votes of the English dele
gates. The new political party was not set up du1ing 
Marx's lifetime. but, in idea at least, th\ Labour party 
was born at this meeting, and may be regarded as Marx's 
greatest single contribution rhe internal history of 
his adopted land. At• the ~arne congress the English 
delegates insisted on, and won, the right to form a sep
arate local organization instead of, as before, being re
pres~nted by the General Council. This displeased and 
f·t-- Marx : it was a gesture of distrust, almo~ 

• of rebellion ; • at once he suspected the machinations of 
Bakunin, whom the recent events in France had put 
in a proud and ecstatic mood, since he felt that they 
were overwhelmingly due to his personal influence. 
A large part of Paris was destroyed by fire during the 
Comml!ne : this fire seemed to him a symbol of his own • 
life, and a litlagnificent realization of his favourite 
E~. dox : " Destruction, too, is a kind of creation." 

~ 
Marx neither undersM~Jod nor wished to understand 

the emotional basis of Bakunin's acts and declarations : • 
his influence was a menace to the movement, and must 
consequently be destroyed. 

"The Internatienal was founded," he wrote in 1871, 
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" in order tli replace the socialist and semi-socialist 
sects with a genuine organization of the working class 

• for its struggle. . . . Socialist sectarianism and a-real 
wor!ting-class .uovement are in "inverse ratio t<' each 
other. Sects have a right to exist only so lon'g as the 
working class is not mature enough to have an inde-

f
. • • 

pendent movement o tts own : as soon as that moment 
arrives sectarianism becomes reactionary. . . . The 
history of the International is a ceaseless battle of the 
General :Council against dilettantist experiments and 
sects. . . . Towards the end of r868 the International 
was joine.&hy.Bak.unin whose purpose-i.t was to create an 
International. within the International, and to place 
hf~~~If;t"Its"il~;;r:-···F~;"M. ~kunin, his doctrine 
{an absurd patchwork composed if ~its and pieces of 
vie~s taken from Proudhon, Saint-Simon, etc.) was, 
and still is, so11ething of secondary im~rtance, se~ing 
him only as a means of acquiring personal influence and 
power. But if Baku~ as a theorist, is nothing, 
B~kunin,. the intriguer, ha~~ttai:d.ed to the highest peak 
of his profession. . . . As for his political non-parti
dpation, every movement in waich the working class as 
such is opposed to the ruling classes, and exet;fises 
~ressure upon it from without, is eo ips~ -,.Ii•l. 
movement . . . but when the workers' o~ganization is 
not so highly developed that it can afford to risk decisive 
engagement with the dominant political power-then it 
must be prepared for this by ceaseless agitation against 
the·crimes and follies of the ruling class. Otherwise it 

• becomes a plaything in its hands, as was demoftstrated 
by the September revolution in Franc~ and, to some 
·extent, by the recent successes in England of GladstMre 
& Co." • 

• Bak!}nin at this period had entered upon the last and 
strang~st. phase of his bizarre existence. He had com-

• pletely fallen under the spell of a young Russian ter
rorist called Nechayev, whose audacity and freedom from 
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scruple J:ie found irresistible. Nechayev, 1'ho believed 
in blackmail and intimidation as essential revolutionary 
we~ons justified by their end, had written an anony- • 
mous.,)etter to the agent of the prospectiie publish•r of 
Bakunin:s Russian version of Capital, threatening him 
in general but violent terms, if he should continue to 
force his wPetclred hackwork upon men of genius, or 
pester Bakunin for the return of the advance which had 
been paid him. The frightened and infuriated agent 
sent the letter to Marx. It is doubtful whether the 
evidence of the intrigues conducted by Bakunin's 
organization, the •Democratic Alliance, would in itself 
have been sufficient to secure his expulsion, since he 
numbered many per.onal supporters at the Congress ; 
but the report ofethe committee instructed to look into 
this scandal, and the• dramatic production of the N~h
ayev letter, •tur~ed the scale. After l~g and stormy 
sessTOns, in the course of which even th~ Proudhonists 
had finally been persuaded thaj,rlO party could preserve 
its unity while Bakunin-was i~s ranks, he and his closest 
associates were expelled by a small majority. 

Marx's next proposal i-lso came as a bombshell to the 
uninitiated members of the Congress : it was to trans
fa.l:~t~f the Council to the United States. Every. 

• one realizedo that tliis was tantamount to the 
dissolution of the International. America was not 
merely infinitely dis~ant trom European affairs, but in
significant in the affairs of the International. The 
French delegates declared that one might as welt 
remove.it to the moon. Marx gave no explicit reason • 
for this propol¥1.1, which was formally moved by Engels, 
b~ its purpose must have been clear enough to • 
all those present. Ht;t could not operate without 
the loyal and unquestioned obedience of a. least some • 
sections of the body over which he ruled : England 
had seceded ; he had thought of moving the Council to • 
Belgium, but ther~, too, the anti-Marxist element was 
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becoming formidable ; in Germany the go~ernment 
would suppr~ss it ; France, Switzerland and Holland 

.. were far from reliable ; Italy and Spain were defi~ely 
Bakl$ninist Stljongholds. Soonel' than face a .bitter 
struggle which could end at best in a Pyrrhie victory 
and destroy all hope· of a proletarian unity for many 
generations, Marx decided, after ensdring that it did 
not fall into Bakuninists' hands, to allow the Inter
national to disappear from view. 

His enemies claim that he judged the merit of all 
socialist assemblies solely by the degree to which he 
was himself permitted to control them : this equation 
was certainly made both by him and by Engels and made 
quite automatically ; neither eve. showed any sign of 
understanding the bewildered indigJeation which this 
att~de excited among broad secti~ns of their followers. 
Marx attended. the Hague congress in ,pernon, and his 
prestige was st!ch that, in spite of violent opposi'rion, 
the Congress finally by '<il_narrow majority voted its own 
virtual extinction. Its 'ter meetings were sordid 
travesties : it finally expired in Philadelphia in 1876. 
The International . was, inde~d, reconstituted thirty 
years later, but by that time-a period of rapid!l' in
~easing Socialist activity in all countries~seiiia~ 
was very different. Despite its· explicitlye.revolutionary • 
aims, it was more parliamentary, more respectable, more 
optimistic, essentially conciliatory ip. temper, more than 
half committed to the belief in the inevitability of the 
gradual evolution of capitalist society into moderate 

• socialism under persistent but peaceful pressu'e from 
below. • 

• 



CHAPTER XI 

LAST YEARS 
• • 

I remarked [to :Marx] that as I grew older I became more 
tolerant. " Do you," he said, " do you? " 

H. M. HY:>~DM.'\N, Record of an Adventurous Life. 
(,;;"''C~~YN.;,-,O"'Cir."'' 

THE duel with Bakunin is the last public episode in 
Marx's life. The revolution seemed dead everywhere, 
although its embers glowed faintly in Russia and Spain. 
The reaction was o~ce more triumphant, in a milder 
form, indeed, th:en in the days of his youth, prepared 
to make definite ~oncessions to its adversary, "'but 
appearing ttl ~ossess all the more st•bility for that 
reawn. The peaceful conquest of polit:cal and econo
mic control seemed the work~' best hope of emanci
pation. The prestige of LasJrle's followers in Germany 
rose steadily, and Liebknecht, who represented the 
Marxist opposition, now.that the International was dead, 
was inclined to come to terms with them, in order to 
---iiJMle united party. He was persuaded tha• 

•placed as he ~as inside "Germany, he had a better grasp 
of the tactical exigencies than Marx and Engels, who 
continued to live in. England and would not listen to 
any suggestion of compromise. The two. parties 
finally held a conference at Gotha in 1875 and formed 
an allia~ce, issuing a common programme composed by • 
the leaders of lloth factions. It was naturally submitted 
to.JVIarx for ~pproval. He left no doubt as to the .. 
impression which it mad-e on him. 

A violently worded attack was instantly d~patched to • 
Liebknecht in Berlin and Engels was commanded to 
write in a similar strain. Marx accused his disciples • 
of straying into the. use of the misleading, half-meaning-

233 
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less terminolQgy inherited from Lassalle and the True 
Socialists, interspersed with vague liberal phrases .which 

•he had spent half his life in exposing and eliminating. 
The.program~e itself seemed to• him to be per~t!ated 
by the spirit of compromise and to rest on a belief in 
the possibility of attaining social justice bl peacefully 
agitating for such trivial ends as a "just" remuneration 
for labour, and the abolition of the law of inheritance
Proudhonist and Saint-Simonian remedies for .this or that 
abuse, calculated to prop up the capitalist system rather 
than hasten its collapse. In the form of angry marginal 
notes he conveyed for the last tirp.e h;s own conception 

A, jof what the programme of a militant socialist party 
, ought-. to be. The loyal Liebknw:ht received this, as 
everything else which came rr;~ .,o~on, meekly, and 
evell reveremly, but made no use of it. The alliance 
continued and$rew in strength. Two jearl; later Lieb
knecht was again sharply criticized by Engels, who took 
an even lower view tha~arx of his political capacity. 
On this occasion the ca~ was•the appearance in the 
pages of the official organ of the German Social Demo
cratic party of articles by, ancl.in support of, a certain 
Eugen Di.ihring, a radical lecturer on economics ~ the 
University of Berlin, a man of violently ?.ti_t_ 
but hardly socialist views, who· was acqu1.ring growing • , 
influence in the ranks of the German party. Against 
him Engels published his longest a;nd most comprehen
sive work, the last written in collaboration \vith Marx ; 
it contained an authoritative version of the materialist 
view of history, expounded in the blunt, vigorous, lucid 
prose which Engels wrote with great faciltty. The Anti
Dilhring, as it came to be called, is an attack on the~
dialectical, positivistic materi~ism, then increasingly 

• popular aiJ:¥)ng scientific writers and journalists, which 
maintained that all natural phenomena could be inter-

• preted in terms of the motion of matter in space, and 
advances against it the principle of th<+ universal working 
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of the dialectical principle far beyond thta categories of 
human history, in the realms of biology, physics and 
maPhematics. Engels was a versatile and well-read man,• 
and.lfad, by sheer ind'ustry, acquired sor1te rudimootary 
knowledge of these subjects, but his discussions of them 
are exceed~gly. unfortunate. In particular the over
ambitious attempt to discover the working of the triad 
of the Hegelian dialectic in the mathematical rule by 
which the product of two negative quantities is positive, 
has proved a source of much embarrassment to later 
Marxists, who have found themselves saddled with the 
impossible task or defending an eccentric view which is 
not entailed by anything that Marx himself had ever 
asserted, at any rate tJ. his published writings. Marxist 
mathematics of eur.own day is a subject which, like 
Cartesian physics, forms a peculiar and isol:ted 
en~ve in tht9 development of a gJ.\at intellectual 
movement, of antiquarian rather than scientific 
interest. Perhaps when Ma~ towards the end of his 
life, declared that whatevet"else he might be, he was . 
certainly not a Marxist, he had such extravagances·.X 
in view. Very diffe11ent are the chapters later· 
repr~ted as a pamphlet under the title The Evolu-

• ~ ~m • .Utopian to Scientific Socialism. Tha! 
is written )n Engels's best vein, and gives an ac
count of the growth of Marxism from its origins in 
German idealism, F-rencl•t political theory and English 
economic science. It is still the best brief statement of 
the Marxist view of its own historical and political sig-
nificanee, hardly surpassed even in the works of the • 
most brilliant•and many sided of all later writers on • 
IVmrxism, the Russian publicist Plekhanov. 
, Th~ .et~~k ... ~r:." t~e ~oth~_Tr?gramme was Marx's (i 
last vwlent mterventwn m·ffie affairs of theeparty. No 
similar crisis occurred again in his lifetime, and he was 
left free to devote his remaining years to theoretical • 
studies and vain :fttempts to restore his failing health. 
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He had mov~d from Kentish Town first to one, then to 
another home on Haverstock Hill, not far from Engels, 

• who had sold his share in the family business t~ his 
partQer, and •ad established himself in Londo~ 'in a 
large, commodious house in St. John's Wood.· A year 
or two before this he had settled a permane11t annuity on 
Marx, which, modest though it was, • enabled him to 
pursue his work in peace. They saw each other nearly 
every day, and together carried on an immense cor
respondence with socialists in every land, by many of 
whom they had come to be regarded with increasing 
respect and veneration. Marx was !Tow without ques
tion the supreme moral and intellectual authority of 
international socialism ; Lassall~ and Proudhon had 
died in the sixties, BaJ>:gg!g, in p~e~ and neglect, in 
I 8,6. The death of his great enemy evoked no public 
comment fro~ Marx : perhaps beoouse his ~rsh 
obituary notice of Proudhon in a German newspaper 
had caused a wave ~ indignation among French 
socialists, and he thoug~ it more tactful to remain 
silent. His sentiments towards his adversaries, living 
and dead, had not altered, but he was physically less 
capable of the active campaigns of his youth and !Wddle 
~ears ; overwork and a life .of poverty•ha.-~. 
undermined his strength ; he was tired~ and often ill, • 
and began to be preoccupied by his health. Every 
year, generally accompanied .by his younger daughter 
Eleanor, he would visit the English seaside, or a Ger
man or Bohemian spa, where he would occasionally 
meet old friends and followers, who sometimes brought 
with them young historians or econorrftsts anxious to 
meet the celebrated revolutionary. -

He rarely spoke of himself ttr of his life, and never 
• about his ot"igin. The fact that he was a Jew neither he 

nor Engels ever mention. His references to individual 
• Jews, particularly in his letters to Engels, are virulent 

to a degree : his origin had become a personal stigma 
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which he was unable to avoid pointing out tn others ; his 
denial of the importance of racial or political categories, 
his ~emphasis upon t~e inte.r.u~tion;Il chara<:;!J'!I of the• 
proleetriat, takes on a peculiar sharJ1hess of tone, 
directed as it is against misconceptions of which he 
himself was.a c~nspicuous victim. His impatience and 
irritability increased with old age, and he took care 
to avoid the society of men who bored him or disagreed 
with his views. He became more and more difficult 
in his personal relations ; he broke off all connexion with 
one of his oldest friends, the poet Freiligrath, after his 
patriotic odes in" r 870 ; he deliberately insulted his 
devoted adherent Kugelmann to whom some of his 
most interesting l~ters were written, because the 
latter insisted o!J. jelining him in Karlsbad after he 
had made it clear that he wished for no comp:ny. 
On.,the oth~r 11'and, when he was tactf~y approached, 
his behaviour could be friendly and even gracious, 
particularly to the young rJ'Olutionaries and radical 
journalists who came" to 'l":ondon in growing num
bers to pay homage to the two old men. Such pilgrims 
were agreeably receival at his house, and through 
then~o he established contacts with his followers in 

• 

• 'l!mttM!!!> ~ith which .he had had no previous rell
tions, notably with Russia, where a vigorous and well
disciplined revolutionary movement had at last taken 
root. His economic writings, and in particular Das 
Kapital, had had a greater success in Russia than in any 
other country : the censorship-ironically enough- • 
permitted its fublication on the ground that " although 
the book has a pronounced socialist tendency . . . it ,. 
is~ot written in a popular style . . . and is unlikely 
to find many reader~ among the general public." 
The reviews of it in the Russian presse were more • 
favourable and more intelligent than any others, a 
fact which surprised and pleased him, and did much • 
to change his cofltemptuous attitude to " the Russian · 
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• clodhoppers '~ into admiration for the new generation 
of austere and fearless revolutionaries whom his own 

....,ritings had done so much to educate. • 
Tlte history •f Marxism in Russia is unlike its Msi:ory 

in any other country. Whereas in Germany· and in 
France, unlike other forms of positivism ~nd p1aterialism, 
it was primarily a proletarian movement, marking a 
sharp revulsiop_ of feeling against the ineffectiveness of 
the liberal idealism of the bourgeoisie in the first half 
of the century, and represented a mood of disillusion
ment and realism, in Russia, where the proletariat was 
growing fast, but was still weak anc! insignificant by 
Western standards, not only the apostles of Marxism but 
the majority of its converts were midllle-class intellectuals 
for whom it itself became a kind oi rdhlanticism, a be
late~ form of democratic idealism. It grew during the 
height of the ~pulist movement, whi<Jb., affecting.all 
classes, preached the need for personal self-identifica
tion with the people ~ their material needs and 
interests, in order to und('!ipstand' them, educate them, 
and raise their intellectual and social level, and was thus 

1 equally directed against the roo.ctionary anti-Western 
party with its mystical faith in autocracy, the Orthadox 
~hurch, and the Slav genius on. the one ha1!d, 'IKM ~. 
mild agrarian liberalism of the pro-W ester~ers, such as 
Turgenev and Herzen, on the other. 

• 

Well-to-do young men in M~scow and St. Petersburg 
threw away career and position in order to immerse 
themselves in the study of the condition of peasants and 
factory workers, and went to live amongst them. with 

-the same noble fervour with which theft: fathers and 
grandfathers had followed Bakunin or the Decembriits. 
Historical and political materialilsm-emphasis on con-

• crete, tangibie, economic reality as the basis of social 
and individual life, criticism of institutions and of 

• individual actions in terms of their relation to, and 
· influence upon, the material welfar~ of the popular 
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masses, hatred and scorn of art or lif~ pursued for 
their own sake, isolated from the sufferings of the 
woP).d in an ivory tower, ,were preached with a self
forgetful passion : t, A pair of boot• is somej:hing 
more important than all the plays of Shakespeare," 
said Cher11ysh~vsky, and expressed a general mood. 
In these men Marxism produced a sense of liberation 
from doubts and confusions, by offering for the first 
time a systematic exposition of the nature and laws of 
development of society in clear, material terms : its 
very flatness seemed sane and lucid after the romantic 
nationalism of t!J.e Slavophiles and the mystery and 
grandeur of Hegelian idealism. This general effect 
resembled the feeli!ltg induced in Marx himself after 
reading Feuerbath jorty years before : it aroused the 
same sense of the finality of its solution and ot'the 
lim,itless p~ssij-,jlity of action on its ba*. Russia had 
not experienced the horrors of 1849, its development 
lagged far behind that of the ).Vest, its problems in the 
seventies and eighties in 'many respects resembled 
those which had faced the rest of Europe half a century 
before. The Russian •radicals read the Communist 
Mawfesto and the declamatory passages of Das Kapital 

• ~ftC s&e of exhilaration with which men had re~ 
Rousseau in • the previ~us century ; they found much 
which applied exceptionally well to their own condition : 
nowhere was it as tFue a~ in Russia that " in agriculture 
as in manufacture the capitalist transformation of the 
process of production signifies the martyrdom of the 
produ~er ; the instrument of labour" becomes the means • 
of subjugatin/, exploiting and impoverishing the worker ; 
the social combination and organization of the labour • 
process functions as an ~laborate method for crushing the 
worker's individual vitality, freedom an41. in depend-• 
ence ". Only in Russia the method, particularly after the 
liberation of the serfs had enormously enlarged the • 
labour market, "'as not elaborate, but simple. 
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To his OWil surprise Marx found that the nation 
against which he had written and spoken for thirty years, 
,-,rovided him with the most fearless and intelligent ot-bis 
disci~les. Hee.velcomed them in •his home in Lo~don, 
and entered into a regular correspondence with baniel
son, his translator, and Sieber, one of t~ ablest of 
Russian economists. l.Vfarx's analyses ,;ere largely con
cerned with industrial societies ; Russia was an agrarian 
state and any attempt at direct application of a doctrine 
designed for one set of conditions to another was bound 
to lead to errors in theory and practice. Letters reached 
him from Danielson in Russia, and • from the exiles 
Lavrov and Vera Zassulich, begging him to apply him
self to the specific problems prese«ted by the peculiar 
org.:_nization of the Russian pea~nt!! into primitive 
communes, holding land in common, and in particular 
to state his viel' on propositions derivoo fr"om He~en 
and Bakunin and widely accepted by Russian radicals, 
which asserted that a dir~t transition was possible from 
such primitive commune~to developed communism, 
without the necessity of passing through the inter
mediate stage of industrialism :md urbanization, as had 
happened in the West. Marx, who had previflltls!y 
~eated this hypothesis with qmtempt a~ em!I~. 
from sentimental Slavophile idealization of the peasants 
disguised as radicalism combined with the childish 
belief that it was" possible to-cheat the dialectic by an 
audacious leap, to avoid the natural stages of evolution or 
shuffle them out of the world by decrees," was by now 

• sufficiently impressed by the intelligence, seriotisness, 
and, above all, the fanatical and devoted s~cialism of the ... 
new generation of Russian revolutionaries to re-exa~e 
the issue. In order to do this he <began to learn Russian ; 

• at the end ~six months he had mastered it sufficiently 
to read scientific works and confidential government 

• reports which his friends succeeded in smuggling to 
· London. Engels viewed this new afliance with some 
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distaste : he had an incurable aversion•to everything • 
east of the Elbe, and he suspected Marx of inventing 
a ~ew occupation, in order to conceal from himsel'f 
his' teluctance, due • to sheer physica' wearin~s, to 
complete the writing of Das Kapital. After duly 
tunnelling )lis ~vay through an immense mass of statis
tical and historical material, Marx wrote two lengthy 
letters in which he made considerable doctrinal con
cessions. He admitted that if a revolution in Russia 
should be the signal of a common rising of the entire 
European proletariat, it was conceivable, and even likely 
that communism in Russia could be based directly 
upon the semi-feudal communal ownership of land 
by the village as it~xisted at the time; but this could 
not occur if c;fpit~Iism continued among its nevest 
neighbours; since this would inevitably force Russia 
in.~heer econemic self-defence along \he path already 
traversed by the more advanced countries of the \Vest. 

The Russians were not a1one, hov.:ever, in paying 
homage to the London e:\'fles. Young leaders of the 
new united German social democratic party, Bebel, 
Bernstein, Ka:utsky, vi~ited him and consulted him on 
all ~portant issues. His two eldest daughters had 

• ~~~~ ~nch socialists and kept him in touch wi~ 
Latin count~ies. The founder of French social demo
cracy, Jules Guesde, submitted the programme of his 
party to him, and had it drastically revised. Marxism 
began to oust Bakuninist anarchism in Italy and, Switzer
land. Encouraging reports came from the United States. • 
The 11est news of all came from Germany, where the 
socialist vote~ in spite of Bismarck's anti-socialist laws, ,.. 
Wl!IS mounting with prodigious speed. The only major 
European country w~ich. continued to star1d aloof,. 
virtually impervious to his teaching, was ~at in which 
he himself lived and of which he spoke as his second 
home. " In England," he wrote," prolonged prosperity• 
ll!\§ demoralized the workers the ultimate aim of · 
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, : this most bo~rgeois of lands would seem to be the 
establishment of a bourgeois aristocracy and a bourgeois 
proletariat side by side with the bourgeoisie"'':' : . ~e 

1 revolt!ti'Onary e~ergy of the British workers has ot>zed 
away . . . it will take long before they can shake o"ff their 
bourgeois infection . . . they totally lac¥ t~ mettle of 
the old Chartists." He had no intimate English friends, 
and hiiti"~f~ti'Ons with such sympathizers as Beesly or 
Belfort Bax had never been more than formal. He 
did indeed, in the last years of his life, allow himself to 
be wooed for a brief period by H.,,,;\YI.;, Hyndman, the 
founder of the Social Democratic Federation, who did 
much to popularize Marxism in England. Hyndman 
was an agreeable, easy-going, exp!nsive individual, a 
ge~ine radical by temperament, an.anftlsing and effec
tive speaker, and a lively writer on political an~ economic 
subjects. A li!#lt-hearted amateur himself, he enjor&d 
meeting and talking to men of genius, and, being some
what indiscriminate in his taste, presently abandoned 
Mazzini for Marx. He t~us described him in his 
memoirs : " The first impression of Marx as I saw him 
was that of a powerful, shaggy, ufltamed old man, ready, 
not to say eager, to enter into conflict, and r:!iiher 
s~spicious himself of immediate attack ; yet·ftis grcUifttr'. 
of us was cordial . . . When speaking with fierce 
indignation of the policy of the Liberal party, especially 
in regard to Ireland, the old warrior's brows wrinkled, 
the broad, strong nose and face were obviously moved 

• by passion, and he poured out a stream of vigorous 
denunciation which displayed alike the heat M his 

"' temperament, and the marvellous comman~ he possessed 
over our language. The contrast between his mam!fer 

_and utterance when thus deepl1 stirred by anger, and 
his attitude -when giving his views on the economic 
events of the period, was very marked. He turned 

:from the role of prophet and violent denunciator to 
that of the calm philosopher with~ut any apparent 
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effort, and I felt that many a long ye&r might pass 
before I ceased to be a student in the presence of a 
m<!ster." • 

HJndman's sincerity, his naivete, his t.ffable an.! dis
arming manner, and above all his whole-hearted and 
uncritical ;tdmjration for Marx, whom, with typical 
ineptitude, he called " the Aristotle of the nineteenth · 
century," caused the latter to treat him for some years 
with marked friendliness and indulgence. The in
evitable breach occurred over Hyndman's book England 
for All, which is still one of the best popular accounts of 
Marxism in English. The debt to Marx was not 
acknowledged by name, a fact which Hyndman lamely 
tried to explain on •he ground "that the English don't 
like being taugh~by ~oreigners, and your name is so nw-ch 
detested here . . . " This was sufficient. Marx held 
vi,glent opiniom on plagiarism: Lassall~had been made 
to suffer for far less ; he broke off the connexion at once 
and with it his last remaining link with English socialism. 

His mode of life had st!'arcely changed at all. He 
rose at seven, drank several cups of black coffee, and 
then retired to his sl!lldy where he read and wrote 
unt6l.two in the afternoon. After hurrying through his 

.~--~"l'e w~ked again till supper, which he ate with Ms 
• family. Aft~r that he took an evening walk on Hamp

stead Heath, or returned to his study, where he worked 
until two or three in the morning. His son-in-law, Paul 
Lafargue, has left a description of this room : 

" It was on the first floor and well lighted by a broad 
• windo~ looking on the park. The fireplace was 

opposite the 'vindow, and was flanked by bookshelves, 
or~the top of which packets of newspapers and manu
scripts were piled up -to t.he ceiling. On one side of• 
the window stood two tables, likewise !loaded with 
miscellaneous papers, newspapers and books. In the 
middle of the room was a small plain writing-table and• 
a windsor chair. • Between this chair and one of the · 
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, • bookshelves w~s a leather-coloured sofa on which Marx 
• would lie down and rest occasionally. On the mantel

l"'iece were more books interspersed with cigars, bo:tes 
of matches, toblcco jars, paperweights and photog~phs 

_. .. -his daughters, his wife, Engels, Wilhelm Wofff . . . 
He would never allow anyone to arrange his.books and 
papers .... but he could put his hand ~n any book or 
manus~ript he wanted. When conversing he would 
often stop for a moment to show the relevant passage 
in a book or to find a reference . . . He disdained 
appearances when arranging his books. Quarto and 
octavo volumes and pamphlets were placed higgledy
piggledy so far as size and shape were concerned. He 
had scant respect for their form ortt:Jinding, the beauty 
of ~ge or of printing : he would tlJin <fown the corners 
of pages, underline freely and pencil the margins. He 
did not actuall:t annotate his books, buP he' could ~t 
refrain from a question mark or note of exclamation 
when the author went too far. Every year he re-read 
his note-books and underli'hed passages to refresh his 
memory . . . which was vigorous and accurate : he had 
trained it in accordance with Hegel's plan of memorizing 
verse in an unfamiliar tongue." • 
• Sun~11Y.L~~ . dedicate,d to his. children ~.•and-~n•, 

these grew up and married, to his grandchildren. The 
entire family had nicknames ; his daughters were 
Qui-Qui, Quo-Quo, and Tussy•; his wife was Mi:ihme; 
he himself was known as the Moor or Old Nick on 
account of his dark complexion and sinister appear-

• ance. His relations with his family remained. easy 
· and affectionate. The Russian sociologi~t Kovalevsky 

' who used to visit him in his last years, was ple«s
antly surprised by his ur4ani~. " Marx is usually 

•described," 4le wrote many years later, "as a gloomy 
and arrogant man, who flatly rejected all bourgeois 

•science and culture. In reality he was a well-educated, 
· highly cultivated Anglo-German gt!ntleman, a man 
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whose close association with Heine li.ad developed • 
in him a vein of cheerful satire, ~nd one who was full ' 
ofethe joy of life, thanks to the fact that his person~tl 
position was extremely comfortable. "• This vj,gnette 
of Marx as a gay and genial host if not wholly con
vincing, at any rate conveys the contrast with the early 
years in Soh~. J:E~ ... cl.I~!:L pleasures were reading 
and walking. He was fond of poetry and knew long 
passages of Dante, JEschylus and Shakespeare by heart. 
His admiration for Shakespeare was limitless, and the 
whole household was brought up on him : he was 
read aloud, a<!ted, discussed constantly. Whatever 
Marx did, h.s: did methodical,ly. Finding on arrival that 
his English was in.-lequate, he set himself to improve it 
by making a ~st .pf Shakespeare's turns of ph~e : 
these he then learnt by heart. Similarly, having learnt 
JW.ssian, h.e t'ead through the work~ of Gogo! and 
Pushkin, carefully underlining the words whose mean
ing he did not know. He had a sound German literary 
taste, acquired early" in hi's youth, and developed by 
reading and re-reading his favourite works. To d}s
tract himself he reada the elder Dumas or Scott, or 
lig~ French novels of the day ; Balzac he admired 

.•~igiou~: he loo~ed upon him as having provid~d 
• in _hi~ npve.Jith~ acutest analysis of the bourgeois society 

of his day ; many of his characters did not, he declared, 
come to full maturity• until after the death of their 
creator, in the sixties and seventies. He had intended 
to write a study of Balzac as a social analyst, but never 
be gall' it. In view of the quality of the only extant piece • 
of literary cr!ticism from his pen, that of Eugene Sue in , 
the German Ideology, the loss may not be one to mourn., 
His taste in literature, fo~ all his love of reading, was• 
on the whole, undistinguished and ~mmonplace. 
There is nothing to indicate that he liked either painting 
or music; all was extruded by P,is_p<:!ssion for books! 

He had alwa;'s read enormously, but ·-t~;7i.rds the· 
c>• v,.'.<i,-·~>'!'.··-·~"'-~ . 
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• • end of his li~ his appetite increased to a degree at 
• which it interfered -.vith his creative work. IIJ...his 

~st ten years he began to acquire completely Ift!w 
languages, su<il as Russian am! Turkish, witl1t ·the 
ostensible purpose of studying agrarian conditions in 
those countries : as an old U rquhartite lje laid his 
hopes on the Turkish peasantry which "he expected to 
become a disruptive, democratizing force in the Near 
East. As his bibliomania grew, Engels's worst fears 
became confirmed ; he wrote less and less, and more 
crabbedly and obscurely. The second and third 
volumes of Das Kapital, edited by ~ngels, and the 
supplementary-stualeswhich formed the fourth volume, 
edited by Kautsky from posthu4hous material, are 
gr~ly inferior in mental power, lue:idity and vigour to 
the lirst volume which has become a classic. 

Physically he ;vas declining fast. In r8BI Jenny l\1irX 
diecf of ·cancer after a long and painful illness. E~ch 
had come to conceive life impossible without the other.· 
" With her the l\!Ioor has died too," Engels said to his 
dauib:t~r Ei~;ri.;r:-· Mali ·nved: for two more years, 
still carrying on an extensiveo correspondence with 
Italians, Spaniards, Russians, but his strength...was 
virtually spent. In 188z, after a particu..~rly -s.-ree, 
winter, his doctor sent him to Algiers to recuperate. 
He arrived with acute pleurisy which he had caught on 
the journey. He spent a month in Northern Africa 
which was uncommonly cold and wet, and returned to 
Europe ill and exhausted. After some weeks of vain 

• wandering from town to town on the French Ri~era in 
search of the sun, he went to Paris, wh~re he stayed 

~ for a time with his eldest daughter Jenny Longuet. 
' Not long after his return tj> London, news came of 
'her sudden• death. He never recovered from this 
blow, and hardly wished to do so : he fell ill in the 
ofollowing year, developed an abscess, in the lung, and 
'on t~: .. !1~.2~.~E§LL~~~1~Ai~i:lj£)1~~ sleep, seated in 
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an armchair in his study. He was buri~d in Highgate • 
cemetery and laid next to his wife. \There were not many 
pnsent: members of his family, a few personal friend~ 
and .workers' repres-entatives from se~ral lan~s. A 
dignified and moving funeral address was delivered by 
E11_g~ls, who spoke of his achievements and his character : 

" His mrssiofl in life was to contribute in one way or 
another to the_t:>.~~r.t~ow of capitalist_~ociety ... to o' 

contribl.l.t\! 1:9J4s;:,Jiberationof the present-dj1y proletariat .W, 
which he was the first to make conscious of its own \ 
position and its needs, of the conditions under which it 
could win its frealom. Fighting was hiselement. And 
he fought with a passion, a tenacity and a 'success which 
few could rival .. ~nd consequently was the best-hated 
and most calumaiated man of his time . . . he died, be
loved, revered and ~ourned by millions of revolutiot;;ry 
fellow workers.from the mines of Siberiq, to the coasts of 
C:lifornia, in all points of Europe and A~erica . . .• h.~s 
name and his work will endure through the ages." 

His death passed largely vnnoticed among the general 
public ; The Times did, indeed, print a brief and 
inaccurate obituary notice, but this, although he died 
in ~ndon, appeared as a message from: its Paris corre-

.SPIIilildent '~o reported what he had read in the Fren~ 
: Socialist pr~s. His fame increased steadily after his 

death as the revolutionary effects of his teaching became 
more and more appare~t. As an individual he never 
captured the imagination either of the public or of pro
fessional biographers to such an extent as his more 
sensitwe and more romantic contemporaries ; and • 
indeed Carlyte and Herzen were infinitely more tragic 
fi~res, tormented by intellectual and moral conflicts"' I 
which Marx neither e~erienced nor understood, and far' 
more profoundly affected b•y the malaise of •heir genera-• 
tion. They have left a bitter and minute account of it, 
better written and more vivid than anything to be found. 
in Marx or in ERgels. Marx fought against the mean ' 

__ ._ .. _..........,... ...... ..,, .... ,~ ,,....,, _._._.,.,.,.~, ..... , .. ~····:WJII·~·?.-.N~ .. 
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• • an.d cynical so.ci<:ty into which he was born, which vul-
• garized and degradec;every human relationship, with a 

ijatred no less profound. But his mind was made. of 
stroni"er and .. uder texture ; he "was insensitive,.self
confident, and strong willed; the causes of his unhappi
ness lay wholly outside him, being poverty, sickness, and 
the triumph of the enemy. His inner l~e was tranquil, 
uncomplicated and secure. He saw the world in simple 
terms of black and white ; those who were not with him 
were against him. He knew upon whose side he was, 
his life was spent in fighting for it, he knew that it would 
ultimately win. Such crises of faith a~ occurred in the 
lives of the gentler spirits among his friends, the painful 
self-examination of such men as Heiii or Heine, received 
from him no sympathy. He looked ~pon them as to 
m~y signs of bourgeois degener:cy which took the 
form of morbid.attention to private emo~on:tl states, or 
still worse, the· exploitation of social unrest for some 
personal or artistic end-frivolity and self indulgence 
criminal in men before whe>se eJes the greatest battle 
in human history was being fought. This uncom
promlsmg sternness towards .personal feeling and 
almost religious insistence on a self-sacrificing disci~ne, 
Vf!S inherited by his successors, and imi~ed bxJ.is. 
enemies in every land. It distinguishes his true des- ~ 
cendants among followers and adversaries alike from 
tolerant liberalism in every spjlere .. 

Others .. £~.fu.te h_iml}~dpreached ~war between classes, 
but it was he who conceived and successfully put into 

• practice~. plan 1esigned to achieve the political organiza-
tion of a class fighting solely for its intere~s as a class

' rand in so doing transformed the entire character • of 
1 political parties and political wa.fare. Yet in his own 
"eyes, and in.hose of his contemporaries, he appeared as 
first and foremost a theoretical economist. The 

.classical premisses on which his economic doctrines rest 
' are to-day largely superseded ; contemporary discussion 
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proceed~· upon a different basis.' The, d~ctrine which 
has survived and grown, and wh\;h has had a greater 
anci more lasting influence both on opinion and on actio14. 
thafl.,.ny other

1
view f1ut forward in modwn times,js his 

theory of the evolution and stru_<::~l!_t:eof capitalist society, 
of which he nowhere gave a detailed exposition. This 
theory' by assetl:ing that the most important question to 
be asked with regard to any phenomenon is concerned 
with the relation which it bears to the economic struc
ture, that is the balance of economic power in the social 
whole of which it is an expression, has created new tools 
of criticism and• research, whose use has altered the 
direction and emphasis of the social sciences in our 
generation. • 

All whose wolik rests on social observation are neces
sarily affected, No~ only the conflicting classes (ud 
their leaders in every country, but \historians and 
so~iologists, psychologists and political scientists, critics 
and creative artists, so far as they are aware of the chang
ing quality of the life-of th~ir society, owe the form of 
their ideas in part to the work of Karl Marx. More than 
half a century has passe4 since its completion, and during 
thos~years it has received more than its due share of 

.pr;ijje and ~ame .. Exaggeration and over-simple appl~ 
~cation of its n'l.ain principles have done much to obscure 
its meaning, and many blunders, both of theory and of 
practice, have been. colllJllitted in its name. Never
theless its effect was, and continues to be, revolutionary. 

•• • 

It set out to refute the proposition that ideas govern 
the covrse of history, but the very extent of its own • 
influence on +mman affairs has weakened the force of 
its .):hesis. For in altering the hitherto prevailing view\' 
of the relation of the i~dividual to his environment and 
to his fellows, it has palpab!y altered that r~tion itself ; • 
and in consequence remains the ·most powerful among 
the intellectual forces which are to-day permanently. 
transforming the -.vays in which men think and act. 

·• 
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I. ORIGINAL WORKS 

THE comple~ ediiion of the works and private papers of Marx 
and Engels is still unfinished : their publication in the original 
languages which was commenced in Berlin under the auspices 
·of the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute was interrupted by the 
events of 1933. The Russian translation simultaneously 
published by the Institute in Moscow has considerably out
stripped the German edition, but still lacks several volumes. 
Their best-known works have been made accessible to English 
readers by a series of competent translations published by 
Messrs. Martin Lawrence (now Lawrence and Wishart). It 
includes, up to date : •The German Ideology (Pts. I and III), 
The Poverty of Philosophy; The Communist lvlanifesto; Wage, 
Lahour and Capit~l ; • The Class Struggles in France ; jlhe 
Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte; Civil War in the 
United StateJ and Revolution in Spain (coll~:ctions of Marx's 
neW"f>aper articl~s, letters, documents, etc.)~ Correspondence 
1846-r895 (a large and well-edited selection of letters by 
Marx and Engels) ; Letters to Dr. Kugelmann, and the Critique 
of the Gotha Programme.; of _.works by Engels : Germany : 
Revolution and Countq-revolutwn ; Ludwig Feuerbach and the 
Outcome of Classical German Philosophy ; Socialism : Utopian 
and Scientific ; Herr Eug(Jn Diihring's Revolution in Science ; 
and several other works. The best translation of the first 
vol~ of Capital is by E. and C. Paul (Everyman's Library, 
<>~, the·ol1iY avairable version of vols. II and III is that bt' 

.,;..E. Untermann,Chicago: C. H. Kerr & Co.); vol. IV (Theories 
of Surplus Value) has not been translated into English. There 
are also versions of A Contribution to Political Economy (trans. 
N. I. Stone, C. H. K"'rr & {:.o.) ; Value, Price and Profit (ed. 
by E. M. Aveling, Allen & Unwin) and Letters on India (ed. 
by B. P. L. and F. Bedi, Lahore): Contemp. India Publica
tions). Two useful compenda, which include a good many of 
the wor~s cited above, are : A Handbook to .'Vlarxism (ed. E. • 
Burns, Gollanci) and Selected Works (ed. Adoratsky, English 
edition ed. C. P. Dutt, New York: International Publisheri 
& <;o.). \' 

II. :iiOCjRAPHIES • 
The standard work is Karl Marx by Franz MelJring, brought 

up to date and excellently annotated by E. Fuchs and trans
lated by E. Fitzgerald. Karl Marx : a Study in Fanaticism, 
by E. H. Carr, is a lively and readable bqok based on detailed • 
original research, '~ich, on points of fact, supersedes all ' 
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previous authorit,es. equally scrupulous work· but more 
sympathetic to•it!; sub ct and his teaching is Karl Marx: 
Man and Fighter by B. Ticolaievsky and 0. Maenchen-Helfen 
1Which also embodies original material, particularly fPom 
Russian sources- Biographies exist atso by John Spar!Jj> 'and 
Otto RUhle, and shorter lives by M. Beer, R. W. Postgate 
and C. J. S. Sprigge ; of these the last two are much the best. 
The standard biography of Engels is by G. Ma~er, abridged 
and translated by G. and H. Highet, ed. by R! H. S. Crossman. 

III. CRITICAL STUDIES 
Of the immense polemical literature which surrounds Marx 

and Marxism the following works, written from many differing 
standpoints, are likely to be of most interest to English readers : 

Karl Marx and the Close of his System, by E. v. Boehm
Bawerk (this, and the works by H. W. B. Joseph and V. Sim
khovich cited below, constitute the most formidable attacks 
upon M.'s economic doctrines). A counter-attack is provided 
by R. Hilfferding's Bohm-Bawerk's Criaicism and Karl Marx. 
What Marx Really Meant, by G. D. H. C~Ie, the best Iarge
sca.l.e popular exposition of Marxism ~nee Engels. Towards 
theunderstanding of Karl Marx and From Hegel to Marx, by 
S. Hook, lucid and penetrating critical stucties of Marx and 
his predecessors./ The Labour Theory of ValUe in Karll\ltfrx, 
by H. W. B. Joseph, l'viarxism versus Socialism, by V. Sim
khovich (for both these see above). Karl Marx, by Karl 
Korsch, a learned and ori&jnal but ponderously written 
examination of Marxism in h1s histori<Oal setting. Historical 
Materialism and the Economics of Karl Marx, by Benedetto 
Croce, an essay of arresting origin~ity. A short but excep
tionally able study of historical materialism by J. L. Gr~y 
forms a chapter of Social and Political Thinkers of the'-Nine
(fenth Century, ed. F. ]. C. Hearnshaw. • The ~ges de-'ed
to Marxism in A History of Politica{ Theory, b)" G. H. Sabine..:, 
an excellent summary. The Economic Doctrines of Karl Marx, 
by K. Kautsky, the classical exposition of Marxist economics. 
Karl Marx, by H.]. Laski, the bt;'>t shqrt summary of Marx's 
achievement. The same author's Communism in this series is, 
despite its shortness, so far as is known to the writer, the best 
analysis of the movement and its intellectual basis in any. Ian-

• guage. Karl Marx's. Capital, by A. D. Lindsay, aro excep
tionally fair discussion of its subject. Marx, J¥zgels, JWarxism, 
],oy N. Lenin, a magistral exposition and, with his State and ''f Revolution, one of the texts on which orthodox Commu~ism 
is to-day based. Essays in the History of Materialism and 

.Fundamental Problems of Marxi&m, ty G. Plekhanov, classical 
treatises by ethe acutest thinker and most brilliant writer 
among the immediate successors of Marx and Engels. A 
duller but more solid work is Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, 

"by D. B. Ryazanov,,the most erudite of all Marxists, and the 
,. most pedestrian. · • 

• 
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170. Post-War France Prof. PAUL VAUCHER, D. es L. 
143. The Growth of International Thought F. M. STAWELL 
II. Conservatism, 1510-1911 Rt. Hon. Lord HUGH CECIL, M.P., D.C.L. 
21. Liberalism Prof. L. T. HOBHOUSE, D.Litt., LL.D. 
10. The Socialist Movement, 1835-1911 ). RAMSAY MACDONALD 

"'1"31. Communism, 138f-1927 Prof. HAROLD' J. LASKI 
ISO. Fascism Major). S. BARNES 

I. Parliament, 1295-1929 Sir C. P. ILBERT, G.C.B., K.C.S.I. 
30. Elements of English ltaw Prof. W. M. GELDART, B.C.L. 

Further Revised 1939 by p._r. Sir WILLIAM HOLDSWORTH, K.C., D.C.L., LL.D. 
83. Commonsense in Lavfl Prof. Sir P. VINOGRADOFF, D .• L. 

163. Town and Country Planning Prof. PATRICK ABERCROMBIE 
38. The School.• R.Wsed 1932 Prof.J. ). FINDLAY, Ph.D. 

152. Lic{\JOr Control Prof. GEORGE'!:. G. CATLIN, Ph.D. 
159. Local Government JOHN P. R. MAUD 
168. Broadcasting HILDA MATHESON 
174. Sociology Prqf. MORRIS GINSBERG, M.A., D.Litt. 
176. Democracy ' Prof. DELISLE BURNS, M.A., D.Litt. 
184. Humour and Human1ty Prof. STEPHEN LEACOCK, Ph.D., D.Litt. 
189. Karl Marx • I. BERLIN 

• 
1,. ].sus of Na,reth • BiSHOP GORE, D.C.L., LL.DI 
~Christianity • . EDWYN BEVAN, D.Litt. 

68. (jkomparative Religion Prof. J. ESTLIN CARPENTER, LL.D. 
84. ~e Literature·of the Old Testament Prof. G. F. MOORE, D.D., LL.D. 
56. The Making of the New Tfstament Prof. B. W. BACON, LL.D. I 
94. Religious Developmerft. between 

the Old and New Testaments Canon R. H. CHARLES, D.Litt. 
90. The Church of England, 596-1900 •Canon E. w. WATSON 
so. Nonconformity, 1566-1910 Principal W. B. SELBIE, D.D. • 
IS. Moha~medanijm Prof. D. S. MARGOLIOUTH, D.Lite. 
~Buddhism. Revised 1934 Mrs. RHYS DAVI~ 
60. Missions, A.D. 313-1910 Mrs. CREIGHTON \• 
74. A ~istory of Freedom of Thought Prof. J. B. BURY, LL.D. 0 

102. A History of Philosophy~ 191~ Prof. CLEMENT C. j. WEBB, F.B.A. • 
40. Problems of Philosophy BERTRAND~~R.S. 

178. Rel!gion and Science ' • BERTRAND RUSSELL .S. 
54. Ethics Prof. G. E. MOOR .Litt. 

175. Practical Ethics Rt. Hen. Viscount SAMUEL, G.C.B., M.P. • 
181. •Recent Philosophy' •~ JOHN LAIRD, F.B.A. 
186. ;,t. Paul , Prof. A. NOCK 

" 



' 1---l Science 
179. Science in .A tiqui --- Pr9f.le: FARRINGTON 

32. A~ Introduction t cience. . 
'Revised 1928 Prof. Sir ). ARTHUR THOMSO~, LL.D. 

•46. Matter and Energy • Prof. F. SODD'(. F.R.~. 
62. T~e Origin~nd Nature of Life Prof. BENJAMII't MOORE 
20. Evolution Profs. Sir J. A. THOMSON and Sir P. GEDiiEs 

138. Life of the Cell D. LANDSBOROUGH THOMSON, B.Sc., Plf.D. 
145. The Atom. Revised 1937 Prof0 G. P. THOMSON 
115. Biology (Illustrated) Profs. Sir ). A. THOM~N and Sir P. GEDDES 
44. Principles of Physiology Prof. j. G. McKENDRICK 

Revised 1928 by Prof. j. A. MacWILLIAM, F.R.S. 
ISO. Sex Dr. B. P. WIESNER 
41. Anthropology R. R. MARETT, D.Sc., F.R.A.I. 
57. The Human Body Prof. Sir ARTHUR KEITH, F.R.S., F.R.C.S. 

120. Eugenics Prof. A. M. CARR SAUNDERS 
17. Health and Disease Sir LESLIE M.!.CKENZIE, M.D., F.R.C.f"!ooo 

128. Sunshine and Health R. CAMPBELL MACFIE, LL.D., F.R.S.E. 
116. Bacteriology (Illustrated) Prof. CARL H: BROWNING, F.R.S. 
79. Nerves. Revised 1928 Prof. D .• ASER HARRIS, M.D., F.R.S.E. 
:· Psychology. XIXth Impression, with Special P .. face 1937 

e Prof. W. McDOUGALL, F.R.S. 
28. Psychical Research, 1882-1911 Sir W. F. BARRETT, F.R.S. 

164. Psycho-Analy)is and its Derivatives Dr. eH. tRICHTON-MILLER 
22. Crime and Insanity Dr. c. A. f'IERCIER 
19. The Animal World (Illustrated) Prof. F. W. GAMBLE, F.R.S. 

130. Birds Dr. A. LANDSBOROUGH THOMSON, B.Sc., Ph.D. 
133. Insects • F. BALFOUR BROWNE, F.R.S.E. 
126. Trees 1 Dr. MacGREGOR SKENE 

9. The Evolution of Plants Dr. D. H. SCOTT 
72. Plant Life (Illustrated) lltof. Sir). B. FARMER, D.Sc., F.R.S. 

132. The Evolution of a Garden E. "' M . .,COX 
18. An Introduction to Mathematics 

t Prof, A. N'! WHIT~EAD, D.Sc., F.R"S. 
31. Astronomy, circa 1860-1911. Revised 1936 • A. R. HINKS, F~ 

160. Wireless Dr .• w. H. ECCLES,F.R.S. 
67. Chemistry Prof. RAPHAEL MELDOLA, D.Sc. 

t Further Revised 1937 !,.. Prof.tALEXANDER FINDLAY, D.Sc. 
173. Physics Prof. A. S. EVE, C.B.E., D.Sc., F.R.S. 
122. Gas and Gases (11/ustrated) Prof. R. M. CAVEN, D.Sc. 
78. The Ocean • Sir JOHN MURRAY, K.C.B. 
53. The Making of the Earth Prof. ). W. GREGORY,j.R.S., LL.D. 
88. The Geological Growth of Europe Prof. tiRENVILLE A. ). C~LE 

~4. Man's Influence on the Earth R. L. SHERLOCK, o,.,. 
f 151. Volcanoes Dr. G. W. TYRRELL, A.R.C.S.C., Ph.D., F.G.S., F.R.S.E. 
• 36. Climate and Weather (Illustrated) Prof. H. N. DICKSO•N, D.Sc. 
• 127. Motors and Motoring (lllust•ted) • E. T. BROWN 

183.i~utrition and Diet Dr. W. R~ AYKROYD 
187. e Study of Heredl'ty " E. B. FORD, M.A., B.Sc. 

•190. ctricity (Illustrated) Dr. T. F. WALL, 

- ---------- ----------# ' • I 
Complete List up to August 1939. New title~ will be added yearly. " . 


